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List of Abbreviations and Glossary

Abbruzzo Adjacent region to the North of the Molise

Abbruzzese (i) Inhabitants of the Abbruzzo region, or adjective

Am biente used to indicate a combination of the English "environment, background,
set, social circle and atmospheren

. Cao aIso mean room of a house in
ItaIian.

Anagrafe

BSA

births registry

Bilancio Sociale di Area (General Social Survey of the Area) (1981)

.;

Conservatorie
di Milano the registry office of land tides and transactions situated in Milano

CQL Canadian Quality of Life Survey (1981)

Forestiere (i) "stranger","outsider" but more commonly: "person from out oftown"

ms Immigration and Housing Survey (1988)

INA-Casa Istituto Nazionale di Assicurazione-Casa (Nationallnsurance lnstitute
Housing)

lACP Istituto Autonomo di Case Popolari (Autonomous Institute for Public
Housing)

Larinese (i) Inhabitant (s) of Larino, or adjective, in the singular: the greater area of
Larino

Meridionale Someone who lives in, or cornes from the South of Italy

Meridione The South of Italy comprising various culturally distinct regions of
historical underdevelopment, approximately South of Rome and including
the islands.

Mezzadria A contractual system of conducting agricultural activities without owning
the land, by which the harvest is shared with the owner. The concession of
the land and housing is often considered to be of equal value to labour and
deserving of half of the agricultural production.

Milano Milan

Milanese (i) Inhabitant (s) of Milan, or adjective

Molisano/a (i1e) Inhabitants of the Molise region, or adjective

Signorile gentlemanly, lordly; with reference to housing, retlecting an ample
disposition of weaIth accompanied by good taste and a sense ofjust
measure.
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Abstract

Evidence on comparative quality of life and housing of Italians at origin~ and

emigrants in two destinations was gathered from field research, and from three surveys:

one, of residents of the town of origin (n= 153)~ Larino, in the province of Campobasso,

and the other two, of residents of major destinations of Larinesi emigrants - Montreal

(n= 118)~ and Milano (n=73)_ The main working hypothesis was tested that the best

quality of life is found among emigrants living in Montreal. The research also explicated

the historical connection between policies of migration and housing concems in Canada

and in Italy.

Quality of life was measured using a battery of structural~ objective and subjective

indicators that were calibrated for relative comparisons between the two cities of

destination by the re-analysis of two large surveys (Milano n=966; Montreal n=46 1), and

by the use of official statistics.

Multivariate analysis results showed that in comparison ta the town of origin~

Montreal produced the best and most distinguishable socio-demographic context and

Milano the best geographic context. The objective indicators based on the ratios of

incarne ta need and those based on incarne relative ta each city, are most influential in

Montreal. Subjective indicators such as attitudes and lifestyles are more consistently

related ta levels of education than to place of residence.

High rates of house ownership among the Larinesi in Montreal, and changes in their

patterns of use of space which accompany permanent resettlement - especially those

regarding the use of an extra kitchen - were found to be explainable in terrns of the

"housing culture" of the town of origin.
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.... Résumé

De l'évidence comparative sur la qualité de la vie et le logement des italiens à

l'origine, et des émigrés en deux destinations a été recueillit dès recherches du champ et

dès trois sondages: le premier, sur les résidents du pays d'origine, Lanno (n= 153), dans la

province de Campobasso, et les autres deux, sur les résidents des destinations majeures

des émigrés Lannesi - Montréal (n= 118) et Milano (n=73). L'hypothèse de travail

principale a été vérifiée que la meilleur qualité de la vie se trouve entre les émigrés qui

habitent à Montréal. En plus, la recherche explique la connexion historique entre les

politiques de migration et les soins hahitatifs au Canada et en Italie.

La qualité de la vie a été mesurée en utilisant plusieurs indicateurs structurels,

objectifs. et subjectifs, qui sont été calibrés pour les comparaisons relatives entre les deux

cités, par une re-analyse de deux grands sondages (Milano n=966; Montréal n=46 1), et

par l'utilisation de statistiques officielles.

Les résultats des analyses multi-factorieles montrent que comparé a Lanno,

Montréal a produit le meilleur et le plus distinctif contexte socio-démographique, et

Milano le meilleur contexte géographique. Les indicateurs objectifs basés sur le rapport

des entrées au besoin, et sur les entrées relatives à chaque cité sont plus influents à

Montréal. Les indicateurs subjectifs comme, par exemple, les attitudes et les genres de vie

sont plus conformément associés avec le niveau d'éducation que le lieu de résidence.

Le taux de propriété du logement de Larinesi le plus élevé à Montréal. et les

changements dans leur façons d'utiliser l'espace, que accompagnent le re-établissment

permanent - spécialement ceux que concernent l'utilisation d'une cuisine additionnelle 

sont été trouvés d'être explicable en termes de la "culture du logement" du pays d'origine.
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Introduction

This research is about the causes and results of migration and the extent of weIl

being among settled migrants. It investigated causes related specificaIly to the historicaI

conditions and housing concerns preceding emigration from a Southem Italian town~ it

assessed well-being, or quality of life, with structural, objective and subjective measures~

a'1d it looked for the results ofmigration in the areas of housing adaptation and social

adjustment. In addition to the historical component, the research incorporated a cross

sectional comparative methodology which allowed the separation of the effects of

migration from those of adjustment to a different culture. After a lapse of thirty five years

from the beginning of the latest large migratory flow from Italy to Canada, three locations

were compared: a town of origin and two destinations of emigration. Comparisons were

made particularly with regards to former and new quality of life, housing concerns and

patterns of inhabiting before and after migration, and changes in the town of origin vis-à

vis conditions in the two places of migrant settlement. The specifie emigrants studied in

tbis dissertation were from the Molise region of Italy and originated from the town of

Larino, in the province of Campobasso. Those who settled in an intra-nationaI destination

(Milano, in Northern ltaIy) provided a comparison for those who settled in an extra

national destination (Montreal, Canada). Housing patterns considered in this dissertation

include a variety of items ranging from the physical structure and layout of a residence, to

tenure, to internai use of the home and to attitudes towards the incidentaIs of living in a

particular neighbourhood and city. For example, the effects ofgovernment mortgage

lending programs and rent controllegislation, the availability of community services, the

degree of satisfaction with one's neighbourhood, and the size and construction of one's

dwelling, as weil as the manner of living within that dwelling and the changes made to it,

are all considered. The evidence from tbis research indicates that, in the study of the

causes of emigration, the articulation of the role of housing dissatisfaction is not only

possible, but of guiding importance. It can give a necessary direction to the explanation of

cultural influences on the dynamics of the residential adjustment of immigrants.

Emigration, in fact, should not simply be viewed as an act of physicaI relocation, but as a
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phenomenon which is multi-dimensional, processual, and which encompasses a range of

interacting personal, cultural, economic, and geopolitical factors (Zoelberg, 198 1).

Similarly, housing should be viewed not just as a physical structure or discrete building,

but as a \\'ider "bundle ofgoods and services"(Tumer, 1972).

A number of questions about the relationship between housing and migration have

been explained in tbis dissertation. Foremost among them is the manner in which

Canadian and Italian housing and migration policies served as structural motivators for

emigration from the South. The research presented here diminishes the gap in the

explanation of the reasons for the extraordinarily high incidences of home-ownership, and

the particularities of use of space among Italians. Like those of other European peasant

origin immigrants to Canada, the motives for the emigration of Italians have been

attributed to the desire for "money and jobs". An explanatory gap existed because

"money and jobs" explanations did not address why the consumption patterns resulting

from economic improvement, were so heavily concentrated upon the acquisition of a

home; and why they did not produce, in addition to or in its stead, a variety of altemate

behaviours - such as higher incidences of retum migration, hoarding of cash, or a more

diversified consumerism directed perhaps towards more frequent holidays or higher

investments in children 's education. Also, the value base underlying the housing

expenditure was explored, placed in the housing context of the eighties and studied in

relation to values imported from the place of ongin. The complex relationship between

agrarian systems of tenure and changes in agriculture provided an explanation for both

housing satisfaction and motives for ernigration. Govemment policies and facilitations,

however, allowed better explanations of housing satisfaction as a reward for permanent

seulement. Also, the conditions of settled emigrants and their assessment ofgood quality

of life relative to that of all the residents of the wider urban context in Milano, presented

particular problems which were not reproduced in the Montreal residents.

The evidence introduced came from an analysis of 1951 to 1981 census information,

from qualitative field research, and from original data from my survey, titled Immigration

and Housing Survey (1988) (n=353) and collected in Larino, Milano, and Montreal
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between April 1987 and April 1988. Further evidence for city-wide comparisons was

obtained from analysis of selected survey questions from two additional sets of data: for

Montreal, the Canadian Quality of Life Survey (198 1) (n=461), collected by the [nstitute

of Behavioral Research from York University, and for Milano, the Bilancio Sociale di Area

(1981) (n=966), collected by the Assessorato al Decentramento of the Comune di Milano

and the Istituto Superiore di Sociologia. [n order to ease the flow of the presentation, a

large portion of the material is included in appendices at the end. Appendix 1has an

English summary and a copy of the questionnaire that was administered in Italian. The

methodologjcal and technical notes, the sample selection, the weighting, and the data

analysis notes regarding my survey are found in Appendix II. Similar information for the

two additional sets of data is in Appendix nI. Important field notes and reflections on the

adjustments required to do research in Italy are contained in Appendix IV, while the

majority of the descriptive tables referred to in the body of the text are assembled in

Appendix V

This reporting convention is not meant to relegate the material in the appendices to

secondary importance to the main body of the text. The appendices are an integral part of

this dissertation, as are the quotations taken from field notes and interviews with

privileged sources which are included in the main body. The quotes are reproduced in the

language of the interview, and my translations are provided either in parentheses, or in a

footnote. By otfering the original Italian along with the English, the bilingual reader can

better appreciate how the act of translating generated additional layers of meaning relevant

to the issues of housing, quality of life and social adaptation.
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.. CHAPTER 1

COMPARATIVE SOCIOLOGICAL RE8EARCH
ON ITALIAN EMIGRATION

Perspectives and Issues

Previous Studies and Open Questions
To date~ only a few towns from which ltalian immigrants to Canada originated have

received the attention of demographic and descriptive analyses (Jansen, 1981 a, 1981 b~

1986). The studies have been carried out mostly in the Canadian destination of the

immigrants. Following the general impetus of multiculturalism policies, these studies

have focused on the internai aspects of immigration such as history, integration,

educational and job achievement~clearly from the perspective of the direct interests of

Canada as a nation~ and as a host for immigrants. Studies have been conducted in greater

numbers in Toronto, Ontario~ where census figures report the largest population of

Italians in Canada. A few have aIso been done in Western Canadian cities like

Vancouver~ (Jansen 1981a, 1981b) and Calgary (Fainella, 1975, 1982, 1984). Post

emigration studies in one 10cation~ however, risk making sweeping generalizations about

historie patterns because they usuaIly rely only on immigrants' self-assessments of

motives. "Remarkable" coincidences such as those between the towns which witnessed

movement ofCanadian and American troops (Jansen 1988:63; Orlando, 1956) in the

invasion of Italy and the towns which saw the largest sources of post-war immigrants are

bound to raise doubts if not explored fully. The oral reports used in this kind of historical

research are valid, but there is a need for corroboration and validation with other

objective measures before meaningful conclusions can be drawn.

The research on ltalians in Montreal has been less extensive than in Ontario, and in

comparison has been influenced by the heightened sensitivity which the question of the
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survival of the French language has brought upon ethnic studies. Studies commissioned

by the provincial government have sought to place Italians in the context of a dualistic

French-English linguistic segmentation (Painchaud & Poulin, 1988), which may not have

been the most appropriate method of analysis for this group. Simplistic, one-dimensional

models of immigrant motivation are often questionable and ltalians in Quebec

demonstrated an unexpected amount of complexity on political and language issues.

Examples cfthis complexity were: favoring the provincial Liberal party but not its

policies; siding with French ethnic nationalism but not with linguistic restrictions; and

being culturally closer, but most discriminated by the French (Painchaud and Poulin,

1988).1 There appeared to be a need for further study of comparative adaptation.

Post-World War II research on Italians in the United States had problems of its own

in relying too heavily on models of the ··unhappy peasant" motivated by la miseria

(destitution) (Lopreato, 1967). The simultaneous occurrence of clear-cut economic

problems with large waves of emigration has too hastily overshadowed and often

perverted the important philosophical consideration ·~at people make choices, that we

are none of us totally helpless creatures of our environments, that different people, or

even the same people at different times, may respond differently to the same

environments ... "(Flew, 1985: 105). Neither origin-only, nor destination-only studies,

nor comparisons of gross national product figures can answer questions on dissatisfaction

with life as motivators for emigration, Le. the individual level aspects of economic

destitution. This type of knowledge is gathered in origin versus destination comparative

contexts. The relationship between origin and destination of Italian immigration to

1Painchaud and Poulin (] 988: 142) describe the situation in Quebec as if they had comparative evidence. which they do
not present. on the general situation of [talians within multiculturalism throughout the rest ofCanada. For example.
according to the census the [taHan language retention in Montreal is 75% (language uscd over mother tongue),
exactly 6% points above that ofOntario. This. however. is no blazing support for their conclusion mat" Le conflit
linguistique et la question nationale, au Québec. ont indubitablement laissé un espace plus grand aux langues et aux
cultures ethniques à Montréal que partout ailleurs au Canada" (the language conflict and the national question. in
Quebcc. have undoubtedly left a largcr space for ethnic languages and cultures in Montreal than anywhere cise in
Canada) (218). Even iftrue. many reasons other than linguistic contlict. couId account for this conclusion. For one
reason. in the case of ItaJians it may have becn that they had to be more defensivc about their identity in a situation
of reduced linguistic choices. such as the loss of the choice of English as a language of instruction. Another reason
may be that the high language retention is simply attributable to the fact that Montreal holds Canada's record for the
highest levels of ethnic residential concentration (see Masi. 1985, for a further critique of Painchaud and Poulin 's
draft report).
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Canad~ has in fact been considered ··ripe" for study (Masi~ 1985: 159) and is underscored

by census statistics on age. In 1981, with new immigration at very low levels~ Italians

had larger proportions than the rest ofCanada in the 40-60 age groups (Jansen,

1988: 124). Italians in the late eighties had further becorne occupationally settled~

established within suburban communities~and had becorne suitable for comparative

quality of life research. Enough time had passed since the large influx of the 50~s and

60's~ so that outcomes of migration could be considered inter-generationally stable,

indicative of the level of adaptation to the Canadian life style, and in sorne real sense~ as

foreshadowing the retirement conditions for the group.

Along with the characteristic of stability~ there has also been a higher than average

propensity towards home ownership. Researchers in Montreal (Boissevain~ 1970;

Ramirez. 1981) as weIl as others elsewhere (Hayward~ 1980) have claimed that the desire

for home ownership among Italians arose in the place of origin~ and was a strong

motivator for emigration from ltaly. Their conclusions, though interesting and

stimulating, lacked direct evidence and tended to infer motivating conditions about Italy

from outcomes in Canada. Their ideas provided two interesting but unsupported

hypotheses: first~ that the second wave (post World War II) of immigration found a ready

motive in the basically unchanged. since World War 1, cultural and socio-economic

climate (Rarnirez in Painchaud & Poulin, 1988:85) of small town Southern ItaIy; and

second. that the intention to remain in Canada detennined the specifie adaptive strategies

for the group such as the concerted family effort towards house purchase (Ramirez~

1984:25).

Housing issues, one central concern in this thesis~ were still open questions. Why

and how strongly had immigrants desired housing, in cornparison to other motivations?

The traditional wisdom~ propounded by historians, and based on interviews with

immigrants living in Canada, pointed to an obvious and sociologically trivial conclusion:

that migrants wantedjobs. Since ajob allows a claim on both the productive and the

consumptive spheres of society, it was difficult~ but essentiaI, to separate which of the two

was mast important~specially at a time when social safety nets had not yet been

developed-if it was going to make any sense to distinguish ltalians from anyone eIse
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along this dimension., because everyone who had no other source of income had in sorne

way to have a "job" in order to eat. It was not possible to make statements about different

cultural orientations without knowing which sphere was more characteristic of the

motives for Italian emigration. Was it the productive sphere, that is, the desire to have an

occupation or activity of one"s choice regardless of the effect upon consumption., or the

consumptive sphere viewed as the preponderant desire to spend the fruits ofone's labor.,

regardless of what one must do in order to obtain those fruits? In other words't were

agricultural peasants driven to emigrate by their inability to produce enough for their

basic consumption., or were they essentially satisfied with their consumption but were

motivated by a desire to change their productive role, because they no longer wanted to be

caught in powerless relations of dependence upon a land owner, or upon a class structure

too rigid to permit any shifts in upward mobility? It is a1so clear that once in the

destination., original motives became difficult to decipher because the realities that were

found in the new place had immediate salience, and could upstage those of the origin. In

fact't in Canadian perspective an immigrant wage worker on getting ajob in Canada might

have had a similar productive status and consumptive ability as any other more

established, non-immigrant worker holding a similar job. Unlike the Canadian worker

however, the immigrant would have started his job from a subjective position of

achievement., and as a type of upward mobility with a non-negligible positive

psychologicalloading, as a direct result of his own private comparison to a previous

position held in another country, not at all noticeable without knowledge of conditions at

the ongin.

Educated guesses regarding the nature of motives had pointed to the general

economic problems ofpost-war Italy't but a full assessment of the preconditions of

emigration required that particular aspects of the economy be analyzed. Employment,

social conditions't and politics were strong individual motivators, but how did they

interact with the housing situation? If the housing situation added to the general social

distress in Italy, then it might have raised the pre-evaluation of the Canadian housing

situation and made the acquisition of a house in Canada seem bath more desirable, and

more likely to occur. In this respect one could have expected housing to be a good
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motivator for extra-national emigration but a different motivator for emigration to the

North of Italy, where housing conditions were not favorable to migrants. AIso, if the

large migrations from the South of Italy, both to the North and to Canada, were

predominantly composed of semi-skilled and unskilled workers (Ascoli, 1979; Jansen,

1988), why did workers with comparable social backgrounds and economic motives

choose these two very different destinations? More carefui analysis would reflect the

existence of differences in the type ofemigrant that went to the north of Italy, differences

not revealed in analysis of census information. It might also be possible to discover what

specifie structural factors, aspirations, and expectations about fulfilling aspirations were

more instrumental to population movement.

Bases and Concerns of the Methodology
The relevance of answers to these questions for a better understanding of a

sociology specifically interested in ltalian immigration and settlement has been hinted at

by previous researchers (Poulin, 1985: 124). Relevance for studying anything is

ultimately tied to the value assigned to the task of understanding the subject matter. a

value which often cornes from outside of the discipline. and therefore may not be shared

byall scholars. Nevertheless. establishing the relevance of answers to these question in

this restricted context is no different from establishing the relevance of sociology in

general. A philosophicaI "bootstrap" is required and without it, no social analysis is

possible. It is commonly accepted in the study of how knowledge is acquired that: '"the

practice of social science cannot be detached from the philosophicaI assumptions about

people's nature and their role in society" and that "empirical social science must start

from a properly articulated philosophical base ... [which] cannot be an optional activity for

those reluctant to get on with the 'real' empirical work"(Trigg, 1985:205).

In keeping with this advice, the philosophical base which underlies this research

can be described as positivistic, because it makes use of data-gathering devices such as

surveys, and interprets the results within a proposed theoreticaI framework (cf. H. G.

Gadamer in ConnoUy, J. M. & T. Keutner, 1988:68). It is aIso paradigmatic research

because the techniques used are not necessarily linked to any particular sociologicaI
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tradition. A variety ofdisciplines may daim the paradigm used here and explained in the

next chapter. Among these are: literature~ history, anthropology, urban studies, policy

planning, and architecture. This research is also applied research because it seeks to

provide answers for questions which were felt to have become burdensome at an

academic level~ and important at a human level, at least for ltalians. For example,

retrospective inquiries such as ~"Do 1know where 1 stand~ now, in this country?'~ were

answered through a systematic~ multifaceted approach. Lastly, the research could also be

called henneneutic (or qualitative sociology) because: firstly, it tried to understand

emigration and housing as "~lived experience" in contexts which are often '''radically

different" i.e. origin and destination (Trigg, 1985: 196); secondly, because it often required

interpretation in the processing of symbolic infonnation gathered in dissimilar contexts;

and thirdly because of my active participation in that which was being understood and

communicated.2

In using both quantitative and qualitative methods the limitations ofboth had to be

dealt with. Quantitative (or positivistic) methods often miss relevant unquantifiable

observations while qualitative (or henneneutic and phenomenological) methods are

usually criticized for their inability to Itvalidate lt interpretations. In sociological practice

problems of research are often rectified by means of different and complementary

techniques among which is the use of the '''informed participant". As a member of the

ethnic group which was being studied 1acted as an infonned participant although this role

was not as predominant as that of the detached reporter. Research which is carried out by

members of the same ethnic group has often been criticized as filiopietistic in spite of the

advantages that it ensures, in the overcoming of cultural and linguistic problems of

interpretation. The sociologist as an infonned participant is well-equipped at the onset to

recognize cultural bias and avoid errors because his lived experience has sensitized him

to such issues. His preparation cao also reduce the time required in the field in arder to

~My panicular location is that of a "marginal" immigrant who can be considered similar to many tirst generation
emigrants as weil as similar to the second generation. Having come to Canada at the age ofthirteen. 1did not make a
decision to emigrate on my own initiative. Piore (1979:65) has made of adolescence a '"true divider" in generationaJ
attitudes and behavior; and has described migration "during adolescence itself. in early or mid·teens" as leading to
"unpredictable" results in the adult "orientation and attitude ofchildren".
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understand locallinguistic and cultural nuances-more time than is often available to the

best and most prepared cross-cultural researehers.3 An author 's cultural and linguistic

participation is, therefore, often the only reliable means ofcarrying out meaningful

research. The latter is quite distinct from the value whieh the outcome of the research

may be granted by the seientific community.~

The focus here, therefore, is on the holistic understanding of ltalian immigrants as

human beings, rather than on the elucidation of specifie theories-without exeluding, out

of hand, the usefulness of theoretical models in studies of social behavior. Another way

to describe this type of research is that it is inductive and exploratory (Greer-Wotten &

Velidis. 1983) and of substantive importance.

Sociological Importance
The sociologieal importance of comparative studies of ltalian immigration is

highlighted particularly by Italy's political and economic history since the end of World

War II. Italy in the sixties experienced an ....economic miracle" and in a short time

changed its status from ....developing nation" to '''leading industrialized country," which it

remains today. This achievement has, however, been reached against an historical

background of economic and cultural subdivisions between its industrialized North and

an impoverished South which still lingers. Although a general breaking-down of

economic distinctions, and a greater tolerance for cultural ones was noticeable in the

eighties (Galasso, 1986:55), the paradox ofuneven development has motivated

journalists, scholars and ordinary citizens alike to wonder about Italy's economic

advances as exemplified by headlines sueh as ....Last among the first. or tirst among the

last?" (GaBino, 1987: 1), or "·Marching North but Staying South" (The Economist, Nov.

JAn example can be found in lansen's (1981a. 1981b) studies of the Vancouver ltaHan community. which fonn the
corpus of sociological research on ltalians in Western Canada. These studies might have benefited from more time
to iron out problems. They were criticized by a community activist who perceived "errori di interpreta=ione ed
Imposttrione." (eITors of interpretation and fonnulation) (Terrana., A. interview. 1988). lansen's field research was
described as portraying a community which was quarrelsome and leaderless. The activist believed that leaders did
indeed exist. and that the quarreling was either the ltalian equivalent of the democratic process. or a reaction to the
patemalism ofG. Gennano. a particularly zealous ltalian vice-consul.

4 Margaret Mead's. "Coming of Age in Samoa" is a case in point where relying on "uninfonned" native interpreters cao
lead to wrong. but long-revered. conclusions (Flew. 1985).
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26. 1988) and by common verbal bashes such as that heard from a young banker: ~~Behold

ltaly, the cradle of civilization where Culture was bom, and where it still sleeps sorne

2,000 years later" (Paolo Cattani, persona! communication, 1986).

During the seventies, a steep plunge in emigration, and a considerable increase in

return migration from Many countries including Canada, reflected a rea!, decreased need

to emigrate from Italy out of strict economic necessity. The effect of this shift in the

century old pattern of ltalian migration upon those who had moved away permanently has

not been examined by academics. On the other band, and unsurprisingly, the improved

living conditions of latter-day ltaly bave been the subject of much attention both in Italian

media and in Canadian-ltalian language media, where it has often been discussed

(Antonelli, 1987b:5) in terms of problems and contradictions (Antonelli, 1986:3). The

ethnie media refleeted a hody discussed topic among ltalian Canadians who, like Many

others during the recession of the early eighties, had felt the impact of lowered prosperity

and a need to reexamine living standards (Ministero degli Affari Esteri, 1982:81).

Life in Canada needed to be re-evaluated in the light of Italy's much publicized

advancements. Since the largest percentage of Italian immigrants was of tïrst generation.

having emigrated to Canada as young adults, and largely in the last post-war period. it

"vas understandable that they might have asked themselves questions such as the

following: '~Of aIl the Italians. who is better off now, those who remained in their

hometowns, those who went North, or those who came to Canada? or, ~~But, how must

we judge Canada and Italy to begin with?" The attempt to answer such questions

prompted comparisons of many factors among which some recurring themes appeared to

be farnily, life-styles, jobs, houses, and comforts. Many of these factors could be

analyzed at a macro level from government statistics; however, the perceptions that

people have of their well-being requires the use of individual-Ievel subjective data. As

has been sarcastically remarked in a phone-in program on the Italian-dominated ethnic

station CFMB, in Montreal, (Antonelli, 1986:7) comparisons of ltaly and Canada should

not be limited ta differences in "heating, telephone and water pressure", or for that matter

concentrate on dubious characterizations of the hast society as being short in

~'sentimenta/ità" (sentimentality) (AntonelIi, 1987a:3).
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The intention and innovation of this research were to add a comparative perspective

to existing knowledge on the sociology of Italian migrations by means of the collection of

original data and the use of two existing large surveys.s Before comparisons could be

made between countries, however, important structural differences between the Canadian

and Italian situations which might have explained different levels of efficiency and

conveniences in services such as '''heating'', "~elephone'\ and "water pressure", and which

might have accounted for subjective evaluation differences as weIl, had to be taken inta

account. A few of these differences, such as housing design and the predominance of

different local building materials are immediately noticeable to the observer~ while others.

such as the Italian political structure and the coalitional, proportional representation

system, compared to Canada's structure and first-past-the-post, wioner-take-all system,

become apparent after a little more investigation. The distinctions which exist in terms of

comparative historical developments were, however, hidden, and in the field required in

depth investigation and consultation with experts, in order to be put in perspective. [n

this exercise of discovery, sociologists and urban planners became partners with

historians and politicians, though each had viewpoints adapted to their disciplines and

their cultural milieus.

Differences in Approach

Different cultural milieus often act as conditioning forces in the choice of a

theoretical approach to cross-national studies. Sometimes these differences can create

problems ofcomparison. It is to be noted, for instance, that in North America the housing

field is rich with applied and practical concems reflecting a preoccupation with the

"affluent society", and a view of the continent as a "'self-evident" immigrant magnet.

Researchers have been led to make hasty judgements about the desires ofpeasants who,

'''at the first opportunity", have been said ta take up and ·'leave their fields to seek the

economic and social opportunities of the city" (Lopreato, 1967:xiii). With this type of

5 Individual-level data from ItaHans in Canada. in the South and in the industriaJ North of ltaly were gathered in field
work through 353 personal interviews (1987- 1988). The additional data used were provided by the Assessorato al
Decentrarnento of the city of Milano (Bilancio Sociale di Area. (BSAl, 1981) and by the York Institute of
Behavioral Research (Canadian Ouality of Life Survey, (CQL). 1981) (see Chapters 6 and Appendix III for further
details).
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optimistic focus~ North American housing studies have concentrated strictly upon tenure

and its relationship to ideology and to the social structure (Foley~ 1980).

Sorne Italian researchers~ on the other hand~ have viewed North American

sociology as lacking a political context and reinforcing the status quo. Sociological

approaches lacking acuity in politicaI context do not cohere with ltalian reality and have

been judged ··sterile~~. "fonnalistic"~ and unable to identify the actual conditions~ and the

motivations for phenomena like housing struggles (Daolio~ 1974:324). For example. the

concept of a ·"lotta per la casa'\ literally a "housing struggle" which has been highly

politicized and publicized as a working class~ rightful vindication against inadequate

living conditions. is quite foreign to Canada.6 Canadian housing problems are seen as

market problems and its government structure~ in comparison~ has been very responsive

to housing needs. In contrast to ltaly~ Canada has had a more graduai and orderly socio

political development.

Italian sociology in the seventies developed in an attempt to understand how -Lhe

logic ofmodemization·~ could be made to penetrate that of "backwardness" (Pinto.

1981: 1). The integration of the dual nature of the society (advanced North versus

backward South) and the identification of a '"mover'''-<>ften seen as sociology itself in an

"activisf' role-have been intended ta converge contrasting forces towards collective

structural refonns (Pinto. 1981 :3). In tbis perspective~ the relationship between ltaIian

housing needs. dominant social background., and extensive urban migration have been

examined primarily as shifts in values which allegedly accompanied the physical

relocation from ·"backward" to "modemized" regions (Signorelli d~Ayala., 1971;

Guidicini. 1985). Sorne of the shifts in values, however. have not been in accordance

with classical ideas on the elements of modemization: Italian society has come to be

described as a case of"modernizzazione mancata ", (Gallino.l987:7) or distorted or

missed modemization. Making reference to Levy's (1966) and Lerner's (1968) ideas on

Cl Demonstrations against the gentrification of older districts. against the demol ition of historical buildings. and for
increased availability ofrecreational facilities have becn witnessed in Montreal (M. Del Balso. personal
communication) and elsewhcre in Canada. The working-c1ass basis ofthese demonstrations was howevcr not as
apparent nor as publicized in the Canadian case as it was in the Italian one. Such protests have however occurred in
other European countries. most notably the Netherlands (A. Masi. personal communication).
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modernization.. GaBino hypothesized that a causal factor universally responsible for a

varlety of disparate societal iUs in Italy has been the "insufficient development in Italian

society of a fundarnental ingredient of modemity., that is the individual's ability., bis

affective and evaluative disposition, and his interest for public action" (ibid., my

translation).

A major interpretative challenge ofthis research was to attempt to bridge the

approach gap between the pragmatism of North American sociology and the activist

orientation of Italian Sociology., as they occurred within the limits of a treatrnent of

emigration.. housing and quality of life.

As far as a cross-sectional comparison ofquality of life was concemed, previous

North American studies had referred to quality oflife as '1he more or less 'good' or

'satisfactory' character ofpeople's life'" (Szalai, 1980:8). Although the term "quality of

life" is very broad.. and "qualitf' itself is difficult to define (Pirsig, 1974: 202. 210)., for

study purposes quality of life has been subdivided into "domains" of everyday life

(Campbell et al, 1971 in Atkinson et al., 1984), which are smaller areas of focus like

neighbourhood, work or housing. These domains have then been examined in terms of

objective aspects (for example, the number of amenities and size of income). and further

subdivided in terms of subjective elements, such as attitudes and perceptions. usually

expressed in terms of better-or-worse assessments and degrees of satisfaction. In

empirical studies of this nature, therefore, the study of quality of life

uses both objective and subjective indicators, is concemed with the
interaction of these two types of indicators, draws its data mainly from
sociological surveys, tries to analyze life-quality as an integral system of
interacting variables. is conscious of the plurality and relativity of value
frameworks, and is oriented to the past and the future as well as the
present (Andrews, 1980:275).

The high reliance on quantitative methods has defined this approach as highly

pragmatic, and it has Icd to the development ofa separate field of research on social

indicators.
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Since the major concern for this dissertation was social change through migration

as witnessed through the vehicle of the residential dwelling, it was amenable to the

pragmatic style of social indicators research. This tendency clashed with the activist

orientation of ltalian sociology. The additional use of qualitative research and participant

observation was intended to compensate for the short-comings of survey research and

allowed conclusions which were based on both quantitative methods and qualitative.

socially-aware field-observations.

Objectives and Major Issues of this Research
Migration. housing and quality of life issues were examined together in this

dissertation as part of a complex structure. A comparison was made ofthree groups of

Southern Italians: those who remained in the town of origin, i.e., in Larino, province of

Campobasso. in the Molise region; the Larinesi who re-established in Milano; and those

who emigrated to Montreal. The principal objectives were to determine through cross

sectional analysis at a particular point in time, the differences between the three groups

and the particular patterns of their persona!, physicat and societal situation in three major

tapies: quality of life. the relationship of housing to migration, and social adaptation to

use of space.

Through this type of comparison it was possible to determine that the economic

transformation of Italian urban society following in the wake of large southern emigration

had rnixed and country specifie results. Not aIl emigrants became '~oday's fools" after

being "yesterday's heroes·'. The life styles achieved in ltaly by those who did not leave

the country, and who were therefore spared at least sorne of the disadvantages of cultural

readjustment. were not at aIl consistently better or even equivalent to those achieved by

the emigrants to Montreal. There was sorne trade-off in personal, physical, and societal

conditions even though sorne equivalent levels of quality of life in the three locations

existed. Gains achieved through emigration did occur at the expense of satisfaction in

other personal areas, and the heavier involvement in the work force characteristic among

emigrants seemed the biggest contributor to loosened contacts with relatives and friends,

though proximity to the town of origin produced different associational patterns. The role
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of education in general satisfaction was also important. Thus" by introducing present-clay

comparisons into this study ofoutcomes.. it was possible to give probable answers to

common" othelVlÎse unanswerable" backward-Iooking questions.

The broad theoretical issues which arise from this research therefore have regard to:

the relationship of housing to quality-of-life; the detennination of the importance of

cultural heritage in setting attitudes, and patterns in the use of rooms and houses, when

people move their pennanent residences to different physical, social and political

environments; and the importance of housing for well-being among residents of the town

of origin and emigrants in their destinations. In addition" the tracing and comparing of

residential outcomes in three locations, two in ltaly and one in Canad~ brought a specific

contribution to the knowledge that government policies do set a climate for emigration

both through direct migration policies and indirectly through aids to the housing sector;

and that the influence of the housing domain in migrants' decisions to leave or to stay is

tied to their relationship to the class-structure and system of tenure. In the cities of

destination there are different patterns of neighbourhood" residential adaptation, and

interior housing modification. The latter are traceable to the cultural influence of the

town oforigin and therefore can be considered to be hardy cultural traits.

[n the next chapter. the objectives ofthis research as, outlined above. are

reformulated by means of a working model. Specifie hypotheses are also proposed,

operationalized in detail, and adapted ta the methods of collecting data.
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CHAPTER2

THE THEORETICAL MODEl, AND THE
GENERATION Of HYPOTHESES

In the previous chapter the objectives and the general background of the research

were described. In this chapter the theoretical model, or '~orld-view~'. used as a guide

are set out. The hypotheses are formulated and the measures and variables used for data

collection and analyses are explained.

The Many Dimensions of the Quality of Life
Previous research on quality of life has been carried out primarily in the United

States. but also in Canada. Four major studies were done in the United States (Gurn~

Veroff, and Feld, 1960; Bradburn, and Caplovitz, 1965; Cantril, 1965; Campbell, Con

verse, and Rodgers. 1976) and one longitudinal panel study in Canada, that went under

the main heading of Social Change in Canada, the Canadian Quality of Life Study

(Atkinson, Blishen. Ornstein, and Stevenson 1977. 1979, 1981). The first two were con

cerned with assessing levels of national mental health, and the third concentrated on in

ternational comparisons of aspirations. needs, and satisfactions (Campbell et al., 1976:7 ).

Up to 1965, "most attempts to measure sense of well-being-or happiness or general sat

isfaction-ha[d] been based on the assumption that well-being is a pervasive quality of

experience which can be represented by a single measure" (ib.: Il ).

It was not until the Campbell et al. 's (1976) study that quality of life was ap

proached from a multi-dimensional perspective. Their idea of "domains" as '"major areas

of experience" in which individuals could "feel more of less rewarded" (ib.: 12) was also

to provide the conceptual framework for the Canadian Quality of Life Study. Both of

these major studies motivated numerous other papers and stimulated social indicators re

search. Campbell et al. could he credited for providing a research paradigm which as-
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serted the usefulness of multi-dimensional satisfaction measures. A major assumption of

the paradigm was that:

following Kurt Lewin, ... experience (and behaviour ) derives from
the interaction of the person and his environment. People live in an ob
jectively defined environrnent, but they perceive a subjectively defined en
vironment, and it is to this psychologicaI "life space" that they respond
(French, Rodgers, and Cobb, 1974 in Campbell, et aI., 1976:13).

Accordingly, the responses were seen as evaluations, or judgements about percep

tions. which are made by assessing the difference between what is desired (aspirations)

versus what is actually obtained (achievement). Many such evaluations are possible

within each domain, and an estimate of the total evaluation of many factors produces the

overali domain satisfaction. Theirs was a complex model in which factors within each

domain could potentially be affected by interaction with factors from other domains (e.g.

satisfaction in the housing domain could interact with satisfaction in the income domain.

in the job domain, in the education domain, and so on). AIso, the factors of comparison

within each domain were seen as based on standards of evaluation which arise from a va

riety of sources, such as culture, aspirations, tastes, and location. Thus, in a multi

dimensional modeL the task of operationalization and empirical measurement could in

deed become very complex. Campbell et al. (1976) concluded their extensive research

with the following summary of open theoretical questions to guide future research:

1. the effect of accommodation, specificaIly, the etfect of time in creating new ha

bituaI patterns

2. the effect ofshort-term surge-drain , that is, the effect on perception of a quick

succession of opposite changes, regardless of their magnitude;

3. the nature of the interplay between subjective and objective factors;

4. the origin and strength ofaspirations;

5. the structure ofstandards ofcomparison for quality of life research.
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A Simpler Paradigm
The need for a simpler model that did not entail severe losses of detail had later

been expressed by Canadian researchers (Greer-Wootten & Velidis 1983:19). One way to

reduce complexity and obtain workable answers to the questions was to keep sorne fac

tors constant. In the research presented here, the cultural component was kept constant.

The study was limited to people with a common place oforigin, who therefore had been

exposed to the same ethno-cultural base. A second way of answering the caB for a sim

pler model was to reduce the domains to three broad dimensions labelled the structural

(or contextual), the objective (or the physical), and the subjective (or personal) domains.

For the purposes of the analysis ofquality of life these labels need not be construed as

semantic quagmires. None of the labels entail philosophically-sound assurances of pris

tine~ conceptual purity, nor that the contextual and the objective domains are not depend

ent on anyone's judgements-while the subjective domain is by definition- nor that, of

necessity, the subjective category implies, therefore, ""a degree of imprecision and insta

bility" which the objective does not. Problematic as they may be, the labels are in com

mon usage and no satisfactory replacements have been found which do not bring in other

semantic problems (Andrews, 1980:277). For the purpose ofthis research, they are ade

quately useful and are best interpreted as indicators of different methodologies~or differ

ent sources for gathering data.

Three Domains

The Structural or Contextual
The usefulness of this domain lies in that it allows the inclusion of factors which

are normally concemed with the societal, or macro-physical level, which have remained

invariable over the short-run, and which cannot usually be changed except by major so

cial upheavals, migration, or legislative reform. In this respect the major path-breakers of

the field (Campbell et al., 1976; Atkinson et al., 1981) kept many aspects of this domain

constant by examining quality of life only within national boundaries. Examples of fac

tors which are fixed to a particular national location, and are very slow to change, are

constitutional freedom ofexpression or of movement (or their absence); government so-
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cial prograrns; taxation; forms of allowed housing tenure; political history; and even fac

tors such as geography, topography~ and climate, depending on the size and extensiveness

of the nation., can remain locationally specifie and highly generalizable. The variables

that are included in this domain are often arnenable to the creation of simple dichotomies,

through the use data from longitudinal comparisons ofcensus statistics and large sample

surveys, through the use of historical accounts, and through the fonnation of themes from

impressions obtained from literary works, the medi~ art~ folklore and a multitude of other

sources.

The Objective or Physical
Within this domain are included all the externaI, micro-physicaI and often easily

measurable factors of every-day life, such as income, type of housing, education com

pleted., availability of food and amenities, and the like; and in general, ail those aspects

usually found through individual level surveys.

The Subjective or Personal
Under this label are contained elements regarding attitudes, evaluations. and opin-

ions. that give relative weight to the other two domains, and that can be measured through

self-report questions in individual level surveys, or through deductions from field re

search. Attitudes towards money and education, desires for accomplishment or aspira

tions, and perceptions and feelings towards fulfilling such aspirations, as weIl as aliena

tion and satisfaction measures, are examples of subjective domain items often studied

through surveys. Assessments by informed witnesses generated through field research are

also useful subjective domain measures.

Uses of the Three-Dimensional Paradigm
To different degrees, each domain in the Three-Dimensional Paradigm can be

viewed as an index, or a collection of variables, which is an estimate of each of three

fundamental underlying dimension, or factors. None of the factors can be observed di

rectly, but ail affect a fourth overarching dimension: that of overall quality of life (see

McKennell et al., 1980: 112). In addition, because residential quality of life is a dominant
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component of overall quality of life~ the paradigm can be used to study the residential

quality ofgroups of individuals who may have experienced changes in each domain, as a

result of different social forces. For example, though it is often very slow and resistant to

change, the political structure can be upset suddenly and quickly through extraordinary

measures of political involvement. Also, the objective domain can change very quickly

through personal financial windfalls.. or more slowly through life cycle changes.. better

jobs and improved education; and the subjective domain can be affected by changes in

beliefs through religious conversion.. the media, or contagion from other cultures.

In accordance with the paradigm, though it is possible for an individual to realise a

change in quality of life through manipulation or shifts in the combinations of these three

domains, it is also possible that shifts in the relative importance of the domains can occur

in a way that the succeeding recombination does not entail a change from the original

quality oflife. To put it more concretely, if an emigrant from ltaly sought to improve his

total quality of life by emigrating to Canada, firstly he changes the structural context. If

he then changes his employment from subsistence farming to wage-work as an unskilled

labourer, he also makes a physical domain change. In so doing he may also experience

changes in his psychological state from habituai, miId feelings of inadequacy from being

trapped in an age-old way of life, to severe feelings of estrangement and lack of belonging

in the new way of life. The latter would be an example of a negative change in the sub

jective domain. In this hypothetical situation, the total additive effect might be that very

little or no change in quality of life has been achieved. The model used here is, therefore.

additive because it gives equal weight to the three domains. The underlying assumptions

which go with the model are: tirs!, that people try to maximise quality of life by striving

for positive aspects in all domains; second, that large levels of subjective happiness in a

situation of predominance of negative elements in the objective or in the structural do

mains are rare occurrences; and third, that when rare situations occur they can be ex

plained through observable social variables.

Evidently, those situations where subjective definitions dissent from objective defi

nitions of "'happiness" either because of psychological, religious~ political, or philosophi

cal dispositions may complicate formulating explanations to the point of frustration. This
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difficulty does not appear insunnountable for the field ofhousing, because objective vari

ables are found with relative ease, and there is a high level of correspondence between

what constitutes desirable and what is reported as satisfying (Campbell et aI.~ 1976:265).

As could be established from American research (Campbell et al.~ 1976:482-3) discrepan

cies between desirability and satisfaction have been explained in terms of stages of the

life cycle and education. The older and the less educated were more likely to be satisfied

with their housing and neighbourhood. While different sociological traditions might

agree with the heuristic value of this research scheme, they disagree with the assumption

ofequal relative importance which is given to the macro-, the micro-sociological, and the

psychologicallevels of analysis. For example, Marxist analysis might describe both the

physicaI and the personaI spheres as epiphenomena of the economic structure. StructuraI

functionalism would stress the interrelationship and intercausality between aspects of the

physical, the societal and the personal domains. A more Weherian outlook might begin at

the personal ideologicaI level and give it pre-eminence.

Regardless of which theoreticaI perspective is preferred~ it remains undisputed that

·"good" quality of life has something to do with all three domains. Even the most

··saintlt' personal orientations to good quality of life which shun materialistic considera

tions 1 must eventually come to terms with physical, earthly life requirements such as food

and money, and the structural realities of governmental policies which can facilitate or

impede the acquisition and distribution of staples. Though in extraordinary situations it

would be possible for an individuai with highly positive subjective evaluations to coun

teract the negative weight of each of the other two domains-and therefore perceive a

good quality of life even under the worst situations-under normal circumstances found

in democratic societies, there is a need to deal with the physical and the contextual do

mains on their own terms; a need which translates into purposive action such as job

search and migration.

1 Mother Theresa's work with the poor in India is a famous example ofthis. She has been quoted ta have said that if
you have two pieces of bread. you should give one to the poor and sell the ailier to buy a hyacinth for your sou!.
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To recapitulate then~ the model which is presented here is a 't.paradigm"~ or a way of

studying a subject matter and guiding research.. which has close links to structural

functionalism. Though tautological~ as all are~ this paradigm is useful to the extent that it

suggests both a means of comparison and a socially fruitful avenue of discourse. The ad

ditive concept of the quality of life, as used here~ arises from an optimal mixing of the

different tendencies and properties of each domain. Each domain is a combination of

forces and social attributes which, in the worst case~ can be seen as polar opposites to

each other~ analogous to the oriental symbolism of the Yang and the Yin~ litè~s basic op

positions forming part of the whole (Smith.. 1965:211). The structural domain can either

restrict or promote certain privileges based on changes in objective qualifications such as,

Figure J. /-The Paradigm ofthe Three Domains ofthe Qua/ity ofLifé

":,

Structural Domain i Positive

.i. Negative

1ntersection of Posi tives

Subjective Domain

ljJ Positive

t/J Negative

ci) Positive

(Î) Negative
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for example, increases in the availability of disposable incorne which can increase the

possibility of owning property, can contribute to the raising of prices by facilitating de

mand., and can increase personal taxation payments. In sirnilar ways, each of the objec

tive and subjective domains can influence each of the other domains.

By way of a graphic illustration (Figure 2. 1), polar opposites can be represented as

icons of different sizes: a domed public building for the Structural Domain, a money bag

for the Objective Domain., and the Greek letter 'V (psi) for the Subjective Domain. The

large icons represent a positive valence, to indicate that they contribute to quality of life

The small icons represent a negative valence., to sho\y that they detract from quality of

life. Three Venn diagrams cao be formed by incorporating these valences into three CÎr

cles representing conceptual sets. or spatial combinations, of similar domain characteris

tics: the structural, the physical, and the personal domain. In reality, ail three domains are

interlocked with one another. This can be represented schematically by overlaying the

three circles in an arbitrary fashion. The theoretical. or paradigmatic, location of good

quality of life occurs at the intersection of the three circles representing each domain.

Wbile best quality of life can be achieved only if the positives of all three worlds occur in

the shared area, particularly advantageous orientations, or changes in the size of the

common area, can produce the same result. Changes in the size or orientation ofeach of

the circles reflect changes in the relative importance of each domain and can be inter

preted as different configurations of"·best", ""'good". and "·worst" quality. For example.

Italy in the 1950's might have been represented as having a predominance of the smaller

negative symbols, while Canada as having a predominance of the larger positive sym

bols-representing respectively, poor versus good quality of life configurations.

Hypothesising Domain Relationships
In order to move from theory to the collection of data, it is necessary to reformulate

concepts into working hypotheses, and then convert and assemble the latter into practical

tools, such as questionnaires, or turn them into ......investigative approaches" which serve ta

sensitise the researcher ta the problem, and lead one to gather evidence from a variety of

sources. This task cao be as laborious and methodical as it is, sometimes, serendipitous,
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because it demands that two contrasting goals be achieved to the highest possible degree.

The first goal, requiring the most methodical approach, is that the hypotheses be kept true

to the original theoretical interests. The second goal, often benefiting from strokes of

good luck and always requiring a ""learn as you go approach''', is that the hypothesis be

testable within the limitations of the data collection tools, and the difficulties of fielding

questionnaires to respondents who may not share the interests of the researcher. or have

mind-sets which are attuned only to participatory methods of research. As a result, what

is discussed and summarised in the text and tables which follow, is the antiseptic, cauter

ised version of often messy, detailed.. and painfully complex field work, which involved

preliminary interviews, pre-tests, and took several months to accomplish. The full text of

the questions from which the summary of headings in the tables is derived is reproduced

in Appendix 1. The specifie questions and their relevance are explained further ahead. as

theyare taken up in the chapters on analysis.

Structural or Contextual
The operationalization of this domain required that the research hypotheses be

stated at a high level of generality. It is not possible to manipulate experimentally hous

ing policies or immigration policies, nor to subject them to survey techniques; but it is

possible to describe them, and to compare their history. For clarity, the research questions

were expressed in tenns of a hierarchy of questions and sub-questions.

At the highest theoretical order was the main guiding question:

(Hl) There are significant differences in the quality oflife ofthose who reside in
their town oforigin, and those who have emigrated and settled in either of
IWo large industrialised cilies: Mi/ano and Montreal.

Since these differences would be examined from a three-dimensional perspective a

second more specific hypothesis was set down ta test the relative importance of the di

mensions of the paradigm. Structure and context are extemal-origin imperatives which

can he changed through voluntary migration, therefore they were hypothesised to have a

major importance on quality of life:
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(Hl JJ Differences in total assessment ofquality oflife by location are explained

largely by the influence ofthe Structural Domain factors in each location
on the objective and subjective indicators ofquality offife.

This hypothesis was aIso designed in response to the need to flush out the effects of

place which might account for differences in quality of life. In the past, factorial ecology

analyses of cities have been done along these lines, and have produced readily

interpretable schemes for comparative anaIysis (Martinotti, 1985; Greer-Wootten, 1972).

Of interest because they can affect quality of life, are the following important aspects of

place: geography (e.g. climate and topography); general socio-economic milieu (e.g. av

erage income levels, education, occupation, sectors ofindustry); predominant culture (e.g.

residential preferences, the work ethic, the importance of the family); and the historicaI

role and effectiveness of government in the health and welfare of its citizens, as exhihited

in military ambitions, in the endorsement of migration. or in the promotion of private

ownership of reaI estate.

In general, when the places of comparison are geographicaIly distant and are al

ready known to differ from each other, there will he differences in the structural domain.

However. according to the theoretical model, no matter whether differences. or even

similarities exist in the local configuration of the structural dimension, different or equal

levels ofquality of life can nevertheless be produced by the action of countervailing

forces in either or both of the physical and personal domains. For example, it is possible

for three geographically separated persons originating from the town of Larino2
, to have

very different subjective reaIities: the one, perhaps bemoaning the humidity of Milano,

the second, maybe complaining about the short seasons of Montreal, and the third, possi

bly rejoicing in the dry.. wann air of Larino; and yet all could have an identical summated

quality of life. Regardless of the differing subjective interpretations and in spite of the

obvious differences in climate, the valence of the remaining objective domain (such as

variations in incorne, and housing) for each Larinese could potentially counteract the va

lence of the others.

:: Refer ta Chapters and Appendices ahead for a full description of the town. its people. its relationship to Milano and
Montreal. and the rationale for its selection as a case-study.
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The use of structural domain items as variables is not without problems. Items such

as '~social divisions", "political climate" or '~destinationconcems" and others, as are

shown summarised in Table 2. 1. are difficult to quantify or, when they are quantified,

produce intemally unvarying one-number indexes, or location-specifie, dichotomous

variables which are subject to interpretation. For example, a one-number indicator com

parison which gives a difference of one or two degree in the average room temperature of

a house. cannot assess the magnitude of the effect that one degree Celsius might have on

the experience of room comfort. Also, and lastly, the context is often seen and accepted

as "fixed" or ....given" and therefore unchangeable. In reality, social change does occur in

apparently unchangeable structures and contexts even climate and geography can undergo

slow change. What is more, migration remains an important way of producing quick

Table J. 1-Summary of Structural Domain Comparisons: National and City-Specifie Level

STRUCTURAL OR CONTEXTUAL COMPARISONS

I. Housing Policies and their Effectiveness
A. Canadian
B. Italian

II. Historical Conditions
A. Urban and Housing Services
B. Housing Deficits
C. Social Divisions
D. Political Climate

III. Migration Policies
A. Mobility Restrictions
B. Origin Concems

1. Economie lmpact
2. Political Impact

C. Destination Concems
1. Industrial Reconstruction
2. Nation Building

IV. Demographie Factors
A. Size of Population
B. MaleslFemale Ratio
C. Age Structure
D. Occupational Structure
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changes in context. for many people. Thanks to statistical manipulation the comparison

of one-number. structural-differences is possible through the use of factor creation and

dichotomization. The "unchangeable" can this way be examined as a variable dependent

on population movement the passage of time., and such additional factors as promotion

and facilitation of migration, improvements in services, and complexity of social divi

sions (see Chapter 7).

Demographie Factors
Furthermore., demographic factors such as size of population., age structure, sex-

ratios and occupational structure were considered contextual, or background factors be

cause they are associated with the social and economic changes of migration in both on

gin and destination (Fusco. 1977). [n accordance with previous findings it was expected

that post-migration demographic changes would be measurable at bath origin and desti

nation in such a way that:

{Hl}} ln comparison to either destination. the highest demographic imbalances
exist in the place oforigin through lower nataUty. higher ageing ratios, and
decreases in the sex ratio (maleslfemales expressed as a percentage).

The latter sub-hypothesis also served as a structural check of the typicality of the

town of origin.

With the three dimensional approach used, it was expected that the hypotheses in

the structural context would not be rejected outright., though their effects upon quality of

life might be found to be small. The analysis of the objective and subjective domains

would provide alternative and more fruitful explanations for any differences by location.

and would test the extent of reciprocal causation as weil as the extent of each domain's

stand-alone contribution to quality of life.

Objective or Physical
Unlike the structural domain which allowed only comparisons at a high level of

generalisation of exogenous and rigid variables., the objective domain included measures

of quality of life which concem the household or family level of analysis and the respon

dent level of analysis. Under the household level of analysis were included variables re-
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lated to financial weil being (family income)~ and residential comfort (crowding) and ur

ban conveniences (ownership ofautomobiles).

At the respondent level of analysis were items regarding personal demographic pro

file~ such as age education and marital status and occupation of the respondent (Table 2.

2) and items regarding attitudes~ evaluations and preferences taken up ahead under the

subheadings of the housing situation (Table 2. 3)~ residential mobility and migration

(Table 2. 4), and the patterns of use of space within the home (Table 2. 5). The housing

situation.. residential mobility and migration~ and patterns of use of space all bridged both

the objective and subjective domains because they included assessments and evaluations

as weIl as items of physical detail such as size, years, number of objects.

Ta objective domain major hypothesis was stated this way:

(H2) Differences in the objective domain by location explain to a large extent the
differences in subjective quality offife indicators.

The theoretical rationale for this hypotheses in this comparative analysis of the ob

jective and subjective domain came from the requirement to establish common standards

of comparison as proposed in previous research. For the purposes ofthis analysis. a mi

crocosm of the immigrant population ta Canada was looked at in their role as '''clients'' of

the structural domain. The effect of structure therefore was seen as uni-directional upon

the objective and/or the subjective domains. Not sa with the other two domains. The

possibility of the objective domain affecting the subjective domain and vice-versa, was

theoretically relevant through the influence of respondents' aspirations upon different

items of satisfaction~ through their ability to accommodate to change personally, and

through the effect that the nature and speed of the change has upon accommodation. It

was possible, for example, for changes in the housing situation and in the economic pro

files of respondents to occur quickly and be an example of the '''short-term surge-drain

effect'~ as a result of massive government interventions or migration~ or slowly as a result

of no intervention and no migration. It was therefore important to consider in turn, the

possibility ofbi-directional, reciprocal causation in both domains, by using bath series of

variables as contrais, and as explanatory variables.
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Personal Profile
The personal profile variables were indicators of the extent of the different charac

teristics of the respondents in each location. For comparisons, samples were expected to

show no significant differences by location in number ofheads ofhouseholds inter

viewed, gender, marital status, place of birth and place-where-raised. Sample selection

procedures were used early in the research to minimise possible biases in these categories.

Emigrants from the common origin group in question were not expected to differ signifi

cantly from other southem Italians, with sorne reservations for local culture and demean

OUf. At the time of their migration, immigrants described in destination-oruy literature

were reported to have undergone a process of selection which had acted as a low-pass

tilter, favouring admission of people with lower-end educational and occupational possi

bilities. Consequently,

(H21 ) Immigrants in Mi/anD and Montreal were expected ta differ significantly from
each other in:

a) educationallevels, and
b) in types ofoccupations.

In Italy however, a similar structural tilter had not been proposed, and scholars had

suspected that a subjective domain selection, having to do with aspirations and the search

for "personal improvement" had been at work, favouring an internal South to North mi

gration represented, in general terms, by the young and the ambitious. Regardless ofmo

tives there was previous evidence to suggest that households in alilocations had experi

enced the changes which had occurred since the height of emigration in residential

crowding, family structure, and the availability of motorised transportation. It was hy

pothesised therefore that:

(H2]) There will be significant differences by location in:
a) persons per household,
b) number and age ofchi/dren living at home, and
c) number ofcars owned

Since family formation was expected to have been achieved more aggressively in

destinations as a result of selection of immigrants in that stage of the life-cycle, it was hy

pothesised that:
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(H2J) The total number ofresidents and the number ofschool age children per
household will be higher al each ofthe destinations than at the origin.

Socio Economie Factors
Also previous research attested to the economic benefits of emigration~ thus it was

hypothesised that the results of this research would show that:

(H2.iJ Family income at each ofthe destinations would be higher than that at the
origin.

In addition to family income.. socio-economic indicators such as respondents' levels

ofeducation.. type of occupation, and industrial sector of employment which usually re

flect the stratification aspects of immigration were expected to ditfer by location. In ac

cordance with previous research on ltalians.. preliminary reports of the pervasiveness of

better economic conditions throughout ltaly, and the selective emigration which occurred

to these large urban destinations, it was hypothesised that:

(H25) Respondents in each ofthe destinations will be have similarities in:
a) levels ofeducation.
b) types ofoccupation, and
c) industrial sector employment.

Table 1. 1-Summary afObjective or Physical Domain Variables: Respondent Personal Profile

RESPONDENT PERSONAL PROFILE

1. Family Status
A. Head of Household

or Main Decision Maker
II. Demographie Profile

A. Gender
B. Age
C. Marital Status
D. Place ofBirth
E. Where Raised

Ill. Socio-Economic Status
A. Education
B. Occupation
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-.. Housing Situation
In accordance with personal observations and reports gathered before the field re-

search housing appeared both very complex, unattainable and expensive in Italy. In Can

ada.. it was known that the housing behaviour of Italians (Hayward, 1980) led to high

rates of ownership of well-kept, above standard housing, and high involvement in do-it

yourself improvements. This seemed to favour the Canadian situation.. and alluded that

part of the promise of emigration may have been the purchase of a house and this may not

have been realised equally well in ail locations. Also common knowledge of the exis

tence of high percentage insurance of mortgage loans to lenders by the Canadian housing

authority Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, made it possible for purchasers to

qualify for a house mortgage loan with much smaller down-payments than would have

been norrnally possible from conservative financial banking establishments. Instead of

requiring the common 25% of the appraised market value ofa house as a minimum,

down-payments ranged from 10%, to as little as 5% or less, or in an inflationary market.

as occurred in sorne widely publicised fraudulent schemes, going as low as negative per

centages, meaning that at the time of closing a sale it was possible to obtain more loan

funds than the original purchase price at the time of the offer. Legally however the im

petus towards home ownership in Canada was also aided by the availability of second

mortgage loans.3 The fol1owing two hypotheses were therefore proposed:

(H2rJ Owner occupied households in Montreal would be more frequent than ei
ther in Mi/ano or Larino.

and:

(H27) Owners in Montreal would have:
a) the highest value ofpresent housing, and
b) the highest housing indebtedness.

then owners in either ofthe other locations.

J Chapter 3 ahead compares in more detail the housing policies of bath counlrÏes.
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Table 2. 3-Summary ofHousing Situation Variables

HOUSING SITUATION VARIABLES

1. The Dwellings

B.

II.

A. Age of House
B. Size of House

1. Number ofRooms~
2. Floor Space

C. Type of Buildings and Attachment
Tenure
A. Owners

1. Total Number of Houses Owned
2. Estimates of Present Value
3. Indebtedness
4. Total Value of AIl Houses
Renters
1. Actual Cost of Rent
2. Cost ofUnregulated Rent

Because of the occurrence of high rates of second home ownership in Italy as re

ported in the literature~ and preliminary observations on the high emotional values at

tached to old-world property~ it was expected that former residents living in the destina

tions~ would still have ownership ties to the town of origin and would thus have had the

opportunity to accumulate more real estate property than those who had never moved. It

was hypothesised therefore that:

(H28) Emigrants in each destinations would have a greater number ofreal estate
properties than non-emigrants at the origin,

and that due to the favourable situation described above that:

(H29) The total ofthe market value ofall real estate owned would be higher for
Larinesi in Montreal then for Larinesi in each ofthe other locations,

and:

(H2 JO) In Montreal, individual houses will:
a) have a greater absolute number ofrooms
b) be significantly larger in surface area,

then in ei/her Larino or Mi/anD.
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The same preliminary considerations fed the expectation that renters would be a

minority in alilocations. Also., in accordance with preliminary reports on the high cost of

living in the large cities of ltaly., it was expected renting was an indicator of economic

hardship; therefore it was hypothesised that:

(H2/1) Renters would be more numerous in the two [talian locations than in
A/ontreal and they will be more financially burdened in Mi/anD than in ei
ther Larino or J.\'/ontreal.

Residential Mobility and Migration Motives
As suggested by historical research (ENAIP., 1977; Douglass, 1984 ) the most fre-

quent motives of voluntary migration cao be classified according to three basic personal

goals: family reunification., wanting work, and wanting ta improve one's status. The type

of migration most likely to be permanent or at least long-lasting, was therefore that

Table 2. -I-Summary ofResidential Jfobility and .\!igration Variables

RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY AND MIGRATION

I. Migration
A. Length ofTime Since Departure
B. Motives

1. Stayers
a) Desire and Opportunity to Leave

2. Movers
a) Family Reunification
b) Work

3. Other
II. Residential Mobility

A. Total Number of Houses Inhabited
B. Years lived in Present House
C. Within-City Residential Mobility
D. Between-City Residential Mobility

1. Motives
a) Family Reunification
b) Work
c) Other

2. Last Residence in Larino
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which met these persona! goals, but which also met the goals of the destinations whether

they were to increase their population for nation building, or to provide workers for major

industrial reconstruction. For this research. these motives and goals were expressed as an

hypothesis:

(H212J Permanent (or long-lasting) resettlement among emigrants is positively
correlated with the satisfaction of:

a) the concerns ofthe society at the destination,
b) the personal motives offamily reunification, and
c) the searchfor employment opportunities.

North America had traditionally produced a higher incidence of long lasting migra

tion whereas European countries had not; while Northem Italy produced a type of immi

gration which was longer sta)'ing than that which went to European countries, but shorter

staying than that directed to North America. Accordingly, a survey of the emigrant pat

terns from Larino as the town of origin should reveal that:

(H2/J) The town oforigin will have a higher number ofreturn migrants from
European countries, followed by those from Northern Italy, and lastly by
those /rom North America.

Also questions were asked about the motives for emigration among stayers and

movers from Larino. Based on previous evidence on the generalised malaise and poverty

as a motivator of migration it was hypothesised that:

(H2 14) More stayers would report never having had the opportunity to leave,
while bath stayers and movers would report havingfelt the desire ta leave.

Patterns of Use of Space
The way people relate to their physical environment, the way they change or use

space. more generally referred as their patterns of space-use were expected to be influ

enced by a combination of original culture. local environment. and social conditions.

Since the locations provided differences in cultural milieus, environment and social con

ditions, they were expected to vary considerably among each other. Canadian houses

being relatively easy ta modify, it was expected that during the tenure of the owner occu-

pler,
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(H3 1) In Montreal there will be the most frequent occurrence ofimprovements to

one s residence than in either ofthe other IWo locations.

and that :

(H3]) All types ofactive use or internai modifications ofthe house involving
functional and structural changes will be higher in Montreal. while building
restoration will be most frequent in the town oforigin.

In addition to modifications. or ··hard space use patterns", "'soft space use pattems~~

exist which are less intrusive to function or structure of the building, and these include a

variety of uses which are either steeped with fonnal and public significance or are im

mersed in private and personalised meaning. Ritualistic or symbolic use of space is a

special. private and often highly personalised altemate use of space which does not entail

changing either obvious functions (such as changing the function of a room from a

kitchen into a bedroom) or structures, and which can be recorded by asking simple ques

tions regarding the contents of rooms. The largest displays of household items such as

religious objects.. family photographs, original paintings, images of illustrious people, and

other objects of personal value would constitute an indication of the symbolic value as

signed to that room. For example if a bedroom contains many religious objects it can be

assumed that that room has more symbolic religious value then one that has mostly tools

in it, like a garage perhaps, whose purpose for its use, or its function, is normally not

symbolic. Because the influence of religion is known ta be stronger in smaller urban

centres the following hypothesis was generated:

(H33) Religious objects will be most frequently displayed in the town oforigin
than in either Mi/anD or Montreal.

On the other hand because life in large centres heavily influences space-use by ex

posure to trends in popular culture and aesthetics, it is hypothesised that:

(H34) Symbolic abjects dealing with popular culture or aesthe/ics uses ofthe
house, will he more numerous in either of the destinations. than at the ori
gin.

Lastly, in order to test the often-heard assertion that the particular functional use of

living rooms and the duplication of kitchen facilities observed in Montreal was a result of
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Table 2. 5-Summary ofConceptualisation and Use ofSpace Variables

CONCEPTUALIZATION AND USE OF SPACE

I.

II.

III.

General Patterns of Use of Space
A. Active (Modifications)

1. Functional Changes
2. Structural Changes
3. Restorations

B. Symbolic (Displays)
1. Religious objects
2. Family Photos
3. Paintings
4. Illustrious Persons
5. Other Personally Valued Objects

Uses of Particular Rooms
A. Use of Living Room

1. Formal
2. Functional
3. Never
4. Casual
5. Multiple Use

B. Duplicate Kitchens
1. Occurrence

Conceptualised Use of Space (Attitudes Towards)
A. Duplicate Kitchen
B. Formai vs. Informai Uses
C. Symbolic vs. FunctionaI Uses

the combination of social and physical influences found only in North American cities. it

was hypothesised that:

(H35) The highest occurrence ofduplicate kitchen faci/ities will be in Montreal
than in either Mi/ano or Montreal.

and:

(H3,J Use ofliving-room space will show the biggest differences between
..countries" rather than cilies - that is more diffèrences in either ofthe
Mi/ana/Montreal and Larino/Montreal (lIa/y/Canada) comparison than in
the Larino/Milano (Italy/Ita/y) comparison.
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Attitudes toward space use
Since it was desired to see the relationship between objective space use patterns and

the accompanying subjective assessments ofparticular space uses regardless ofwhether

they were being practised at alt attitudes towards duplicate kitchen facilities were meas

ured regardless of whether these facilities existed in the respondent's home. In order to

test the possibility that a cultural component was at stake the relevant hypothesis was

worded this way:

(H37J The highest occurrence ofpositive attitudes toward having a second
kitchen. will show the highest divergence in the Italy/Canada comparison.

As a collateral effect of attitudes towards kitchen facilities it was hypothesised that

cultural background~ assumed to be more consistent within the same country~ would im

pose notable differences between Italy and Canada in attitudes toward the use of space of

typical rooms like the k.itchen~ and the living room. Hence:

(H3s) Attitudes towards formaI and informaI space use. as weil as towards the
symbolic versus functional space use would show the highest divergence in
the !ta/y/Canada comparison.

Since my data collection was limited to oruy the people from one town~ hypotheses

regarding city-\VÏde and national attitudes~ required that additional national and city-wide

data be obtained from other sources for the purpose of comparison. How this was done

\VÏth factor analysis is explained in the chapters ahead.

Subjective or Personal
If the above hypotheses were to be rejected or their effects found to be small then

this next group of variables would be left to provide explanations for differences in qual

ity of life. Subjective domain measures (Table 2. 6) are personal eValuations of quality of

life through direct self-report, indirect self-report, and forced choice evaluations ranging

from: satisfaction, well-being, conditions at place of origin, present versus previous

dwelling, to comfortahle ambie~t temperature. They aIso included measures of psycho

social adjustment through the use of Likert scale items for alienation, and through opinion

questions regarding the politics of housing related issues. This domain was relevant to

the issues of migration and space use examined above and the corresponding hypotheses
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Table 2. 6-Summary ofSubjective Domain Variables

SUBJECTIVE DOMAIN VARIABLES

1. Evaluations
A. Satisfaction measures
B. Assessment of Well-Being
C. Evaluation of Place ofOrigin
D. Evaluations of Present vs. Previous Dwelling
E. Ambient Comfort

[1. Psycho-Social Adjustment
A. Alienation Scale
B. Opinions of Politics in Housing Policies
C. Desire to Live Eisewhere

were presented under the appropriate headings. Since it was expected that the disposition

of people who had emigrated and had become settled~ aIl other things accounted for.

would be more positive as a result of the process of accommodation than that of those

who did not have a history of emigration~ it was hypothesised that:

(H4) There will he differences in subjective quality oflife indicators by location.

More specificaIly. the differences from measures of good subjective quality of life.

such as low scores on alienation scales, having positive opinions about the role of politi

cal parties in housing policies, and a low occurrence of the desire ta leave the present

place of residence. will be in accordance with observations that life in Italian cities is

most stressful. The hypothesis therefore becomes that:

(H4iJ The lowest subjective quality oflife is in Mi/ano, the [talian destination;
while Larino, the town oforigin, has the middle rank; and Montreal, the
Canadian destination. has the highest rank.

For the residents of the two destinations, and for thase who had migratory experi

ences elsewhere but now lived in the town of origin, forced-choice ranking betwen Lar-
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ino, and one or more of either Milano, Montreal, or the main other destination4

, will yield

results consistent with the hypothesis that:

(H4]) The place oforigin will he ranked highest on items regarding:
a)fami/y,
b) clima/e. and
c) leisure.

The above is in accordance with preliminary knowledge that by residing in a rural

environment it was possible to have more opportunities ta concentrate on family and lei

sure. Work related activities4 on the other hand would lead to the hypothesis that:

(H43) The place ofcurrent, long-standing residence is the mas! preferred choice
for reasons related to:

a) work
h) earnings,
c) conveniences (comodità) and
d) housing.

In the next chapter the ground work was laid out for a comparative study of Larino

a town of origin from Southem Italy. with two destinations of emigration.. Milan and

Montreal. The basis for the hypotheses which were proposed in this chapter were laid out

in more detail, first by examining the historical differences between Canadian and Italian

housing policies and their implications for immigration; second, by comparing the struc

turai differences remaining in the late 1980's; and third, by inspecting the relationship of

history and structural differences to contemporary quality of residential life. In subse

quent chapters findings from the analysis of the survey data collected. were used to test

the hypotheses through cross-tabulations and multivariate techniques.

.a Sec in particu1ar Appendix 1. Section K. Question K16.
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CHAPTER 3

A LEGACY OF SHORTAGES AND
RESTRICTIONS

The Preconditions of Post-World War Il
Southern Italian Emigration

The intention in trus chapter is to examine the first question proposed~ namely, the

manner in which Canadian and Italian housing and migration policies performed as

structural motivators for emigration from the South of Italy. In other words, how were

the "societal givens" such as public opinion, political activities, and govemment policies in

each place operative at key periods? The extent to which Italy and Canada differed in

these ""givens", in the enactment of laws and implementation of policies related to immi

gration and to housing, are what 1 mean by structural ditferences. The bearing that these

ditferences in laws and policies had upon the individual evaluation ofCanada as a more

desirable destination than the North of Italy is considered to be the "motivating influ-ence"

of the different structures.

Pre-War Policies on Population Movement
Political considerations related to migration varied according to Italy's three major

historical periods of the last 100 years: the post-unification period, the Fascist period

(1922-1943), and the post World War II period. Before the Fascist regime came to

power, a liberal attitude towards emigration predominated. Statistics of the historical pe

riod examined, showed a healthy movement of sojourners to Canada1
. In the Fascist era,

losses in population became a threat to governrnent and national pride. Politicians spoke

against both emigration abroad and internal migration to cities and tried to implement anti-

1 Sc:e Chapter 4 tor historical details regarding the magnitude ofemigration during this period and the general
conditions at the tO\\TI of origin.
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urbanistic policies (Treves, 1976: 115). The drive against urbanisation of the population

was in contradiction to concurrent agrarian reform policies which had begun to

disassemble latifundiary holdings in arder to create small farming enterprises. The

problem arase because the loss of the large grazing areas, which resulted from the break

up of the large holdings, created a surplus of mountain-dwelling, pastoral populations

which could not be successfully accommodated by the quantity of agricultural activity

available. These populations were strongly motivated to move out of these regjons and

into urban centres, and in fact they did so, in spite of legal sanctions against urbanisation.

Treves (1976) provides convincing demographic evidence for the conclusion that

antiurbanization propaganda did not stem from a well-thought-out national policy of

agrarianism, but was more of an attempt to maintain the public order at a time of high

unemployment and pending military mobilisation. Unemployed workers in cities were

considered an "explosive" threat ta the regime-a threat which could be alleviated by

prohibiting movement away from the dispersed villages in the countryside

(Treves, 1976:99).

As occurs in most cases, when movement is prohibited of people who wish ta

exercise a perceived "right to leave", in the Italian case there was also a high potential for

conflict with authorities. Justly or unjustly, the authorities' view of collective integrity was

protected by impeding sorne people from "leaving" one place--while also requiring that

others be stopped from "'entering" another. 2 The Fascist period as far as population

movement was concemed, was a time in which resentment against antiurbanism policies

had good reason to be felt, especially by those very people whom Fascist agrarian policies

had originally intended to help but failed ta do so, as weIl as by those people who had

been displaced by the changes brought about by these policies.

2Lc:gal migration can only accur if the exercise of a "right to leave" finds a matching loosened "right to refuse entry".
ln practice sizeable and opportunistic, illegal migration disregards titis requirement. Ostensibly at least,
international agreements are nc=gotiated to compromise among the granting ofhwnan rights, economic imperatives,
and demographic ambitions ofboth providers and receivers of immigrants. The result is :)elective regulations
whieh favor only people who fit specifie profiles.
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Policies and Decisions to Emigrate

During the post-war period, resentment and the potential for conflict between

individuaI and government interests were practicaIly absent. Labour unions did speak

against emigration saying that it was not the "cure-ail" solution for econornic ills

(Orlando, 1978) and in the face of large population movements they caIled for assurances

that the conditions of ItaIian labour abroad be properly monitored.

One obvious reason for this lack of conflict was the faIl of the Fascist regime, and

the consequent abandonment of military goaIs and ruraIization policies. Although laws

against internai movement were slow to be repealed, the opening up of externaI migration

was undoubtedly a great social relief. Immediate post-war emigration from Italy was

largely consensuaI, and was facilitated because it was made up ofthose people who not

only "wanted to leave", but aIso "should have left", from the collective point of view.

These people were the war-displaced and the destitute, those lacking the personal

resources to get them through the "crudelissime privazionf' (most cruel hardships)

suffered by men, women and children still wintering in ~'Ie case ancora diroccate" (the still

demolished houses) of the immediate post-war Italy (Fecia, 1946). The dominant

characteristics of the Italians who came to Canada at that time and throughout the fifties

and sixties have been amply documented elsewhere (Jansen, 1988, 1981 ~ Hamey, 1978~

Hawkins, 1972). These people were primarily from a few Southem localities, oflow

education and social standing, poor, heaIthy, in their productive stages of the life cycle,

and did not belong ta extreme leftist political groups.

Contrary to the pre-war period, after the Second World War Italian politicians took

a very positive stance towards emigration and officiais espoused it as the only way to

resolve immediate problems such as a shortage of food products; long term unemployment

problems; long-standing North-South imbaIances; and the backwardness of agriculture

(Ascoli, 1979:33). The Catholic Church provided active facilitation through parishes and

missionaries, and gave it its blessing, as foreshadowed by a 1941 radio broadcast

proclaiming emigration as the "naturaI" way of achieving "a more favourable distribution

of men on the surface of the earth" (pope Pius XII, in Ascoli, 1979:36).
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The opposition that came from workers' unions was directed against economists'

opinions that from 2 to 3 million workers could be "exported" "senza danneggiare /e

prospettive di un equilibrio economico futuro" (without damaging the prospects for a

future economic equilibrium). The objections criticized the need to use "excess" human

beings as a top-of-the-list item ofexport, rather than seeing human export as symptomatic

of a problem which should have been fought by an increase in imports of necessary food

products and resources. Unions feared that large scale emigration might create its own

problems and condemned it as a '1a/sa e pericolosa so/uzione al problema economico

ita/iano" (false and dangerous solution to Italian economic problems) (D.N.A. news

release Cittadino Canadese, VU, 21, 12 giugno, 1946).

Unions were not as influential at the time as they were to become; this important

buffer between politics and the people was lacking. In its stead, both politicians and clergy

came to have a most encouraging influence upon those in need of work, especially those

who were already disposed by doctrine to follow the recommendations of the church.

With this political backdrop it is easy to see how sorne researchers (Orlando, 1956) came

to describe emigration in such strong terms as "emigrazione assistita" , painting out that a

lowering of frontier barriers was in fact equivaIent to a type of assistance in leaving the

country. It is conceivable that even if emigration would have been inevitable, it might

have taken an entirely different demographic and temporal shape had the structural

encouragement been lacking.

Canada as a Host
Between 1947 and 1951 the selective immigration of masses ofunskilled workers

from Italy was aIso encouraged by Canadian policies. Recruitment of"bulk labour"

(Hamey, 1978:21) by the Canadian government was actively undertaken and up to 1955,

ooly those immigrants were accepted who had renounced in writing expectations of work

for which they were qualified, or for which they might have been selected at the time of

departure. Against one of the stated concerns of Italian union leaders (Cittadino

Canadese, 12 giugno, 1946), workers had to promise to accept any work offered by the
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Canadian government without prior information as to the arnount of pay they would

receive (Fontani, 1962 in Ascoli, 1979:40).

This requirement indicated that Canada, immediately after the war, wanted a lot of

latitude in the job-placement of immigrants. The reason appears to be that the

immigration policy was not meant to be a self-initiated attempt to meet the period's

current or projected labour requirements. Even when Canadian labour demands did begin

to be felt, British-not Italian-immigration would have been preferred had it been

available (Hawkins, 1972:61). In 195 l, Canada was not prepared for a '"boom" in

economic growth. The economic boom, "The Great Expansion" as it was later caIled, did

not occur until after 1963. ln the fifties, Canada aIready had a vast majority of over

fifteen, out-of-school population having less than high school education (only 7.80/0 had

more than 12 years), who needed a large number of unskilled jobs, Thus, many Canadians

were reluctant hosts, fearing that their own jobs might be lost through displacement by

indiscriminate entry of unskilled labour such as that represented by Southern Europeans

(Beaujot & McQuillan., 1982: 102). Not until the sixties, when it became clear that Canada

was benefitting from the insertion of these immigrants into labour market shortages in

sectors such as construction, manufacturing, and services, did these fears subside. In the

province of Quebec, the orny Canadian province with a separate ministry of immigration

since 1968 (La Presse, February 5, 1989), favouring francophonizable immigrants

(Haitians), the estimate of the benetit that international immigration had on the increase in

real per capita income for the period 1951-1974 was estimated to be 100/0, and judged to

be weak (Termot et al. 1978:59).

Italians were also disfavoured for rating somewhere at the bottom of a scale of

preferability in a "white if possible" ferlerai immigration policy, managed by a "handful of

politicians and bureaucrats" (Hawkins, 1974: 143), which remained in effect until 1962.

The entry of Italians and other Southem Europeans however indirectly benefitted tirst,

from immigration policies which raciaIly discriminated against OrientaIs (Hawkins, 1974,

in Beaujot & McQuillan., 1982:92); and second, from the reduction of immigration from

tirst choice, Northem European countries. Out of ail the people throughout the world
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who may have wanted to come to Canada, only the Southern Europeans were in the best

position to benefit from these policies. Access for them was easier primarily because

Canada wished to appease international pressures for refugee resettlement. Canada

successfully retained control over the population influx without offending international

opinion by making minor compromises: accepting its second choice (Hawkins, 1972:80 in

Beaujo! & McQuillan, 1982:96). The "right to refuse entry" was relaxed long enough that

it provided the demographic relief sought by the Italian government. [n 1960, at a low

ebb in overall immigration to Canada, Italy was the largest provider of immigrants (Figure

3. 1). During the period between 1946 and 1975, 11.6% ofall immigrants admitted to

Canada had been born in Italy, and Italy was the fourth largest source, precede by

emigration from other countries in Europe, from Britain, and from non European origins

(Beaujot & McQuillan, 1982:95).

Italian immigration appears to have overcome particularly well one of the

mechanisms adopted by Canada to select and regulate the incoming flow. Through the

"sponsorship of relatives", Canadian residents were allowed to bring in their foreign

relatives whose care they could initiaUy provide for. Seen as a special continuation of pre

war "chain migration" (MacDonald and MacDonald, 1964), Italians capitalised on this

system and a vast majority entered by being sponsored-in comparison to British

immigrants, for example, who were primarily admitted independentiy. Ali groups like the

Italians, whose family and relative networks formed a strong base of their social system,

were, in fact, being favoured. Very quickly, however, Canada expressed the need to

maintain "population integrity" by modifying the system. The "long and arduous struggle

against the Italian masses", as put melodramatically by Hawkins, (1972:61 in Beaujo! &

McQuillan, 1982: 105) was eventually "won" in the late sixties with changes to the criteria

of sponsorship. Since 1971, the population of Canadians who reported an Italian ethnie

origin appears to have stabilised, in all the provinces where the majority of Italians is

found. In 1986 there was a decrease from the 1981 figures (Figure 3.2) in alilocations

except in Quebec where a slight increase was registered.
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Figure 3. 1- Gross Calladicm cmd Italicm Immigration ta Ccmada in 11tousands (/945-/979)
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[n short, the main effect ofboth Canadian and Italian migration policies in the fifties

and sixties, was to aid selective processes in Italian emigration to Canada, which

developed in accordance with the migrants' cultural foeus upon the family unit. In

contrast to the pre-war period, Italian post-war migration was no longer officially hindered

by the Italian government. Though it was never strongly induced, it received political

encouragement and was facilitated by loosened Canadian government restrictions. Italian

emigration was therefore characterised by a high level of personal freedom of decision.

The Deve/opment ofHousing Policy

The Post-War Period
ln addition to the food shortages of 1946, housing shortages were also felt in Italy in

the period after the war. While food shortages were quickly overcome, housing shortages

were not and their persistence may have contributed to high emigration. Contrary to what

might be expected in a war-tom country, Barocci (1978) reports that national housing

shortages were not primarily due ta the destruction of war which was more strongly felt

in urban, industrial areas, but ta the pre-war reaIignment of the economy towards military

and expansionist goals; and ta the interruption ofconstruction during the war. ln fac!,

only 9% of the entire, livable stock of rooms in ltaly had been rendered uninhabitable by

war. By comparison, destruction was much higher in Poland (21.5%), Greece (20.70/0)

and Germany (20%), though lower in Britain (6.5%) (Barocci, 1978 in Secchi, 1984:92).

This was not the worst period for housing supply shortfaiis in Italy. More severe

shortages were to occur in the six1:ies and tate seventies (Dandri, 1978), in the midst of

economie boom, and after post-war demographic changes culminated in an increased

housing demand. Shortages were paradoxically concurrent with large increases in public

and private construction.

Motives for emigration and housing find a theoretical link through the direct

management of the housing supply in both Italy and Canada, and through improvements in

the media. Emigration was synchronous with unsuccessful Italian government attempts to

directly control the quantity and accessibility of the housing commodity, by getting
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involved in producing housing. Emigration was aIso in step with successful guidance of

expectations through indirect influence on quality of life perceptions~ through

improvements in the news and advertising media. The tirst raised levels ofaspirations and

the second facilitated comparisons and increased feelings of relative deprivation (Merton,

1957).

Social Agents and Supply
80th in Italy and in Canad~ governments believed that shortages could be alleviated

by intervening to increase the quantity of new housing, rather than by affecting a more

equitable redistribution of the existing stock. This policy of increasing quantity achieved

the opposite cf what was intended: it increased priees and decreased quantities (Ball,

1986).

The reasons for this apparently peculiar outcome are part of wider unresolved

debates in political economy. Unequal wealth distribution, and its related effects on

housing stock distribution, are at the centre of the critique of the capitalistic market

system. The systemic theories that have been outlined in the literature to indicate how

such a peculiar result is possible, have given incomplete answers because they do not

consider the socio-psychological variables by which, regardless of the effect of the

structure of capitalism, people choose to rernain in, or to "apt-out" of this structure.

Individual actions and practices - such as are often taken in the housing market, in

financing and credit, in construction work~ and in the ownership of land - cao range from

the unusual, to the creative, ta the idiosyncratic and even to the illegal or unethical,

therefore these actions can become very important variables that are neither a1ways and

necessarily negligible; nor a1ways and necessarily reducible to the specifie influences of:

the economic system, or the current government policies in managing money, housing,

employment, taxation, or administration.

On the contrary, the interactions of people with institutions "are essential

determinants of the effect of governrnent intervention in housing provision"

(Ball, 1986: 158). Housing purchasers, for example, can shift their requirements and

definitions of livable housing through the creation of reference groups by the medi~ and
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the effect ofthese shifts upon urban development (Signorelli11971 ~ Gasparini11975) have

been noted ta accentuate shortages and contribute to the maintenance of high priees.

In Canad~ changes in higher incarne professionals' valuation of residentiallocation

have resulted in renovation oflow-priced1aider buildings in decaying urban areas (a

process labelled "gentrification'1), ultimately, have decreasing the aggregate supply of

inexpensive housing. From the Italian experience1historical, or emotional interest in

unoccupied, livable dwellings has reduced their availability for sale or rent, 3 maintaining

high prices1even in remote areas of dwindling resident population.

Urbanisation and Speculation
In addition to the approach to increasing quantity, which Italy shared with Canada,

Italian govemment intervention in housing had to cope with a much larger rate of post

war urbanisation. Because of the legacy of fascist ruralization and "corporatist" policies,

the immediate post-war favoured advancements in industrial economy. Economie

expansion quickly outstripped levels of urban construction and expansion further

increasing the initial gap. Workers arriving to fill jobs in Northem urban centres were met

with dismal living arrangement possibilities. The Italian urban systems were quickly

saturated (DiComite11987) and remained in crisis for extended periods. In the early

seventies, housing dissatisfaction became a major reason for serious leftist demonstrations,

especially among the heavy concentrations of Southem Italian workers in the Milanese

districts of Quarto Oggiaro and Gallaratese which to tbis day have retained the association

with "residential and social marginality". Activism-l in Milan spearheaded demands for

ltalian unoccupied housing increased steadily since 1951 when only 6% of the stock was unoccupied. ln 1981 20%
orthe liveable housing stock rernained unoccupied (lstat.,I986:133). The percentage represented about 4.4 million
dwellings, which was the equivalent of about 50% of the total occupied private dwelling stock in Canada in 1981
given by Census Canada. Research into motives for keeping homes unoccupied (Ricci, 1984:98) reported that in
1981, the most popular reason given by 53% of their ovmers was to keep them "available for vacations".

-lA remnant ofa Sixties' cali to activisrn tIuough public manifestations was witnessed in Milan in June, 1987.
Posters affixed ta waIls ofbuildings in the vicinity of the Politecnico di Milano, called to action all "rentc:rs,
c:victees, squatters, homeless and proletarians". The rhetoric of the cali had shifted from the historical "casa e
lavoro" (house and work) (Secchi, 1984:99), to "Le case ci sono" (There are enough houses) and proposed
strategies of resistance to eviction, and of occupation of vacant houses. Further requests were for neighbourhood
renters' committees, a tïght against real estate speculation, "dignified housing \Vith rent ceilings to a maximwn of
10% of incarne", free housing for pensioners and the unemployed, and "self-administration of public space".
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housing legislation reforms throughout the country (Angotti~1977); reforms which were

made into law and began to be felt in the early 80's.

In contrast, Canadian economic advancements went hand in hand with urban

housing starts and the development of industry was relatively stable. The housing

situation was by and large responsive and planned, and supply lags, where they occurred,

were not as drawn out (Michalos, 1981).

Both in Italy and Canada (Barker et al., 1973) urban development became the

source of large speculative profits for investors. The difference is that in [talian urban

development the major profits went to "bandits" who disregarded the few existing

regulations and benefited from the lack of both planning and taxation of urban

development. Transgressors of existing regulations were often not prosecuted and high

levels of speculation proliferated through illegal, sub-standard, minimal dwellings which, in

Northem cities, were initially largely occupied by Southem workers. In the decade 1971-

1981, illegal construction in Italy reached 3 1% of all housing huilt but it has become more

predominant in the South where it concemed 61 % of all new housing (Fera & Ginatempo,

1985:49). [n 1987, revised laws on the "Condono Edilizio" provided steps to control

wildcat construction practices and imposed fines retroactively, but had limited or

negligible severity for infractions more than ten years past. Of the two countnes, Italy

witnessed by far the larger rates of illegal construction.

Public Housing
The private building sector had long been depressed by the economic hardships of

war and it was not quick to recover. In the aftermath, the Italian housing situation made

high demands upon publicly operated and assisted housing projects. While meeting

demands through direct intervention, the government simultaneously tried to stimulate and

encourage free enterprise (e.g. Togliatti's speech quoted in Ischia, 1984). As such, it was

a middle of the road approach destined to please no political party. Nevertheless, the

expansion ofhousing availability to wider social strata achieved in the late 1980's,
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especially in cities, was undeniably through improved government initiatives~. On the

other hand, the government assistance programs of the early 1950's, such as the I.N.A.

houses, were renowned for having favoured the already privileged, rather than those most

in need (Tosi, 1984a:244,255). But a housing "need" has been difficult to establish. At the

time of this research, obtaining pubiic housing in sorne Southem towns was still regarded

by many as an enviable social achievement for a family; a "conquista sociale" (social

conquest) or a bonanza worth the trouble of getting, regardless of any real or perceived

housing need (Vitiello, 1987).

An equivalently high demand for direct intervention in public housing did not occur

in Canada. Rather, while many aspects of indirect intervention have existed, and social

housing has been built, the expressed government tendency has been to stay out of direct

state intervention. Since about fifty percent of new privately rented housing construction

has been government financed, (Boume, 1986: 123) Canada has aIso favoured a rniddle of

the road approach.

Policy Thrusts
Italian housing policies were drafted in a political milieu which reflected its

centralised government and its multi-party structure. In retrospect, the policies appear

largely contradictory, and less able to provide relief to individual households, than is the

case in Canada. The Canadian housing situation of the same post-war period was

dramaticaIly less burdensome for the individual resident. Home ownership was

encouraged and accessible regardless of legal citizenship status. Both landed immigrants

and citizens were eligible for insured mortgages, and could own a house.!)

5An ~xampl~of initiativ~sof high intervention \Vere th~ low interest loans for lirst-home buyers in designat~d an~as

of high urban concentration. The loans represented a low or specilic level of direct govemment interv~ntion rather
than the traditional high or widespread level ofdirect intervention of the l.A.C.? or social housing programs. Th~

ltalian govemment has aIso intervened indirectly but with widespread measures, through local housing agencies
which have however been unable to muster the necessary technical ex-pertise for the smooth execution oftheir n~w
responsibilities (A. Tosi, persona! conununication,). The "buoni casa" (housing bonds) have been another example
of indirect and low intensity govemment intervention.

DSince 1949, the lèderal govenunent through the crO\m corporation Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation
(C.M.H.C.) had been involved in insuring high loan-to-value mortgages (more than 75%) in case ofborrower's
detàult on o\\1ler-occupied dwellings sold in the open market. C.M.H.C. has also acted as a "banker oflast resort"
(Bourne,1986 ).
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Canadian housing policy reflected the country's constitutional divisions in

jurisdiction. According to its statute of confederation, housing is a provincial

responsibility, yet in practice both the federal and municipal governments provide funding

and administration. Waste through redundancy and multiplicity of regionally specific

programs can be a severe problem in such a system. While justifiable criticisms have been

thrown at the Canadian lack of an official policy direction (Dennis & Fish, (972), it cannot

be denied that a de facto equivalent ta a national housing policy exists, and its outcorne

has been "relatively successful" (Boume, 1986: 122; Rose, 1980).'

UP to the sixties bath Italian and Canadian housing policies were aimed at righting

market imperfections such as shortages, but were unsuccessful in both countries. During

the seventies Canada was more successful in using housing as a major tool of incorne

redistribution. In the eighties, the Canadian focus reverted to market "laissez faire" and

many social programs have been dropped. The Italian focus remains ambivalent, marked

by a multitude of social actors, and few pragrams. The Italian situation was further

constrained by a centralised proportionai representation system wastefully compelled to

give all political parties their "share-of-the-pie" of public fundsK (Daolio, 1974).

Given the above juxtaposition of the Italian post-war scenario of initial scarcity and

present continuing afllictions, with the Canadian "rosy' scenario, it seems quite likely that

decisions to leave Italy may have been influenced and compounded by housing policy

factors. Also, when government policies worked, housing provision by itself could

become a direct source of employment. [t is easy to understand, therefore, why people

wanting "jobs and houses" might have gravitated towards locations of"jobs in making

houses"; especially if it was then possible ta obtain for oneself one of these "houses that

their jobs had built". In the past this apparently trivial economic circle worked weIl for

~From 1949-1984, the summated thrust of the collection of federaI, provincial and munidpal programs, about 25 of
which originated with the federaI government, can he considered the equivalent of a national housing policy which
responded to the changing socio-economic conditions.

lIBoth government and administrative framework in ltaly were the locus of ideological skinnishes. Party ideologies
were fonnulated and tested through the role of government regulating bodies, housing authorities, public
confrontations, and research commissions. The resultant "Italian model" ofhousing intervention mixed both the
leftist and rightist ideologicai concerns of policy-making institutions (Tosi. 1984a:241).
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Canadians and Canada's immigrants, while it worked to a much lesser extent for ItaIians

living either in cities or "paesf' .

Housing and Migration in the Eighties
In the late eighties~ there were many more houses in ItaIy than there used to be~ and

the net population movements between Italy and Canada had reversed, with more people

moving to [taly from Canada than vice versa. From a global migration perspective, while

historically Italy had been a community of origin~ and Canada one of destination~ since

1974, the two countries had moved towards a similarity ofroles: both had become net

receivers, rather t(-lan providers, of immigrants (Ascoli, 1979)~ and both had experienced

episodes of large internai migration.9 National averages in the housing and living

conditions of the inhabitants ofboth countries placed them among the world's best; even if

within each country, these averages conceaIed important regionaI differences.

The housing stresses that emerged in ltaIy (Tosi, 1987; Tosi, 1986b: 13; Angotti,1980)

matched the atfordability problems characteristic of Canadian housing in the eighties. The

Italian housing situation~ however, remained more problematic and plagued by much

higher costs for the equivalent housing commodity. The unprecedented role of Italy as a

destination of illegal immigrants from Afric~ the Middle East, and Slavic countries

(DiComite, 1987) may aIso have increased the shortage of affordable accommodation.

Media reports have abounded on the living conditions ofthese immigrants who have not

been readily accepted in the general society, and have taken predominately domestic, low

skilled, or ambulatory merchant occupations, sorne formerly held by Southem immigrants

to the North of Italy.

Housing Improvements as Motivators
A comparison of housing indicators from both countries reveaIed similarly high

owner occupation rates for both Canada (63%) and Italy (59%). A higher percentage of

"Canada post 1976 internaI migration, the "Anglo-exodus", was an urban ta urban movement between two
industrialized provinces (from Quebec to Ontario). It was sparked-off by the coming to power of the separatist,
Partie QUébecois, and was a response ta fears ofcultural and economic annihilation on the part of sorne English
speaking Quebecers (Locher, 1988). Canadian externaI migration is from various provinces and is predominantly
across its Southern border, to the United States.
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recently-built housing existed in Canada, where 56% of the stock was less than 20 years

old. In Italy there were more older buildings and only 49% of the housing stock was buitt

within the same time frame. Both countries witnessed dramatic increases in quality as

reflected by the aImost universaI provision of ail of the basic indoor facilities such as

running water, flush toilets, baths, and the like. Statistics showed that in Canada 98% of

ail housing had these basic facilities, (Boume, 1986). In both countries major

improvements were achieved in the post-war period, but ItaIy lagged behind Canada on

sorne indicators. For example, in ItaIy the 1986 availability of running water was reported

to have reached 92% (Tosi, 1986b; Franchini, 1984). In Canada this level of penetrationlO

for water services had aIready been surpassed by 1966 when it had reached 94.5°/c,.

AIso, the ltaIian situation had a noticeable peculiarity. Since 1951, the absolute

number of occupied dwellings, famifies, and the rate of owner occupation had ail

increased. More recently, in 1981, there had aIso been a 25% increase over the previous

census in the construction of houses (Fera & Ginatempo, 1985:55). Contrary ta the

expectation of a decrease to the vacancy rate as result of this conjuncture of increases,

instead, vacant, liveable dwellings have actuaIly increased. This paradoxicaI eirect can be

witnessed in terms of decreases in the percentage change of occupied dwellings over

previous censuses from 22.6% in 1961 to 14.6% in 1981 (Appendix V, Table 3. 1). By

cornparison, in Canada only increasing trends are noticeable for the same period (33. 6°/c, ta

37.20/0 ) (Figure 3.3). What this means is that in Italy, more families owned at least

llin Canada the biggt:St increase in basic comforts was between 1956 and 1966. For comparisons, and a detailt:d
analysis of basic com.!ort improvements in the to\\n of Larino, sec Chapter 4.

Availability ofBasic Comlorts in Canada (/956-1975)

Percentage ofOccupied Dwellings

Running water inside dwelling
Private use of bath or shower
Private use of flush toilet

Source: Bélanger, 1978:387

1956 1966 1971 1975
81.8 94.5 97.3 98.5
69.5 88.5 92.6 96.9
73.1 92.5 95.4 97.4
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one second home, and sometimes severa! other homes, which they did not occupy

permanently, and which were not necessarily vacation homes, since they could be located

in the same city. For reasons peculiar to the ItaIian real-estate situation, many houses had

been withdrawn from, or were never entered in either the sale or rentai market. Such

peculiarities also included: strict renta! control laws which had made it difficult to evict

tenants and could result in the de-facto [oss of tide to the property; market-avoiding

practiees of inheritance whieh speeded up transfer of the Many houses owned free-hold~

lengthy and involved bureaucratie processes of purchasing property~ and the unavailability

of high-percentage mortgage financing which limited acquisition ooly ta those able to

produce substantial cash down-payments. These practices could ooly serve to increase

housing shortages in the low-rent sector.

Figure 3. 3-Nationa/ Comparisons ofChanges in Occupied Dwellings Over Previous Census Year (/95/-/98/)
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[n 1981, the worst overall situation still appeared to be in Southern localities of

formerly high emigration such as, for example, in towns like Larino '\ provinces like

Campobasso, and Southern regions like the Molise. Clearly, the housing deficits for these

Southem localities had been lower than the national average, and they had been

considerably worse than for Northem localities, in such cities as Milan and province,

situated in the Lombardia region (Appendix V, Table 3. 2).

Another way to give these statistics a practical perspective is to examine them in

terms of an assumed "desideratum": one occupied house for every census family. The

percentage changes in the number of occupied dwellings per number of families, so

computed, were positive thus indicating a surplus, ooly in Larino between the 1951 and

1961 censuses (Appendix V, Table 3.3, Figure 3. -1-). It was during those years of ltalian

history that towns like Larino became the ongin of large emigration flows. The reason for

the large discrepancy in occupied dwellings is a reflection of de jure occupancy which is

slower to change than de facto presence of families. It should aIso be noted that the

theoretical deficit figures are probably overestimates, because the Italian census definition

of family did not differentiate between cohabitation and economic independence.:':

Because of different definitions of family it was difficult to make similar comparisons with

Canadian figures.:':

liA more detailed account of the housing situation in the Molise region and in Larino tollows in the next chapter.

I~In the [talian Census, economic independence is a criterion for classitication as a census tàmily. [t îs therelàre,
possible to have a làmily of one, and to have complex and eX1ended family-groupings he counted as one unit. In the
latter arrangements, self-supporting individuals have the choice to he counted as either part of one tàrnily, or as
constitllting a separate one, depending on whether "family" for the person means economic independence more
than cohabitation \Vith others. Since in [taly economic independence might not generate as high a n:quirement lor
separatc housing as other factors (overcrowding. stage in the litè cycle. etc.), one tàmily-per-house is a
·'theoreticaI'·, or structural housing requirement (Ricci, 1984) and may difTer from the perceived need.

!JIn Canada this theoretical housing requirement of 1 house per family, would underestimate the rcal need. because
the Canadian census defmition of family is more restrictive and separates economic independence from marriage
and cohabitation (Wargon, 1972). The census household on the other band counts cohabitation~regardless of
marriage, blood relationships, or economic ind~dence_ The nwnber ofhouseholds includes conunon-Iaw
tàmilies and ail living arrangements other than a very small nwnber of institutionalized dwellers. [t is theretore
always practically identical to the number of occupied dwellings.
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The surplus of unoccupied dwellings did not have positive repercussions upon the

rentai market, which in Itaiy remains problematic-in direct contrast to Canada's sizeable

and viable private rentai sector (Boume, 1986: 123). In further contrast are governments'

approaches to rent controls. With provincial variations in the degree of implementation,

Canada has generaIly moved away or abandoned rent control in favour of market

regulation of rentai priees. In the province of Alberta, for example, munieipaliy regulated

advisory bodies simply smoothed-out landlord-tenant relations, while more severe cases

fell under traditional courts. In Quebec, "Regies" with quasi-judicial powers were used to

proteet tenants. [n 1taIy, the Equo Canone (Fair Rent) laws enacted in 1978, were

Figure 3. .f-71feoreticaIHausing Surpluses and Defidis ~\.[olise. Campobasso Province. Larino /951- / 98 /)
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created in order to allow the increasing of rents after a long rent-freeze, but they

temporarily worsened the "underground" rent economy. and were later considered

essentially defunct, constitutionally flawed and in need of serious retroactive changes. For

example, the Equo Canone had made it possible for renters of smaller apartments to be

charged more than those in larger apartments, all other things being equal. In 1987 the

courts decreed that refunds totalling billions of Lire, were due to about 30% of the renting

population for over-payments dating as far back as nine years.

Reasons for Migration and the Search for "America"

Personal motives
Past analysis of the motivations of post World War Il emigration from the South of

Italy (Alberoni & Baglioni, 1965~ ENAIP, 1977~ Douglass, 1984) has stressed ecological

factors, such as unequal economic development, poverty, overpopulation~ "naturaI"

factors such as geography, climate, and the depletion of the soil~ or psychosocial factors

such as relative deprivation (Lopreato, 1967) generated by comparisons with the outside

world. The ecological approach is limited by the nature of demographic data which does

not allow direct consideration of personal motivations, but must presume them, often

incorrectly, from aggregate behaviour. Vet the reasons for migration cannot be predicted

oruy from analyses ofpast population movements (Vergati, 1985:505). The problem is that

predictive factors derived from ecological analysis of the behaviour of large populations

collapse many ditferent types of individual motivations into a post-hoc classification of

outcomes. Ravenstein's (1885) proposed predictions were ecological descriptions of

where migration was occurring at a very specifie time when distance from large

commercial and industrial centres was important; streams and counter-streams were

observed~ and there were major roles played by increases in transport technology,

manufacturing and commerce. The strength of the desire for economic gains was also

considered but never fully developed until Lee's (1966) refonnulation of Ravenstein.

Lee stressed push-pull factors, intervening obstacles, and personal dispositions of

the migrant in an attempt to overcome the limitations of demographic analysis. For Lee,

migration also occurred not oruy when 4'leaving" gained objective advantages over
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"staying", but also when migration was perceived as an acceptable alternative to

remaining, and when the intervening obstacles could be overcome. Lee's stress upon

perceptions (1966: 193) therefore, succeeded in shifting the crux of migration analysis to

the personal dispositions of the migrants; that is, it made it important ta know why

migrants became more able to perceive objective advantages at one time and not at

another. However, Lee considered govemment policies under the general rubric of

intervening obstacles, and thus understated their active role in int1uencing migrants'

personal dispositions.

The strictly socio-psychological approach on the other band has suffered from Lee's

overemphasis of the individual's perceptions. Sorne of these analyses have been further

restricted to perceived "needs" in a manner fashioned after Maslow's (1954) (in Roach,

1967:304) hierarchy of"prepotent" needs, i.e. physiological, safety, love, self-esteem, and

self-actualisation needs, in that order.

Socio-psychological need analysis of Italian emigration motives is, however,

inadequate because it collapses the causes and the effects of migration. The problem is

that need analysis is subject to a "behavioristic bias", which does not consider human

beings as "'agents" in decision making, but as "'organisms" which only respond to the

stimulus of external deficiencies. Though it is true, for example, that extended nutritional

and environmental deficiencies will cause the deterioration of important physiological

functions (Roach, 1967:304), it does not follow that deficiencies must necessarily lead to a

shift in the non-physiological arena of decisions to migrate. Historically, deficiencies have

lead to a variety of different behaviours including extreme and desperate acts such as

revolution, terrorism, and mass suicide.

An example of tbis problem which applies to Italian migration cornes from Lopreato

(1967) who maintained that Forte's (1962) development of an "economy of weil being"

instigated a rational pull for emigration from the South of Italy. While conceding that this

pull could only "partly" be considered a cause for internal migration in ItaIy, since other

factors were aIso at play, Lopreato stated that gjven unequallevels of economic expansion

within Italy as throughout the industrialised world "... the relatively idle and
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unproductive southern labour could not but be transferred to places where it could

produce more and contribute more effectively to the progress of the economic system"

(Lopreato, 1967:47; myemphasis). Thus economic expansion, which among other causes

might also be "partly" the result of migration, was depicted as the inevitable cause of

migration. However, the idea of migration as inevitable cannot be logically consistent,

with economic improvement as both cause and effect, certainly not in the same time

frame. 14 The reasons are clear: if immigration made economic expansion possible then it

was antecedent to expansion, and it would be necessary to find other explanations of why

immigration occurred to begin with. Evidently, economic expansion was most likely

contemporaneous to a "speculative" migration and was accelerated by the demands for

labour from a government and industry desirous of economic expansion.

A complete look at Italian migration motives, then, needed to move beyond

reductionist need-analysis, to the multifaceted areas of human experience where

multitudes of dimensions are operational. The interaction of many dimensions may have

increased the probability that a decision to leave would be made, without necessarily

prescribing its inevitability. Italian migration, in this picture, consists of a relatively

permanent change of residence, involving uncoerced decisions based on values, or

aspirations (Mangalam & Schwarzweller, 1970: 175) which were always made within a

national, and geopolitical scenario. As such, Italian migration is aIso an example of a

migration with internai and externaI destinations, and one which has become a completed

historical event, allowing a before-and-after temporal dimension. Looking at the attitudes

toward migration and housing found in Italy before migration, gave a needed temporal

perspective on the after migration issues, and shed light on the relationship of individual

motives to the living conditions of settled, national and international migrants.

Finding "America" in Italy
The impressions gathered from the field were that CUITent popular opinion in Italy

was that the"America" of old, that "mythicalland, immense and magnificent, opulent with

food and tlowers" (Bianco, 1974:35) being somewhere on the other side of the ocean and

'4Fa11acies ofthis nature, common in social research, are discussed at length by Flew (1985:81-109).
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not necessarily synonymous with only the United States but including Canad~ no longer

existed quite in that mythical way, and had somehow "migrated" to Italy. Since the

seventies, the saying "L'America sla qud' (America is here) had begun ta replace the

many references to this myth that anthropologists formerly found in "proverbs, tales, and

songs" (Bianco, 1974:35). Verses taken trom a variety ofpopular songs idealising

America still existed in the seventies and eighties, but they were often ironie, stressing

difficulties rather than magnificence:

· .. ma quest '/ta/ia qua se vlloi ce la farà ... "America sta qua ...
("Svalutation", Adriano Celentano, 1974)

· .. ma l'America é lontana, dall'altra parte della luna ...
("Anna e Marco", Lucio Dall~ 1979)

· .. con "/tafia con i suoi artisti, con troppa America sui manifesti ...
C'L'ltaliano Vero" Toto Cutugno, circa 1982)

... ma se vai a cercar forluna in America
li accorgi che l'America sta qua. . .

("La Domenica Italiana" Toto Cutugno, circa 1989)15

Desires for emigration to Canada in the eighties are typically found among

fashionable adventure-seekers, in the same way that at other times in Italian history they

might have been found among the nobility. Sergio Marinelli a successful businessman

from Torino, who had visited Canada twice before, commented that his impression was

that Italian popular opinion of Canada \lIaS !!0 longer restricted to a place where one

needed to emigrate to get a job and make money. Marinelli's impressions were in

accordance with those of Vasco Lassi, a businessman from Toscana who several years

earlier had stated that not only could one get a job in Italy, but there was even a good

chance ofgetting rich quickly, "in pochi anni" (in a few years). In the seventies, many

small manufacturers in Toscana, had embraced a good share of"benessere", or well-being,

without ever emigrating. Canada's appeal had become much more romantic, according to

Marinelli, because: "... il Canada va di moda, è un posto esotico, stranD, Juori

15 Translations: " but this Italy, if it wants, will make it ... America is here .....
" but America is far away, on the other side of the moco ..."
" with ltaly and her artists, with too much America on its bill-boards ....'
" but ifyou go look for your fortune in America you'lI realize that America is here ... "
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dall 'ordinario: ha le Gillbbe Rosse, gli Esquimesi, i cowboy, i 'quarter horses " le grandi

praterie, la vila pionieristica, e i 'trappers ,.16

While in the field I1
, and on several occasions also in Canada1

\ many other incidences

of positive and romantic views of Canada were witnessed among Italians. Undoubtedly,

much of the changed interest for Canada had been due to ltaly's own economic and

political changes, talked about in glowing words by Candilio the general consul of Italy: ..

. . Rispetto a 25 anni fa, per esempio, 1'ftalia non e più riconoscibile. Troppi sono stali i

movimenti, g/i avvenimenti storiei e i processi teCll%gici e sociali in virtù dei qlla/i è

ovviamente cambiatd'/9 (Candilio, int. (989).

True as these observations and testimonials might be, however, the issue germane to

a discussion of emigrant's comparative quality oflife in housing was not whether Italy had

changed; but, whether and how rnuch, the place or town of origin had changed; and,

whether and how muct\, change had been perceived by the townspeople in reference to

their conditions in their current satisfaction. Since emigration in the past was linked to

sorne degree to housing dissatisfaction, then when emigration was no longer a

phenomenon of note, there would be high levels of housing satisfaction in ltaly. Given the

l~ranslation: "... Canada is in tàshion, it is an exotic place, strange, out of the ordinary: it has the "Red Coats",
Eskimos, cowboys, .quarter horses'. big grasslands, pioneer litè:, and trappers'.'·

l-Examples an: numerous and varied. ltalian" fumetti" (literally: comic strips) which are a combination of comie
books and photo romances, popular among aduits and children. often carry tictionai stories based on Canada and
Nonh America (e.g. "Canada Joe" Skorpio, VIII, 29, 26nI1984). These stories are part of a distinct Itahan
"romantic genre" ofpopular Iiterature about the Canadian North and American West. Retlections ofthis
romanticism \Vere witnessed in unexpected places: in a Milan restaurant where a young waiter showed keen
interest in obtaining trom the author, intonnation on canee trips into the Yukon: and in a cafe where one eouph:
who had visited Canada spoke highly of it and wished to tour it again. In contrast, a family in which the làther had
returned to law practice in Milan after a politically-motivated. short-Iived attempt to embrace Alberta's tànn lik
had divided opinions on the Canadian ex-perience. Only the young adult children spoke positively of it and wished
to retum.

[ICFor ltalians, Canada bas become a popular destination for tourism. Anecdotal examples ofthese, testifY that in the
West Edmonton was seen as a "gateway to the North" attracting italians from ditferent parts of ltaly (Paolo
Monteleone, a hitch-hiker from Massa Carrara to the Yukon interviewed in 1982) but mostly l'rom the North. On
August 23, 1988 cac Radio reported on an expedition of 150 Milanesi adventurers headed by Alberto de
Gregoris. They had tlown into Edmonton, complete with Fiat 4x4's on their way to Inuvik. Canada WdS appealing
because de Gregoris had "aIways heard people taIking about the North". He found the North "interesting and
amusing", "not col<i, and aIways daylight", and "everywhere there are forests n

• There have aIso been reports of
Italians visiting Tadoussec, a whale watching site in the Bay of Fundy (A. Masi, persona! communication).

'''-ranslation: "... Compared to 25 years ago, for example, ltaly is no longer recognizable. There have been too
many changes, historicai events, and technologicai and social processes which have evidently changed if'.
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levels of comparability between the Canadian and Italian urban settings further explored in

the chapters that follow, and given the comparable populations of established immigrants

which was chosen, it was possible that large similarities in housing satisfaction would be

found in the two countries. Furthermore, if satisfaction was truly widespread throughout

Italy, then it would a1so be witnessed in those towns from which the emigrants had

origjnated. In this respect, attitudinal measurements of changes in housing satisfaction

could be of much assistance as proxy indicators ofgeneralised quality of life, and were

used extensively in collecting data with my Immigration and Housing Survey (1988)

survey questionnaire.

Conclusions
The binational schema just outlined on the structural relationship between

immigration and housing indicates that a symbiotic relationship existed between Italy and

Canada, which lasted from the immediate post-war years to the middle of the nineteen

sixties. With regard to migration policies Italy relaxed its restrictions for exiting, and

Canada those for entering, at a time when much family distress existed in Italy, and at a

time when Canada was contemplating renewed economic expansion. [n the late forties

housing policy was undeveloped in both countries. Italy was the quickest to implement

badly managed, publicly assisted housing projects designed to reconcile the pressure of

demand on supply, but succeeded only in exaggerating rather than relieving this pressure.

The effect of the Italian housing problems upon emigration were protracted for two

decades, and came from a situation in which the Italian measures to relieve the housing

crisis through public-housing functioned largely to maintain "class rigidities", and as a way

to raise expectations beyond the local possibilities of fulfilment. In contrast, Canada

implemented an unhurried, but successful financial "safety-net" mechanism designed to

foster private, residential ownership. In the 50's and 60's Canadian homeownership came

within reach of a wide population, whose demographic and occupational characteristics

were aIso those of the Italian immigrants of the same two decades. Canada had ail the

structural requirements of a place where housing was easily obtainable, while Italy had the

opposite.
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Though the literature revealed differences in history and structure between the two

couDtries at the time of the largest migratio~ at the end of the eighties, the quantitative

and qualitative aspects of the housing situation appeared to have converged. Throughout

the period of largest emigration, the Canadian housing situation was substantially better

than Italy's. The Italian situation did not remain static, however, and housing

improvements, begun contemporaneously with emigration, continued to occur through the

following years. During the same period a general decrease of Italian emigration to

Canada and to other destinations was also witnessed. During the post-war wave of

ernigration, decisions to migrate occurred within an historical context in which the Italy

had suffered many more housing stresses and imbalances than Canada. Accordingly, if

immigration and housing policies in the place of origin had an important effect on personal

decisions to emigrate, then equally, policies in the place of destination had an effect on the

likelihood that migration would be permanent.

The next chapter is a detailed case study of emigration and housing patterns among

established residents of Larino, a town of origin. [t begins an examination of urban

development and living conditions, which is continued to two destinations in the chapter

following, where the living conditions of the Larinesi who emigrated to Milano and to

Montreal are described.
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A CASE STUDY OF CHANGE IN
SMALL TOWN ITALY

Larina 1 Province of Campobasso

The purpose ofthis study was to make comparisons among Southem ltalians in

ltaly and in Canada. However, ltalians from the South of ltaly, though they are often

conveniently classified together for political and economic reasons~ do not fonn a

homogeneous group. Varied cultural backgrounds and language groups are included

within the South~ and even in the Molise there are centuries-old, Albanian and Slav

settlements such as Ururi (Campobasso). The southemer or "meridionale" label as used

in ltaly, is therefore a rough and mostly stereotypical representation which often appears

in Milanese graffiti, and in popular political discussions of ltalian socio-economic

problems and "disagio sociale .. 1. There are, in fact, important differences in degrees of

economic and cultural marginality among the administrative regions usually included in

the larger territorial division known as the "South" (Figure 4. 1). For example, the

exasperated familistic orientation found in Calabria, (piselli, 1981) or the localised power

domains found in Sicily (Blok, 1974) have never been as evident, or sustained, in the

Abbruzzi, or in the Molise. In the latter two regions the peasantry has been principaIly

characterised by its apathy and inertia (Cavallaro & 8ucci, 1979).

In order to do my study in a few months with the resources at my disposai which

aIlowed sorne travel by car between the North and South of ltaly, it was necessary to

balance the necessity for a place-specific focus on comparative issues regarding housing,

immigration and quality of life, with the desire to generalise the results, as much as

l''Disagio sociale" is an index of social aspects which tend to create a state of collective precariousness in everyday life
and is quantified by summing the standardized values of the individual indicators: infant monality. overcrowding.
crime rate. and employedJunemployed ratio. Out of the 94 provinces in ltaly. 33 ofwhich arc located in the South.
the cluster of20 provinces with the highcst rankings in "disagio sociale" was made up of provinces from the South
(Palanca.1983 ).
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possible, to the wider population of Southem Italian immigrants. Keeping to one common

place of origin was both a labour saving strategy and a sound methodological choice

because it kept many within group origin-based cultural variations constant. If the town

chosen could also have as many characteristics common to southern Italian towns then

both specificity and generaliseability would be maximised. That is to say, 1 required a

town which had experienced the stresses of emigration and post-war difficulties~ but more

importantly, one that had not succumbed either ta extreme depopulation or to drastic

changes ta its age pYramid, and survived to retlect the typical changes which had occurred

throughout the South in the last thiTty years. Through tbis selectio~ a sensitivity to the

important town variations in housing, emigration and culture could be maintained to

improve the meaningfulness of the compariso~ without completely falling prey to the

pragmatic particularism of the lone social researcher and ethnographer. With these

stipulations in mind, from the multitude ofcomuni (towns) in Southem Italy which could

have been considered the source of a sample, the choices for a good case study was

reduced to a more manageable number. For the purpose of generalising the conclusions,

this smaller number represented a pool of"typical" towns any of which would have

provided similar information as was gathered here.

Choosing Larino for the Study
In the Molise alone from a total of 136 comuni, there were seven which could be

considered middle-size towns for the regio~ ranging between 5,000 to 8,aaO-Agnone,

Larino, Montenero di Bisaccia, Bojano, Venafro, Riccia and Trivento. AIso these towns

had rougWy the same surface areas and population densities in 1981 (Regione Molise:

Annuario Statistico, 1985).

Narrowing the study down to the town of Larino among severa! possibilities, was

the result of practical considerations and a series of coincidences. l tirst became curious

about the town of Larino, and its emigrants in Montreal. In November, 1986, the town

whose population was 8,233, was featured in the Italian language newspaper: Il Cittadino

Canadese, because it was planning ta erect a twin statue to "The Immigrant", already
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erected in St. Léonard, Québec. A chartered flight had been booked for a "grand

reunion", and festivities in Larino for the summer of 1987. The coverage reported the

names of the official organisers, and it indicated that in Montreal the Larinesi were active

and numerous. My Larinese neighbour Mario Maiorni, estimated the cornmunity to

number about 400 individuals. As initial contacts, Mario aIso provided the names of

sorne ofhis relatives in Milan and in Larino whom, 1 interviewed once there. One of the

tvlilanese relatives, a semi-retired, fresh-produce merchant estimated that the Larinesi in

Milan were aIso nwnerous. He added that Via Padova had seen a good concentration of
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Larinesi and he provided a personal assessment which served as an initial indication that

emigration to Milan~ and the subsequent economic and housing conditions of the Larinesi

were different from Montreal and worth studying. On visiting Larino and talking to

municipal officiais, businessmen and residents, it became even more evident that Larino

Frgure 4. 2-The ItaJian Me=og'orno: main reliefand provinces
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- was very well suited to a three phase study of one origin and two destinations" and the

choice was made. The principal reasons for the decision to study Larino were as

following:

1) Larino was historically typical.
As a town from the meridione, it had mostly a rural economic base, it was isolated

both culturally and geographically from main stream Italy, and it was in a traditionally

underdeveloped region: the Molise.

2) The area had been the focus of development
The lower Molise had witnessed anempts at industrialisation and considerable urban

development had occurred in the neighbouring coastal town ofTermoli (Figure 4. 2) where

a Fiat auto plant was also located (Cavallaro and Bucci, 1979). Larino had grown in the

shadow ofTennoli's growth. Typical of the effect of the South's "catheclrals in the desert"

(Masi, 1987, 1988) the overall improvement upon the local economy had been marginal.

Another state sponsored enterprise not indigenous to the local economy was Riveco, a

major plant which produced sheathed pipes for underwater petroleum pipelines, but which

had recently closed down (Caprice, 1978).

3) Reference studies existed.
Sorne studies of the area had already been carried out and provided useful reference

material. The earliest by Romanelli, had been written in 1879, more than a hundred years

prior and had just then been brought out of the archives, reanalysed and republished

(Cavallaro & Bucci 1979; see aIso Presutti, 1906; Cavallaro,1974).

4) There had been post-war residential expansion.
The town showed evidence of a post-war housing expansion; and had seen

agricultural and transportation changes as a result of the construction of a "superstrada";

and an irrigation dam on the Bifemo river. The new housing section was located in a

higher district referred to as Larino Su" or the plain of San Leonardo, a location which

stood out clearly from the rest of the town.
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5) An address list of most emigrants existed.
The head of the local parish~ and 40-year resident~ Don Aristide Vitiello, had kept

an updated book of names and addresses of 548 Larinesi residing away ~ who had often

contributed funds ta the feast of San Pardo, the town patron-saint.

Since Larino had witnessed large emigration ta Milan and Montreal, but not

exclusively to these two destinations; and since it was currently enjoying economic

improvement while still retaining the quality of "smallness, nonnally lost by towns

located very close to large and developing centres such as Campobasso and Tennoli.

Larino as a town of the meridione was holding its owo. It was similar to other towns who

were geographically and politically excluded from both areas marked for subsidised

regional development (such as the Upper, or Alto, Molise) and from areas ofhigh tourist

and related activities (coastal areas such as Tennoli and Campomarino) (Vitiello, 1987).

By choosing Larino~ the risk of excluding important sub-regionai infonnation, not

reflected in its particularities, appeared balanced by its "typicality" in current levels of

migration, housing developmen4 and quality of life, and in its incorporation of the wider

historical situation. On the other hand, due to the existence ofa hospital, a secondary

school, and an agricultural institute, as weIl as other public administration offices (ufficio

registri, or land and contract registry; and court house) Larino had witnessed immigration

of its own. It appeared to display a more varied housing pattern and a more pronounced

class structure than other towns in the Molise. This possible atypicality had practical

benefits because it reduced the risk of randomly gathering too homogeneous a sample,

and it reduced the cost of gathering data representative ofdifferent social strata. The

wider social basis also provided a possibility for controlling, the effect of town-specifie,

cultural background, and of town Ioyalties which has tended ta make each town in the

South of ltaly more unique and sui generis, than in any way typical or similar to even

neighbouring towns.
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... Setting And Residential Dynamics ln Larino

Location, Topography And Clïmate
The specifie regional location of Larino is the Molise which is in the northem part of

the South of ItaIy. Geographically tbis makes the town doser to the center of the

peninsul~ yet many of the same social, economic, and political generalities that describe

the rest of the South of Italy, aIso apply clearly to tbis region. The Molise tS mostly a

mountainous area but has additional non-mountainous variations in geography and

climate. After a long movement to regain its historie autonomy lost to administrative

expediency in 1867, in the wake of the unification of Italy, the Molise became the srnaIlest

region in Italy in 1963 (Quintano, 1986: 19) on the basis of the "condition" and "vocation"

of its people (Camposarcuno, 1961 :23). However. even after achieving its officiai

sanction and therefore gaining bureaucratic and legal centers which benefitted mostly

Campobasso when it becarne the capital, the region has continued ta retain its dependency

on neighbouring regions, and in the eighties it remained among the most subsidized in

Italy. It had the lowest level of rates of industrial employrnent per resident population for

aIl of ItaIy (Becattini-Bianchi, 1982) and long-standing econornic ties to adjacent regions.

and cities such as Foggia in Puglia, its Southern neighbour; Pescara in Abruzzi, to the

Figure -/. 3-Panorama ofLarino (1987)

(This and aH photographs in this dissertation are mine unles~ otherwise indicated)
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North~ Naples in the Campania region to the West~ and also Rome, the nation~s capital in

Lazio (Quintano, 1986:20).

Larino, in 1981, was the fifth largest centre of the Molise in size of population,

coming after Campobasso~ Termoli, Isernia, and Venafro. The climate in Larino is

generally drier than in the mountains because of prevailing winds which accelerate

evaporation of ground moisture and make it imperative to have irrigation in order to

cultivate the higher lands. The weekly mean temperatures for four seasons beginning in

June 1986 are typical of Larino and are presented in Figure 4. 4. ln the summer mean

temperatures do not exceed 27°C~ while they occasionally climb to the 30-3SoC range. ln

the winter temperatures average around SoC and occasionally go down below the freezing

mark. Very seldom do they stay below -SoC for extended periods.

Figure -/. -I-Seasonal Temperature Variations in Larino (June 1. 1986 lo Ju(v 31. 1987)

WEEKLY MEAN TEMPERATUREB (DECIR. CEL8IU8)
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Urban and Housing Development
The inhabitants of Larino, and Larinesi evervwhere who have an attachment to the

town., often express their pride for their town by painting out its ancient roots in their

dialect: ~~Larine é prime de Rome" (Larino existed before Rome). There is, in fact.

historical record of the existence of a pre-roman settlement of the Frentani group of the

Sanniti people in the perimeter encompassed by the town of Larino. Before being

conquered by the Romans, the first settlement had been called Frenter. or Frento (T.C.I.~

1985). The town was founded again through the centuries and unlike other towns in the

are~ the Larino of today occupies, not just one but two hill-tops, of unequal height and

originally unconnected (Figure 4.3). In antiquity the old city (Larino Vecchia) had been

built on the higher hill, but as a result of destruction suffered at the hands of invaders, and

monarchs punishing rebellions, it lost most of its fortification. Earthquake destruction in

the middle ages, gave it the coup de grâce, and the city was built anew on top of sorne

remaining Roman fortifications in the lower, but more easily defensible hill-top, just over

a kilometer away (Figure 4.5).

At the beginning of the twentieth century, the citadel in the new location, which by

now had become known as Larino Nuova, had achieved its maximum possible

circumference and chose to expand by rebuilding on the higher hiIl on top of the ancient

location, known today as Piano di San Leonardo. In the process of reconstruction which

was continued in the late forties, with public housing (LN.A. Casa) projects, it lost aImost

all traces of the ancient settlement (Figure 4. 6). This disregard for the lost historic ruins

and their value for promoting tourism was much bemoaned by an official of the Ufficio

Tecnico e Lavori Publici, who did not believe thatjobs should have been created at the

expense of the history of the countryside: "questi edifici sono tutti su ruderi, per cui a noi

interessava più di valorizzare questi proprio in virtù [di ruderi}~hedi [valorizzare g/i

edifici in virtùj occupazionale ..2.

ZPrivileged witness Andrea Vitiello (May. 1987 interview) is an architect.. and the head of the the public works office
of Lanno. Translation: ft These buildings have aH been erected on ancient ruins. therefore it would have bcen more
to our intcrest to recognize and utilize thcir value as ruins - than as a source of work."
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Figure 4. 5-Larmo. Uap ofHislorica/ Urban Expansionf

LARINO
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Area della cittll romana
e atlomedioevale . •
dovs sono stati eslllguïti 5C8vt
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•• Toni

Interventi ed espansioni
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nel XIX secolo

ltinenlrio di visitaAra Frentana

Presunta cint. muraria
(XU-XlII sec.)

CintD mUfBria (XVI-XVII sec.)

Source: Cin,;; da SCQprin:=3: Guida ai Centri Minori. T.C.I.. 1985
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- Figure.J. 6-INA Casa Projects

Similar destruction of historical ruins by private interests had not been unusuaI in

Italy~ until stricter laws were passed not long ago. The country bas been described as "an

archeological dig in its entirety" thus it is understandable that problems of this nature

might have frequently occurred. What appeared unusual in Larino ~s case was the fact

that destruction had occurred as a result ofa lack of sufficient control measures on the

part of one public administrative body (la Soprintendenza), and secrecy on the part of the

publicly financed housing builder:

li hanno distrutti perché. .. fi costruttori] vedevano la
Soprintendenza {come1 qua/cosa che b/occava. non hanno pensato a una
coesistenza (ra speculazione e valorizzazione turistica deI paese; l 'hanno
vista come una cosa negativa, per cui. se avrebbero chiamato la
Soprintendenza. loro non avrebbero più costruito. 3

J Vitiello, Andrea (May. 1987 interview). Translation:"they have destroyed them because... [the builders] saw the
Superintendence [as] something that blocked the way; they did not think about a coexistence between speculation
and touristic development of the country side; thcy saw it as a negative thing. bccause ifthey had ca1lcd the
Superintendence. they would not have bcen a1lowed to build."
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But what is done is often difficuit to undo and the possibility ofunearthing what is

left of the historic ruins by demolishing the already outdated, minimalist public housing,

which has given Larino Su an uneven distribution of commercial and service

establishments't remains unpopuIar, even ifworthwhile:

iD ce l'ho la proposta. sono una trentina di alloggi popo/ari che ci
stanno--più que/li di Corso Magliano-sono cinquanta; se noifacciamo
un edificio dove. .. possiamo mettere tutti quanti [gli abitanti] noi
possiamo reeuperare quelle zone. . .. questo quando / 'ho detto la prima

1 . h' .svo ta ml c lamavano pazzo. ...

Today the part of the town in the Piano di San Leonardo, the "zone ofexpansion"

whieh rises on the ruins of the oidest city, is logically the new '''Larino Nuova". or "Larino

Su" (up) as it is referred to for its higher location. It has become much bigger then the oid

'''Larino Nuova'\ which is today's "Larino Vecchia''t or '''Larino Giu" (down), and the

official "historie center". The natural human life-cycle of the young replacing the oid

seems to have found physical expression in the building and rebuilding of the townscape.

Over the past thirty years, even more new construction has been added and Larino Su has

gained many of the physical and social characteristics of the privileged districts oflarger

cities. Undeniably't the urban development of Larino has achieved a pleasing aesthetic

effeet. which is difficult to miss (Figure 4. 7) On returning for the first time, after thirty

years living in Montreal't a Larinese woman on seeing the changes that had occurred

during her absence exclairned in Larinese dialeet, what to her seemed self-evident: "Si

fusse state eussE allore ... e chi saribbe partite?" (Had it been like this, then, who wouid

have Ieft?).

Changes in a town are perhaps most easily perceived when they involve new

construction. None had been possible in the oid town, where many of the houses

remained unchanged on the exterior even though their interiors had been modemised or

restructured. For all practicai purposes the face and basic structure of the historie centre

had not changed. Save for the addition of a statue, and a small park in the main piazza,

4 Vitiello. Andrea (May. 1987 interview). Translation: "1 do have a proposai. since there are only thirty or 50 public
lodgings- plus those of Corso Magliano - makes fifty; ifwe build where... we could put ail of [the inhabilants]
we could recover those areas .... when 1told them this for the first lime they called me crazy ... :'
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- Figure./. 7-Upper Larino Urban Development (Larino Nuolla. Piano San Leonardo, circa 1980)
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the intent of nationallaws, civic administrations, and public opinion had indeed moved

against changing the historical heritage and towards the maintenance and restoration of its

ancient look.

Il piano di riel/pero dei eentro storico previsto dalla legge -157 dei
·78, la stessa legge con cui si sono cominciate a sviluppare le cooperative
con fondi agevo/ati, prevede la realizzazione dei centri storici cioè di
piani di recupero. Solo che a Larino é stato dato .. , /'incarico senza dare
attuazione alla convenzione, per cui é rimasto pertravolto [sicj. 5

~ Vitiello, Andrea (May, 1987 mt.). Tnmslation: '<The plan for the recovery orthe historieaI centre as sc=t out in 1978
by law 457, the same law which began the development of co-operatives through subsidised l'Unding, stipulated
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Throughout Italy this law has had the effect of causing face lifts. In many small

towns. asphalt streets are being tom up to uncover the original, or reinstall facsimile,

cobblestones. In the historie center of Larino as weIl, there have been sorne isolated

attempts at "face-lifting", but the lack of a nonn for doing such work has resulted in

.. intonachi contrastanti [e] tipi d 'interventi diversi JO (patchwork and contrasting

finishes). On Via Cluenzio, the street of the "passeggiata domenicale ", or Sunday

promenade, one could see a corner house, facing the Piazza Vittorio Emanuele, whose

original rough stone facade had been smoothed out by a covering ofwhite-washed stucco.

This was reason for much embarrassment on the part ofone of the merchants, who again

voiced the '4radical" view that things ofthis sort. which degrade the historie value of the

town, should be undone.

It should be pointed out that Via Cluenzio is the commercial street in Larino Giù,

and finds its analogue in Viale Giulio Cesare in Larino Su, with the exception that ooly in

Via Cluenzio, are there concentrated all of the cultural trades of the town (see Figure 4.

5). In a town which in 1986 had a population of 8, 161 people, it seemed unusual that

there would be two book stores, both larger than sorne of the grocery stores and stocked

to the ceiling, plus a publisher who specialized as a wholesale distributor of books. In the

last twenty years, however, Larino has obtained almost all the secondary levels (liceo) of

the Italian educational system, and has become the home of the ooly Istituto Tecnico

Agrario of the Molise region. This concentration of edueational institutions no doubt

created a high demand for school books and materials which sustained the commercial

operations. According to the 1981 census, the resident population between the ages of 6

and 18 was 1480, the highest in the district and representing 21 % of the total school-age

population of the aggregate of the 14 neighbouring towns.

Although the hospital is located in the upper town and is immediately adjacent to

the main commercial and service streets, Viale Giulio Cesare and Via Opplaco, this is a

convenienee ooly for those dwelling in nearby residenees. Generally, the more outlying

the realization of historical centers. that is of plans for recovery. ln Larino. the assignment was given Iip-service
without applying any of the stipulations. 50 in effect. the plan was swept aside.··
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areas of the upper town require from three to four times more walking to reach the

shopping and service area than is required to reach equivalent. but lower grade, shopping

facilities from anywhere in lower Larino. As a result. the upper area housing becomes

more suitable for those who have other means of transportation besides walking (Figure

4.8).

Since the only public transportation which exists is a bus service which joins the

main piazzas of the upper to the main piazza of the lower town, the residents of the lower

town can with less effort and without other means of transport easily reach the upper

town, if they should desire to take advantage of the better facilities located there. The

service is not especially frequent or punctuaI., and a round-trip with stop-over could

occupy the better part of a morning. lt appears to he a popular service for the aged living

in the lower town. As a result. the open design of the upper town, the wider streets, the

generous use of space allowing ample parking, and the free flow of trafflc, are assets only

for those who own motorized transportation. Human powered bicycles become onJy

partially useful, because of the steep grade of the terrain.

Figure -1. 8-Upper Larino: New Residen/ia/ Cons/ruc/ion near Via de Gasperi
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- Preferred Location
Larino Su has the most striking visual effect of the pair and the view is also more

spectacular than in the "damp~\ "dark~' streets of the lower towo. The highest mountain

range of the region~ the MaieIla, as weil as the Bifemo valley~ are often visible from there.

In addition to the superior scenic location~ it is more susceptible to the cooling action of

the wind and the wanning etfect of the sun; consequently there are noticeable temperature

ditferences between the two locations. Differences of a few degrees in the ambient

temperature of the town are considered very important~ and accorded high value

depending on the season of the year and the time of the day. The lower town is preferred

on summer evenings because it stays cooler; the upper town is preferred on winter days

because it gets more SUD.

Temperature and Heat Retention
The effects oftemperature shifts on housing are observed best in terms of changes

in comfort of a typical~ but unheated house. In all cases indoor temperature is mitigated

by many elements. Among them are important structural qualities such as: orientation ta

the sun~ construction materiaI~ thickness of wa11s~ and naturai shelters such as trees~ hills,

and the presence of other houses. Houses in the open country~ or contrade~ are the mast

exposed and therefore are least preferred for winter lodging. AIl the ancient houses were

built of stone and outside waIIs could be as thick as half a meter. Each moming, during

the period of my stay in Larino (April 8 to May 14~ 1987) [ recorded the maximum and

minimum temperature readings in the unheated contrada house which served as my

residence. The mean ambient temperature ditIerentials in Figure 4. 9 show that room

temperature in the house was affected more quickly by rising temperatures. Dropping

outside temperatures did not cool the house as quickly attesting perhaps to the heat

retaining qualities of stone. The average temperature in the house stayed mostly below

the 18°C mark. varying only a few degrees either way.6

l')By my standards this room temperature could not he considered comfortahle. As will he shown ahead. on the average
the residents in Larino estimated a comfortahle room temperature in winter al 200 Celsius. which is 10 lower than the
estimates obtained from either Milan or Montreal.
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.- Figure 4. 9-fnterior versus Exteriar Temperature Differentiais afa House in Conrrada
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-- MAXIMUM EXTERIOR - MEAN EITERIOR +- MEAN CONTRADA HOUSE

Source: Exterior Temperature Data from Istituto Tecnico Agrario. Lanno: [nterior data from my measurements

Residential Concentrations
Residential concentrations in Larino depend on the transportation autonorny, as

weIl as the age and the incorne level of the residents. Observations were that car-owning,

younger and more affluent families tend to live in the upper town, while older families,

occasionally making use of the public transport, are confined to the lower town. The

evidence from my Immigration and Housing Survey (1988) reported in more detail in

Chapter 7, supported the observation of the existence of this tendency (Appendix V,

Table 4.3). Differences in age however were significant only between the upper and

lower town (59.9 years to 51.1 respectively, 2-tail t=2.99, p=.004). Incorne differences,

on the other hand, were significantly different between the upper and lower town, and

between the upper town and the contrade, whereas the predominance ofno car families

was significantly different only for the lower town.
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However. this tendency was not a lUle, and the survey data needed to be interpreted

more broadly because residential location in Lanno was more complex and varied than it

appeared'

lVOII è leggihile la cillà [di Larino/ per cla."J',"J'i, Se vedi, è difficrle
dire: questo é i/ posto per i ricchi, e qllesto è il pusto dei poveri 
perché se noi vediamo il piano di zona ahhiamo: case papolar; e
cooperative affianco a vil/ette da UIlO 0 due pialli, che lion SOllo manco di
gente ricca ma [di gente/. per esempio, lipo professionisti: 0 . .. {di
per."one/ che, magari lavorallo moglie e marito da alllli, e che sono
riuscifi a fare qua/cosa. 1 ricchi ahitallo in mezzo a/la gente comune.
/ungo l ia/e Giulio (~esare, mischiati ill mezzo . ... v fronteggiallti fal/le
ca.";e popolan. l'VOII ahhiamo lin 'edili=ia .\pecia/i=zata per i ricchi. ... (lié /
.•. 1111 le.\Xllfo ... come l\4illlJlO, [di / ... quartieri popolari e quartien
residen=iali. . .. qua ahhianw ulla conjusione, ulla .\pecie di lorre di
Bahele . ... -

The mixture. or confusion. in the residential patterns was not. ta be taken to mean

that there \'vas a lack of c1ass distinctions in the social system of the to\vn. Rather. what

the mixed residential pattern indicated was. perhaps. that less meaning \vas attached ta

housing location and more to behaviour. The weil-off living interspersed with or alongside

the less weil-off could be seen as a sociaL egalitarian advantage for the town. yet it was

only "... un vl.lntaggio camuffalo: in soslan=a la divisio/le esiste sempre. .. Ilel modi di

comportafnellto, lIel/ 'acce,\',\'ihililà dei heni di cOllsumo. .."~ One respondent inten.:ie\ved

in Larino Giu gave a more sweeping impression of Larino Su. essentially in agreement

\vith the behavioural idea of c1ass distinctions. He stated that the reason he would not like

tO move to Larino Su was that there were tao many people living there who were less

cordial than he \vas used to. The interviewer noted that this respondent was "forse

/'uJ/ico che ahhia ri.\po,\'t() li l/lui i quesili poiché li ha tutti compresi" (perhaps the only

·Vitldlo. Andn:a 1May 19X7 interview). Translation: "The l.:ity lof Lanno1is nat Icglhle accarding ta dasses. If vou
look. Il is ditlil.:ull lo say' thls the plaœ or the nch. and that is the plaœ of the poor - If we laok at the Laning plan
\\e have: puhlil.: housmg and w-operatlves, slJe hy SIlle wlth small. one or two storeys nllas. thal are nol realh
O\\ned hy rtl.:h people but by. lor exampk proti:sslonals: or. by people who have been able to i..Il:hlcn:
somethmg by haring husband and wife work lor years. The rich 1tvc among the I.:ommon people. along Vialc
tilu1to Cesarc. mlxed in \\ith public housing. or in lront ofpublic housing. Wc Jon't have spel.:lahsed housmg lor
the ril.:h. netther do wc havc a pattcrn . Iikc Milan. whcrc you lind public housmg distnl.:ts and posh
reSldentlal dlstm:ts. herc wc have a I.:ontusion. a kind of tower of Bahel.

'Yiudlo. Andrea (May 19S7 interview). TranslatIOn:" a l.:amoutlageJ adrantage: m suhstanœ the JI\1SlOn ah\a\s
e'\lsts .In the \\ays of hchaving. in the al.:l.:f:sslbility to the gaads of consumpllon .
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one who had been able to understand and answer all the questions)~ and that he would not

have liked to change his residence "sopralullo perché lrova /leI centro storico ulla

llmanilà che /Ion trova nella Larino Piano San Leollardd,9. Although more talkative and

probably not typical of the less expressive Larinese Giù resident. the respondent voiced a

common feeling.

The privileged witness was. on the other hand. typical of the upper town resident.

He \Vas a Larinese who had received a university. protèssional education in architecture in

\'1ilano. and lived himself in upper Lanno where he raised a young farnily, owned his ov..·n

home and a car. He was a public servant, and as such worked in an occupation which in

1981 represented 3QO/o of the total work force in Larino, a higher concentration than for

the province of Campobasso (22~/o), or for the region of Molise (17.5~/0), -already

accounted for above. by the high incidence of educational and service institutions in

Larino. The most recent figures available are for 1984 and they show a slight increase for

the region (18.2~/o), placing it between the national percentage (17.40,/0) and that of the

South (rvlezzogiorno. 19.00/0). In 1987. Larino's share would not have changed

substantially.lO Also. because Vitiella was employed as Larino's coordinator of public

\vorks and had taken special training in land management and planning for the

development of the interior areas of the South. he was able to provide many useful

perspectives. An aspect of residential development in Larino Su, which was corroborated

by the data collected and by census statistics, was its appreciable Ievel of immigration.

This factor may have contributed to its distinguishing social characteristics because it

concentrated those people born outside of Larino into a new area away from the place

\vhere most Larinesi Iived.

'Yitldlo. Andn.:a (May 1987 interview). Translation: "mainly because: the: people of the hl~tonc œntre art: more
J,;ourtcous. oenevo1cnt and generous then those of Piano San Leonardo"

:·)r-.1ammardla 1 !9Sfi D) lists Larino's institutions. They consist of state olliœs of the judiciary. civil. mllitaf\. and
penal Jepanrnent:': "Tnbunale Penale c Civile. Pretura. Commlssion~ Tributaria di [ Grado. Ul1Ïl.:IO Jel Rc.:gtstro.
[HliI.:IO DIstrc.:ttuall: delle Imposte Dirt:tte. Consorlio di Bonilïca. Compagnia c.c.. Casa Cin:ondartak. Bngata
(iJ.F Distacl.:arnento Polstrada. ln IlJS7 construction on a maximum sccunty pc.:mtentlary had also bcen
I.:ompletcd and inmatcs werc starting to occupy il. AIso, until the saIne j'car, when the Diocese Was movcd to
Termoli. (Cittadino Canadesc.:. Feb 19S7) Larino had bcen the location of the bishop's rcsidence and accompanymg
c.:cclesiastical ollïœs.
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.Voi abbiamo un ïmmigrazione dal! 'esterno, [dai} paesi
limitrofi-[personej che lavorano a Larino perché Larino è centro di
servizi. Moiti dei dipendenti degli ent; pubblici, ... sono forestieri, non
sono di Larino, quindi questa gente è venuta con una certa capacità di
acquisto, e si è venuta a localizzare non nel centro storico, come funziona
spesso per aree di immigrazione, ma è venuta direttammente a localizzarsi
nella zona di espansione. Questo, io quando holatto la ricerca sul centro
storico 10 ho nototo. Mentre al centro storico di Campobasso ci vanno ad
abitare gli immigrati, cioè le popolazioni più povere che vengono
dal! 'esterno, a Larino abbiamo ovuto il contrario: gli immigrati sono
andati ad abitare nelle zone esterne . .. [pero eranoj immigrati con una

.. d' /1cerra capaclla 1 spesa.

Thus Larino Giù remains the site of the longtime residents and has few livable

uninhabited residences. But even Larino Su is not uniformly the residence of the well-off

Figure.J. JO-Via San Michele: Overpass LimilS View and Access 10 lhe Mulli-Fami/y Residences

-

.. . .. . --: .~ ~~.

(My pholograph)

. .... ,
~- ..•.:.-

:. :: .

IIVitiello. Andrea (May 1987 interview). Translation: "We have immigration from outside. [from the] greater
surrounding areas - [ people] that work in Lanno because Larino is a center of services. Many of the public
service employees. .. are out-of-towne~ they are not from Larino. sa they bave come with a cenain purchasing
ability. and tbey bave establisbed residences nOl in the bistoricaJ center. as il often works in areas of immigration.
but directly in the zone ofexpansion. When ( did research on the bistorical center 1noticed this. While in the
bistorical center of Campobasso there live immigrants. that is those poor people that come from the out of town. we
in Larino bave had the contrary: the immigrants have gone to live in the outskirts. .. [however. they were]
immigrants with a cenain ability to spend:'
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Figure.J. 1/ - 1lU Sali .\ficJ/eJe: The Rai/w(l}' CrD.'ising to tire Right of tlte Last Building in Figure.J. 10 Restnc(s
,-Icce.u (u the District.

1 My photograph)

or of those with comfortable dwellings. As in many other cities throughout the world.

there are indications that development often brings inequalities. In Larino. the realization

of a rcad improvement project appears to have sacrificed the cornfort of the already

disadvantaged. [n its own small way. a "'ghetto" has been created in Larino..>\n area in the

lo\ver part of the Piano di San Leonardo in Via San rvlichele (Figure 4. 10).

(Figure 4. Il) less desirable because ofits location and already eut otfby the region's state

railway line. became even more "marginal and disaggregated" by the addition of an

overpass across the railway track which further diminished its access to the rest of the

town.

Those that live in this area are described as overflow residents from Larino Giù.

They are: "{ufta }!ellle deI c.:enlro ,'t'lorico. magari solto prole/ari.."t"onu poveri . .. quesf(J

,/uarliere 10 hall110 rilega/u qua qualldo oramai i 'huchi' nel cenlro era/lO lulli sa/uri' 12

With the elevated roadway which passes at window level among the public housing.

!:Translauon: "all people l'rom the historical center. maybe sub-prolt:tariat. pom. this distnd was rdegatc:d herc
\\hen ail 'hob;' ln the œntcr had rcgrettahly and dt.:tinitdy bc:c:n lilkd.
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olten. the

privacy has been reduced. The steep valley on one side further limits access, and traffic

along Via San Michele is periodically disrupted by a railway level-crossing: "praliL'ameute.

questo quartiere non è sempre accessihile, ... .\pesso qua trovi [il passaggiof chill.'w.

c.levi ([.'peul/re, ... a vulte Ulla me:: 'ora per poter passare·· 13
. What is interesting about

the building of the elevated roadway is that what appears to be a project aimed at the

public good. defined in a broader sense than that of the inhabitants of Via San Michele.

was carried out \vithout local consultations, against open opposition, and by ignoring

alternatives. Quite consistent with the Italian approach to regional development, this

project probably contributed ta the general economic face-lift in Larina -50 noticeable to

the Montreal woman- but contributed little to a more fundamental improvement in its

economic base through improved transportation. In this sense, it was like many other

large projects. such as the closed Riveco plant where about seventy warkers were

employed. the Fiat plant in Termoli. and the soon to open penal institution just outside the

town. These projects although of sorne economic benefit. were not related to the

development of any local natural resources, other than space perhaps. or to the increased

use of local human resource. ln Vitiello's words the inititatives "tèll on us from the sky"

because they were handed do\-vn from higher levels of administration without local say or
• 1.+
mput

In spite of the manner by which improvement projects have been brought to the area

of the Basso Nlolise, sorne of its etfects are visible. Urban Larino appears ta have a

detinitely opulent tàce. It has three hotels, t\VO of which are of recent construction with

C.E.E. funds. and rnuch of the development is less than twenty years old. Sorne ofthese

improvements have not been reflected in a more responsive urban environrnent.

:'Vltldlo. :\ndn:a 1May 1987 interview 1 Translation: "in pntl.:tlœ. thls distm:t IS not a!\\ays açœsslhlc
(rossmg IS dosed. vou must wall. al Urnes a half·hour lrt onkr to l:ross .-

i IPll..Zomo 1 Il)t'J72501 daims that tht: reasons lor this apparently authontanan means of publlç mt~f\'enllon 1I~ ln th~

Italian system' s rdiance on tht: "traùiZlonc glUriùù:a romamstiça" WhlCh was dcslgncd lo limtt mdl\·lùual. and
small-t:olb:tive frœdorn in ordt:r to wm back tor tht: largcr col1e:çtive:. the: authontarian dommatlOn of hlghl\
partiŒlaristic and privikgt:d inlcrcst groups. As this came: to be: accomplished, in order to avoid the recmergenœ
of paniculansm. the ccntralized authority could only mterprt:t anù apply the "corrunon good" b\" being authontanan
Ilsdf PI1.zomo· s explanatory argument lS SpéClOUS. howcvcr. bCl;ause: il refers to an unreal mterpretatlon of a st\le
l>r traditIon. \\ tthout explaimng anléceùenl caUSéS or rcsults. He çoncedes. m tact. thal ln practicé the '-romamsuç"
lraùttton IS onl\ LI smoke-scrt:L"11: ''l'ammimslrazlone t: ançhe: troppo ùisposta a ascoltarc e œdert: agIt mtert:ssi dei
gruppl e dcgli mdp.. idUl privih::giati" (the admmistration is only tao rcady to listen and give in to the mterests of
pnvileged groups and individuals) (Ib. 251). Sincc wc arc len wondcring as to which group intert:sL.. are really
operatmg at any time anù why. this explanatory tocus docs not appear useful.
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According to Vitiello., in Larino "... non abbiamo un parco, ... cenrri di Quività

collettiva, centri sociali, ... parcheggi, ... impianri di sport, di atlre==ature col!euive:

non abbiamo ahitazioni [abbastanzaJe non c 'è lavoro. Eppure è una =ona ricca
.. 15questa.

Housing Improvements
How dJ aggregate census statisties refleet the viev.T that Larina is in a rich area?

The historicaJ statistics examined next demonstrate that physical improvements ta

services., housing., and oceupancy characteristies have indeed been witnessed in this area .

In this sense Larino is indeed richer than it used to be. in spite of continuing gaps and

shartages in recreatianal facilities.

It is immediately apparent that as far as the basic services \\..hich are usually

attached to the standard residential dwelling. Larino has made great strides since the

fifties (Figure 4. 12). In 1981. the private use of water. as weIl as the indoor installation

of water lines and toilets were enjoyed by well over 800/0 of aIl occupied dwellings.

With the exception of the availability of indoor toi lets these services increased

drarnatieally since 1951 when only 1.4% had an indoor wateT outlet. Undoubtedlya

funetion of the availability of indoor wateT. bath installations became popular only after

1961 when they moved from 9.4%. to 43°~ in 1971. and reaching 69.20/0 of oecupied

residenees in 1981. AlI heating appliances other than fireplaces. were slowest of aIl to be

installed. EconomicaI. portable heaters have beeome the most popular form of

independent heat in Larino, where temperatures in winter are reparted to dip belo\\" the

freezing mark, although they seIdom stay there for long periods. The more expensive

fixed central heating installations. whieh are aIso installed in apartments are available in

only 36.6% of the occupied households.

The electrical utility presents a net difference from the rest of the other household

services. Larino.. like other to\\ns in the mountainous South. had electricity available for

I~ Translation: "... wc don't have a park. we don't have centres for social activities. drop-in centres. \\e don't ha\e
parking lots. we don't have sport centres. or colle-:tively-owned equipment. we don't have [enough1resldences and
there is no work. Yet this is a rich area....'.
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Figure 4. 12-ehanges in Services in Larino: Percentage ofOceupied Dwellings Possessing the Service by Census

rears (/951-1981)
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flour mills.. and for public and private lighting as far back as the begiruring of the century,

as a result of the Battista brothers' private development of hydro-electric power from the

Bifemo river (Presutti, 1907: 133), one of the largest torrentiaI rivers which scar the

Appennines. Larino aIso henefited early from the nationalisation of electricity which

occurred weIl before the period represented in the chart~ by 1951 almost 80% of

households were already connected to the electrical network. In 1981 that percentage

rose to 96.80/0, which for all practical purposes indicates a complete provision of the

service for all.

In tenns of the availability of livable dwellings in Larino (Figure 4. 13), it can be

seen that in 1981 the total number of units was 2,618 which represents an increase of

37.6% from the previous census. As was seen~ most of this increase was due to new

Figure 4. /3-Changes in Number ofOccupied Dwe//ings in Larina (/95/-/981)
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construction. while very little was due to renovations. The increase in vacan~ livable

dweUings characteristic of Italy and especially the South., as previously discussed. is also

witnessed in Larino. Out of the total oflivable dwellings 15.9% (or 402) units were

unoccupied in 1981. Compared to previous census figures the gap between total

buildings and occupied buildings has increased., indicating that perhaps for sorne owners.

the possibility of choice exists over which house to occupy as a primary residence.

Changes in Ownership, Crowding and Size of House
In fact., the housing ownership situation in Larino appears to have done a complete

flip in the 30 year period in question. In 1981 there are slightly less Renters (30%) in the

total occupied dwellings stock than there were Owners (32.8) in 1951. AIso, the

ownership rate has climbed to a record 64.3% aImost 12% higher than the renter's rate in

1951 while the tenure "Other"-usually represented by those who receive accomodation

free of charge in lieu of services rendered, or as a condition ofemployment- has

decreased by more than half, from 14.5% in 1951 to 5.7% in 1981 of the total occupied

dwellings. In Larino this category would have included "mezzadria'" or "coloni parziari''',

since the religious residences in the area were not included by Istat (1951 :9) (Figure 4.

14). Though these figures are mainly descriptive and aJone do not offer interpretive

value, it is interesting to point out that the changes in tenure that were recorded over the

census years in Larino were occurring during those periods when high rates of emigration

was aIso being witnessed. Low rates ofhouse ownership (between 300/0 and 40%) began

to change for the better sometime in the sixties.

Crowding, or number of persons per house., (Figure 4. 15) reflected sirnilar positive

changes: by 1981 it had steadily decreased to around 3.5, with very little variation

regardless of the type of tenure, from around 4 persons per house in 1951. Interestingly,

during the same period, crowding in ûther Occupied Houses had decreased by the largest

absolute value: from 5.1 to 3.2.

Moreover, not only were there more owners in Larino; and not only did everyone

live in less crowded conditions; but houses had become considerably larger, in terms of

number of rooms (Figure 4. 16). Surprisingly however, in the decade 1971-1981 the size
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ofaccomodation by tenure stopped converging. RentaI tenure accomodation had started

to move away from the overall increasing trend tov;ard Iarger accomodation experienced

by the other fonns of tenure. RentaI accomodation in 1981 had becorne only slightly

larger (3.2 rooms per house) than the size of owned accomodation in 1951( 1.9 rooms per

house). After twenty years of converging tendencies. sorne ground had been lost and the

gap between the average number ofrooms in owners'and renters' houses had in effect

become larger in 1981. (1.1 rooms) than it was in 1951 (1.0 rooms).

Frgure./. I./-C"hanges m Housmg Tenure in Larmo (/951-198/)
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Figure~. 15-Changes m Denslty ofPopula/lon by Tenure rCro... dmg) ln Larmo 11951·198!)
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Agriculture and Residential Location
The \\'ealth of Larino seems to be largely tied to agriculture. Quite distinct from the

upper and lower urban aggregates. the agricultural area under the municipal jurisdiction

of Larino 16 is a collection of many ··contrade·· or counties which make up most of the

88.27 km2 of gently rolling hills, characteristic of the lower Molise along the shores of

the main source of irrigation. the Bifemo River dam in a nearby valley. The contrade are

not heavily built up or populated~however. Out of the 3211 civic addresses which could

be constituted to represent Larino's entire housing stock for 1981. 16% were located in

the contrade. 34% in Larino Su, and the balance of 50% in Larino Giù. Aiso. out of the

entire housing stock only 2216 or 69% of all the houses were occupied. and the field

work revealed that the largest number of unoccupied dwellings were in Larino Giù. Thus

it is difficult to say \\'hat is the actual occupancy distribution for Larino. The total

population may be more evenly divided than the percentages above show for each of

Larino's three residential divisions: the upper. the lower. and the counties.

There are aiso differences in the type of housing found in each of the three

residential divisions. In the area of the contrade or fanning counties of Larino. housing is

made up ofa few old. or rustic dwellings strategically located throughout the surrounding

farm area. The rustic houses are often solidly built, but are minimal in cornfort and many

such as the one in (Figure 4. 17). are used only for storage or as daytime shelters in the

summer. This particular house had been uninhabited for a few years. When it was placed

at my disposaI as a residence for the period of the research. it had already been fumished

with an indoor toilet and a shower, activated by well-water. The water however was rich

in minerais and undrinkabIe as a result of pollution from the fertilisers used in the fields.

In fact, the majority of housing in the contrade was comprised of "villette n of recent

construction; that is. unattached. main!y two-storey, single or two-family residences.

surrounded by large courtyards, and rising on many hectares of undulating farm land.

quite amenable to mechanised farming. While there were many houses in the contrade as

Ic..rhe "territorial district" of Larina is even larger comprising a collection of 14 comuni. Il is one of seven other
districts in the Molise created for regional adminiMrative purposes.
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Figure -1. 17-Typica/ Rustic House in Contrada Acquara Uninhabitedfor Most oflhe Winler Monrlu

(My photograph)

.j

can be seen by the sheer number of dispersed dots, blotches, and little squares in the rnap

of Larino's agricultural district (Figure 4. 18), on1y sorne of the farms located in the areas

facing the river Biferno could draw henefit frorn cheap irrigation which did not become

available until the seventies. Others, located further inland had to pump water and store it

in ditches at higher elevations, ail of which increased the cost and reduced the viability of

fanning.

Sorne of the better located land-holdings were apparently held by prosperous

immigrant farmers, and were said to have been assembled with the aid of legislation

which "'specialmente nel Molise . .. ha facilitato molto 1'acquisto della piccola

proprietà" ("'especially in the Molise ... has much facilitated the purchase of a small

piece of land" Vitiello, 1987). Sorne of the properties had also become much larger than
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Figure -1. 18- "Agro" vrew ofthe COn/rade surrounding Larino showing location ofhouses.

57
Source: Comune di Larïno. Ufficio Tecnico. 1987

the local idea of a smaii farm~ an idea which found its roots in the ruralization policies of

the fascist period:

con questa famosa piccola proprietà ' ci sta l'agricoltore che ci ha
oltre di duecento ettari di terra . .. mi spiego che significa 'piccola
proprietà '? Prima durante il fascismo abbiamo combattuto chi possedeva
grossi latifand; adessa li stiamo ricreando con la democrazia ... abbiamo
per questo. i ricchi di Larino ... 17

Although the exact number of large landholders in the area was unknown~ the

informant nevertheless reported that there were also agriculturists who lived on smaller~

twenty to thirty hectare parcels of land; but regardless of the size of the parcel of land, or

the distinctive residential pattern of the contrade dwellers, all contrade dwellers were

considered to have more individualistic concems than the town people- and their

I7Yitiello. 1987. Translation: "with this famous 'small property' there is the agriculturist that has more than MO

hundred hectares of land. Am 1explaining what is meant by .small property' Previously. during fascism. we fought
those who possessed large holdings of land. We are now recreating them. while democracy reigns ... that is why
we have the rich. in Larino".
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distinct group interests were particularly reflected at election time. The belief \-vas that

the contrade people were mostly ··forestieri"· or immigrants ta Larino. and therefore did

not have an emotional attaehment ta the tO\\'O. Though statistics on their specifie ongin

were not readily available. immigrants to these areas had been reported to come from

Senevento and Caserta (Orlando. 1956:95). and there were incidences of people \-vho had

come from as far away as the North of Italy. Seing agriculturists. the contrade residents

were able to make llse of the many special programs established by the government for

the promotion of farming. The history of the prosperity ofthese}orestieri was expl'essed

this way by Vitiello:

non sono Larinesi: la maggior parte sono imnligrati abbnc=esi.
campani . . _che sono venuti negli anni c:inquanta ... quando ... nessuno
va/eva più lavorare [la terra]. 1 nostri emigravano e questi venivana qui a
lavorare la terra. E si sono accantentati di lavorare quei pez=etti di terra
che i nostri invece hanno ahbandonato. Poi a mana a mano. sÎC:come
[neliaJ reRione J;{olise. lino dei settori trainanti [èJ quello della
conserncione deI podere, l'agrico/tura ha emanato lin sacco di /eggi 
prlltÎL'amenle il settore che ha più legisla=iane - ... [el i contadini. ...
gli agrica/iori. sono molto jàvoriti salto tuai i punli di vista: accessi a
credili. investimenti. jinanziamenli. agevo/azioni. acquisto di mezzi: ...
per cui questa gente s 'è/àuo un patrimonio . .. di lerreni [e} arriva a
tellere pure cenlo ettari di terra. Abbiamo alcline jàmiglie ... nei piani di
Lurinu. i terreni migliori di Larina: ... ./orestieri. Ovviamenle adesso
hunno i/iRli nuli u Larino. magari. pure . .. pero genera/mente, joreslieri
che praticamenle condizionano la vila polilica Larinese. È questu. genle
che in 'Iua/che modo il cal/egata col potere. 18

The mannel' in which the contrade-dwellel's are connected to political po\\,'er is

through their self-interested maximisation of advantages. whieh directs their voting

;~Translation: "They an: not Larinesi: th~ largest part arc Abbruzzesi immigrants. or Campam . lhat ha\ c: wmc: ln

the nineteen-litiies when . _. nobody \\antcd to work the land anymore. Our own peuple c:migrated. and these
peuple carne: hen: tu \ ·ork the land. And they ..... ere satislicd to work those bits of land that instead. our U\\ n had
abandoned".
"Then slowly. because in the Molise region am: orthe: Ieading se:ctors is that of the maintenance ofthl.: làrm.
ag.riculture has put out a lot of laws - practically the: scctor that has the most Icgislation -. . làrmers .
ag.riculturisls. arc ad\ antaged under ail points of vic\\": access to cre:dit. investmenl. linancing. proccssual facilitaliun.
aC\.lulsition uf h:hicles: _. as a result. thcse people havc built themsclves fortunes ... in land. which can reach
holding.s of e\en one hundrcd hectares. We havc several families ... in the Piane di larino - the best farm land of
Larino - who arc ... out-of·towncrs. Obviously they may now have childre:n who were born in Larino too....
hO\\l.:ve:r. generally. thcse out-of-towners practically condition larinese: political lite. It is these people that are
sorncho\\ l;onncctcd \\ith political power."
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pattern towards a specific and unchanging political preference. Considering the special

needs of agriculture, the political choice may be understandable, and in this sense, the

agriculturists' thinking cannot be considered to be a negative aspect of the political

system. According to Vitiello, the criticism seems to be that they are acting strictly on

agricultural concerns that are not particuJarly public-spirited~ rather, they are based on a

relationship, a rapport which is:

molto privatizzato, perché nel momento in cui io [agricoltoreJ, da te
assessore regionale, da te politico, riesco ad avere i contributi, io ti ridà il
mio voto. Ma è un rapporto privato dove, per esempio, il paese non ci
guadagna niente. Perché [gli agricoltoriJ presuppongpl'0 una logica
politica che é strettamente funzionale ai loro interessi.

Vitiello further notes that even if a solid agricultural sector translates through

improved production ioto a:

bene per tutti . .. i guadagni chi è che li ha? ... cosi non 10 creano
il progresso [perché] questi agricoltori ... in e.ffetti incrementano sempre
di più i loro poderi, le loro proprietà, e condizionano ... perché loro
danno i voti a chi, in qualche modo, li fa avere qualcosa. Questo é il
rapporto che si é creato che supera pure il politico Larinese ...
praticamente condizionante ai fini politici. Cioè, non presuppone nessun
rinnovamento in questo paese, proprio perché abbiamo delle classi
consolidate sui propri interessi ... se vedi tutte le loro case sono tutte
ville, hanno ville e dovrebbero essere abitazioni rurali. Qui sono tutte
villette, ville, villoni, magari pure grandi. Praticamente, loro continuano
a tutelarsi i loro interessi in questo modo [ed] ... è come se fosse una vita
paral/ela, [che] non ha niente a che vedere con i prob/emi del centro
urbano. COn l'occupazione, e con tanti altri problemi ....Quindi sono
condizionanti ai fini [elettoraliJ pero in effètti non sono determinanti ai
fini dello sviluppo ... [anche se] ... soddisfano i loro bisogni che non
sono quelli che puo avere una persona che abita nel paese . ...
Probabilmente loro non sentono neanche il bisogno ... per esempio, delle
aree di verde. Loro che stanno in campagna, {hannoJ interessi ...
diversi; se vogliono il verde, probabilmente hanno [già] le altalene.
Non hanno problemi di occupazione, ed é importantissimo; non hanno
p,:oblemi di cf!Jsa perché, ... negli ultimi anni, le case . .. sono state lutte
rIs/rut/urate.

19Translalion: "very privalised. because an [agriculturist] will give his vole 10 those regionaJ representalives and
politicians from whom he can receive govemmenl handouts. BUI il is a privale relalionship by which the lown. for
example. doesn't gain anything. This is because [the agriculturists] presuppose a polilicallogic thal is lightly
funclionallo their affairs."

2O-rranslalion: "a good for all the earnings. to whom do they go? . .. this way mey will nol creale progress
[because] these agriculturists in effecl always enlarge their farms. thcir properties. and they have influence ...
because they give VOles 10 whoever. somehow. allows them 10 oblain something.
The relationship thal was crealed has gone beyond Larinesi politicians ... in practice il influences polilical goals.
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What appears from the above description is that in Larino there are strong and

successful agricultural interests which are not related and may ignore. or go counter to.

the residential interests of the people of either the upper or the lower to\\n. who live

urban lives beset by the problems of insufficient services and jobs for the young: and for

whom agriculture is at best. a pleasant pass-time.11 These differences in interests are

perhaps exacerbated by the "1orestiere" status of the agriculturists and the

"camoanilismo" of the residents of the tov/n. In this case though physical residential

separation had diminished opportunities for co-operation: it had also provided a relief

from social conflict or attrition. which made it easier for immigrants to settIe in the

surrounding farmland. 22 The best housing in Larino then. appeared to have been

developed in the countryside. as a result of the availability of non-historical. residential

land: the encouragement of agricultural programs. and the advent of immigrant full-time

farmers.

From other sources in the field. 1was able to gather further evidence which

corroborates in part the distinguishing social anributes of contrade dwellers, For the

native Larinesi in fact. the idea of living in the contrade had both a romantic anraction

That is to say that no rene::wal is anticipated far lhls lown. qultc be::cause there are social classes brought together on
and strengthened by their O\~n intere::sts.
· .. ifyou look at ail oftheir houses. they an: ail \ illas. the: ha\ e villas and the~ should be rural residenccs. Here

there are ail sorts of\·illas. smal1 and e\'en \er: large Practlcall~. the: continue te proteet their affairs in this wa:
.. it is as if the: live a paraUd life. that has nathmg to da with the problems of the urban centre. employment. and
many ather problems.
· .. thus the: do influence eleetoral goals. ~ et ln effect the: do not detemune anything for the goals of devdopment.
· .. having satisfied needs different from those \\ho li"e in tawn probably they don't e\'en feel the need . far

example. for parks. Those that live in the cauntr: ... have different interests; they don't feel a desire to be in parks.
they probably already have swings for their ehildren They dan't ha\e prablems of employment. and thls is ver:
impartant: the) don't have housing problems hecause ... in the reeent ~ ears. houses have ail been restruetured "

::'One interviev...er in hc:r twenties confined largd~ la life in the Lanno urban cantext. on retuming fram a piCOle al m~
residence in the contrade looked at her wateh and exclaimed happily. as ifto mark a memarable e\'ent "Ha fano
quanra ore di campagna!" (1 've spent faur haurs ln the countr) ! ).

::One respondent not born in Larino lived alone in cantrada. thaugh he would have preferred ta live in the historie
centre. He exhibited a certain detachment from the urban cammunlty. and an inability ta get along with the people
in the town. The interviewer wrote about him . persona molto estrosa. pocremmo defimrlo un ilbero pensatore
Era fun:lonario di un grosso ente ed ln segu/to a varIe Cr/SI SI é rlt/rato a \'I\'ere ln campagna. abbandonaro da
quaSI tUlll perché la sua com'erSG:lOne rlsulca molto pesante e alearorra" la ver: \\ himsical person. we could ddine
him as a free thinker. He was an official of a big earporale body and after undergoing variaus crises he retired ((l

live in the cauntr)·. abandoned by almost e\er: one:: because his conversation results very burden:iome and
disconnected 1.
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and an element of repulsion. This attitude was typically exemplitied by one of the

Larinese interviewers. a woman who chose respondents who lived in the contrade.

b~cause she was both curious and impressed by the life style of these inhabitants. She

reported:

.Velle contrade le ahitazioni sono mollo grandi. di rec:ente
cvstruzione. quasi tutte nuove. la maggior parte costruite in proprio sulla
terra di proprietà. ln Conlrada :v/onte sono per 10 più iso/ale. ma aile
Piane di Larino. Colle di Laura. ~\tfonte Areano ho riscontrato piccoli
gruppi tùmiliarÎ riuniti in due 0 piü abitazioni.:3

Another interviewer reiterated with unmistakable admiration that as one proceeded

to\vards the outskirts of the town. houses turned into "vil/eue circondate da giardinï'

(Iinle villas surrounded by gardens"). The only householder \vho she interviewed and

who was ·'anc.:ora a({accula alla paslorizia" (still attached to shepherdry) lived in the

historie centre rather than in the contrade. She describes the house as ··piUllO.\·!v rurale.

i\'i l'a .\'CJlo u dormire" (very rural. where one goes only to sleep).

OVinership of land in the contrade is in tact not a guarantee that one may \vish to

live there. One o\vner L. Di Palma was an emigrant to Milano where he still resided and

worked as a mechanic in his ov.n garage. He made frequent trips to Larino on account of

the 20 hectares of land. \vhich he recounted as having been purchased in the thirties l'rom

the heirs of a tamily murdered by thieves. This land was now being tarmed on his behalL

by his nephew who in addition to his uncles' land, also farmed other tamily property and

rented land. He also held a post in the municipal council. Having been born and raised in

Larino, where he had graduated from the local agricultural institute. he could not be

considered an immigrant. and after a short period of living on the family property \vith his

wife. he moved into an apartment in the upper town. His family had strong economic

roots in several enterprises in agriculture. transportation. construction. and in the politics

: ;Translatiun "In th~ uutlying rcgions the: n:side:nœs arc "cry big. of re~cnt constructiun. almust ail nc\\. must ar~ builJ
by the owncrs un thdr own land. In the Monte: region thcsc houscs arc: more: isolatcd. but in the Pianc di l.arinu.
Culle di Lauro. ;"'10ntc :\rcano 1 have encounten:d smail làmily groups living in two ur mure rcsidcnccs."
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of the tOwn.
24 Although his Milanese uncle claimed that often the incorne from the sale

of crops such as tobacco~ sunflower~and wheat was barely able to cover bis expenses (in

1987 reported to have grossed 34.5 million lire with an expenditure of 32 million. a

million lira roughly equivalent to one thousand dollars at the time)~ the emotional

attaclunent to the land remained strong. He prided himself on bis lack of an economic

motive which might have lead him to sell~ and boasted of having refused to do so when

he was offered between four and five hundred million lire. The land had been bought

with the "sweat of bis father and bis sister" and would not be sold. he said, and the house

on the property wouid be left to be used ooly occasionally for summer parties. For this

Larinese family ~ itself an example of a strongly rooted relationship to the town~ it

appeared that agricultural development had not provided an alternative to residence

within the town. Both emotional ties and a successful emigration to the North ofltaly

had been important in maintaining its involvement in agriculture~ an activity wbich had

provided a viable alternative to living in the town~ only to a special group of new

Larinesi.

Historical Conditions, Land Tenure and
Emigration

There is very little about living in Larino toelay which would rnake it recognisable

as the same place talked about by nineteenth century writers on the history of emigration

and the difficulties ofpeasant life in this part of ltaly. The most blatant physical and

social changes have stemmed from the realisation of the large irrigation dam over the

Bifemo river~ the improvement ofhousing, roads, and agricultural methods; and the

introduction of governrnent social welfare programs throughout Italy~ such as pensions

and paid medicaI~ and pharmaceutical programs.

2"This man may have been of an unusually friendly disposition and altruistic character. He travelled to Canada
periodically to promote the olive oil of the Larinese Co-opcrmive. He was aIso a representative in regional
marketing councils and on one occasion reported being frustrated with how Iittle could be accomplished by them.
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In addition. Larino was located in the province of the Molise (Campobasso) that

saw the highest drops in population resulting from emigration between 1951 and 1971

(Figure 4. 19). As with the rest of the Molise. the emigration flow from Larino has

reversed in the eighties. and total resident population has increased almost to the pre

emigration levels of 1951 (Figure 4. 20). The census evidence on the 1971 historical

reversai of negative balances in population movement which showed sorne population

loss for every census year since 1901. indicates that in the late eighties immigration into

Larino needs to he considered as an important factor in its urban development .

What remains unchanged as a subject of ongoing concem in the study of ail the

Molise. is Larino's marginal existence at the periphery of development. its economic

dependence on agriculture. and its continuing legacy to a rigid class structure. These

Figure 4 19-Census Resident Popularlon in the .Ho/ise and Breaktiown by Provrnce (/86/-1981)
(Source .. Ré:Kione \IQlise· Annuarjo Sea1l fljco J985 ·2-)
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features are aiso characteristic of the South in general (Dunford.. 1988: King. 1987). The

question arises as to why certain conditions persist over time while others change. Ho\\"

did emigration relate to the conditions of family life in the area. and ho\\" did social

changes affect quality of life in Larino at different periods of its history and today? The

sketchy record which exists for the area known as the Circondario di Larina pro\'ided

sorne indication of the important historical developments as they relate to these questions.

Figure -/. 20 -Census PopulatIOn Balances m Larmo (186 J-/981 )
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Conditions in the Circondario fram the 1800'5
Vincelli (1955) who studied the community of Montorio nei Frentani about 12 km

ofwinding roarl from Larino, explains how in the remote past the \\'ider area around

Larino may not aIways have been characterised by poor conditions associated with the

emigration flo\\' that started in the late 1800'5. In his search for archivaI material to

document the development of the class structure in Montorio. Vincelli came across

historicai evidence regarding the period 1500 ta 1700 which notes that the economic

conditions resulting from feudalism had not always been for the worse. but had

experienced periodical ups and do\\ns. At a 10"'; point in this history. Francesco

Giovannelli. an early eighteenth century notary. reported his knowledge of a previous

period of splendour: ...... 'non vi sono altre persane privilegiare al! ïnfuori di F. G..

sebbene anricamenle vi erano assai privilegiati d'agni sorte ed altri valentuomini. anche

di quei che continuamenre cingeano la spada [sic.j"··25 (in Vincelli. 1955: 17).

Around 1806~ after an improvement in the local economic conditions. the

latifundiary holdings saw the beginning of the end. As elsewhere in Italy. the shattering

of large proprietorships which accompanied the end of feudalism were accompanied by a

rise of smal1er proprietors. an increase in "moneyed men". and an impoverishment of the

peasantry. However, even under the old feudal regime which was forrnally abrogated in

1812, reports of conditions in the area highlighted hOVi men of influence had already

come to base their power over the peasantry on the control of money. rather than directly

on the control of land or on the exercise of birth-right. The massive changes brought

about by the social and economic losses of the nobility. resulted in a shift of the

administration ofjustice~ local governrnent, and taxation [rom many lords to the Bourbon

state (1815-1859). This concentration of po\\'ers brought refonns in the purchase and sale

of land~ with ambivalent consequences. By 1824 land that could not be sold in payment

of debts. could be expropriated or seized in lieu of payment~ a move which could have led

to a more equitable distribution. Ho\\;ever. with the institution of private property rights

~5 Translation: ..·there are no other priviJeged people with the exception of F. G.. although in ancic:nt limes there "ere
a great number of privileged people of every sort. and other gentlemen. also of [hose that con[inually carried a
sword [sic.r".
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under capitalism and the development of a stronger state. the peasantry no longer enjoyed

the free use of land formerly associated \vith the feudal system of "usi cil'ici·. \\bile

peasant communities were to obtain compensation for this loss. in actuality the

compensation "was seldom received" (Dunford.. 1988:64).

After 1860, and after the unification of Italy a year later, more land became

available from expropriated ecclesiastical holdings. At about this time. when land was

beginning to be plentiful and redistributable. the structural motives for emigration also

began to take hold: land acquisition \\'as difficult, the peasantry was only minimally

housed. it experienced a difficult family life, and it resorted to ··mezzadria'· or share

cropping for a livelihood. The subsequent social and urban changes.. as for example

periodized by Vincelli for Montorio. were typical ofpost-feudal South of Italy and

encouraged the peasantry to be outward-looking. away from the tov.n as the centre of the

universe. Vincelli identifies five periods which reflected the different panerns of urban

development and housing. and their implicit social correlates:

1. From 1800-1865 the town was defensjve and closed into itself. with no habitation

outside of the immediate city-walls.

..., From 1865-1890, with the disappearance of"brigantaggio'" the first housing

expansion occurs outside the walls.

3. From 1890-1914. a much more rapid building phase took place. due for the most

part ta the "'afflusso di risorse degli emigratr' 26(61).

4. From 1920-1930 '''per merito esclusivo degli 'Americani~' Montono had a second

rapjd bujldjn~ phase which tripled its 1860'5 size, after which il remained

unchanged until 1947. save for the odd linle bit of construction in the contrade.

:b Translation: "an influx of resources from emigrants··. Larino may have been at the avant-guard of social changes
for this period due ta its somewhat exposed geographical location. which also explains the numerOU5 historical
references to "foreslit!r;" (out-of-towners) in the area. Also. the occurrence of early Larinese emigratlon and
reminance flows (Vincelli. 1958:59) may have been associated with its earlier development of road and raih\ a~
connections. its location on lo\\" sloping hills. and its c10seness to the commercial centres of the Pugl ia -ail of
which facilitated population movement to a degree not enjoyed by the interior highlands of the Molise.
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5. From 1947 to 1952 cQnstructiQn re-emeri:ed and occurred mostly in the contrade

"·come conseguenza diretta del/ 'introduzione della mezzadria con coloni

forestieri. subentrati agli affittuari locali emigrati in Canada!!27 (Vincelli.

1958:62).

Changes in Land Tenure and Agricultural Life

The Role of Mezzadria

Conflictual Relationships
The introduction of mezzadria, Qr the system of land-tenure based on

sharecrQpping, seemed to have given burst to residential constructiQn away from the

tOWIl, but particularly for outsiders. Mezzadria generated ambivalent feeling among the

native populace, though it had Qften been viewed as the solutiQn tQ mQst Qf the economic

and agricultural problems dating back tQ the beginning of the century. In the tirst twenty

years ofthis century, in the North-Center of ltaly. mezzadria had flourished and it had

produced unexpected social consequences. There. the system had been fuelled by

increases in agricultural land as a result Qf marsh-Iand reclamation. There had aIso been a

cQncQmitant increase in the number of wage-workers. As a system of weaIth

redistribution mezzadria had been hailed as saIutary because it prQvided work for the

land-Iess population and it fostered co-operation, Nevertheless, it was argued, the system

was unjust because it fostered the illusion that unequai partners could become equal.

The o\\ners' interests being tied to the land, remained ultimately more secure than

those of the mezzadri whose interest were tied only to the fruits of their labour, or to the

good-will of the proprietor. In this regard, the mezzadri's econo-politicaI position was

similar to that of large numbers of non-agricultural wage-workers. With the eventual

demise of the mezzadria system, came an increase in the solidarity among these two

groups of workers which provided '"the last link" in the chain of events leading to the

establishment of the Hmunicipio rosso" or communist commune (Ardigè, 1954: 172).

~7 Translation:"as a direct consequence of the introduction of me=adria with out-of-town farmers. who took over
from local tenants who had emigrated (0 Canada'".
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Dwelling Patterns
The role of me==adria in the South was a perpetually recurring theme which

Vincelli echoed from previous writers. such as Presutti (1907) and Romanelli (1878).

Me=zadria was seen by the latter as more than a type of economic system requiring no

cash investment and assuring of the cultivation of fallow land; it was also to be a way of

changing dwelling patterns. The established preference for residences inside the to\\n.

would need to yield to relocation to the contrade 50 as to satisfy the requirement of

proximity to the land. Living in the contrade was not only seen as the way to remedy the

family poverty of the peasantry. but as a way of encouraging both workers and land

owners to work with each other. and to initiate co-operative efforts bet\\'een govemment

and private sectors for the greater improvement of the region:

... Il vero unico e fecondissimo rimedio a gran parte dei mali che
travaglia questa classe agricola a mio credere è quello di abituare i
colon; a vivere in campagna. incoraggiare i proprietari con premi e dopo
che faranno le migliori case rurati. col fare qua/che Podere model/o.

Oitre a cio esercitare una certa pressione sul/e Amministra=ioni
Comunali per formare i consor:i con privati per la costruzione di Strade
secondarie. dando il Governo qua/che sovvenzione18 (Romanelli.
iBi8: ÎÎ).

Romanelli was reporting an age-old situation of geographical isolation in which the

contrade were almost completely uninhabited. because the farmers preferred to cluster in

small and inconvenient towns connected by a system of communication made up of only

a few and badly kept roads. Even in the tO\\TI the living quarters consisted of one to three

rooms shared by animais and hurnans. Perhaps due to the isolation. agricultural

technology had not advanced. Common tools in use, such as the bidente. a heavy

biforked hoe used for breaking up fallov; land. and a shallo\v-digging. wooden plough

were rudimentary and ineffective.

:8 Translation: .. The onl)' true and fertile remedy to a large part of the ills lhal trouble this agricultural class. to m~

belief. is that ofaccustoming the farmers ta live in the countr)". ta encourage owners with prizes. and after they ha\e
built bener rural houses. to recognise a fe\\ model farms.
Beyond this. ta exercise a certain pressure on the towns administrations ta fonn consortiums with pri\'ate interests.
in arder ta construet seconda!)' roads. "' ith the help of a fe", govemment subsidies.··
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Stresses upon the Family
Romanelli seemed to have particularly noted those dwelling patterns which were in

marked contrasts to agriculture and litè in his native Tuscany where "case coloniche"

abounded. where animais were kept in their o~n enclosures. where the roads were

"beautitùl", and where the steel plough. capable of digging deeper furrows. was widely

llsed. His judgements were anchored in the perspective or"one who has lived in

Tuscany" in the North of Italy. His observations. enhanced by his self-aware perspective

are comparable to documented experiences of litè in Tuscany reported in the literature.

As a result. it was possible to obtain a clearer idea of both the internaI changes which

have occurred in iv10lise over time. and their relative importance with respect to changes

in the rest of Italy since the late 1800's.2Q Romanellïs work as a "peritojiscale" (tax

assessor) and his passionate interest for agriculture evidently guided his work. and the

way he gathered his evidence: but his perspective remained caring. humble. and often

sympathetic to the plight of tenant and small agricuIturists in the Circondario di Larino:

le condizioni economiche dei coltivatori della lerra sono meschine e
Iristi più di quel che non sembri .. '. JI colono generalmenle é solo a
!t.l\·vrare. mentre Cl mangiare ('oncorrono i vecchi, spesso impvlenti. la
maglie ed i jigli che ancora non sono in Îslato di lavorare. per cui é
ridouo :œmpre aile pril'azioni piùforti e con dehiti che gli assorhono Il/UO

il SllO Slu./ore. Se poi aggiungiamo le ~pese dei vestire. della pigione di
C(/.\j(l. de! medico. dei farmacista ed injine le usure. riducono il conladino a
.tin d 'anno senza eccezione debitore dei proprietario. ragione per cui in
c:erti pae.\·i il cl1jàne dil'iene il gregge di pochi individui che se Iv rigirano
come \'oglivno nei 101'0 bisogni nei loro desideri. nelle loro volontit moite
l'olte assolutisle ed in non pochi paesi succede che il vota e!etforale si dit
a püu.:imento dei proprietario da cui dipendono. 0 dai quali sono obbligati

>lIimsdf I:asil~ the subjeçt of in depth studks on thl: topie. Romandli \\as the: tirst \HÎter 10 I:Xpose: a piçtun.: of l.anno
which çan be considered sociologicaJ. His essay de:scribed the: agriçultural system in the Cin:ondario of Larlno-an
area which at lhe lime look up sorne 34 comuni and is generally known toda~ as lhe Bassa Molise. As a publil.:
sI:nÎCI: I:mploYl:1: immigrate:d to Larino from Tuscany. Romandli produce:d a short. but cloquent. "participant
obsl:nation" study of lilè: in the: wider arca of Larino as it \\as at the: end of the: 19th œntu~. His dl:scriptions of
lit\:st~ le arl: ba....;ed on his c:xperience:s in Tusl.:an~ and ht: is otien awarc thal his value-base: is of t:xtemal ongln. and
the:rdon: in sorne: sc:nse ··pn:judicial". and not "proprwmenre 'scienllJici'" (properly scientiliç) (Cavallaro. in
Romane:lli 198oed:28). Romandlis' approach and observations retain anthropological valut: be:cause: the~ allo\\ an
asse:ssme:nt of the: man, the work. and Larino in comparativc analysis. Romandli's vicws arc a type of measuring
stick which allow 10 better establish a chronology of the cultural de:\e1opmems in the minds of people, which
accompanicd the slow. physical dcvdopment of the rcgion. ln this manne:r he pro\ide:s a busis for a !css nai\t:. and
mon: re:alistic conception of a Soulhe:m ltaly. whcrc changes did oeeur. eVl:n though people rl:sisted idcas of change
and shm\ed an apparent lack of inclination to carry them out 1sec Bantidd. 1958).
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a ricorrere nelle loro emergenze. 0 consigl/o (Romanelli. /986ed: --Jo

Dependence and Allegiance
The conradino in Romanellïs view was an ovenvorked family person with many

mouths to feed and in a constantly indebted relationship to a proprietor. Though not

totaUy estranged from the electoral process: as an indebted worker of the land might

presumably be. he was subject to the good-will of a powerful land-owner. who could

sway the votes of aIl his dependent workers away l'rom their own real interests as

cvnradini. This was in marked contrast to the agriculturists of more than a century later.

\vho in large part did live in the conrrade and who are reported to be better able to garner

support for their interests than the town dwellers.

Romandli drew a picture \vhich revealed the kind of pressure impinging upon the

male producer of a nuclear family to keep on good terms with a wealthy person: a tact

\vhich engendered a vicious circle of dependence. in which economic dependence can

only be paid back \vith affective allegiance. which then retrenches the economic

dependence and leads to further demonstrations of affective allegiance. and 50 on. Such

allegiance was mainly exhibited by giving up an important way to change the system

fronl within: the freedom to vote according to one's wishes. ft is foreseeable that even

with secret ballot in place. assuming that a real alternative existed among candidates. a

decrease in the number of votes for the party supported by the proprietors could have had

repercussions on the families of the conradini. who \vould have been held categorically

responsible. untrustworthy. and therefore unworthy of further economic dealings. With

their economic tàte tied to the success and \vishes of proprietors. whose self.. interests

\vere aIso often at stake and in contradiction to those of the agriculturists. the condition of

these families was undoubtedly kept economically fragile and emotionally precarious.

;"Translation: .. tht: t:conomic conditions orthe land cultivators arc scant~ and sad more (han \\hat It \\ould sccrn
\h:n generall~ an: the only oncs who work. and feed old olten disabkd men. a \\ire and childrt:n \\ho still cannol
\\ork. :\s a rt:sult they an: lorced to endure severc deprivations. and debts which absorb ail their ~meat. If\\t: then
add the cxpensc or dothing. rent ofhouse. physician. chemist and tinall~ usury. at tht: end of tht: year \\ ithout
exception the larmer is in debt with the owner. For this reason. in some towns the landlcss peasants becomt: the
mindlcss shcep of a tew individuals who manipulate them as thcy want tor their own needs and desires. lor their ù\\ n
ollen dictatorial wishes. and in more than a fe\\' towns it happcns that the elcctoral vote is givcn to plcase the owncr
from whom peasants depend. or to whorn thcy arc torced to rccur for cmcrgencies. or tor counsds.··
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Women's Work
Starting \vith Romanelli~s description of the activities of women and tàmily

structure~ it is possible to gain an idea of the extent of this fragility by examining the

changes that the traditional definition of"women's work" -including only the domestic

chores. and basically confined to the home- undenvent in relationship to the necessity

for agricultural labour and in relationship to the consequences of emigration. During

certain periods of the year. such as in the summer. women were required to provide

assistance -'alle maggiorij(lliche"~ the major heavy work (Romanelli. 1986 ed. :79). of

the tields. Also. as a \voman's role in the family changed through marriage. chi Id

bearing. and child-rearing. her agricultural duties would have changed accordingly. On a

daily basis her domestic roles included the care of domestic animaIs and the heavy task of

fetching water. When they were completed. she would also have been required to tend to

demanding agricultural duties. As a result. a woman's involvement in heav)" tann \.vork

could vary depending on her age~ her role in child-bearing and rearing. and the

availability of additional help \vith the domestic duties in her charge.

The Extended Family
Through the support provided by members of an extended family. it is easy to

imagine ho\\,· a family unit couid have remained productive through large numbers of

members. and through unitied effort. In this scenario. though more tlexible. \.vomen·s

work \vould have been very important in the tÏelds. and carried out along with that of

men. Ho\vever. the historical record left by Romanelli gives no indication of the actual

functioning of an extended tàmily system or the role of the aged in this scenario. Instead.

what he describes is a predominance of the nuclear famiIy:

"Il numero di individui che costituiscono le jàmiglie in genera/e
sono mariro. moglie ed i figli lino a che son piccoli . .. poche ecce=ioni si
conlano di fèlmiglie numerose che si trovino associati a condurre una sola
a=ienda. qua/che esempio piùjrequente si Irova nei comuni di
Casacafenda e di Bonefi·o ..31 (-8).

; 1 Translation: .. Thl: numbl:r of individuals that constitutl: the tamilics in general arc husband. witè and the children
whilc they arc (iule. . _ le\\' exceptions can bc counted ofnumcrous families that arc in partncrship [0 conduct onl~

one cnh.:rprisc. a tèw more frl:qucnt cxamplcs are round in the communes of Casacaknda and Bonc:fw."
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Also. he documents a tendency for offspring to marry young:: ··adatli che questi

sunu LI lavorare a proprio conta prendon moglie e si costitutiscono unajamiglia LI

parte··n (78). lt is difficult to expIain within the logic implied by Romanelli"s

observations why early marriage would not have produce large extended fàmilies. One

possible explanation is that members of an extended farnily must be physically close to

each other in order for them to act as a labour resource. preferably in the same house. A

second possibility is that as a result of the shortages of large houses and the dislike for

living in the contrade. the early marnage of children. still practised among the poor of

Southern Italian urban centres (Mingione. 1986). may have increased the shortage of

close-by relatives upon which to rely for the day-to-day requirements of economically

viable extended family enterprises. A third explanation is that life expectancy for the

aged. an important extended-family resource. was not nearly long enough to allow the

young tàmilies to rely on them for domestic chores. work in the tields. and child-care

duties. \Vith regard to this last point. however there are testimonials to the contral)': that

the lack of extended families \vorking together did not seem to be a result of a high

mortality in the older population orthe area. Thirty years after Romanelli's Memoria.

Presutti ( 1907) remarked that the inhabitants of the tO\\'l1S of the Basso tvlolise lived

unusually long lives. Also. another tàctor \vhich may have compounded the prevalence of

the nuclear fàmily in the Molise may have been the condition of dependence of tenant and

small proprietors upon the good-\\'111 of the large proprietors exemplitied by the "viciollS

circle of dependence and allegiance" described above .

Emigration and Land Reform

The large ratio of dependants to adult-producers eroded the tàmily as a basic

economic unit able to sufficiently insure the welfare of its members. As a result

emigration as \vell as a revised system of cultivation. (mezzadria or sharecropping) came

to be needed. Both alternatives had repercussions for residential patterns. Romanelli.

Presutti. and Vincelli spoke in favour of mezzadria as a family enterprise \vhich was to be

::TranslalÏon: " as soon as they are able to work for themsdves they take a wifl: and lorm a scparate tamily"
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the solution for the backwardness of agricultural production, for the land ownership

problems. and the associated usurious money-Iending practices. However, they also

bemoaned the fact that the local people most likely ta benefit from mezzadria, chose to

emigrate rather than undertake this form of tenure. At a later period mezzadria was still

apparently unpopular due ta the resistance which Larinesi showed against living in

contrad~ a resistance which was not shared by "forestieri" who made up the only 27

mezzadri that could be counted in Montocio in the late nineteen-fifties (Vincelli,

1958:23).

A Link ta Local Values

One is at a loss ta expIain the recalcitrance for living in contrada in only structural

tenns, especially in view of the fact that today)living there,is not viewed with disdain.

Cultural values regarding attachment to the land33 and limits to the range of acceptable

types of work for women may have to he invoked in arder ta explain the exact connection
.

between residential patterns and the history of emigration and family life. The possibility

of a successful family fanning enterprise which could encompass the work of women

seemed ta he the best indication of preference for residence in the contrade. This

possihility could he only realised after such time as conditions had suhstantially improved

that married men could hope to emigrate and retum.

In the Larinese enough improvement was achieved at the end of the 1800's to allow

emigration of married men (Vincelli, 1958) motivated largely by the desire to improve

the economic position of their family in the town of origin. The area therefore suffered a

period of labour scarcity and wages rose to help meet the demand. However, it was ooly

J] Cultural values are aften resistant to change. especially when they deal with an attachment ta the land. Cavallaro's
and Bucci's (1979) study of the effect of the FIAT plant upon the occupational structure of the area faund that
ernplayrnent in the automobile plant near Tennoli did not affcct the rural anachrnent ta the land. On the contrary. it
facilitated il The incarne from eight hours of daily work at the plant was viewed as an "easy" and welcame
supplement to incarne fram the workers' main aetivity. which they defined as agricultural and involving rnuch
longer hours and more physica1ly demanding labour. A "working class" consciousness did not appear to have arisen
amangst these workers.
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because the remaining wornen were left as dependents scarcely provided for~ that there

was an increase in women' s employment in agriculture. The particular participation of

women in agriculture was indeed not unifonn~ and it saw local variations in surrounding

towns (Ramirez~ 1984:30). Upon the retum of the ~~Americani" who purchased fann-Iand

and huilt houses, wornen withdrew from external wage work and family farming

enterprises flourished. It is easy to postulate from this series of events that a cultural

component existed which favoured certain types of roles for women~ and that agricultural

work outside of the family enterprise, especially with an absent husband., was a source of

additional stresses which may have hastened the return of married men., and led families

to pursue agriculture further with renewed impetus. By the same token, migration which

was strictIy relegated to young, unattached males., or al best extending to those committed

enough to want to consolidate an existing engagement into a marriage, when it did result

in a return. was not likely to produce a preference for a residential pattern in the contrade

as that of the rnarried men intent on rebuilding and reclaiming their families. Instead., the

retum of single men, while providing personal improvements, may have served only to

maintain their previous occupational and residential status quo. In the inter-war period

population grew and extemal emigration was at a minimum by politicaI impediments;

but in the sixties and seventies, a second wave ofemigration drew away complete

families rather than individuals.34 There was again talk of the heavy "underground"

involvement of women in Southern agriculture; but this time it was a different

phenomenon. It was not related to the residential pattern of dwelling in the contrade and

the women came from an ageing population which was largely pension-assisted., and

resided mainly in the historic centres of small cities, marked by a "poverty of services"

(Catelli., in Guidicini, 1981 :31 ).

l4According to the parish priest in Larino. Don Aristide Vitiello. emigration from Lanno did not become a husband
wife-and-farnily enterprise until the post World War Il period. During the fifties. he remembers speaking in favour
of family emigration on the basis that it allowed an casier. pennanent re-rooting. In this regard he reflected the
theme of the discussions of the period on the integration of immigrants: to avoid the negative moral. social. and
economic consequences for the individual and favour his integration (Baglioni. 1961 :455).
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- Living in Larino in the 1980'5

OccupationalSuucture
From the survey evidence gathered and census data consulted it is clear that

mezzadria in Larino is a thing of the pasto Agriculture however remains important for the

economy of the area oJ.· the Molise and in 1984 continued to occuPY a larger share of the

economy (32.1 %) than it did for the Mezzogiorno (20.4%) or for the rest ofltaly (11.6%)

(Appendix V, Table 4.4). Looking more closely at the region, aggregate statistics show

that in 1981, 75% of the total population whose line ofwork was agriculture was located

in the comuni, such as Larino, which faIl within the province ofCampobasso but are not

included in the population count of the provincial capital, Campobasso. More

specifically, within the province of Campobasso 34% of the total working population was

involved in agriculture (ISTAT, 1981 Census).

Figure 4. 2J-CumuJative Changes in the Si=e a/the Work Force ln Larino (/95/-/981
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1951 Base Year Working Heada of Houaehold=1,635 (Data in Appendix V, Table 4. 4)
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- Figure -1. 22-Changes in Head ofHouseho/d Emp/oymenl Seclor in Lartno (/95/-/98/)
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Other Other
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Agriculture Agriculture
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26%
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31% Industry

34°k

Males Only Data: See Appendlx V, Table 4. 4; Source: ISTAT Censuses

In Larine, 1981 census figures show that aIthough agriculture represented 31%

(lSTAT, 1981) of the total work force, only 26% of the male werk force was officially

employed in agriculture, forestry and fishing (Figure 4. 22). No figures were available

for official female employment, but it it can be deduced that for that year this

employment must have have been near 5%. This occupational distribution has become

progressively smaller starting from 1951 when 54% of male heads of household worked
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- in agriculture. through to i 961 when it decreased to 47%
• and through 1971 \\'hen it

decreased still 31%. In 1961 employment in local industry represented 25°/0 of the work

force of the head of the household. It rose to 31% in 1971. and reached 34% in 1981.

when the number of employed in industry were second only to the proportion employed

in the Other category (400/0) which included the service sectors. In the last 10 years

industry has remained relatively stable rising from 25% of the total in 1951 to 31 % in

1971 ~ and reaching 34 % in 1981

The most noticeable changes regarding the size and composition of the labor force

of Larinesi head of households as can be summarized from the census statistics in the

tables (see Appendix IV and Table 4. 1) and presented in Figure 4.21. Figure 4. 22. and

Figure 4. 23 have been the following:

1. the constriction of the labor force starting startiag at 1~635 heads ofhouseholds in

1951 and ending in 1971 at 1. 329 working heads ofhousehold 20 0A:! smaller than

in 1951 ~ and its rapid expansion by 400/0 in the 1971 to 1981 period te 1~851. 20%

more than the 1951 proportion~

2. the stability in the relative proportion of hourly wage-\vorkers up to the seventies

and its increase in the eighties;

3. the persistent constriction of the proportion of self-employed, and shop-keepers

even into the eighties:

4. the expansion of a management and clerical occupational stratum:

5. the appearance of a minuscule sector of farnily business operations:

6. the relative stability of the small entrepreneurial and professional group of

occupations.
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- Figure ./. 23-Occupaliona/ CompositIon oflhe Head ofthe Howeho/d in Larino (/95/-/98/)
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CI Self·Employed .Worka in Family [J Management and. Hourly Workers
IShop·keeper Business Clerical

Source:MaJes Only. I5TAT Censuses

In short, Larino appears to be characteristic ofthose towns of the South ofltaly

where economic and occupational changes have been in accordance with the greater

historical and structural changes of the Mezzogiorno. In 30 years the occupational

structure changed from a predominance of self-employed/shop keeper occupations

(55.1 % in 1951) to a predominance ofhourly wage-work occupations (52.0% in 1981)

(Table 4. 1). This is what stratification analysts might refer to as proletarianization of the

occupational structure of the area. However, anaysis of census statistics only provides a

starting point for understanding the importance of changes upon residential life and well

being in Larino. Factors such as the revitalization of the historie center, the expansion in

the upper areas of Larino, and the meaning ofdwelling in the contrade as described in the

preceding pages need to be understood within the socio-cultural context of the town.
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- Table 4. l-Percentage Distributions ofOccupational Composition afHead ofHousehold in Larmo

1951 1961 1971 1981

Entrepreneur• 69 4.22°./0 37 2.68% 29 2.18% 45 2.43%

Professional
Self-Employed 901 55.11°/0 619 44.89% 465 34.99% 472 25.50%
/Shop-keeper
Works in 0 0.00% 8 0.58% 8 0.60% 33 1.78%
Family Business
Management 113 6.910/0 122 8.85% 235 17.68% 339 18.31%
and Clerical
Hourly Workers 552 33.76% 593 43.00% 592 44.54% 962 51.97%
Totais 1635 100% 1379 100% 1329 100% 1851 100%
(Males Only. ISTAT Censuscs 1951-1981)

Elements of Local Culture
Most of the information gathered from residents, and the observations made in the

field about the current situation of living in a Larino reiterated structural themes

encountered in the literature of the South. Lack of opportunities for children who must

seek employment in larger centers; the marginality of Larino within the Molise region

due to its inability to fall neatly neither under the classification of a mountain region

(heavily subsidized), nor as an area where strong economic expansion is foreseen: all

were seen as limits to the range ofdevelopment possible for the future.

While in the field., curiosity about the existence of a general approach to life, a

world-view, which might have been characteristic of the Larinesi and might have

accompanied the structural conditions of the area led me to collect as much ethnographie

and anthropological information as possible. Although the residents of the Molise have

been characterized in the literature as suffering from social inertia and fatalism, from my

field work it appeared that the residents in the area of Larino demonstrated a remarkable

resilience to adversity and misfortune based on values such as: rootedness or attachment

to the town; strong family ties and intricate courtships; and the importance of knowing

and adheriog to one's place in the socialladder. Evidence ofthese values was reflected in

items of local folklore, customs, sayings, songs and festivities. A thorough analysis of

these however was not the main purpose here thus only a few notable cases are reported

below.
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", A Saying, a Song and a Festivity

IILarine è nu fosse" ("Larina is a ditch'j
The full text of the saying. heard several times in Larinese dialect. is a type of

warning to natives to beware of the paradox of "living in". or "leaving behind" the tO\\TI of

Larino. It says: "Larino è nujosse. ('hi lu fascia è nujèsse. Chi ci sta ce se injàsse".

("'Lanno is a ditch. Whoever leaves it is a fool. Whoever stays in it will get pitiably

stuck:·). To be noted is that ':/055a" is aiso an Italian form for "grave": thus ··injossarsr·.

as is commonly used. reinforces the dark. poetic metaphor of Larino the comtortable.

muddy ditch. And the "ditch" is a symbol for the conflict between leaving (it is foolish

because it leads to give up this comfort). and staying (remaining can lead to deathly

stagnation).

IUA Fronne de /'Ulive" (IIThe Leaves of the Olive Tree'')
'A Fronne de 1'L'lil:e The Leaves of the Olive Tre~

,-l ITOnne Je /'ulive le cL1ccie l'oglio The leaves of the olive tree give otT the oil
Cnme l'hm a m(JriliJ, che nun li ~'og/iu:) How will you marry. then. if 1don"t want you'~

RilUrnel/o.- Refrain:
Zumpa /arilllà. =ompa lallero Zompa lariulà. zompa lallero

=ompu larill/à. \'i\'o /'anwr.' zompa lariulà. long live love!
Clule l'ha Jwe che. ca non li ~'vglio:J Who told you that. that 1don't want you'~

Fallt! nu paglianlle. che me le piglie. Make yourself a straw-bed. because [ will wed you
Ritornello.- Refrain:

E /'acqua de lu mare è verdvlina And the water of the sea is a light green
E gl'afacemmo he. 'nu biancospino And we will make a drink of it. tor a hav.lhom

Ritornello.- Refrain:
Chi lt! l'/w Liirte che, ca non li ~'oglio:J Who told you that. that 1don't want you'?

fattt! nu pugliarille. che me le piglie Make yourself a strav.'-bed. because [ will wcd you
Ritornello.- Refrain:

A mumma li lu =Ille, sie bona buna Your mom has already told you. be good and quiet
lalle wde che ve il hallucore Or otherwise you"!1 feel your heart a-thumping

RilOrnello.- Refrain:
TlIllo li J(JI1{anelle se son seccale AIl of the little fountains have gone dt:

Pm'cru c1nlOre miv, mllore Ji sele Poor love ofmine. you die ofthirst
Ritorne/lo.- Refrain:

In this popular local love-song. there are hints of a traditional courtship pattern

\vhich is socially complex. often carried out through third parties and subject to rumour

and gossip. The attachment to the land~ and the seasonai agricultural work associated

with the production of olive ail becomes in song. the fabric upon which the plot in the

lyrics is sewn. The verses are in Larinese. as [ recorded them in 1987. at Montreal
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Pizzeria in Larino. Folk sangs have a tendency ta travel. and years later [ heard the same

music \vith different lyrics in Antrodoco (Rieti) on the border between Lazio and Abruzzi.

where the same song is believed ta be Abruzzese and known by the tide ··Amore me te

sete" (Love. l am thirsty)35. Though the Larinese idiom required interpretation into

English. the verses appear ta reflect local values on the relationships bet\veen the sexes in

which men are viewed as having the power to give women reassurance and advice

regarding their needs and desires. while women are easily swayed. emotional. and in need

of leadership (see Nina Riccïs novel. Lives of the Saints for a romanticized look at the

implications of life without a man in Southem Italian society) .

The feast of San Pardo

The long history of the relationship between agriculture. religiono and the class

structure tinds an outlet in Lanno in Romanellïs writings on the topic. He gives a very

quick glimpse in the following observation:

A Larino pure ai 16 di J,-/aggio si fa pure una jèsla chiassosa con i
huoi. ma questi sïmpiegano solo al tira dei carri addobhali co gran
pompa relaliva sempre ulla classe dei proprielari e di cajoni che pure vi
prendono parte36 (Romanelli. 18-8: -6).

The later writer. Presutti ( 1907:48) was more vocal in tying elements of ethos. and

class structure to the religious ceremonies of the time. After stating that it was very

typical of the tov/ns of the Circondario of Larino to show strong attachment to ··cerimonie

più spettacolose di culto estemo:
O

(48)(the more spectacular ceremonies of external

adoration) Presutti attests to the \vay processions were nevertheless a reproduction of the

CUITent class hierarchy. because the places of honour in the parade (nearest the statue of

;, ..\ short furm of lhis song is also n:ported as "Tuth: k Fontandk" in Mary R. Shu\'" and Gu~ G. Sciarillu Italian
Sungs. Turomo:\laganisa Associates. 1974: 15. This book \\as sponsored by tèderal multicultural grants and b~ a
\ariety of local business inten:sts.

;" rranslalion: .. In Larino also on the :!6th of May thcrc is a noisy tt:ast with oxen also. bUllhc:se ones art: only used tl)r
dra\\ ing the \\agons Jecorated greal pomp. in relation always to the dass of the owners and of the peasants that also
lake pan in il."
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the Saint) had to paid for with severa! ·"tomolï·37 of wheat. a fee large enough to relegate

artisans and peasant farmers to the least desirable places in the procession.38

Looked at strictly in terms of its secular function. Larino' s biggest religious teast.

the f esta di San Pardo which lasts three days in Iate May. rather than being tied to any

particular agriclliturai event appears to be the "f1owers and candIes" expression of one's

good standing in the community (Figure of. 24). The biggest anraction of the tèast is the

parade of two-wheel. ox-drawn carts which are pulled in procession l'rom the lower town

to the upper tOWTI' s year-long resting place of the statue of San Pardo. Here the statue is

Ioaded on to the last cart bearing the number one. and after a day ofeating. merriment and

generai tèstivities in the open areas of the upper tO\\iTI. after dark it is brought back down

to the chllrch in the lovler towo. The procession is very \velliit and quite visible l'rom

afar because of the carts have battery operated lighting. and because many people walk

alongside holding \vax-torches. The piacement of the cart in the procession is very

important and bears more social value than the flowers and lights which decorate each

cart. It is more important than the design of these carts which are nevertheless looked

atter with care. and are often stored away until the next year. to be used again only for this

occasion. The oldest and more established tàmilies display and ride in the carts doser to

the tail end of the procession nearer to the statue of the patron saint. San Pardo. The

place in the procession is marked by large tickets bearing consecutive numbers displayed

very visibly. Usually. the Io\ver the number the higher the social standing which is

enjoyed by the family owning the cart. As the numbers increase. the actual design.

manufacture. and means of locomotion of the carts also tends to do\vngrade. At the least

prestigious place. the very beginning of the procession are found children' s entries which

are simple in construction and drawTI by sheep rather than oxen. The place in the

procession and aIso the cart associated with that place. are handed do\vo from previous

generations.

0' An ancicnt mcasurc ofmlume tor dry goods. and also ofarca in varying sizes uscd in Central and Southem Ital~

'S ContraI") lo Romanclli's. Prcsutti's ( ]907) accounts. as a native Molisano. arc onen moralistic or supercilious. He
appears lO bc writing for a "community of scholars". assumcd to "understand" cach othcr. In histarical conh:xt
Prcsutti's idcas arc a producl orthe pcriod's political and ideological clichés. and in arder to be understandablc necll
to be accompanied by extensive editor's annotations.
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Sometimes they can be purchased from families who have diminished in stature or

numbers. or who due to emigration or whatever reason~ are no longer able to maintain the

coveted place. This occurrence is however rare. Even while the procession had dwindled

and almost died out during the years ofheavy emigration. when it was revived in the

seventies with ne\v entries. the total number reached and even surpassed the hundred

mark. Ho\vever. old established famiiies who had not been able to continue to enter their

carts in the [OW period. retained their original places after the revival of the tèast.

Flgure./ ]./-Larmo Gui (/987) Floral Ox and Cart ProcessIOn ofSan Pardo celebrared m lart! .Hay
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ln addition to the placement of the cart in the procession what is also interesting is

the desire of members of owner families to have as many relatives. friends and

acquaintances-èspecially those who do not have their own family cart-to walk with

them behind the family!s cart. To this end many invitations and confirmations are made

the few days before the procession. A commitment was sought early and \vas given with

care because it was considered bad form to promise to folio",," more than one cart. at least

during each direction of the procession. Throughout the procession that 1observed. it

Flgurl!.J':5 I-".!ùst orSan Parda Emigrants Rr!membered. The Slgn ded/cates the cart 'To the /.armes/ Far.,-/way .
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was possible to see that an influential family cart riding at the low number end of the

parade. was often poody accompanied and '''lonely'' in comparison to the crowds of

followers which accompanied sorne of the carts whose placement was above the thirtieth

or twentieth positions. and therefore less prestigious. For at least this special festivity.

\vhich often generates return visits from Larinesi in Canada and from many parts of the

world. it appeared as if status could be counteracted by popularity. The consciousness of

those not present for this important "feast of social accounting" for the Larinesi. was a

real and ritualised part of the festivities. One car usually belonging to an established

l'amily (Figure 4. 25) always bears a commemorative sign dedicating it to aIl the Larinesi

who could not be there.

Public and Private Space in Larino
An important aspect of life in Larino and especially of the old town is the

realisation that the people there cannot be said to live in "houses" in the discreet sense of

a building which contains personal belongings. one"s immediate family and is a private

haven l'rom the outside or public \vorld. The definition of private is broader and may

extend to include the corner grocel): store. a particular cafe. or a particular corner of a

street or piazza which is "colonised" only by a group or individuals who are then

recognised as its legitimate occupiers. and whose privacy is infringed by others who

might want to occupY the same space. The detinition of public space is also more

encroaching upon the private space than a tirst look might reveal. Pia==e (town squares)

are usually public spaces. but 50 are windowsills. balconies. front doors. and stainvays.

\llany public activities take place in the narrow streets of the town which often become

gathering places for many neighbourhood activities and discussions.

In recognition of these vievls. the term which properly describes urban life in the

historie centre is life in an "ambiente"' or a generalised environment having an

"atmosphere" or a special identifying quality (Vitiello. 1987). The "ambiente" does not

have irnmediately evident boundaries between public and private space. The town itsel f

is thought of as a collective. single-d\velling and as such has a "gestalt"" \vhich cannot be

understood simply as the addition ofthose experiences occurring in the collection of
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discrete houses and buildings which form the ecology of the town. In this respect. the

word ··casa·· literally ··house~· in Italian. was used differently in Italy. than in Montreal. In

both Larino and Milano the question "Hai una casaT· (Do you have a house?) was often

understood as a verb. to mean ..Are you housedT' While the latter connotation is \vith

regard to a physically defined place or location where a person resides. the tirs!. sought to

discover whether the person was the owner of a physically discrete. contiguous dwelling.

meant for private occupation and use. In the interviews carried out in Larino there were

notable occurrences of physical dwellings or houses which were neither discrete. nar

contiguous. In sorne cases tide to different rooms in the same dwelling had belonged to

ditTerent people and had been recently combined. In others. the practice of usutruct (or

tenancy without payment) created a particu!arly detached and instrumental mind-set about

the home. More rarely occurring was the complete detachment between rooms. In one

ease the kitchen was found in one building. the bedroom in another and the toilet in still

another.

One structural cause for a widening of the concept of house to include the

surroundings is associated with the medieval concentration of d\vellings built around a

small and defensible area. Another cause was probably the practice of extreme

parcelization of real estate to the point that it reached "atomic" proportions. This

parcelization was further entangled in webs of bureaucracy which made reforrns an

arduous task. The interpretation of living space and the formation of attitudes lowards

public and private space therefore. especially among the Larinesi who had lived in the

historie centre of Larin03~ needs to consider the historical roots.

;., :\n ~\ammation (not n:porte:d he:n: 1of the: location of the: original rcside:nce: of the: Larine:si immigrants su.... e:~ cd in
the Immigration and Housing Survey (1988) shO\\t:d that a large majority ofthose living in \-liIan and ~Iontrcal

\\cœ former rcsldents of the historie ..:cntn:.
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- Changing Views towards Emigration
Ch~arly. tor sorne people at the turn of the century. a strong attachment to land and

agriculture combined with the tragmentation of the land into small parcels inadequate tor

cultivation or construction. was enough of a motivator for emigration. Through

emigration. enterprising individuals raised the required cash that allowed the re-assembly

of traditional family land which. however justly or unjustly. had wound up being divided

among too many heirs. to the point that it served nobody·s interests. Also. as witnessed in

Larino. tàmilistic orientation granted economic lee\vay to remaining relatives \vho

continued to farm on land which they still did not O\\lTI. but for which. in sorne cases. they

now paid small rents or to which they had become usufructuaries. Thus. the relationship

between stayers and emigrants was consolidated and perpetuated by the structure 0 f land

tenure relationships among them. especially when stayers lacked the means to buy out the

emigrants. or \vhen the desire for emigrants to hang on to the land continued in spite of

their absence. Even without knowledge of the numerical distribution of this structure of

tenure relationships. it stands to reason that it is of substantive importance because

relati ves in far aViay lands could not be easily forgotten. if they \vere still tied to

commonly o\vned land. or if in sorne other way. their good will or largesse inf1uenced the

wei l'are 0 f those that had stayed.

Historically. the tirst explanation that was otIered regarding the motives tor

~migration from the Circondario. was that emigrants \\:anted to reclaim ancestral land and

succeed in agriculture. both of which required increases in the amount of money at hand.

The economic motive. therefore. was simple and direct: but it has led many to simplitY

emigration motives as being ··job-driven··: whereas the more complete answer was that

jobs often lasting for years. were interstitial ventures and that emigration was a "Iand

driven'· phenomenon. because it emanated from complex local concems regarding

o\vnership of agriculturalland and associated living standards and housing patterns. In

addition, given the 10Vv' status and cultural conditions of the peasantry. these concerns

could not be voiced through the existing class-based hierarchical social structure. [n

other words. if regionally or nationally. there existed other means to resolve the shortage

of cash and the iU distribution of land-through innovations such as co-operatives and
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land retonn. tor example-at the local level these means were in the hands of land

owners unable or unwilling to act: as well as in the hands of bureaucrats not able to

understand the innovations. or to muster enough resources to bring them about.

Consequently. improvement in the condition of the peasantry could only be brought about

through external means. one of which was the action by a higher level of government.

which did not occur quickly enough and theretore motivated emigration. and the other

through emigration \vhich the local inhabitants pursued as a viable escape.

Throughout its different phases. and right up to the nineteen eighties . the vie\v of

the role of emigration changed along with the economic and social changes in the region

of origin. [n both waves of emigration. ernigrants at the time of departure might have

been considered by stayers of similar status to be ··Iucky·· to be able to leave. At those

times when changes in Larino had been too slow". or had seemed down right impossible.

the emigrants had often been viewed as the fortunate people who had been able 10 bail out

of a sinking ship. In this regard. examples from the tield interviews came usually from

the young. the unemployed or the frustrated in business. On the other hand. viewed

within the class structure. emigrants shared a cornmon condition. and could also be

described as desperate. destitute. and driven ta nigh impossible tasks. However. \vhen the

emigrants eventually began to provide extemal tïnancial and cultural input for the area.

their social valuation in the eyes of the stayers changed dramatically. and on retuming

they became kno\vn as rich ··Americanï·. Often the retumees had ne\\' ideas and were

able ta resume agricultural activity. [n addition. there was a perception that by relieving

the demographic pressure on a decreasing agricultural sector. emigrants had heroically

saved the to\\'n. as weIl as thernselves. from total min. It was not until ··henessere··. \vell

being. in Italy had come to be perceived as widespread-and not until the emigrants had

established themselves in the ne\v comrnunities-that the vie\v of the emigrant as a heroic

ligure \vas achieved. The changed evaluation seems odd because \vith better access to

education and jobs in Italy it was no\v possible to find employrnent without ever leaving
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the country.Jo. and theretore. aIl other things being the same. there should have been added

pathos tor the lot 0 f those who had emigrated. when it later became obvious that if they

had stayed they also would have enjoyed the newly found ··benessere".

[t appears in tàct that the "heroic" rather than the "pathetic" emigrant valuation was

due to the tàct that "all other things" had not remained the same. The frequent

occurrences of notable and unusual retumees. in large number from Canada. gave the

impression that added advantages on top ofthose possible because ofltaly's economic

gains. could be had l'rom emigration. Sorne returnees notably expressed these advantages

in terms of having been able to realize their dream of starting a business in Larino (e.g. a

coffee bar. a restaurant. see Figure 4. 26). Others stood out because of their novelt)" value

as in two occurrences encountered: one ofa first generation Canadian \voman of Northem

FI:>!llrt! ~ :6 --.-l Rl!turned Ernlgranl 's Dream Come Tru/!_ Fami(... owned restaurant sti/lllncfer constructiOn 1I(lnled

ulterllolllrea/ wilere sorne re/arives ofthe returned owners still h ..'e

~l) One such emigrant who was young enough to have benc:lited lrom the freer acccss to education in Italy and \\ ho \\as
lucky cnough to have had aIder brothers in Canada who sympathised with his conccm and were \\illing to hclp. gan:
this rcason for rctuming to open a business after a stay of on1y a fe\\' years in Montreal: "i mie genitori hanno fatto i
sacrilici per l'arroi studiare" ("my parents have made sacrifices to permit me to study··),
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Italian origin who had settled into rnarried life with her Larinese agriculturist husband.

and the other of a woman. rnarried to a local teacher. who retumed periodically to her

bank job in Montreal for stays lasting from six months to a year. Another case was also

rernarkable because of its recurring and conspicuous indication of wealth achieved. A

successful Larinese in the insurance field. on his yearly visits. liked to parade the large

American car-longer than a good-sized Italian truck (Figure 4. 27)--that he had

imported several years before and which he stored in the town for just such occasions as

his retum. ideally planned on the recurrences of the feast of San Pardo.Jl.

Figure .J l- --Larmo Gill (198-) .-' successJid lflsurance cJgent .\lr .-1. Pielro....ao shows 0fIllIs llccury car comp/ele
\l'ah Cmadian Jlag Parked in lhe main pla==a neXI 10 a his1Orlca/ /ountalfl. (he limousme dwarfs a large local
truck.

~I Whik in Montreal such a vehicle might conceivably have been allowed in the Saint Pardo procession: in Larino.
tradition still required animal-drawn vehicles.
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Civic Lite and Canadian Larinesi
In addition to the personal realisation of dreams~ examples of the success of Larinesi

in Canada which could be called altruistic existed as well~ and were exhibited in the form

of good works, donations and gifts. ~2 The Larinesi Frenter Association arranged the joint

return of about 250 emîgrants on occasion of the seven days of festivities which began on

July 13, 1987 and were called the "First Feast of the Emigrant". The main purpose of the

festivities was the inauguration of a bronze statue ta the emigrant (Figure 4. 28) costing

about $40,000 to sculpt and cast, which the organisation had raised through donations

entirely from Canadian sources.J3. The land on which the statue was erected was provided

by the municipality and it had symbolic value for emigrants. The corner was known by the

inhabitants as the place that allowed a last look upon the old town as one left it. Within the

greater area of the Circondario, the statue was the second to be erected through the

efforts of emigrants successfully established in Canad~ the first having found its resting

place in Vinchiaturo, a town not far from Larino. With the erection ofthis statue, the

canonisation of the Larinese emigrant as a martyr was complete. The mythological ""weak

but good person" who had willingly gone to slaughter as a sacrificial lamb on the altar of

ignorance and social immobilisation for the benefit of those remaining, had now been

officially recognised and had become part of town lore.

Far from the socio-biological ravings ofPresutti (1907:71) who at the tum of the

century had decried emigration as an atavistic, immutable characteristic of the Abruzzesi, a

""race" which lacked a sense of civic duty~ it was through emigration that civic

42 The Larino Fn:nter Association of Montreal donatoo a television set to the seniors' recn:ational hall in 1987. it
organised a drive tor the pre-sale of an illustratoo history of Larino to Montreal's community a year later, and in
1989, it donatoo a valuable crucifix to the cathedral in Larino.

.tJwhen comparing the statue erected in Larino to a similar one erect~d in St. L~onard there are ditTerenœs in artistic
rendition and leitmotif arising most likely from ditTerent visions of the sculptors and their commissioners. These
ditTerences are inunediately obvious if the inscriptions in each case are analysed. In Larino the inscription appeals
to the dement of pride, and the pathos of being forced to leave the town. While having the worst of this
occurrence, the emigrant is a winner because he bas been able to overcome obstacles, insults and humiliations.
"YoUf city will never forget and is always ready to welcome you bad:" says the 1&"1 line in the inscription. The
"success out of d~-peration theme" here is quite secular, and different from that of nation building and "godly"
mission which the statue in St. Leonard e"'l'resses with a biblicaJ quote from Genesis: 12.1 (see pages ahead)
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Figure -1. 18-Larmo Giu (/98-). Bron=e statue to the Larinese Emigrant erected on Jul.'; 19. 198- by the Larrnesl
Frenter Assocrauon of.\lonlreal.

The inscription says: hSii fiero. Sei
partita tuo malgrado, sfidando
ostacolL affronti ed umiliazioni. La
tua città non ti ha mai dimenticato
ed è sempre qui per riabbracciarti."
(Be proud. You left in spite of
yourself, challenging obstacles,
insults and humiliations. Your city
has never forgotten you and is
always here to re-embrace you)
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life in the town had been boosted and had gained an international flavour. In the local

helief, the view that emigration entailed trials and tribulations which entitled the emigrant

to pity, had been replaced by that which elevated desperation to heroism. The statue to

the emigrant and the role of Canaclian immigrants in providing a high profile for

continuing exchanges of civic, business, cultural and religious leaders with the

community in Montreal had further changed the image of successful emigrants. They had

become the de facto town "'diplomats", the "ambassadors" who are always interested, and

fmd satisfaction in the promotion of the affairs of their native Larino, and who through

their frequent pilgrimages have themselves become living symbols of tourism and

cultural exchange.

Conclusions
To sum up this chapter, it can he said that the town of Larino has seen considerable

urban development which occurred since 1971, but this has been lirnited to Larino Su.

As in other regions of the South, while giving the town a new, prosperous face, urban

development has occurred aImost exclusively as a result ofhousing intervention fmanced

by the public purse (Vitiello, 1979: c.f. 61-76) and it has had ooly temporary effects upon

the economy. One such effect is said to have been that ofexpanding the expectation of

govemment assistance to other sectors, such as social assistance, and to discourage the

perception that progress can he made autonomously. This belief has been reinforced by

the existence of property owners who have profited considerably from speculation tied to

the publicly-funded development. Contemporaneous to its urban developmen~Larino

has also seen an equivalen4 publicly sponsored development ofits agricultural sector.

The urban and agricultural developments appear to have directly benefited economically

ooly those people employed in agriculture, approximately one third of its working

population in 1981; while the remainder have achieved a "'basic maintenance" standard of

living through increased availability of social assistance in the fonn of pensions.

The social structure of the town has tended to match the three main residential pat

terns: upper Larino, lower Larino and the contrade. The fust seems to reflect a younger
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population. high levels of employment in the public sector and the professions. specula

tors. and "nouveau riche~': the second is mostly made up of established residents. many

retired people. and a high concentration of empty dwellings: while the third is that of the

country" dweller. mostly employed in mechanised agriculture. and possessing political and

civic raies which are substantially different from those of the tO\\lTI dweller.

There appear to be sorne historical indications that the residential patterns

connected \vith the involvement of women in agriculture may also have contributed to

stresses in tàmily life and to the development of immigration. The historical record re

mains at best sketchy for a finn conclusion in this matter. The clearest summary that one

can dra\v from the field observations reported above is that life in Larino has indeed

changed and mostly in the 1970's and 1980·s. The urban structure has expanded and the

to\\n has a pleasing visual appeal with evidence of new housing. and recently built roads

and public works. There is apparently more affluence. and more mechanised tàrming

than ever betàre. yet in spite ofthis. much that is not readily visible remains the same.

The class structure. always the dominant characteristic of Southem Italian to\\"ns

such as Larino. has remained stable even though as can be determined from occupation.

the number of people represented in the middle rung has increased. A new but small.

social stratum of entrepreneurial agriculturists appears to have developed. and they have

given the town a new ideal to emuiate: "the vil/ina in campagna" (the liule cottage in the

country). This represents a shift towards a more privatised and individualistic enjoyment

ofhousing goods and services. The amount ofpolitical "clouC that is associated \vith

such a dwelling pattern cannot be assessed from the evidence here presented although the

informed opinion consulted attests ta its existence. Aiso. the lower limit of poverty

seems ta have been raised throughout so that the very poor are no longer as poor as they

used ta be. or might have otherwise remained. Yet the phenomenon of the increasing ratio

of the aged ta the young. and the accompanying preponderance ofwomen (again typical

of Southern small towns). has worsened the outlook for further development. though it

may have increased Larino's appeal as a retirement town. As a whole. the to\\ln has a
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high occurrence of student age population. and a surplus of youths still exists which can

not be employed locally. and which is destined to keep alive an element of out-migration.

More detailed analysis of the nature of the residential patterns observed and the

extent to which the social structure matches the observations in the field is a matter \vhich

will be referred to a later analysis of the survey evidence collected. The biggest problem

will be that of supporting the field observation that the con/rade dwellers have indeed

become an "entrepreneuriar' social type. historically at)"pical 0 f the region (Romanelli.

1891: Cavallaro & Bucci. 1979). as a result of their status as immigrants. their capitalistic

concerns. and their being favoured as recipients of governmenfs ··satèty nets". These

people may be the answer to problems of the economy in the Molise \vhere low

agricultural productivity has historically been debated against unequal distribution of land

(Petrone. 1870-1913. in Lalli. 1987:264). Agricultural entrepreneurs are able to fit weil

into Masciotta's (1864-1933) idea of what was needed for the to South: that "dynasties of

agriculturists" (in Lalli. 1987:258) arise to counteract the effects of a top-heavy social

system composed of "dynasties of professionals".

Lastly. the ne\\:ly-found affluence in agriculture. and the political component.

previously non-existent. deserve further scrutiny and should be placed in regional conte,a.

At that level. analogies may be found \vith Stavenhagen's ( 1967) description of agrarian

reform in ~1exico. where the ownership of land which \Vas once "il solo mezzo per

ottenere il potere economico e politico" (the only means to obtain economic and political

power) had no longer become the onlv means. since power was no\v shared \vith a \vell

de\'eloped urban net\vork of small and medium size cities. Marselli (1973:269) explains

this shift as follo\vs:

... il con/rollo deI monda agricolo è. oggi. esercila/o sempre più dai
:lllclei urhani formali dalle citlà di piccola e media importan=a. ove si
concenlrano le allività economiche e poUliche dalle qua/i dipendono le

.J.Icampagne.

.w Translation: "At the rcgional h:vd. the control of the agricultural world today. is increasingly cxercised l'rom the
urban nuclei forrncd by cilies of small and average importance. \\'herc are concentrated the economic and political
activities l'rom which the countryside depends:'
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Land remains important in Larino and there are indications that agricultural

entrepreneurs are important but it remains to be seen whether they will develop into a

rural bourgeoisie which may take its place as a

... nuova classe dirigente che giunge ad assicurare la sua
preminenza economica e politica. fondata sul controllo delle attività
agricole. anche quando non ha ajJalto dei legami direlti con la lerra-l5
rJJarselfi. 19-3:169).

ln the next chapter 1will begin to lay out the ground work for a determination of the

importance of the historical and social conditions of the tO\vn of origin for the patterns of

Larinese social adjustment found in t\\iO destinations of emigration: Milan and l\10ntreal.

~" Translation: '. a n~\\ ruling dass that is able: to assure its c:conomic and political prominc:nce. foundc:d on the control
of agricultural ul.:tivitic:s. c:vcn whc:n it docs not have any direct conn~ction to the land:'
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PRIME DESTINATIONS OF
LARINE8E MIGRATION

Mi/ana And Montreal

Milana: The Prime Destination of Internai Migration

Milano is the financial and commercial centre of ltaly and is loeated in Lombardia,

the most industrialised region in all ofWestem Europe and maybe ltaly's richest region.

Whereas Roma is the capital city and the bureaucratie hear4 and Torino is the

··workshop"-the general headquarters of the FIAT chain ofautomotive plants

Milano's role in the Italian economy, which developed early after World War II and

continues today, is as the gateway to European and international trade and commerce.

In the period 1951-1961, Lombardia' s population grew by about 37% one of the

leading rates of growth in Italy. The region also moved towards a post-industrialised

occupational structure starting in 1951, with 25% of the resident population working in

industry, which feH steadily to about 20% in 1981 (Becattini & Bianchi, 1982:27; see

also Masi, 1989 for a general discussion of de-industrialisation in ltaly). Milano today

maintains its strength in the economy through a diversified base.

Whereas all of the industrialised north-west ofltaly acted as a magnet for

immigration, it was mainly in the greater Milano area that one found the largest numbers

of immigrants in overcrowded peripheries or "Coree"l. These people often lived in dingy

basements or other make-shift shelters, hoping to find employment as specialised

operatives, but eventually settling for other forms of menial employment, in factories,

services or retail outlets. In the eighties, these immigrants had become established and

'The "Corea" was the neologism borrowed from the Italian for Korea. the nation al war against itself in 1952. al
approximately the same time as the arrival of the immigrants. As with the disastrous conditions of Koreans, the
tenn referred to the squalid and overpopulated, peripheral residential areas mostly to the North of the city of Milano
proper. which were largely erected on undeveloped land through "costruzione spontanea" (spontaneous
construction). They provided only minimal housing. social. hygiene and transportation services.
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although considerable movement between North and South is also witnessed today. it is

of a different nature. often touristic. educational or commercial rather than motivated by

job-search. While the Milano-resident meridionali had. in general. become established

participants.. 1encountered a common perception while in Milano. that the native.

-ethnic'" Milanese who stilllived in Milano had become rare. Since the seventies.

immigration from Africa, the Middle East and other developing nations. had begun to fill

the need for menial workers (Tassello. 1978 ) formerly filled by workers from the South

of ltaly.

In the late fifties .. almost as soon as the phenomenon of large immigration from the

South began to be felt in Milano, studies arose on the topic of immigrant adaptation

which are quite similar to those that were carried out later. on immigrant groups in

Canada (see for example Taddeo and Taras, 1987; Boissevain. 1970: Painchaud &

Poulin. 1988). ltalian researchers such as Alasia & Montaldi (1960) and Baglioni (1961).

shared a concern for the adaptation of the immigrant to the host society. for the

alleviation of tensions.. for the improvement of present conditions and for the future of

youth.2 Other studies sought to formulate ideal type explanations for migration which

appeared to be more of a hope for "peaceful revolution·· (Alberoni. in Jansen·s. 1970:302)

than a statement on the actual adjustment of migrants which could be backed-up by

empirical evidence. In this regard Alberoni wrote:

The internai migration in Italy ... does not consist of an unobtrusive
series of isolated departures of people who have arrived at their individual
decisions under increasing pressure from individual difficulties; it arises
out of the spreading of new ambitions and a new vision of one' s present
state in relation ta what one could be in another society developing along
different lines; it is the upsurge.. graduai at first but growing stronger. of a
ne\\· social perspective.. a new prospect of livelihood which eventually
leads to the individual feeling estranged from his own community while he

:!It is interesting to note that in Canada differences in immigrant cultural background have oftcn been assumed to be
self-evident. to cxist naturally as a result of national provenance. and therefore to rcquire description and elucidauoo
as to fonn and strength. Not so in the Italian case: in Baglioni's study the importance of cultural diffcrences
appcared to be "wishcd away" rather than demonstrated oot to exist. in what appears to be a social activist anempt to
foster pan·ltalian feelings. Adaptation was studied within a questionable urban-rural division. which combined
Nonhem with Southem Italian rural provenance. Collapsing these two different structural rc:alities (Ascoli.19791
probably confounded. or hid imponant results.
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- be10ngs in spirit to another which. although still in the process of
development, already has a structure and a definite identity, ", the
process ... becomes a large-scale social movement through the
formulation of a vision. a hope. a collective concept of the world. (English
from Alberoni in Jansen~ 1970:303)

Alberoni based his vie'.'l on limited~ socio-psychological assessments of Italy's

condition in the sixties. and in his hopes. lost sight of the enduring aspects of duality of

development. His hypothesis that Southem small tO\\TI peasants were being "prepared"

for this peaceful revolution by ·"anticipatory socialisation" (Alberoni and Baglioni. 1965)

which motivated emigration and sped integration once in the destination. could not be

supported on the basis of the "success~"of immigrants in the Milano area. \\'ithout

consideration of appropriate comparison groups.. not included in his research. His

hypotheses had flimsy support, Even if one conceded that similarity in values had

occurred as fast as economic integration.. that similarity of values was most likely a result

of integration inta the host society and required an explanation rather than being an

explanation itself. No evidence was presented that the people still in the to'À'"OS were

being '''pre-socialised'' into accepting the idea that "'urbanisation'~was equivalent to good

quality of life. or that the only way to achieve it was to emigrate. It remained

indisputable that no matter how weil the North had done in providing employment and

integration for its compatriots from the South. this success was only a pittance in

comparison to what remained undone for those still in the South. Further. there had been

claims that the shift ofmanpower and brainpower to the North~ while it had benefitted

sorne. had been deleterious to the Southem situation. perpetuating even more certain

patterns of backwardness (Donolo. 1972) and "internaI colonialism··. The "Southem

Question·... viewed in these terms. fits weIl into the general debates over the ongin of

uneven development which are characteristic of macro-theoretical attempts at

explanation. such as the debates on center versus periphery and polarisation of industrial

versus rural areas (see Martinatti. 1985).

In a nutshell. the literature published on the immigrants in the Milanese area sought

ta explain certain tendencies. and to describe the condition af immigrants in tenns of the
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physical setting of the destination~ in tenns of the immigrants' motivations: in tenns of

underlying and historicaI structural forces: and in tenns of current political trends.

However, more attention needed to be paid to the effects of change in immigrant

adaptation and to the importance of establishing what the appropriate "basic system of

reference" should be in detennining success. It rernained to be deterrnined whether it was

true for Larinesi emigrants to Milano (as it appeared to be true for Montreal's emigrants.

see ahead) that the village (paese) oforigin.. was indeed ""the locus hominis, the society of

men in which the hoped-for-fortune and the sacrifices necessary to obtain [success]"

(Alberoni.1970) gained significance. It also rernained to be seen whether the new

destination (Milano) or the nation as a whole. acted as this reference point.

The field research.. which will be dealt with next, examines in sorne detail the

peculiarities of social adjustment in Milano as encountered by the Larinesi. and by myself

and other observers (see also Appendix 4).

The Larinesi in Milano
Through information gathered in the town of Larino and through the interviews

carried out while in Milano. it appeared that the Larinese immigration to Milano had

followed the typical population movernent to the North from other Southem localities. In

spite of anti-urbanistic policies (see Chapter 3), sorne of this rnovernent occurred right in

the middle of the Fascist period.. dating back to the nineteen-thirties. but it continued

more abundantly after World War II. Though the literature (Treves. 1976) indicates that

southem immigration to Milano occurred mainly after the flov; to the Americas had

stopped.. the largest number of Larinesi apparently left for all destinations around the

same period as the greatest flow of Italians to Canada: the late fifties and early sixties.

The oldest Larinese that 1 interviewed in Milano, a man in his nineties~ confirmed that he

could remember a time when very few Larinesi Iived in Milano.

ResidennalLocanons
The relative size and distribution of the population of Larinesi in Milano was not

known. It was however possible to use available information to calculate estimates. The
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Figure 5. I-Map ofAli/ano Oul/ining the /0 Aggregations of "Zone di Decentramento"
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2-Centro Direzionale-Greco-Zara

3-Venezia-Buenos Aires

4-Vittoria-Romana-Molise

5-Ticinese-Genova

6-Magenta-Sempione

7-Bovisa-Dergano

8-Affori-Bruzzano-Comasina

9-Niguarda-Ca'Granda-Bicocca

10-Monza-Padova

Source: Martinotti et al.• 1988:35

ll-Città Studi-Argonne

12-Feltre-Camia-Cimiano-Ortica-Lambrate

13-Forlanini-Taliedo

14-Corvetto-Rogoredo-Vigentina

15-Chiesa Rossa-Gratosoglio

16-Barona-Ronchetto sul Naviglio

17-Lorenteggio-Inganni

18-Baggio-Forze Annate

19-5an Siro-Q. T. 8-Gallaratese

20-Vialba-Certosa-Quarto Oggiaro
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only readily available published census figure was the population of Molisani in Milano~

which was 3,666 in 1981. Since Larinesi are a subgroup of Molisani, this figure, as weIl

as others from the Anagrafe of Milano~ or the municipal residents ~ registry, were used to

calculate the best estimate of the true number of Larinesi households in Milano (285 ±

45: see Appendix Il).

Once the household population estirnate was obtained. the population of Larinesi

head of households obtained from the Anagrafe was analysed for its distribution

according to Milano~s "Zone di Decentramento~~, the administrative zones or sectors of

the city. Other researchers (Martinotti, 1984) had aggregated the zones further ~ ioto 10

larger areas comprising the whole geography of the city (Figure 5. 1).

None of the zones contained more than 10% of the total Larinesi households in

Milano (Table 5. 1); it is therefore unlikely that the distribution of Larinesi in Milano

represents a tendency toward residential concentration. In fact, about a third (31.3%) of

Table 5. /-/986 Distribution o/LaTinesi in Mi/ano. Within and Outside City Boundaries

ZONE DI
DECENTRAMENTO SECTûR#

PERCENT OF TOTAL
LARfNESIHOUSEHOLDS

68.5%

9.5
9.0
8.5
7.0
6.5
6.0
4.0
2.0
1.5

17
Il
6
20
1
19
5
4
7

Living within city Sub-Total

Living within city boundaries
Individual Areas

Lorenteggio-Inganni
Città Studi-ArgoIUle
Magenta-Sempione
Vialba-Certosa-Quarto Oggiaro
Centro Storico
San Siro-Q. T. 8-Gallaratese
Ticinese-Genova
Vittoria-Romana-Molise
Bovisa-Dergano

Combined areas:
8, 15 3.0
13, 14 2.5

3, 10~ 12, 16, 18 5.5
2~ 9 3.5

Living outside city boundaries Sub-Total
Total Larinesi Households in Milan (see Appendix II) 264

3U%
100.0%
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ail Larinesi households are located outside of the city limits. The remaining 68.5% have

probably had to deaI with factors such as restriction of choice in housing. Between 1981

and 1986 in fact average length ofsearch for housing in Milano had increased to 2 years

(Martinottietal., 1988: 103).

-

When looking at the Larinesi households within the boundaries of Milano, about

61°A» are in an outer second-ring, 32.50/0 are contained in the first ring and only 6.50/0 are

in the '~Centro Storico'\ in the heart of Milano (Table 5. 2; Figure 5. 1). According to the

Bilancio Sociale di Area (1981) study, the second ring area is characterised by the highest

ownership rates in the city, and their social composition is in contrast to the center and

first ring both of which have high numbers ofupper-c~ long-time residents.

According to one interviewer, within the same outer second ring, specifically in the

aggregated sector "Sud", to the south, including sectors 14, 15, and 16, the "Bronx of

Milano" is located. There were to be found two indicators of similarity to the Bronx of

New York, a high crime rate, and a high residential turn-over. In Milano however the

Table 5. }-1986 Residential Location ofLarinesi: Percentage ofTotal Larines; in Milana by
Bi/ancio Sociale di Area (1981) Aggregated City Sectors

AGGREGATED
CITY SECTORS

(SECTOR #) ZONA DI
DECENTRAMENTO % OF LARINESI

Centro Storico
First Rin~

Magenta
Centro Direzionale
Cina' Studi
Centro Sud

Sub-Total

6.5%

8.5%
9.0%
9.0%
M%

32.5%

17, 18 15.0%
19,20 13.0%
7,8,9 8.0%

10, 12, 13 13.5%
14,15,16 110%

Sub-Tota! 60 5%
Total «100% because ofrounding error) 99.5%

Total Larinesi Households in Milan (see Appendix II) 264

Second Rin~

Sud Ovest
Nord Ovest
Nord
Est
Sud
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upper lirnil for a high residential turn over is set al 5 years in the same residence. which

by North American standards ma)" be a long enough time ta include in the category of

residentially stable patterns. In Milano this level of residential mobility "'as also shared

by zone II Città Studio in the tirst ring. an area \\'ith a high percentage of university

students.

From the address list obtained from the Anagrafe. certain slreets such as via Pado\"a

and Via Palmanova-two parallel streets running in a North by North East direction

dividing first ring sections 2 from 3 and second ring sections 10 from 12-seemed to

have more Larinesi residences. Sorne apartment buildings actually contained two or three

Larinesi families. On inspection. however. these t\VO roads were also the site of

numerous ro\vs of apanment complexes of which Figure 5.2 is a some\vhat typical

example. Sorne of these apartments \vere however much larger. of"mammoth..

proportions, but the 10\\' number of Larinesi living in them negated any pretension of the

existence of a '''Little Larino·.3 even within one apartment compleXe However. 1did

receive reports that this area at one time was a focal center for the Larinesi. A

neighbourhood cafe referred to as the "Bar dei Larinesï·. had been used as a regular

meeting place for numerous Larinesi in the seventies. but its exact location could not be

detennined. since it had probably undergone a change of ownership and name.

The clearest observation that could be made about the Larinesi in Milano "'as in

effect. that if a type of residential concentration did exist. it was based strictly on kinship.

not according to common tO\\l1 of origin. Pockets of Larinesi seemed to be spread

throughout the city of Milano implying perhaps that the residential requirements of

common origin associated with this city and with the Larinesi. center around the need to

be close to kinsmen. while maintaining a very loose to\\'n-based organizational structure.

adequately served through a simple focal center for occasional dropping in to re-establish

contacts.

; Additional figures obtained from the Comune di Milana. not reported here. showed that the proportion of :\.lolisane
households in these sectors \\as also very 10\\.
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Figure 5. 2-Typical Medium Rise Apartmenr Buildings ln .\fi/ano
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Identification and Social Adaptation
In interviewing the scattered Larinesi in Milan it became clear that identification

with the town was universaL and could be found even among people who were too young

at the time of departure to remember the town very weil. Identification with the label

·'emigrato". emigrant. however. was not equally universal. The very young did not

identify themselves as such. while several other respondents pointed out that in Milan this

word had gained the pejorative connotations of being: poor. unskilled, uneducated. ill

mannered, and untrustworthy for certain types ofjobs.-all of which had repercussions in

every day life and in finding accomodation or work.

Evidence of recent difficulties of being a meridionale in Milan \Vere given by

several testimonials. Ho\vever. the majority of the interviewed did not provide much

infonnation ofthis nature. and preferred to remain within the boundaries of the structured

questionnaire. Those who did answer and appeared to be the least adapted ta Milan,

complained most frequently of the cost of housing and the inconveniences of living in the

city, among which the levels of air pollution and the highly humid climate: cold in winter

and stifling hot in summer. Sorne expressed feelings of disillusionment similar to those

heard from an older lady: "la venuta a ~\1ilano è stata una rovina ... come si fa a stare ..

. " (coming ta Milan has been a disaster ... how can one stay ... ). In spite of the

extreme cases. most of the people who could be considered socio-economically middle

range judging by their occupation and incorne at the time of the interview. seemed to

have made the necessary compromises for remaining, and believed in the importance of

willingness ta work as a requirement for success in Milan. or anywhere else. A Larinese

who had returned from Venezuela and was living in Monza. declared that she liked

Monza because it has clear air. ha Jvfonza c'è una bel! 'aria ". She believed strongly that

in Italy those who do not do weil are those who primarily do not want to work: "in ltalia

non sta bene { .. 1prima di lutto chi non ha vogUa di lavorare "0 She agreed ho\\'ever

that not all those who had wanted to work had been able ta remain in Milano. Another

persan summarized the lot of the emigrants in comparison to those who had stayed or

returned to Larino \,\l'ith these words:
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[GU emigrati sonoJpersone deboli e buone. che non hanno avuto la
forza di resistere al paese e cosi sono emigrarî. Quelli che sono rimasti
adesso stanno meglio degli emigrati. perchè si sono arricchiti con i soldi
inviari da quelli di Mi/ano e Montreal..f

This same respondent echoed a common feeling that to emigrate \'iithin Italy \\"as a

lesser social evil because --in un paese straniero si è sempre stranieri. manca l'affetto dei

propri cari e si devono subire tante umiliazionî~ (in a foreign country you are ahvays a

foreigner_ the affection of loved ones is missing and one is forced ta suffer many

humiliations).

On the other hand_ another respondent claimed that neither he. nor his brother in

Montreal had ever had problems of adjustment. His brother had infact had problems of

readjusting to Italy~ when he bought a house on his retum from Montreal. After a short

stay he had decided that he didn't like Italy and emigrated once more: -~ha deciso che la

casa non gli piaceva e se n 'è lornato a A1ontrea'''.

A part of poor adaptation was related to \\!ork discrimination which was reported by

the wife of a Larinese who had private knowledge that Cartier. a major jewellery

manufacturer in Milan. did not higher meridionali. The people from the South of Italy. as

summed up by another infonnant, had a longstanding experience with Milano ~s

unwillingness to accept meridionali: " la citlà non accoglie molto volentieri quelli che

sono meridionali: è sempre stato cosi ". This last infonnant himself. however. had never

personally experienced discrimination. He had followed a career with the Banco di

Napoli and thanks to his job, he had also been able to observe Italian immigrants in

Argentina, whom he reported as being -4closed in their shell" in the tirst generation_ and

--autonomous" in the second. In his own successful integration in the Milanese world he

had not experienced problems of adjustment. He was an example of the successful

integration which several other well-placed Larinesi imagined to be widespread among

Larinesi in general.

~ Translation: " Emigrants are weak. good persans. who \\ere not strong enough 10 resist in their town and thus haH=
emigrated. Those who have staycd now are bener off than the cmigrants. because they have gotten rich with the
money sent by those in Milan and Montreal:·
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However~ infonned opinion gathered from Luigi Di Palma about the general situa

tion of the Larinesi in Milano told a different story. According ta Di Palma.. whose

knowledge of Larinesi in Milano was aIso helpful to arrive at estimates of their number

(see Appendix II), the Larinesi in Milano were split between those who were very weil

off and those who, including sorne holding professionaI occupations, were experiencing

such hard times that they needed to borrow small amounts of money ta get by: "'chi sta

lanto bene e chi sta male non arriva al prossimo mese. Anche i professionisti vengono a

chiedere 100 0 200 mi/a a fine mese." At the time of interview Di Palma held two occu

pations simultaneously: he was a self-employed mechanic in Milano, and a well-to-do

farmer in Larino. He was considered by Many the key figure, "the man in the know"

about the Larinesi in Milano. He spoke with pride ofhaving travelled throughout the

world and of having received an honorary degree for bis humanitarian work: "per aver

aiutato i paesi sotto sviluppati". He showed a keen attachment to the town and to his

fannland.. and demonstrated a much appreciated perspicacity for the problems of field re

search, when he withheld his opinion about this important aspect of Larinesi adaptation in

Milano, until after 1had concluded the questionnaire survey and after 1 had been able to

fonn my own preliminary impressions.

An example of Larinesi who had experienced difficult situations was provided by a

young couple of Larinesi. They described that in order ta find a house in the seventies,

they had avoided all telephone contact with proprietors, due to their identifying Southem

ltalian speech which labelled them negatively. Even when going in person to inspect

rentai premises they had often been turned down:

"si andava sempre di persona per avere la casa in affitto .... poi
ri proprietari} sentivano che eri meridionale ti scartavano [dicendo] 'non
ne abbiamo · e basta . . .. Se sapevano che eri meridionale non te la
davano mica la casa . .. ".

In spite of their strong sense of identity and their regionalistic differentiation from

other Italians living in Milano, the Larinesi lacked fonnal organisations and sufficient

gathering places in which to establish contacts with other townsmen outside of their kin.

The level of contact which had been maintained appeared to have developed primarily
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through relatives. While on the East side of the city a cafe had formerly been used for the

purpose of social gatherings. in the South West. in Corsieo. Di Palma eontinued to

provided a comfortahle sining room at the baek of the mechanic' s garage he ran. This

"\ias a regular gathering place for a small group of Larinesi men. As far as could be

determined from observations and testimony collected in the streets of Larino at the

spring feast of the semi-annual patron festivities (see Chapter 4). contacts among

townsmen were also maintained through periodic retum visits. For sorne emigrants these

visits were purposely timed with the spring-fall festivities. so that they served as a

fundamental vessel of identification with their town of origin. Retuming periodically

served to re-establish affective and practieal ties in a way conspicuously absent for the

Larinesi eonfined to Milan.

Negative connotation of Ilemigrato"
Arnong the Larinesi in Milan. the negative association with being identified as an

"emigra/o" was not limited to those who could be harmed through stereotypical

discrimination. Being labelled as an "emigra/o" \vas objectionable even to those who had

never exhibited. or had been able to shed. its characteristic anrihutes: among which. the

most "unpleasant'- to northem ears ","'as probably the use of their resonant southern

dialeet. Most irritated among the Larinesi. were those who retained the use of aristocratie

tides or who had achieved extraordinary levels of professional and financial success such

as for example. a psychologist-v/riter who favored eastem spiritualism: and an aristocratic

businessman who granted an interview' only in his office and who boasted regular social

contacts with the Canadian ambassador.

As reported by intervie","'er Pippo Chirulli one respondent voiced his irritation by

critieizing the middle tendency, or "medietà del questionnario": that is. finding objection

in his view of the questionnaire as an anempt to identify common denominators or

regularities, rather than that of pointing out the accomplishments and individual

distinctions of specific Larinesi.5 Rather than a justified comment on data gathering

~ Both in Milan and in Montreal-but not in Larino-similar critical responses \\hich were picked up from the
qualitative open ended discussion whîch fol1owed the structured interview were of a filiopietistic nature. Sorne
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techniques. which in general can al\\'ays benefit from criticisms. these remarks appeared

to reflect a characteristic of Italian society which excelled in Milan. and to which the

questionnaire was. indeed. not very responsive: that of elitist distinction and prestige.

Social distinction
Without exaggeration. it can be said that in Italy indications-ranging from the

ludicrous to the sublime-of the importance of social distinctions were found

everywhere: included in the choice of language and of intimate clothing. There is a wide

spread and well-documented concem for prestige. which is reflected and capitalized by

the advertising industry. While in the field. in the summer of 1987. 1collected one

example of the connection between prestige and advertising. The Biraghi clothing

company used the slogan "Il prestigio si esprime anche in un costume da bagno"

(prestige can be expressed even with a swimsuit) to run a nation wide swim wear

promotion. In the same period there had been talks that perhaps the tolerance limit had

been reached for designer signatures. In the absence of protest from the "heavens" even

ltaly's "daily bread" had began to appear with the signature ofprestigious. if only earthly.

bakers.

Amog the Larinesi. nostalgia for a time gone by. when even more "distinzione

elitaria ". or elitist distinction was found in Italy. was exhibited by Chirulli's respondent

who spoke with anglicisms and a pretentious concern and aptitude for art (" ing/esismi e

pretesa 'attenzione' e artitudine ail 'arte "). and 'with "spirito di sufficienza .. or arrogance.

As done by others. this respondent took pains to point out that his relatives were not

emigrées and were doing weil in Larino. In his opinion only the have-nots could be

considered emigrées COnoi non siamo emigrati 0 emigranti ... stavamo bene a Larina.

Chi emigra è chi non ha nul/a"). In Larino his farnily was one of the "possedentr' and

one of the ·"agiati" and his mother had come-up to Milan ("salita a Mi/and~) after

marrying a professional.

respondc:nts who had been enthusiastic at first. appc:ared disappointed when their personal histo~ and "~'la CruClS"

wc:rc: not dwelled upon. They confessed that they had been hoping for more questions about theu recol1c:clions of
the folklore. and the histo~ of the to\\"n.
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In accordance with the observation that language was also used to indicate elitist

distinction. it was telling to compare the choice ofwords for "coming to Milan-- used by

this respondent (salira a Ali/ano). with those used by other respondents (venuta a

~Uilano). Though bath phrases were used in about the same sense. the phrase "salira a

.Milano··. and '''venlila a .Ui/ano'·.. used by other less self-fulfilled Larinesi interviewed

(see pages 143 and 149).. lead to different interpretations of the social position of the

people involved. A '''salira'' is a climb.. a move from a lower to a higher level. v;hile a

"venura'" is simply a coming to a place.. which indicates only that a change of location has

occurred and ignores levels or standing. While Milan is indeed to the North of Larino

and going there does engender a geographic ascent to a part of Italy also knO\\!TI as high

ltaly, '''a/ra lta/ia"· .. the differences in the vocabulary used by the Larinesi intervie\ved was

consistent with the apparent social status of the individuals using the vocabulary. The

observation supported other observations and data presented ahead. that there existed

substantially different levels of position and success among the Larinesi immigrants to

Milano.

Aiso. Chirulli's respondent bemoaned a lime -those were the days ("que!li erano

tempi ")-when his grandfather \vould go to Hungary on hunting expeditions and think

nothing ofhaving ~"his shirts ironed in Naples" hundreds ofkilometers av,,ra)', from

Larino--a statement which had interesting resonances of the historie conditions in the

area as periodized by Vincelli. ( 1958) and of the difficulty of finding domestic work in

Larino. as described in Romanelli (1986 ed.) and in Presutti (1985 ed.) and of the disdain

held by the nobility for backward. low quality workmanship.

From these testimonials it was apparent that Larinesi from very different

backgrounds and social classes lived in Milan: and not aH had adjusted in the same

manner. Only those that appeared to be well-adjusted and those that appeared to be

poorly adjusted were verbally expansive about their situation. The rest seemed to believe

that as long as sorne kind of social improvement had been gained through emigration. the

actual econolnic gains. regardless of their magnitude. had not been as important.
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With reference to this observation. there were further examples ofho\\" Larinesi in

Milan placed a great deal of importance upon accomplishments which resulted in

increased social distinction. One respondent of humble origins had become a high

school-teacher, and had graduated from university after a period of religious college

education. He had been able to improve bis position by "marrying weIl". He had lost

contact with other Larinesi. because he had been away in his early teens. a period \\'hich

he considered important in making long-lasting friendships. He also felt that since he had

achieved "'membership into a different class··. it \\'ould be difficult to socialize \\'ith other

Larinesi whose tastes, customs, privileges and obligations were no longer his 0\\'Tl. In

another case, one young man stated that after thirteen Years in Milan he had not been able

to make any social gains. He complained that '''Ia venuta è stata una delusione e ... una

fregatura per l'affare dellavoro" (coming has been a disillusionment and a swindle on

account of work) because although he had obtained work. he had found little possibility

to save or live inexpensively, since food was very expensive. In order to get bYe it was

necessary for both hirnself and his wife to work. Though the additional incarne had made

it possible for them to afford the expense of daycare. when their child was born his wife

had decided to stop working so that they could spend more time together. Their \\'ork

schedules had not allowed very regular meal limes, and their daughter had suffered

"la bambina era un po . sballottata ... non aveva orario fisso per
mangiare. una volta aile 7. poi aile 8:30. poi aile 9. poi a voire alle 6 ...
con la moglie a casa la vita è più regalare ..(the !iule girl was a bit rossed
around . .. she had no regular meal rimes. sometimes al 7, lhen al 8:30.
then al 9. lhen sometimes al 6... with lhe wife ar home life is more
routinized).

He added that in spite of the fact that his friends and relatives \-vere in Larino and

"true" friends were difficult to find in Milan. he \\-ould have had difficulty readjusting to

Larino. because in Milan he had found:
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.- ... Hilla un 'a/rra menlalilà. '" Lei va a [are un fm'oro. arriva la
sera, Lei hafinito il SUD lavoro? Tac! Tac! Ti danno iso/di . .. invece [a
LarinoJ c 'è ancora il casa di dire 'li do venti oggi e dieci domant. le li
do lra un mese. tre mes; '. Sono abituati ancora a quel modo
anche se ce l'hanno [il denaroJ e stanno meglio loro che noi ..6.

Thus. though the qualitative evidence presented here v;as based on testimonials

wruch appeared to clearly indicate socially conscious tendencies. 1also found that the

exact shape and meaning of the public manifestation of social distinction in the \'lilanese

context could be paradoxical. both very evident and difficult to see. depending on the

point of view of the observer. As an observer and a researcher 1 \\'as more likely to notice

those things which \vere strikingly different from my largely western Canadian

experience. i and most likely to miss those things that Viere different only from the

perspective Larino·Milano. Later. in order to compensate for sorne of the lacunae in my

observational perspectives. 1 relied on other informants (see Appendix rV). With the

additional benefit of their repons. the most complete picture that could be dra\vn about

the Larinesi's adjustment in !vlilano. as probably in ail large industrialized settings. was

that life and work required self-discipline. and getting used to the quicker-pace. and the

pragmatism and indifference of the big city. There was widespread agreement that no

adjustment had been so difficult or drastic as that which had reduced disposable incorne.

t' Translation:" ... ail another mentaltt~... Did ~ou go to do aJob'l Evening cornes. did you finish the Job" Snap'
Snap! They gi..'e you mone~ . mstead ( in Larina]. .. it still happens that one is told '1 give you [Went~ toda~ and
ten tomorrov•. 1gi\ c: them to ~ ou in a month. three months... .' They are used to this way c:vc:n if they ha\ e [ the
mone~'J. .. and they are bener·otT than wc: are".

For example. in the first fe\\, dilY~ JO \1ilan 1 telephoned a Larinese whose name l had obtained in Montreal from one
of his relatives. He promptl~ in\ltc:d me to cat at his house and to meet the famil~. on the very next Sunday Smce
Sunday was il couple of da~ s a\\ a~ he told me that it wouId not be nc:cessary to telephone again to confirm. When 1
arri\'ed at his place at about 6:30 on Sunday e\ening. the dinner had alread~ taken place and ail the guests had gone
home. 1 had been invited to Sunda~ dinner. and in ltaly this meant at mid-day and did not need stating--just as ln m~

Canadian experience it dld not need staung that dinner invitations are for the evemng.
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Montreal: The Prime Canadian Destination ofLarines;
In contrast to the increasing economic role held by Milano in the ltalian economy,

Montreal's role in the Canadian economy bas largely been supplanted by Toronto's. The

period of economic decline coincided with the ascendant political aspirations of the

Francophone nationalist movement in Quebec, though it may have been quite unrelated to

it. Since the seventies Montreal has aIso lost large numbers of people, mostly

anglophones, who have chosen to pursue economic rewards elsewhere in English Canada.

The city in the eighties saw changes to its linguistic face and business character and

witnessed the development of many new entrepreneurial ventures, financed by provincial

funds. It retained a cosmopolitan face marked by a number of other distinguishing

characteristics. In addition to the socio-economic subdivisions which characterise most

modem cities, since 1961, if not before, Montreal bas been ~"compartmentalisedalong

ethnic and cultural lines" (Denis in Beauregard, 1972:85). Today it still holds the record

for being the most ethnically segregated city in Canada, with an average segregation

index of .520 (McGahan, 1982:213).

Montreal is aIso marked by a high level of homogeneity of building types by

district. The housing situation in Montreal has been described as "peculiar" by North

American standards because of its "'much larger proportion of housing in multiple-storey

buildings than usually found in North American metropolitan areas" (Greer-Wotten in

Beauregard 1972: 17). Between 1961 and 1971 Greer-Wotten reported that the ltalian

population in Montreal had been moving away from the "'immigrant corridor" located

around the St Laurent street area, towards the St. Leonard area, in the North East of the

island. In 1987 this move was continuing further to the North-East towards the newly

developed community of Rivière de Prairies.

History of the Larinesi in Montreal
Though the largest numbers of ltalians that came to Canada have since the sixties

located themselves in Toronto, Larinese immigration to Canada has historically been to

Montreal. The presence of Larinesi has been recorded as far back as the beginning of"le
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cowant Molise-Québec" at the tum of the century when Montreal was at the forefront as

the area receiving the largest numbers of ltalian immigrants. Oral histories recorded by

Del Balso, (in Ramirez, 1984) reported that as early as the 1920's an organisation of

Larinesi had formed in association with the Madonna della Difesa church. The Larinesi

organisaùon became the object of envy and a model of success for other paesani groups,

one ofwhom expressed it with a French colloquialism indicating that such a feat can and

must aIso be accomplished by their own group: "Est-ce que nous sommes plus cons que

les Larinesi?" (Ramirez, 1984:121). Today, whereas most of the Italians in Canada are

still found in Ontario, reports are that the Larinesi who live in Toronto are much fewer

than those in Montreal (Battista, 1985:2). The existence of a large "colony" of Larinesi

immigrants in Montreal was confirmed in Larino, by examining the national electoral list,

updated for the election of June 14, 1987. Additional evidence was offered through the

testimoniaIs of fonner emigrants who had retumed from Montreal and now lived in

Larino.

In July 1987, talks with the officers of the Montreal Larino Frenter Inc., further

confirmed estimates of the sizeable numbers involved, and the availability of a list of

members. The association, named after the "Frenter" a frenchisisation of Frentani, the

people who had inhabited Larino in antiquity, was responsible for the erection of the

statue to the Immigrant, in Larino (see Chapter 4). According to the president of the

organisation, Pardo di Liello, there were thousands of Larinesi in Montreal. He reported

that the Comune di Larino unofficially estimated the total nwnber of Larinesi scattered

around the world to be approximately equal to its 1986 population of about 9,000. Di

LieUo estimated that in Montreal there were about 3,000 Larinese families, making a total

population of about 12,000 individuals. The estimate was substantially reduced however,

if ooly native Larinesi were counted.

Based on the comune's electoralliS4 Montreal's nominal household population was

estimated to be 431 and the population 1,616 (see Appendix II). The electorallist

consisted of a series of books organised alphabetically, and separated according to the

gender of the person eligible to vote in ltaly. Information on gender~ place and year of
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Table 5. 3-Residential Location ofLarinesi in Montreal by District (/987)

Total
Total Larino-born in Montreal 675;

Number of Households 297 (see Appendix II)

DISTRICT
Montreal
St-Michel
St-Leonard
Lasalle, Rivière.de Prairies
and Off-Island Locations

% OF LARINESI
560/0
14%
16%)

14%
100%

birth, name. and full mailing address was taken only for those who showed Quebec as the

nation or province of residence. Since eligibility to vote is kept according ta last official

place of residence this list aise included those people who were not bem in Larino. but

who emigrated ta Canada from Larino. Eighty nine electors out of a total of 764 feH in

this category, comprising mestly individuals who were bem in a variety of smaller towns

in the vicinity of Larino, such as Casacalenda and Guglionesi. Two were barn in

Montreal, and a fewothers in major ltalian cities. The balance of 675 individuals, were

barn in Larina.

The demographics of Montreal's Larinesi according to this list. were characterised

by a predominance of mature persons, and ages ranging between 23 and 97. There were

less women than men by a ratio of 43 to 57 per 100 people. The districts represented by

the addresses were predominantly Montreal (56% of all Larinesi lived there), followed by

St-Leonard (16%) and St-Michel (14%). The balance of the population (14%) was spread

out throughout places such as Lasalle, and Rivière de Prairies, and severa! South Shore

areas such as St-Basile-Ie-Grand and Mont St-Hilaire. Only one individual was listed as

living in Quebec city.

High Status of Home Ownership
The most striking impression that was gathered from field-work on the Larinesi of

Montreal was undoubtedly their socio-economic homogeneity. There appeared to be

marked similarities in housing, life-style and values among the Larinesi. My own

observations, those of the interviewers, and informed opinion in Canada and in Italy, all
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pointed to high degree of home-ownership as~ distinguishing characteristic of the

immigrant vis-à-vis the Québecois who were often their tenants. In second place~ they

were considered to distinguish themselves because their houses were comfortable and

well-kept; and thirdly~ because in general ~~tutti stanno bene" (aH are doing weil). This

appeared to be true with such predominant regularity, that exceptions, when they were

encountered~ stood out vehemently. In her field report, F. Di Capua an interviewer of

Molisane origins said:

... Most of the Larinesi ... seemed to be fmancially well-off and
yet very few were satisfied with their over-all accomplishments ...
particularly ... the tenants .... 1noticed a feeling of insecurity . . .. Two
of the individuals asked me ifthey were the only Larinesi ... who were
not actual owners of a house. 1got the feeling that these people were
ashamed ... of. .. lower status.

While the incidence of high rates of home-ownership among Italians throughout

Canada has long been suspected, and confirmed to exist by census figures and severa!

additional studies (Hayward, 1980; Richmond and Kalbach, 1980) the negative social

status associated with nQt owning, was a surprising discovery which became more and

more apparent as more Larinesi who did not own their own homes were contacted for an

interview. Sorne tenants refused to be interviewed outright, sorne required much

prodding, and others reiterated the sense of embarrassment with their non-ownership

noticed by Di Capua. It was not possible to assess specifically the effect ofthis non

response on the quality of the data collected. My judgement was that while non-response

was a random event among ail respondents, the feelings of"lower status" among tenants

were not, and indicated the magnitude of the increase in personal presentability which

owning a house can bestow to the Larinesi.

ln general all refusals were younger, busier people. Sorne reflected mainly a "fear"

for their privacy which was noticed even among those who did accept to be interviewed.

Especially sensitive were the details regarding the value oftheir house and their family

income. Sorne non-respondents appeared to have been traumatised by their past

experiences, and gave reasons such as "not wanting to remember" about their life in
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Larino. One woman, when asked about her present situation broke into tears over the

telephone and refused to be interviewed in person. She felt abandoned by ail her tive

children. had no work and lived on social assistance.

By the opinion of other Larinesi such desperate cases. were either unknown or rare.

and appeared ta be the exceptional results of many tàctors related to city life. The reality

of living in MontreaL for example, meant that at sorne point Larinesi had to come to terms

\vith a large ltalian population where it was often not possible to keep in touch \vith every

paesaJl()~ the French-English linguistic segmentation which created further avenues of

difièrentiation and political involvement within the community: the abundance of low-rise.

multi-tàmily dwellings: the healthy vacancy rate in rentai property: the difficuIty of tinding

moderately priced starter homes: the location of residential areas limited to the island~ the

insular mentality: and the high taxation (Mailhoc 1960 in Taddeo and Taras. 1988:24).

When the social picture was complicated by the high levels of intergenerational mobility

and intermarriage reported about Italians in general (Jansen. (988) it could indeed be seen

how not everyane might have adjusted in the same satisfactory manner Sorne Larinesi.

and other immigrants for that matter, might indeed be similar to the l\1ilanesi in being

categorized as "sorry immigrants" because though they had established economic and

tàmily ties in the new location. they regretted having moved. and hoped someday to return

ta Larino

The Family Residential Enterprise
Numeraus cases were encountered of owners of multifàmily d\vellings who had

other close relatives living in one of the units. Though not aIl members of the tàmily \vere

officially registered owners the impression was that the feeling of ownership was very

diluted among the co-residents. [n the case of older parents. several times the ofispring

had been designated as registered owners. The practice of"anticipated inheritance" (Tosi.

1986a) was alsa common in ltaly. This pattern is consistent with the central role of the

ltalian tàmily in "maximisation of resources" (Balbo. 1981: (98) and may also be

responsible for the substantial raising of expectations in the acceptable housing-standards

of inheriting generations, as weIl as their continued dependence upon
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inherited wealth~ as found in American studies of intergenerational transfers (Henretta,

1984:138). For Many Larinesi, owning a five-unit, apartment complex (or five-plex) was

the second step in a familistic enterprise which started with o\WÏng a smaller multi

family building in St. Michel, and would continue across generations, towards the goal of

owning a cottage in Rivière de Prairie.

The Investment in Languages
Although an assessment of the levels of fluency in any of the languages was beyond

the purpose of this study, it was quite clear that in Montreal, as elsewhere, (Danesi,

1985:113) adjustœents had been made to the linguistic challenges of the environment.

With the older Larinesi what was noticed was a more marked borrowing from French

than from English. In general~ Larinesi exhibited pride with the effects of the trilingual

ambiente they experience in Montreal. As parents most Larinesi were especially proud of

their children who were reported to speak English, French, Italian and/or a dialect equally

fluently. This pride did not appear ta be tied to any particular feeling of Canadian,

Quebec, or Italian nationalism, but was viewed instrumentally, as an investment for the

future. In the Larinesi assessment knowledge ofthree languages might pay off one day, if

an offspring might decide to enter the foreign service, or be employed in Montreal' s

multi-lingual business world~ in Milano, or in other places in Europe.

The field work brought to light one case where a return on this investment was

actually being attempted. At the time of the interview the 28 year oid son of the

respondent, trained in Canada as an electronics engineer, was staying with relatives in

Milano, while on a job-hunting expedition. The son's idea was to try to get employment

in Italy so that bis parents could retire in Larino, and not be tao distant from other family

aIready living there.

Knowing alI three languages as a "long-shot" investment into the possibility of a

successful, if rare, second generation retum appeared to have sorne models for

comparison arnong the notables of the wider Italian community such as G. Mancini, a

professional joumalist, and the fonner editor of the Cjttadjoo Canadese. Having strong
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ties to Milano, his son attended high school in Canada and in addition retumed ta Milano

on a yearly basis ta underga examinatians at a Lyceum (Antonelli, 1989:2) presumably to

obtain the benetits of twa different schoal systems.

Missed Attempts at Returning
Return Integration although successfui for sarne was not for everyone. Cases of

respandents who had tried many times and of others who because of sheer number of

attempts couid be consldered aimast "seasanal commuters" were eneountered ln ail three

places The most persIstent attempts appeared to have come trom ~10ntrears Lannesl

\vhose chances of success had depended on personai and soeietal factors among which

changed occupatianai expectations and status and public aceeptance of changed status.

Finding a job ln Lanno appeared ta be a minor factor. One woman who had suffered trom

pathological levels of nostalgia leading to extended depression, had recovered by

becomlng active in the community and enrolling ln university. She mentioned that the

biggest problem for a return to Lanno wouid have been the laek of social acceptance al'

her husband's job as a gardener. She avercame her longing ta retum permanently to

Larino \vhen she witnessed "the 10\\/ regard" whieh bystanders ln Italy had had tor the

vlctims of an automobile accident.

Another respondent tèlt that the Larinesi who had left had made lt easier for those

\vho stayed to advance in the job ladder follo\ving the expansion of municipal service jobs.

and the general improvement of the economy: "QlIello che t.lndava a chiedere /·elemO....ïna

oru \'ende\,a lafrulla: e qllel/o che andava Cl ruhare ora face vu lu scopino ... ci avent il

po...../o... It \vould undoubtedIy have been difficult tor returnees to aeeept jobs equivalent to

thase they held in Canada given a much lower, ltalian social evaluation oftheir Canadian

jabs. On the ather hand, if thase jobs which were ance desirable and would have

prevented emigratian. \vere now held by a "lumpenproletariat" made up of those \vho

\vere once socially undesirable. formerly desirable jobs appeared to have become

undesirable by association. and what naw had become desirable jobs (operatives, or self:

employment) were still out of reach in the general upward shifting af expectatians.
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.. These two respondents' observations pointed to an often neglected but important

barrier to return migration which is accounted by Multiple Discrepancy Theory' s

(\-1ichalos. 1983) explanations for inconsistencies between the subjective and objective

levels of satistàction. This theory has not been widely discussed in the specifie ltalian case

and deserves closer scrutiny. lt was applied to sorne of the data collected and further

discussed in chapter 9.

A Different Connotation for l'Emigrato"
A.nother barrier to the type of return migration which might have worked against re-

establishing oneself in northern Italian cities as an alternative to returning to the to\vn of

origin, was the negative connotation associated with being an "emigra/o" which is in sharp

contrast ta the positive view of immigrants popular in Montreal. In Italy the connotation

\vas considerably negative, as seen in previous pages in the words of the elite Larinesi. ln

this regard. Mancini, a prominent ltalian ne\NSpaper editor and community activist in

!vlontreaL unwittingly and with good intentions, gave both an example of iVlilanese

"distinzione elitaria" and its rejection of any positive status to being an emigrant and an

example of how such a noble concern \vas ill-placed in ]\;(ontreal. He started a short-lived

campaign to have the \vord "emll-,Tralo" abolished from ail official government translations

His motivation appeared to be his own misunderstanding of the difference between

\'lontreal" s and Milan' s connotation of immigrant.

~V(ancini rnissed that in St. Leonard, the '"Immigrant"' had become eulogised ta noble

proportions. :\ statue (Figure 5. 1) had been erected in honour of ail immigrants in the

same manner that statues are erected to the "unknown soldier". The appreciation of this

gesture depended on recognising the "Everyman" in ail ofus, and the desire for

recognition of one' s contribution, no matter how small or in what form, to nation building.

Thus the notion of"emigrato" was that of a strong and noble worker. a family man, and a

silent. sutlèring hero, His contribution did not depend on what he was. where he came

from or why, but on the tàct that he came and he worked hard.
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Figure 5. 3-S1atue 10 lhe Immigrant in St. Léonard. Québec

--

The French biblical inscription
at the base of the statue (not
shawn) reads: in English ~~Go

from your country and your
kindred and your father' s house
to the land that 1 will show you.
And 1 will make of YOll a great

nation, and 1 will bless YOll, and
make your name great, so that
YOll will be a blessing."
(Genesis: 12.1)
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This was in direct contrast to the elitist focus found in Milano on wanting to sepa

rate the economic trom the social status reasons for emigration. and its desire to detine

identity according to privileged origin and social roots. MancinÏs attempt to eradicate the

tenn was more a ret1ection ofhis acceptance of the Milanese detinition of"emigranle" as

nothing other than ··co/ui che è dOVUlO emigrare[my emphasisr. rather than an act of so

cial activism designed to correct a problem. ln so doing he missed the altemate interpre

tation and the entirely positive valuation of emigrants held by many in Montreal. Vv'e can

sunnise that his ··crusade·· against the "word·· was motivated by what was observed dur

ing the tield work in Milano: that "vell-otT Milanesi and especially those who have had

travel experiences. round it offensive that their world \vanderings could be equated. or

reduced to those of the ·have-not" southemers looking for jobs. Reiterating AlberonÏs

( 1(65) view of migration as a ··social rnovemenC Mancini believed that "ogRi gli incen

livi e le moliw.cioni di chi laseia il proprio paese sono molro divers[' ("loday the incen

tives and motivations ofthose \vho leave their o\vn country are very differenC) trom the

econornic. [n Antonellïs words. however "Jfancini è molro }/i/llnese. anche .\"e è nalo "

Reeanaro [sic} ": C-Mancini is very Milanese. even ifhe \vas born in Recanato [sicr) and

Recanati. is in the province of Macerata. Marche.

Organizational Life, Festivities, and Folklore
[n St. rvlichel there existed a coffee bar which served as a social and recreational

centre for sorne Larinesi. [t bore the name of Larino on its sign but most of its clientde

was not exclusively Larinese. Not too tàr away a pizzeria-restaurant o\vned by a Larinese

\vas also found. Larinesi patrons were more incidental than tàctual. though. In facl. it

\Vas mainly through organisations and their activities such as commemorative feasts. that

the Montreal Larinese community had been able to recreate an ambiente of Larinesilà.

Aiso. it \vas the association of Larinesi that had organised charter tlights: raised funds for

community projects. such as the erection of the statue to the immigrant in Larino (see

Chapter 4-) sirnilar to the one which had been erected in St Leonard (Figure 5.3): and put

on the yearly Montreal version of the feast of San Pardo.
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f·ïgro·e 5. ./--feast ofSail Pardo ill'\[OIrtreal, .Hay 1988: Floral carts like chis orre are usual(,,· pul/ed hy automohlie.'i.
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The celebration ofthis feast has undergone certain adjustments in Montreal. It is

only one evening long, and it has no live or symbolic oxen., but the heavily adomed carts

remain and are also prominently displayed (Figure 5. 4). The oxen., the traditional means

of locomotion which were still symbolically important in Larino, to the extent that sorne

had been rented especially for the occasion. have been replaced by automobiles. In sorne

cases the cart had been built directly on the open box., at the rear of a small truck.

Number~ indicating the place in the line of each cart were still very noticeable (Figure 5.

5) and appeared ta reflect a similar rank arder as in the town. Sorne of the expenses

incurred by organisers were set off by donations collected by a small number of volun

teers. but the sums were modest and did not appear ta he tied to any special place in the

procession. In 1985 the largest donation had been $100.00 and the total amount collected

and reported in Il Larinese. a small magazine-newsletter, had been Iess than a thousand.

Figure 5. 5-The Number O/The Carts Is Prominently Displayed ln Montrea/ A/sa. This Cart Was Bui/t Right On
The Red OfA Pick-Up Truck.
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As retlected by the advertisements appearing on sorne vehicles. entries in the procession

appeared to have been sponsored by business interests.

Contrary to Larino. where the feast usually occurs on a weekday in May and marks

the start of three days of tèstivities. in f\llontreal the feast was held on the tirst Sunday

c10sest to the actual Saint Pardo' s name-day. lt takes place at dusk. and runs in a circle

route beginning and ending at the Madonna della Difesa Church. The parade lasts until it

is dark enough to see the light decorations on the carts. Afterwards. a social gathering is

held at the basement of the church. ln 1988 there were cornplaints that attendance and

representation at the feast of Saint Pardo had diminished over previous years. Also. in

previous years. organizational activities had benefited from the circulation of li Larinese.

For the tèast \vhich 1 had attended, promotion had been only by v.:ord of mouth because

the magazine was no longer in existence. \-vas reported ta have stopped publication due to

lack of support from writers and sponsors, and its mailing list had been lost.

ln ivlontreal. the only activity that might be tied to folkloristic or peasant-culture

that 1 \Vas able to observe among the Larinesi. was the making of cheese. rvly

observations of the cheese-making event had been instigated by a tirst visit from Larino to

\ilontreal of a close relative of my Larinese neighbour. 1had met the relative \vhile in

Larino. and my neighbour invited me to observe the teaching, as he \vas quite intent on

learning the art. Ho\vever. making cheese, like making \Vine, sausages. or tomato

preserves. are activities which are laden \vith culinary and symbolic meaning for many

ltalians: thus they do not appear ta distinguish the Larinesi in any particular way

Conclusions
From the information on the Larinesi presented above. it is possible to draw out

several themes and conclusions which tied together the different qualities of living in

locations and situations as ditferent as Larino, Milano and Montreal. Regarding the

general condition of Larinesi, two quite clear conclusions which can made are that:
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1. motives for emigration appear to reveal class distinctions and are related to

agricultural concerns:

2. the internai differentiation in the town of origin of Larinesi emigrants was

reproduced most strongly in Milano.

Aiso it is apparent that imn1Îgrants to Canada benefitted from social elevation. not

entirely due ta economic success, but to ethnic classification. The Larinesi emigrants saw

themselves. and were treated. as cultural groups rather than as underclass proletarians. the

latter being the most common association with "have noC emigration ta lVlilano. ln

MontreaL the "cult of the immigrant as a hero" bloomed to maturity and was maintained

by periodic pilgrimages and organised tours around important town events. AIso. only in

lVlontreal were the Larinesi able to recreate an (lmhiente through organisations which

benetitted from the legitimisation and support given by both provincial and federal

governments through multiculturalism polieies and grants. This experienee was quite in

contrast with l\;lilano' s where the Larinesi' s ethnieity was not recognised. and at best \Vas

included \vithin a much larger ethnie label, that ofmeridio/lule \vith a number of still

existing negative repereussions for everyday living. The Larinesi in Montreal did not

report any incidents of discrimination or ill-treatment in adjusting to the city while sorne of

the rvlilanese did. With tèw exceptions. in Nlontreal they appeared well-settled and

contented. Ho\vever. the comparative quality of life assessment was ditferent in each

location. ln Milano. where there were fewer Larinesi. \vell-being was seen as more

economically based and relative deprivation was an important contributing tàctor ta

quality of litè. There was dissatistàction with the total or broader Nlilano experience: big

city, no friends. discrimination. ln Montreal, Larinesi were strong and numerous. quality

of litè assessments were based more on personal psychological concerns. and there was a

notieeable nostalgia for good times past which created dissatisfaction with place and with

achievement in the economic sphere.

Perhaps in sympathy with Quebec' s strong nationalism, Montreal' s social context

necessitated a focused ethnie self-identification. ltalian ethnie businessmen and

intellectuals in Montreal, often considered as one interest group, tended ta thrive on a
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.. joumalism based on a perception of the importance of class distinctions, and created a

dialogue restricted to a thin elite stratum, not followed by the Larinesi. Class-based

distinctions were more keenly felt in Milano: while ethnie distinctions were the every day

experience of the Larinesi in MontreaL Sinee most lived in the eastem Francophone

dominated districts of Montreal, the high internai social homogeneity of the Larinesi titted

weil within the high correspondence of class and ethnie c1eavages in the city. Such was

not the ease in Nlilano. where the Larinesi were spread out according to tàmily groups.

and had a more varied pattern of membership within the social stratification of that city

ln 1987. the structural problems of adaptation to a new destination ret1ected in

assessments of well-being continued to be more keenly felt in lVlilano than in ~lontreal ln

making life-style comparisons. the Larinesi in lVlontreal couId base themselves on the gains

of other ethnie groups, or of their Québecois neighbours. House ownership on the other

hand was one item of comparison which was referenced to other Larinesi. ln general

however. it appeared that the reference point for quality of life comparisons of Larinesi in

both ~1ilano and Montreal remained the town of origin, especially as age at time of

emigration increased.

Theoretical explanations for the adjustment of immigrants have been given that rely

on the neo-rnarxist view that ethnicity in Canada is a creation of dominant bourgeois

interests which have denied access to scarce resources and kept immigrant populations

docile (Li, 1989). Concerning the evidence presented so tàr on one immigrant group. it

\vould appear that government. public opinion, and "bourgeois interests" in the Canadian

structural context have indeed worked to elevate and encourage group identification. and

the Larinesi' s docile adjustment could be interpreted as generating from an externally

imposed control of the ethnic-c\ass situation found in lVlontreal. However, the

impressions l'rom this tield research were that if one of the results of the creation of

ethnicity in Canada was to discriminate against immigrant populations by limiting their

access to social and occupational resources, then the interests of the bourgeoisie were

better served in the Milanese environment, \vhere the ethnie identity creation did not exist.

or at least, it did not exist in the glorified and officiated manner that it did in Canada.
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AIso, it was obvious that field research conclusions about ethnie and immigrant

achievements-or lack of them-as weil as the conclusions made by Li' s analysis of

Canadian census data. would both remain unconvincing without the benetit of

comparisons of the relative occupational status, incarne and satistàction in the destination

\vith that of the country of origin. Relative success and standing vis-à-vis an international.

capitalist class-structure. couId sho\v quite different conclusions about the extent of the

"rapacity"' of the cdpitalism tound in each nation, and the social valuation of immigrant

status For the Larinesi. the idea of the immigrant as a hero and nation builder, had helped

their self-image and had developed only in Canada. It had translated into a positive

assessment of the realm of possibilities for children' s futures and for everyone' s access to

the attributes of the "good life". Though similar hopes existed among parents in Milano

and \\;lontreaL in Canada there appeared to be a more positive assessment of the possibility

of realising such goals.

ln the next chapters a quantitative analysis of survey evidence \villlook tirst at the

\vider social setting of the cities of Milano and \\;lontreal and compare the social

characteristics and opinions of those that reside in each one. 1 will attempt to ans\ver

questions regarding the possibility that the extent and magnitude of the diflèrences in the

characteristics of the cities of destination may have been structural determinants of the

adjustment of the Larinesi residents. To \\rhat extent was each city responsible tor a denial

of access to "scarce resources"'? ln a tater chapter. the comparison \vill be extended by

adding ne\v evidence specific to the Larinesi.
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CHAPTER 6

RESIDENTIAL PATTERNS
IN MILANO AND MONTREAL

Identifying Differences With City-Wide Surveys

In this section the cities of Milano and Montreal \Vere compared and contrasted on a

selection of variables obtained from data collected \Vith two large and independent surveys

of quality of litè. The York Institute of Behavioral Studies and the Municipality of lVlilan

gathered the data coincidentally within months of each other: betv..·een the summer of

1980 and the spring of 1981 for rvlilan's Bilancio Sociale di Area survey (BSA): and

bet\veen the spring and summer of 1981. for the lvlontreal data l'rom the Canadian Quality

of Life (CQL) survey. One of the explicit purposes ofeach of the two sur"veys was to

arrive at general assessments of social and residential quality of life.

The subset of data analysed here was used to discover \vhether a particular

residential pattern existed for each city and ta provide quantitative structural comparisons

not possible with only published census data. Comparisons were made of measurements

on responses relevant to housing and neighbourhood and used again later. in Chapter 7.

along \vith the data collected on the Larinesi. [vlany such responses \vere gathered by each

survey: however. the lirnits imposed by cultural and linguistic differences in the phrasing.

and the necessity to code questions the same way. reduced the number of variables that

could be acceptably rnatched (see Appendix III). Those that could be used as dependent

variables in the analysis \Vere:

1. satistàction \Vith neighbourhood.

preferred living place.

3. social homogeneity of one's neighbourhood. and

4. evaluation of neighbourhood services.
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The following control variables were aIso used:

1. Incarne.

2. occupation.,

~ education.,j.

4. marital status,

5. sex.,

6. age,

7. length of residence in neighbourhood.,

8. length of residence in city,

9. number of bathrooms and bedrooms in the house, and

10. housing tenure.

Comparison ofAggregated City Sectors
The original data were collected according to sub-areas or sectors (Table 6. 1)

within each city. While, geographically, Montreal and Milano are similar in latitude

(between 45 a and 46 •N; Figure 6. 1)'t they differ substantially in layout (Figure 6. 2,

Figure 6. 3) and the comparability of sectoral tenninology, suffers accordingly. It is to be

noted that the city of Milan is both physically and functionally best described with a

concentric model ofurhan development. It is easily accessible from all points and is well

served by a radial and concentric pattern of roads leading ta its Centra Starico (historie

center), which is coasted by a Centra Direzionale (Managerial Center). Montreal't s

topography on the other hand, forces its development along a series of concentric

"4kidneys" which help to create a pattern of sectoral development (see McGahan,

1982: 181).
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Table 6. I-Sources ofSamples by Aggregaled City Seclors by City

SOURCES OF SAMPLE
MILANO (BSA) MONTREAL(CQl)

MIlANO SECTOR$:
Cenuo Storico

MAGENTA
CENTRO DlREZIONALE
CITfASTUDI
CENTROSUD

Ficst Ring Tota!
SUD OVEST
NORD OVEST
NORD
EST
SUD

Second Ring Tota!

7.4%
7.9%
10.8%
7.3%
.ll..Q%

37.0%
9.7%
10.OO/a
10.1%
Il.5%
.l.:!.J%

ii.,6%
Tota! 100.0%

VaJid N 947

MONTREAL SECTORS
Central City
Suburbs
Fringc

VaJid N 443
Tota!

36.7%
38.4%
Z!..8%

100.0%

Source: Bilancio Sociale di Area (1981) & Canadian Quality of Life ( 1981 )

Figure 6. I-Similarities in Latitude between Mi/ana and Montreal (between 45 "and 46 oN)

Note: This Map is a Partial View of an [nterrupted and Abbreviated Flat Polar Quartic Equal Area Projection.
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In addition, both cities have distinctive ecological elements. For example, the city

of Montreal is built on an island, around a small mountain close ta its southem beach and

radiates away from a major port and seaway. Milan is located in the middle ofItaly~s

largest plain, is therefore completely landlocked, relies heavily on rail-commuting and

has remnants of a bistory of river barge transportation. ThUS., though the cities have

similarly named sectoral divisions, the above are good reasons to believe that

Figure 6. 2 - Road Map ofMi/an and Surroundings: Sca/e /:200.000
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Figure 6. 3 - .\fap of.Wonlreal Planning Seclors
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concentrations of services and populations may not match perfectly along all dimensions

within each city' s divisions, created largely for municipal planning and administration

purposes. Nevertheless.. since in bath cities these divisions describe existing

development, or serve ta rationalise delivery of services, they provide a ready-made

reference for comparing the distribution of Larinesi respondents (described in Chapter 5),

and serve as a test for the development of grouped-context measures in Chapter 7.

In terms of the distribution of the samples from each city according to these

sectors-a distribution which serves to point out the ecological characteristics of the areas

where Larinesi lived-it appeared that in Milano the outskirts of the city were more

heavily represented (55.6°/() than all the resta The outskirts encompass the second or

"'outer-ring", and comprise five aggregated city sectors: Sud Ovest. Nord Ovest, Nord,

Est, and Sud. In Montreal the most represented area was the Suburbs (37.9%), and

secondly the Central City area (35.7%). The Fringe area was the least represented

(26.40/0).
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... Demographie Comparisons
rvly reanalysis of usable data from the Milano survey yielded 947 respondents \vho

were selected from a base of 550 heads of household, and 416 spouses or "partners" of

the heads ofhouseholds (see Appendix lIi. Table 1). From the Montreal survey of 443

heads of household or spouses were used. This selection produced a total combined

sample size of 1.390 a figure which can be interpreted as representative of a theoretical

Tahle f>.: Respomlellts' Dt!mo~ruplllc ( ·ompan".wns h.\" ('ily

MI LANO MONTREAL Tata l s

140 46 186
14.8% 10.4% 9.2%

669 316 98S
70.6% 71.3% 79.6%

67 63 130
7.1% 14.2% 7.7%

71 18 89
7.5% 4.17% 3.4%

947 443 1390
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Chi squared-23.48 p<.00005

Totals .
dl
tO ..

MARITAL STA TUS

SINGLE .
Of
4 ..

WIOOWED .. " .... " ...
Of....................................

MARRIED .
% ••••••••••••••••••

SEPARATED/OIVORCED ..
Of
.0 ..

RESPONDENTS' AGE
Mi n i mum ....•.•...•
Maximum •...•.•....
Mode ""'" .
Med i dn ..•.••..••..
Mean ..•••.••.. '" •
Standard Deviation
Valid N .
Pooled Variance t-5.42 p<.OOOS

24
66
61
47
46.6
Il. 1

947

24
66
32
39
41.8
11.8

443

24
66
32
45
44.8
11.6

1390

YEARS OF SCHOOLING
Mi nimum. " .••.• '"
Maximum ••..•••••..
Mode .
Med i an ..••.•......
Mean .•..•..•.. '" .
Standard Deviation
Valid N .
F-1.39 2tl p-.002
Separate Variance t--5.70

o
28
5
9

10.0
4.8
875

pC 0005

1
26
12
12
12.0
4.0

439

o
28
5
10.7

Il. 7
4.6

1314

YEARS LIVED IN CIry
Minimum .•.....•..•
Maximum .• '" .•. '"
Mode .•. " '" .•• '"
Med i an •••••..••.••
Mean .. '" .
Standard Deviation
Va li d N .
Pooled Variance t-9.36 p<.OOS

2
66
21
31
32.9
16.2
947

o
69
4
17
21.1
17.1
442

o
69
21
27
29.0
17.3

1389

Note: Signilicancc test.. Use weightc:d (or ctlective) sample sizcs
Source: 13ilanclo Suciale di Area ( 1981 ) & Canadian Quality of Lile ( 19811
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...
population of urbanites who live in large commercial and industrial centers where a variety

of services and occupations exist~ and where large scale immigration has occurred. Other

than for this, and for comparing the proportion sampled in each city, out of ail the people

interviewed, the "Tatals" column reported in the tables has no additional analytic value.

lndeed. the samples came from ditferent sub-populations and required \veighting

calculations to remove known biases in the selection of respondents (Table 6. 3). To

begin \vith. rvlontreal' s census population was more than t\vice that of :vlilano: second.

rahle 6. J Sump/e ( ·ompun.'wllS

Census
population

Sampling Ratio

Sex Ra t i 0

MILANO

483.433 families

*957/483.433-19.7/10.000

62.9% males/37.1% females
-169.5 %

MONTREAL

1.026.925 households

461/1.026.295=4.5/10.000

47.0% males/53.0%females
-88.6 %

·Scc :\ppcnJix III l()r lurther Jctalls on mlnllr Jisl:rcpanl:lcs in samplc sile.

\ 1ontreal's sampling ratio was about tour times smaller than wlilano' s. and third. the sex

ratio of the respondents in Nlontreal \Vas about half that of rvtilano' s. Another kno\vn bias

v,,'as the respondent selection procedure which in both the data l'rom the Bilancio Sociale

di Area ( 198 1) and in my lmmigration and Housing Survey ( 1988) was adjusted to select

"functional heads of households" (see Appendix Il and III). [n arder to make the

Canadian Quality of Litè ( 1981) data match the other t\VO data sets. a \veighting tàctor

\vas used to correct tor the higher probability of selecting a "single eligible person" in the

household. inherent in using the Canadian Quality of Life ( 198 1) data. The latter data

\vere further corrected for different response rates according to whether a stratum or an

enumeration area \vas used as the source of respondents 1.

Cross-tabulations (not shawn) were run to check the etfect of the kno\vn bias in the

correction weighting. No significant ditferences were found in the distribution of the

! s~~ Appt.:ndix [If lor ddails on th~ ..:akulalion ofmy wt:ights. and Atkinson d al. 19X·L2.... for t~'-=hml:al Jt:tml:-;
rt:garding tht.: ust: of th~ Canadian Quality of Lit~ ( lYS 1) \\c.:ights.
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sarnple by city for key variables. The total effect of the weighting on the sample was to

assure that the city differences that remained in the variables could be attributed to tàctors

other than: higher probability ofbeing found at home, sampling ratio, differences in

respondent' s status as head of household, and sex-ratio. After these corrections were

made the data was treated as if it were one pool of common questions with variable

ans\vers l'rom respondents who could be divided unequivocally into two groups: those

living in lVlilano and those living in f'vlontreaI. This group membership division and the

need to consider sirnultaneously the etfects of several other variables. guided the decision

to use discriminant analysis reported later in this chapter.

After weighting for correction of the known bias in the variables above. the

signitlcant ditferences in the distributions of respondents by marital status. schooling and

average length oftime in city which remained (Table 6. 2) indicated that there are several

structural and demographic differences between the two cities. ~'Iore lVlontrealers

(71.3~/o) than lVlilanesi (70.60/0) were married, and more rvlontrealers were separated or

divorced (14.2%
) than Milanesi (7.1~/o). More single (14.8(%) and wido\ved (75~/O)

people lived in f'v'lilano than in Montreal (10.4% and 4.2 ~/o respectively). .~so the mean

age of1\lontrealers (41.8 years) \vas 4.8 years 10wer than that of the l\1ilanesi (46.6 years)

The average number ofyears spent in school in Montreal was 12.0 years. only 2 years

higher than the average in Milano.

There were nominal differences in the average length oftime spent in the city.

~Iontrear s sarnple had lived in the city for an average of11.1 years. whereas in ~Iilano

length of residence had been for an average of 31.9 years. However. differences in the

shape of the distribution of respondents' length of time in each city were not signiticant

\vhen tested for separate variance with an F-statistic.

Incarne and Occupation
ln Montreal the gross family incorne was collected and the average for the city \'v"as

29.47 in thousands of dollars (Table 6. 4). ln Milan net incorne was collected and at an
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Table 6. -I-Income and Occupa/IOn ComparlSons by City

MILANO MONTREAL
Net Gross

Source: Bilancio Sociale di Area (1981) & Canadian Quality of Life (1981)

approximate conversion rate for 1981 of 1.000 lire to the Canadian dollar, the average

was 8.99 thousands of dollars.2

--

UNADJUSTEO INCOME (THOUS. $)

Minimum .
Maximum .
Mode .
Medi an , .
Mean .
Standard Deviation
Standard Error ....

Va1id N

MAJOR OCCUPATION
PROFESSIONAL/MANAGERI
ENTREPRENEURS .
SALES .
TECHNICAL/ADMINISTRATIVE ...
OFFICE/CLERICAL .
TRADES/ARTISANS .
OPERATIVES/WAGE WORKER ..
AGRICULTURIST .
OTHER .
Val id N .
Chi squared-331.07 p<.OOOOS

1. 50
21.90
8.00
8.00
8.99
5.19

.184
795

12.6~

8.9~

10.4~

10.41
15.21
22.41
14.11
5.9~

843

1.00
149.00

23.50
25.00
29.47
20.01

.968
427

36.9~

11.4%
.0%

19.31
.O~

28.6%
.3%

3.4%
290

..

Negri & Santagata's (1984:33) re-analysis of data on net incorne of the Bilancio

Sociale di Area ( 1981), demonstrated that in comparison to other data collected nationally

by the Banca d'Italia in 1981, the Milano sample was under-representative of the medium

and high incorne bracket. Their corrections placed the average net family income in the

Milano sample at 10.797 million lira (or thousand dollars) and a modal incorne of 6.400

million lira.

[n arder to compare the distribution of Larinesi respondents in relation to the

relative wealth by city, the standardised incorne curves for each city were plotted against

the log of the number of occurrences (to reduce the spread between the curves due 10 the

different number of valid cases in each sample) in Figure 6. 4. The curve for Milano is

more ladder-shaped and less steeply rising compared to the Montreal curve. This is an

: An adjustment for gross versus net incarne difTerences was not required in this chapter. It was computed in Chapter
7, Table 7. 6 ahead. and used thereafter.
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Figure 6. 4-Scalter Plot ofthe Standardised City-Wide Income Scores in .~scending Order

St8'1dIInized Incarne Sc::ora (Ta Eac:h City)
6 ~---~. ----------~---- ------------

------- MllANO 8SA
4 --- ---- -- ~ - --------r------ ~
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Source: Bilancio Sociale di Area ( 1981) & Canadian Quality of Life ( 1981)

indication that even accounting for differences in average level of incorne between the

two cities there remains a tendency for Montreal' s incorne eamers to differ rnore from

each other at the top end. Although in both cities up to about 50% of the respondents

earned between the average city incorne and 1.4 standard deviations below it.. in Montreal

the top 50% was more differentiated and reached 6 standard deviations above average

incorne. In Milano the top earners did not exceed 2.5 standard deviations above city

average.

Firm conclusions about i 981 incorne levels were complicated by different

tendencies to falsify this type of infonnation in each country. In Italy the question:

'''What is your yearly.. total family incorne?" was administered along with another

question about the rnonthly incorne of the husband, while in Canada family income was

produced by addition of several variables with no cross-checks. This may have served to

increase the discrepancies that were found in incorne. However, the comparisons of

respondents' positions in the family-income structure within the two cities was aimed at

identifying differences and not at explaining all reasons for these differences, thus at this
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stage it was necessary to account for taxation rates~ purchasing power of the currency~

amount of social benefits~ and the effects of inflation. Correction factors for different

rates of taxation and inflation were introduced later when the comparisons became more

detailed (see Chapter 7). The additional impressions gathered in the field in 1987 lead me

to expect that if all of these adjustments had been made ta the 1981 data, they may have

reduced the differences found between the two cities~ but not to the extent of reversing

them in favour of Milano. 1 felt that the internal incorne structure for each city had not

changed appreciably in the period 1981 to 1987. Since the purpose here was only to

control for incorne position within each city~ the incarne variable was eventually recoded

inta separate tertiles~ relative to each city~ and used as a relative indication of financial

well-being.

As far as the occupational structure of the two samples is concemed it appears that

Montreal had a significantly higher percentage (36.9%) ofrespondents from professional~

rnanagerial or entrepreneurial occupations; while in Milano there were only 12.6% in the

same category. The highest percentage of respondents frorn Milano was employed in the

operative or hourly/wage worker category (22.4%)~ but more were interviewed in

Montreal (28.60/0). Interestingly~ 14.1% ofthose interviewed in Milano reported

agriculture as their main occupation~ while in Montreal this occupation was aImost non

existent at only .3% in the sample. This is a strong indication that~ in Milano~ urban

domicile coexists with active ties to agricultural land elsewhere~ perhaps in the fashion

represented by the Larinese~ Di PaJm~ discussed in a previous chapter. It would be

interesting for future analyses on occupational structure to explore the social correlates of

this finding.

Neighbourhoods and Housing
With reference ta Table 6. 5~ the average length oftime that a respondent lived in a

Montreal neighbourhood was 7 years shorter than that of the average for Milano. AIso~

more people in Milano (49.3%) estimated that in their neighbourhood, most families had

the same socio-cultural background. While the two cities showed similarities in the size
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- Table 6. 5- Neighbourhood Characlerislics by City

MILANO MONTREAL

a
66
o
8
12.0
12.7

1138

43.0%
32.7%
11.4%
12.9%

1150

56.7%
43.3%

1084

15.4%
84.6%

1149

213

212

212

213

a
66
10
15
18.0
13.8

45.0%
55.0%

10.8%
89.2%

YEARS IN NEIGHBOURHOOD
Minimum .
Maximum .. , .
Made .
Medi an " .
Mean , .. , .
Standard Deviation
Weighted or Effective N .
Pooled-variance t-6.17 p<.OOOS

FAMILlES IN NEIGHB. SOCIOCULTURALLY HOMOGENEOUS?
MOST ARE.. 49.3%
MOST ARE NOT........ 46.6%
HALF ARE.. .OS
OON°T KNOW.......... 4.2S

Weighted or Effective N••••••••
Chi-squared-47.S0 p<.0005

PREFERRED LIVING PLACE
5AME CITy .
SOMEWHERE ELSE .

Weighted or Effective N••••••••
Chi-squared-9.44 p-.0021

NEIGHBOURHOOD SATISFACTION
OISSATISFIED .
5ATISFIED .

Weighted or Effective N••.•..••
Chi-squared-2.69 p-.1012

Source: Bilancio Sociale di Area ( 1981) & Canadian Quality of Life (1981)

of the majorities (both over SO°/()) that were satisfied with their neighbourhoods, in

Milano 55.0% would have preferred to live somewhere else ifthey were given a choice to

move. Given the same choice, in Montreal the largest percentage of people (56.7%)

would have preferred ta live in the same city while 55.0% ofthose residing in Milano

who would have preferred living somewhere else.

There were large and significant differences in the percentages of owners of their

residence by city (Table 6.6). Most people in Milano were renters (73.4%) while in

Montreal ownership accounted for almost half of the households.3

In Montreal, the average number ofbedrooms (2.7) and the average number of

bathrooms (1.4) per house of the respondents were significantly higher in Montreal than

]The Comune di Milano's boundaries do not include as wide an area as Montreal's Census Metropolitan Area. Since
inner city areas in general have lower percentages of owner occupied dwellings, 1was curious to sec what wouId
happen if the comparison was restricted to the city ofMontreal. As expectecL the percentage of ownership of
occupied dwellings drops even further from 47.6% to 22.00fcJ. The ownership rate obtained from the 1981 census for
Montreal's CMA is 42%. This figure for Montreal CMA is the lowest ownership rate for Canadian cities, which
were ail doser to 60%.
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Table 6. (;- Housmg Différences by City

MILANO MONTREAL
TENURE

RENTERS .
OWNERS .

Valid N .
Chi-sQuared-43.01 p<.00005

73.4'
26.6'

947

52.4S
47.6%

443

a
6
3
3
2.7
1.0

438

a
5
1
1
1.4

.6
438

o
4
1
1
1.1

.5

o
5
1
1
1.4

.7
920

BEDROOMS
Mi ni mum ••.......•.
Maximum..•..•..•..
Mode .
Median .•••.••..••.
Mean ...........••.
Standard Dev.
Valid N••••••••
F-1.91 p<.OOOS
Separate-variance t--21.32 p<.OOOS

BATHROOHS
Hi ni mum •.•..•..••.
Maximum .
Mode ....•.•.•••.•.
Medi an .
Mean ....•.••.•••••
Standard Dev.
Valid N 923

F-l.74 p<.0005 Separate-variance t--7.7B p<.OOS

-
Source: Bilancio Sociale di Arca (1981) & Canadian Quality of Life (1981)

in Milano. There were significant differences in the variation associated with each

sarnple. Montreal's variation in Mean number ofbedrooms, at the 95% confidence level,

was +/- 1.96 rooms, ranging from .74 to 4.6 bedrooms; while in Milano the variation was

of +/- 1.37, ranging from .03 to 2.77 bedrooms. The differences would indicate that

smaller houses prevail in Milano. Interestingly, the variation around the mean number of

bathrooms per house in each city was significantly different, but yielded very narrow

confidence intervals (Milano +/- .98; Montreal +/- 1.18).

Mu/tivariate Discriminant Analysis
The SPSSIPC statistical technique Discriminant Analysis was employed in order ta

carry out the evaluation of the relative contribution to the dependent variables described

above. Discriminant analysis, tirst developed by R. Fisher, is ~~most commonly used" to

identify the most important variables in describing group membership when such

membership is already known. The technique aiso allows the prediction of group

membership for new cases whose membership is not known, that is, it can he used to
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provide a reference point or standard for further analysis. Discriminant selects the best

linear models which differentiate between groups. and is closely related to multiple

regression with a dichotomous dependent variable. Two-group discriminant ~'s are

proportional to the multiple regression ~'s by a constant factor, which varies with the data

set. Discriminant requires the same assumptions of multivariate norrnality and equality

of variance in the independent variables. It allows the introduction of control variables.

and creates one or more functions from the independent variables, according to the extent

of their ability to categorise the dependent variables into groups. For this analysis whose

purpose was to identify patterns or combinations of variables which could distinguish the

important differences between two known groups: Milano and Montreal, discriminant

offered a substantial labour-saving advantage which made it superior to running a series

ofregression equations. Discriminant automatically retums maximum values for the

discriminant equations based on the linear model

on the assumption that if Milano is different from Montreal on the predictor X variables,

then the D values for each city must differ; and P's can be computed which are unique

and maximise the ratio of the

Between - City SUffi of Squares

Within - City Sum of Squares

for the discriminant scores O"lorusis, 1988:86).

Four analyses were run: the tirst checked out whetber distinctions could be made

between several demographic characteristics of the residents of Milano and Montreal

(Table 6.7); the second explored whether respondents' neighbourhood satisfaction could

be said to be significantly different in the two cities; the third saw~ respondents that

preferred to live in their particular city were more likely to be found; and the fourth

analysed the extent to which home ownership differed according to city.
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The results of a step-wise selection using Wilk' s Lambda as a criterion of entry and

removal, produced different significant contributor variables for each of the dependent

variables. The functions most highJy correlated with the grouping variables were those

created for the dependent variables: Milano Resident (Canonical Correlation .54) and for

House Owner (.62). The other two dependent variables had low correlations. The

independent variables with high significant ~'s affected the value of each function the

most. They identified the most distinctive contribution to the dependent variable. vis-à

vis the other variables.

The "Milano Resident" Function
The Milano Resident function's ability to classify the totality of subjects was

89.6%. More Montrealers (96.70/0) were correctly classified than Milanesi (47.50/0). The

classification variable Milano Resident was dichotomous, coded (0.1), with Montreal

residents as the reference group (0). AIso, for Milano, the group centroid which is the

average of all the discriminant scores obtained for the group was a negative value (-1.56)

and for Montreal it was weakly positive (.26). Since the sign of the ~ coefficients is

arbitrary and indicates the direction of change in the dependent variable with equivalent

changes in the discriminant va..;ables. then the negative signed ~"s affected the function

in the direction descriptive of Milano and the positive ones in the direction of Montreal.

Thus, judging from their high correlation with the function. the most important

discriminators between residents of Milano and Montreal were: the size of their house,

indicated by the number ofbedrooms CP=.94); next their score in the Services Evaluation

Index C~=.39) and thirdly the length oftime spent in the city (~=-.18). The larger the size

of the ~ the more a change in the variable wouid affect the function. Thus a small

increase in the number of bedrooms was sufficient to distinguish the Montreal from the

Milano pattern; while a much larger increase in evaluations of services was necessary to

do the same. The mild negative coefficient for length of time in the city, indicated that

when controlling for the other variables, longer lengths of residence in the city are not as

important as the other two factors, but are more characteristic of Milano ' s residents.
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Worthy of note are the significant, but weaker, contributions to the function of the

other variables listed in Table 6. 7. The discriminating ability of these variables was

weak. because their correlations with the function were never more than .30. The

negative signed variables that affect the function in the direction of Milano 's residence

are as follows: being satisfied with their neighbourhoods «(3= -.20); being part of the

highest incorne tertile (13=-.35); residing in a homogeneous neighbourhood (-.20); being

aIder (-.23) and more often rnarried (-.15); having lived longer in the neighbourhood (

.10); and being owners ofhouses with more bathrooms (-.13). The positive sign factors

Table 6. -:"-Fisher's Linear Discrrmmanr Functions rStandardised Bera Coefficients).

DEPENDENT VARIABLES
MILANO SATISFIED WITH PREFERS TO HOUSE

INDEPENDENT RESIDENT NEIGHBOURHOOD LIVE IN CITY OWHER
MILANQ RESIDENT .34 -.26 n. s .
SATISFIEO WITH NEIGHBOURHOOD -.20 .32* . 13
PREFERS TO LIVE IN CITY .13 .28* .oa
HOUSE OWNER n. s. .26* .17*
HIGH INCOME TERTILE - .35 .11 D.S • .12*- WHITE COLLAR .14 . 13 n.s. D.S.
BLUE COLLAR n.s. .09 .. 12 n.s.- HARRIED - .15 -.08 n.s. .25*
HOHOGENEOUS NEIGHBOURHOOD · .20 .22* n.s. .. 06
RESPONDENT·S AGE - .23 .12* .44** .28
YRS IN CITY · .18* n.s. .56* .. 26
YRS IN NEIGHBOURHOOD · .10 n.s. - .32 .23
NO. BEDROOMS .94*** n.s. n.s. .46***
SERVICES EVALUATION INDEX .39* .75*** .26* .22*
NO. BATHROOMS · .13 n.s. .15* .39**
YRS OF SCHOOLI NG .14 - .16 - .11 n.s.
MALES .06 n.s. ·.20 n.s.

Group Centroids {dependent> -1.56
(reference> .26

Function·s Canonical Correlation .54
Between Group F-statistic 37.88
Significance <.00005
Degrees of freedom 14. 1290
Classjfjcation Results:
Total Predicted/Actual 89.6~

Total Unweighted N 1259
Oep.Group Predicted Correctly 47.S~

Group Weighted N 188
Reference Group 96.7~

Group Weighted N 1116
Ungrouped N 0

.17
-.98
.38

19.37
<.00005
II. 1292

84.7~

1312
97.2~

1142
12.9~

198
3

.34

.. 37

.34
15.02

<. 00005
1. 1293

62.3~

1264
67.0~

678
57.2~

627
o

.80

.. 76

.62
72.01

<.00005
11. 1292

79.S~

1330
77.9~

637
81.1%

686
o

Correlations of variable wim function: •• a >.70; •• >.50; • >.30
Note: Since weights removed the bias associated with different sampling ratios. the data wcre representative of the (wo

populations. The Prior Probability ofa respondent belonging to eech group in each of the functions was therefore
equal to the Weighted. or Effective sample size. for each group. Sec also Norosis.1988:B-8. and Chapter 9. ahead.
footnotes 1. 2 and Table 9.1. pp. 266·267 for further explanations ofstatistics used here.

Source: Bilancio Sociale di Area (1981) & Canadian Quality of Life (1981)
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describe the Montreal residents as: preferring to live in the city (.13); having white collar

occupations (.14); having more years of schooling (.14); and being male (.06).

The "Satisfaction With Neighbourhood" Function
The extent to which the above differences between the residents of the {Wo cities

held for satisfaction with neighbourhood was analysed next. The Milano Resident

variable was used as one of the independents and Satisfaction with Neighbourhood as the

dependent ofregression. The results (Appendix lIt Table 4) show that a respondent's

score on the services evaluation index is the best predictor ofneighbourhood satisfaction

(~=.75). Next in importance were preference to live in the city (.28) owning a house

(.26), living in a homogeneous neighbourhood (.22) and respondent's age (.12). Being

married (-.08) and having spent more time in schooling (-.16) were negative predictors of

satisfaction with neighbourhood. Residing in Milano increased neighbourhood

satisfaction (.34) as did having high income (.11), and being of white (.13) or blue collar

(.09) occupation rather than clerical (the reference group). Gender, length of residence in

city or neighbourhood, and number ofbedrooms or bathrooms were not significantly

related to neighbourhood satisfaction.

The "Preference To Live ln Own City" Function
Preferring to live on one's own city appeared to be a good indirect measure ofcity

satisfaction. The most important factor here was respondent's age (.44) which had the

highest correlation with the function. Years in the city (.56), being satisfied with the

neighbourhood (.32), scoring high on service evaluations (.26), o\\<TlÏng a house (.17) and

having many bathrooms (.15) were also contributors to preference to live in the city.

Factors that took away from reporting that one's city was preferred were: living in Milano

(-.26), having a blue-collar occupation (-.12), having spent many years in the

neighbourhood (-.32), having higher levels of education (-.11), and being of male gender

(-.20). Not significant were the variables: high income, white coIlar occupation, being

married, living in a homogeneous neighbourhood, and having many bedrooms.
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The "House Ownership" Function
The most important predictor of house ownership versus rentaI tenure for both

cities was number ofbedrooms (.46) followed by number ofbathrooms (.39) indicating

clearly that the size of the house and one of its important services are valued in both

locations. Next came being rnarried (.25), high service evaluation index scores (.22). and

higher incorne (.12). Oflesser positive influence were age (.28), years in neighbourhood

(.23), neighbourhood satisfaction (.13) and preference to live in the city (.08). Variables

that decreased the function and therefore were more characteristic of renters rather than

owners, were: number of years in the city (-.26), and living in a homogeneous

neighbourhood (-.06). The variables that did not have any significant effect on the

discriminating ability of the function were: being a Milano resident, occupation,

education, and gender.

Conclusion
The evidence from these data about the distinctions between living in Milano and

living in Montreal, supports field-work impressions, discussed in Chapter 3, about

residential life in Milano and Montreal in nineteen-eighty-six and nineteen-eighty-seven.

When controlling for a number of important factors, it appeared that significant

differences between the residential patterns in the two cities existed. Montrealers owned

bigger houses and they appeared to be more satisfied with services as indicated by an

additive index of their evaluation of the condition of streets, schools, police, shopping

facilities, their neighbours, and the extemal or aesthetic aspects of the district. As

indicated by their lower length of residence in the city, Montrealers appeared to have

higher inter-city and intra-city residential mobility.

Testing the contribution that residing in either city made to each of: 1) individual

satisfaction with neighbourhood; 2) preference for one's own city; and 3) being a house

owner, produced the following results. Firsdy, in comparison to residing in Montreal,

residing in Milano is more important to predicting satisfaction with neighbourhood

(~=.34). Secondly, living in Milano made an inverse contribution (~=-.26) to a prediction
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...

of city satisfaction. Thirdly. city of residence was not a significant contributor ta

predicting whether a respondent owned or rented his house.

These findings taken together can he generalised to suggest that all Montrealers

were happier with their city. but were not as happy with their neighbourhoods as the

Milanelii. Ownership in both cities was an important function of the physical structure of

the house, because larger and more convenient houses were more likely to be owned than

rented. The important cornmon characteristics of owners were demographic and

economic. Owners were married, had high incornes, expressed both positive evaluations

of services and favourable attitudes towards their neighbourhood and city. Curiously, the

city of Montreal has always had the lowest rate of house ownership for metropolitan areas

in Canada (41.66% in 1981 ~ Statistics Canada. 1981) yet its pattern of house ownership is

indistinguishable from Milano' s, whose pattern maybe very similar to that of other major

Italian cities, especially those from the North.

The question for further analysis to be dealt with in the next chapters uses the

results of a micro-analytic focus on one Southem ltalian group, the Larinesi. How did

these immigrants fit into the general pattern ofhousing adaptation in both Montreal and

Milano? Impressions from the field, reported in an earHer chapter, indicated that when

references are made to the Milano-Montreal comparison, the Larinesi in Montreal were

dissimilar ta both Montrealers and Milanesi in their high rates of home ownership; more

similar ta the Milanesi in their high satisfaction with neighbourhood and in their

dissatisfaction with city; and more similar to Montrealers than to Milanesi in owning

larger houses, having lower residential mobility and higher satisfaction with services. The

Larinesi in Milano, at first glance, appear similar to the Milanesi in all regards except in

their lower rates of home ownership and in their lack of satisfaction with neighbourhood.

Whether these differences and similarities held true when comparisons were made among

the Larinesi living in both cities, with reference to the town of ongin in 1987, will be

examined next.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF

QUALITY OF LIFE INDICATORS

Grouped Context, Respondents, Households,
Lifestyles and Subjective Evaluations

Types of comparisons
The differences in the structural contexts within which inter-city comparisons

among Larinesi were to be made, were taken into account by creating a group of control

variables. The latter used census figures and assessments of the existence of

characteristics discussed in the background chapters, or as established from the large city

wide surveys analysis in Chapter 6. Data from the Larino phase of the Immigration and

Housing Survey (1988) were also used in lieu of unavailable census information.

The measures constructed from the various sources of information pennitted

different levels of comparisons (Table 7. 1). The data collected from censuses allowed for

Table ;". 1 - Types o/Data and Comparisons Avai/able/or Analysis.

LARINO MILANO
~ Censuses 1951-81; Census 81;

Survey data (IHS) Survey data (IHS)
City-wide Survey (BSA)

MONTREAL
Census 81;
Survey data (IHS)
City-wide Survey (CQL)

CompariSQOs'
LARINO

MILANO

MONTREAL

Residents Larinesi immigrants

Larinesi immigrants;
Larinesi immigrants with

Milano's City-wide
measures
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Larinesi immigrants

Larinesi immigrants;
Larinesi in Montreal with
Milano' s City-wide measures

Larinesi in Milano with
Montreal's City-wide
measures

Larinesi immigrants;
Larinesi immigrants with

Montreal's city-wide
measures
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comparisons over severa! decades; the city-wide survey data from the Bilancio Sociale di

Area (1981) and the Canadian Quality of Life (1981) both aIlowed a standard of

reference to the larger urban contexts that was reasonably recent for the stable measures

used. Individuallevel data regarding the Larinesi group of interest gave the greatest

freedom of manipulation of variables and testing of hypotheses.

Grouped-Data Measures

Devising Structural Standards of Comparison
Grouped-data measures, and the context-related components of quality of life

which were compiled from field observations, were quantified by creating a series of

trichotomised variables, summarised in Table 7.2 and labelled "Structural Standards of

Comparison". They were trichotomies because structural elements could be given a

positive weight if, according to theory, they were positive contributors to quality of life; a

negative weight if they were occurrences which took away from quality of life; and a

weight of zero if they lay between the two peles. This technique allowed for the

conversion of otherwise unwieldy categorical observations in each location, into interval

data for use in multivariate, regression analysis. These variables originated from the

Table -. 2 -Structural Components ofQua/ity OfLife: Theorelical Code Weights

CONTEXT
THEORETICAL CODE WEIGHTS

Neiative (-1) Neutral (0) Positive (+ 1)
Soçjo-Political

Complexity Of Social Divisions Most
(Birth, Class, Region,
Ethnicity, Language)

More
(Noble Birth,
Family, Class,
Region)

Least
(Noble Birth.
Family),

Predominant Source of Development
lPolitical Base PublicIRural Even PrivatelUrban

Housin~

Provision Of Housing Deficit Sufficient Surplus
Improvements In Services Large Small No Need

MiwtÎon
Societal Valuation Of Immigrants Discriminated Discriminated/ Irrelevant/

Recognised Highly Valued
Promotion And Facilitation Of

Population Movement Discouraged Neither Promoted
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discussions in Chapters 3~ 4 and 5, and pertained the sources of development and its

political base~ the situation regarding the provision and improvement in housing, and the

societal evaluation and promotion of migration. One limitation of this technique was that

the number of variables that could be used was equal to the number of unique

combinations of + l, 0, and -1. This meant that variables arising from the field research

which had a similar coding did not add to the explanatory power of the analysis and were

therefore eliminated.

The classification of the three locations according to the three values of the

contextual variables was straight-forward., except for two cases where judgement was

required. The tirst case was in the simple-to-complex classification of social divisions

which assigned a negative value to '''most complex" and a positive value to "least

complex". It may be argued that complexity is not a negative but a positive factor in

quality of life because, as has been generally observed in Canada and North America.,

social justice increases when flner, and more diverse social divisions are recognised and

legitimised. Examples of this can he found in the literature on race and ethnic relations,

gender relations, and sexual orientation. My field research however indicates that a direct

positive relationship between social justice and diversity is weak in both Montreal and

Milan. Both cities have low levels of tolerance for diversity. Contrarily, Larino with its

historically rigirl, social divisions. was a classic example of Durkheim's '''classical

solidarity" and appeared more tolerant of the social diversity found in its small

immigration. Bath the '''financially qualified'" immigrants - represented by urban

dwelling service sector employee s - and the country dwelling, entrepreneurial, and

assisted agriculturists fit into an established, consensual social order. Within a system

which did not put high social value on agricultural work and country residence, the

,;ontrade agriculturists, had developed an enviable lifestyle which paralleled that ofother

tO\VD-dwellers but had different interests from the latter.

The second case was in deciding the degree to which each location could be

classified in its level of valuation for immigrant status. Examples of either poles could

probably be found in each location. The more numerous incidences of intolerance
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usually reported in the rnedi~ in the larger centres cao be due to larger populations,

alone. However, impressions frorn the field and subsequent developrnents provided sorne

clear indications as to the appropriate classification in this indicator. Without incurring

neither difficulties nor risk of error, it is possible to place Milano at one pole and Larino

at the opposite, while placing Montreal somewhere in between.

Place-Specific Measures
The place-specifie, structurallcontextual measures used can be summarised under

the following four categories below. They are shown in tabular form along with the

locational dummy variables used for analysis in (Table 7.3).

The Soeio-Politieal Conditions
These variables described the cornplexity of social divisions, the predominant

combination of funding for public development, and the urban or rural political base;

The Housing Context
These included the size of improvements in housing and urban services over the 30

year period between 1951-81, and the adequacy of the housing provision;

The Historieal Migration Context
These evaluated the societal valuation of immigrant status in each city, and the

promotion and facilitation of population movement.

Geography And Climate, and Census Demographie Information
These variables (Table 7. 4) gave information on the latitude, altitude, and mean

temperatures in January and July, and average yearly precipitation and the density, the

percentage female, and the percentage rnarried in the population 0 f each city.

National And City-Wide Information on Housing
These variables included national changes in the number of occupied dwellings

(Table 7. 5) and city-wide changes in housing deficits, percentage owner occupied,

number ofrooms per dwelling, and crowding (Table 7. 6).
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Table - 3 - Summary ofDefinitions of J'arlQbles and Theoretical Weight Code. Socio-Polilieal. Housing.
Jfigration Conre:cts and Location Dumm.v Variables.

LARINO Code Ml LANO Code MONTREAL Code
SOCIO-POLITICAL CONTEXT

PREDOMINANT SOCIAL
DIVISIONS

POliTICAL BASE & SOURCe
OF DEVELOPMENT

BIRTH +1

RURAL/ ·1
PUBLIC

CLASS &
BIRTH

URBAN/
PRIVATE

o

+1

BIRTH, CLASS,
LANGUAGE -1

URBAN/ +1
PRIVATE

HOUSING CONTEXT
SIZE Of IMPROVEMENTS

IN SERVICES (51-81)
PROVISION Of HOUSING

LARGE -1
SUFfiCIENT 0

SMAlL 0
INSUFFICIENT -1

NO NEED
SURPLUS/
ADEQUATE

+1
+1

PROMOTION & FACILITATION OF
POPULATION MOVEMENT YES +1

LOCAnON DUMMY v ARlABLES
LARINO RESIDENT 1
MILANO RESIDENT 0
ITALY 1
CANADA & MONTREAL RESIDENT

(REFERENCE GROUP) 0

HISTORICAL MIGRAnON CONTEXT
SOCIETAL EVALUATION Of

MIGRANT STATUS POSITIVE +1 NEGATIVE -1 POSlT IVE/ 0
NEGATIVE

NO -1 YES +1

0 0
1 a
1 0

0

Table 7'. .J-Geography. Climate and 1981 Census Demographies

LARINO MlLANO MONTREAL
GEOGRAPHY & CUMATE

LATITUDE (ON) 41.9 45.5 45.5
ALTITUDE (m. from sea-level) 375 100 85
TEMPERATURE (OC)

AVERAGE: JANUARY 12 2 -5
AVERAGE: JULY 23 24 19

ANNUAL PRECIPITATION (am. ) 200(est.) 802 375

CENSUS DEMOGRAPHICS
URBAN POPULATION
DENSITY (PERSONS/KM2) 88.00 8,830.00 6,192.60
X WOMEN IN POPULATION 50.50 53.20 52.40
X MARRIED 46.90 48.80 45.00

Source: Current Atlas; Istat. & Statscan t98 t

Table -. 5-Nalional Changes in Oecupied Dwellings

ITALY
HOUSING

CANADA

X CHANGES IN NUMBER
OF OCCUPIED DWELLINGS

CENSUS YEARS (51-61)
CENSUS YEARS (61-71)
CENSUS YEARS (71-81)
AVERAGE fOR (51-81)

Sources: Istat. & Slatcan
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Household City-Wide Information
This information included the average age of head of household, years of education

completed, the percentage emplayed in white collar occupations, the percentage in

agriculture, and the household average incarne for each city (Table 7. 6).

Table -. 6-City-Specific Structural Comut Control Variables: 198J Housing. and Households .~.,feasures

lARINO MJLANO MONTREAl

HOUSING
HOUSING DEFICITS 1

-9.74 -1.86 - .00PER 100 FAMillES
X OWNER OCCUP [ED 64.26 35.51 41.66
MEAN # ROOMS PER

OCCUPIED DWELLING2 4.00 3.30 5.08
CENSUS MEAN NUMBER

OF PERSONS/HOUSE 3.5 2.6 2.3

HEAD OF HOUSEHOLOJ

51.304MEAN AGE 46.60 41.80
MEAN YEARS OF SCHOOL 6.00 10.00 12.00
X IN WHITE COLLAR

29.7~5OCCUPATIONS 47.23 48.80
X IN AGRICULTURAl SECTOR 26.0 14.1 .9

HOUSEHOLD INCOME PER YEAR
6.046 10.807 24.228MEAN (THOUSAND S)

Standard deviation 6.33 5.19 21.72
SOURCES. TABLE Nans

·See Chapter 3. Canadian figure is (1.026.920/1.026.925)-1-100=-.00049

2Sources: Immigration and Housing Survey (1988). Bilancio Sociale di Arca (1981). and Canadian Quality of Life
(1981). For Montreal. Number of Rooms = (hedrooms+bathrooms+ 1)

3Where not otherwise indicated ail figures for Larino are from the Immigration and Housing Survey (1988). those
for Milano from the Bilancio Sociale di Area (1981 ) survey. and those for Montreal from the Canadian Quality
of Life (1981) survey.

·Source: lmmigration and Housing Survey (1988). Data for Larino minus 6 to bring back ta 1981 age (see ahead).

sSource: ISlal. Census 1981.

llSource: Immigration and Housing Survey (1988). Figure for Larino's incarne (sec ahead) was decreased for
inflation [1 0.13/( 1.6066+.07)=6.04]. The 1986 inflation estirnated at 7% "'aS added to the cumulative 60%.,
between 1981-1985 (ISTAT. 1986). The 1981 monthly family mean incarne for Molise in 1981 was the lowest in
[taly while the highest was for Lombardia (1STAT. 1983). The ratio in thousand Lire \\'aS [1.499/919= 1.6311].
The ratio calculated from the independent estimate used here was 1.7880. only slightly higher.

1 See Chapter 6. Negri & Sanlagata's (1984:33) correction was used for Milano.

• The 1981 Census family incarne for Montreal was 27.19 and the one obtained from the Canadian Quality of Life
(1981) data for gross household income used here was 29.47. before taxes. Sïnce Italian figures reported net
incarne. after tax deductions. to irnprove comparability the Canadian Quality of Life (1981) Montreal figure was
adjusted downward by 25% - the estimated average la)( rate for that year - and set at 24.22. which is 2.97
lower than the census figure. It should he noted that in calculating Montreal's gross incame. before tax

correction, global sample sizes were used for weighting. and the resulting value was 5.10 higher than the Census
figure. For simplicity, the global weights were calculated by using the nominal sample size for Montreal
(n=443. sec Chapter 6 and Appendix III). In most cases the fluctuation was only a few valid responses either
way. For the incorne variable the valid responses were 16 lcss than the nominal size. The effect on the figure
used for analysis was equivalent ta using a less stringcot tax-adjusbnent of 18%.
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Factor analysis of the Structural Context Grouped-Data:
It was suspected that sorne ofthese variables were highly correlated, or were linear

combinations of each other (such as size of the population, excluded a priori. because it is

linearly related to population density).

After initial elimination, a correlation matrix and an exploratory factor analysis

were used to pull out the less obvious correlations, and to minimise further the number of

variables required to express the patterns of interrelation, or clustering, among the

remaining variables. The assumption of factor analysis is that factors represent

underlying, not directly observable dimensions that can be used to explain the variation

among a larger set of interrelated component variables (Harris, 1975:26, Norusis, 1988:B

42; Kim and MueHer. 1978:75).

After the second elirnination of variables which were redundant, nineteen of the

original thirty-one grouped-data variables (containing only one aggregate value for each

location) were left and arranged by factor analysis with varimax rotation ioto two

groupings (Appendix V.. Table 7.37) each interpretable in two ways:

1. A Better-Worse Continuum - for contextual variables, such as the provision of

housing, improvements in services, etc.,(Table 7. 3) which had been assigned a

positive or negative quality of life valence, the values represented the relative

location on a continuum where positive indicates better, and negative, worse

context; or

2. The Direction and Strength of Similarity - for variables such as Altitude, or

Precipitation (Table 7. 4), or Average Age of Head of Household (Table 7. 6)

which are more difficult to give a quality of life valence, the factor scores

indicated the direction and the strength of similarity or clustering on the variable

by locations. and the unique contribution of the variable in comparison to the

other variables that composed the factor.
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The relationship of the contextual variables is more readily understandable with a

scatter plot of the two factors (Figure 7. 1). Along the horizontal axis. labelled Socio

Demographie Context~ are found, on the right, those variables which are descriptive of

influences related to people and society. These appear to describe bath Milano and

Montreal equally weIl. On the left ofthis axis are those variables more descriptive of

Larino. Along the vertical axis, labelled Geographie Context, are located those variables

which better represent distinctions in the physicai setting. On the bottom are located

those variables which describe Montreal and Larina while at the top those which are more

characteristic of Milano.

When 100king more specifically at the individual quadrants., Larino is most

distinguishable for its mountainous terrain (highest altitude), its high percentage of owner

Figure -. l-Factor Plot of Conrexrual Variables
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occupied dwellings, and it historical promotion of emigration. In comparison. Milano is

distinguishable because of its high annual rainfall~ its high population density, and ta a

lesser extent because of its high percentage of white collar employment which like the

percentage of housing deficits hugs the middle point of the axis. Montreal was

distinguishable primarily for the larger number of rooms per dwelIing~ the best 3D-year

average change in percentage of occupied dwellings, and the highest household incorne

change in occupied dwellings.

The unlabelled quadrant is inferred from our three-point comparison to he best

descriptive of ltaly ~ and includes variables indicating mild climate (high average

temperature in January and July), and a more rural and older head ofhousehold

Figure -.2 - Column Chart a/Structural Contut Factor Weighls By Location
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Table - - - Structural Contat Factor Scores Assigned 10 Respondentsfrom Each Location

LARINO MILANO MONTREAL

Factor 1 SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC -1.14535 .44565 .69970
CONTEXT

Factor 2 GEOGRAPHIC -.14668 1.06524 -.91856
CONTEXT

ADDITIVE CONTEXTUAL -1.29 1.51 -.22
INDEX

Immigration and Housing Survey
(1988) Sample of Residents (n) 156 75 118

Nc:e: Numbcr of variables used by factor analysis = 19 for ail locations (see text)

population (high average age and percentage of head of households employed in

agriculture).

The first factor labelled the Socio-Demographic Context (Factor 1) explained

67.4% of the variation, and the second factor, labelled the Geographie Context (Factor 2)

explained the remaining 32.6% of the variation. The factor scores by location (Figure 7.

2; Table 7.7) show that Larino has the most dissimilar/or worst Socio-Demographic

context by about 2.5 times that of Milano. and by about twice that of Montreal. For the

Geographie Context Larino is located at about the middle ground between Milano and

Montreal. Montreal trades off the most distinct positive socio-demographic context with

the most distinct negative geographic contexte Milano is distinguishable in its

outstanding positive geographical context compared to the other two, while it rides the

middle ground for the Socio-Demographic contexte The plot illustrated the relative

location of each variable vis-à-vis the other variables. The additive index shows the

balance of the addition of different signed contexts. Most positive/similar is Milano

(1.51) and mast negative/dissimilar is Larina (-1.51) with Montreal in the middle (-22).

These scores were used in later analysis to control for contextual differences.

Next,1 looked at selected respondent-Ievel measures which allowed further detailed

comparisons between groups of Larinesi.
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Respondent Level Measures
In this section data from the Immigration and Housing Survey (1988) were

examined in accordance with comparative quality of life conceming appropriate

standards of comparison~and the link between subjective and objective factors.

Individual and household level demographic points of reference, or profiles~ were used

for the initial comparisons.

The Respondents

Gender, Decision-Making and Marital status
Tabulations of the salient demographic characteristics of the sample according to

the location where the data was gathered showed that out of the total interviewed there

were more Larinesi male (62.0%) than female (38.0%) respondents (Appendix V, Table

7. 10). These differences were not significant by location, but significant by categories of

gender. The samples could be taken ta he equally weighted towards males in all

locations. The sample selected the respondents of interest, and in each location, and

better than 88.9% considered themselves heads ofhouseholds, while the balance ofthose

for which infonnation was recorded considered themselves "other decision makers".

More than three quarters of the respondents in each location were married while the

highest occurrence ofwidowed spouses was interviewed in Larino (12.2%). When

weights for different sampling ratios (see Appendix II, Weighting) were introduced there

was no significant difference between the number of married and single respondents hy

location indicating once again that the three sub-samples were comparable on this factor

as weIl and that as a whole it represented more manied people than any other marital

status.

Place of Birth, Age and Education
The main selection criterion for respondents in Milano and Montreal was being

born in Larino and the percentages by birthplace in Appendix V~ Table 7. 2 reflect that

the sample was indeed very heavily represented by Larinesi. Sorne 31 people not barn in
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Larino were however included-mostly in the Larino sample-representing 8.9% of the

total combined samples. In Milano and Montreal the few that were included represented

either second generation Larinesi households or interviews with the partner of a Larinese.

In Larino however, sampling was by place of residence, thus other places of birth could

occur and did. because Larino had experienced immigration from neighbouring towns

like Casacalenda and Guglionesi. AIso, it was found that two respondents were born

outside of Italy, and 14.9% (23) were born in provinces other than CampobassO-that is

in places not in the immediate vicinity of the town. AImost ail respondents described

themselves as having grown up in ltaly with the exception of the Montreal sarnple where

100/0 said they had grown up in Canada. A larger percentage (20%) of the Milano sample

had grown up in Milano.

The respondents' age distribution for each location are given in Appendix V, Table

7.4, and were not significantly different from each other (p > .4). The highest

percentages ofrespondents were in the 55 to 59 age group for both Larino and Montreal.

and in the 60 to 64 age group for Milano. The average age was 56.3 years with a standard

deviation of 15.3.

Most people in the sample did not have higher than an elementary grade five

education. In Montreal 49.2 % of the sample had the latter level of education, compared

to 35.9%) of the sample in Larino and 29.2% in Milano (Appendix V, Table 7.3). In

Milano, the highest percentage (29%) of Larinesi had only completed the eight years of

compulsory education, "le scuole d'obligo", which at the time of largest emigration, were

often considered the "gate-keeping" diploma for access to preferred civil service jobs,

perhaps as good in ltaly as a high school diploma was in Canada. The mean number of

total years of schooling received was aIso highest in the Milano group (9), yet illiterate or

semi-literate respondents who reported zero years of schooling were found in both the

Italian locations, but not in Montreal. Another interesting aspect was that the maximum

number ofyears spent on education (23) was recorded in Larina whereas bath Milano and

Montreal recorded a maximum of 20 years of schooling. The narrowest spread in years

of education was in the Montreal group (s.d.=3). Regression of the differences in
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location with reference to Larino, on to the square root transformation of number of years

of schooling completed, showed significantly higher levels only for Milano's Larinesi

(~=.23). Compared to Larino, only the Milanesi were significantly likely to have slightly

more education. Compared to Milano the Larinesi in Larino were significantly less likely

«(3=-.31) to have as much education as their Montreal counterparts (JF=-.24).

Employment, Main Occupation and Sector
In accordance with the fmdings of the field research, this random sample reflected a

distribution of occupational status in which the highest proportion of pensioners (39.1 %)

and of the unemployed (7.1 %) was found in Larino (Appendix V~ Table 7.5). Significant

differences in the percentage ofemployed were found in Milano (63.0%) and Montreal

(58.0%) as compared to Larino where 60.3% were DQt employed. In alilocations workers

were predominantly full-time (79.7%) while the highest percentage ofpart-time (17.5%)

and occasional workers (9.5%) was found in Larino and the highest of seasonal workers

in Montreal (9.7%).

For all those that had worked, the major lifetime occupation or economic activity

(Appendix V, Table 7. 6) was that of labourer/hourly worker which in the Montreal

sample reached (53.80/0). In Milano the major activity was equally divided between

c1ericallmiddle management (27.8%) and labourerlhourly worker (27.8%). In Larino

labour and hourly work also provided the highest percentage of the sample's economic

activity (29.20/0). The highest percentage offarmers (9.7%) in the samples was also

found in Larino. For the sake of simplicity and consistency with other data used all

occupations in the table listed above director/upper management were collapsed into one

category, labelled for convenience '~hite-collar",and those below labourer/hourly

worker as "blue collar". The clerical/middle management category was left as is.

The occupational field., or sector, (Appendix V, Table 7. 9) within which the

respondents had operated., for all three groups combined, were: commerce (18.5%),

services (17.4%), construction (15.2%), and food and textile (12%). The food and textile

workers in this sample, were however exclusively found in Montreal where the number
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employed in this field reached 29.3%. Other fields ofhighest representation in Montreal

\vere construction (20.0°J!a), commerce (17.3%), and in fourth place both work/repair

shops and services (9.3% each).

Remarkably.. in both Larino and Milano the service industry was a most prominent

field.. employing about 23% of the workers in each location. In Larino, as in Montreal, the

construction industry was in second place (19.4% and 20.00AJ); commerce in third (17.7%

and 17.3%); while only in Larino agriculture won out for fourth place (14.5%). In

Milano second and third place were taken by commerce (21.30/0) and civil service

(12.8%), respectively, while in fourth place were work and repair shops (10.6%).

The Households

Family Size and Composition
Other important characteristics of the household are size, number of offspring

living at home and their age (Appendix V, Table 7. 7). The most frequently occurring

household size in Larino was the two-person (24.4%) while both in Milano and Montreal

the four-person household was more common. A significant difference of aImost one

person in the average number of persons in the household existed only between Montreal

(3.7) and Larino (3.1) (t=-2.64, 2-tail p=.009) and between Montreal and Milano (2.9) (2

tail t=-2.53 p=.O13) while Larino was not significantly different from Milano, indicating

real differences in crowding and the need for explanation.

In addition to size there were differences in the percentage distribution of family

composition by location (Figure 7. 3). Although the "Couple & Children" or nuclear

family composition was the most frequently occurring in ail locations it comprised the

highest overall percentage (67.8%) of ail the families interviewed in Montreal, compared

to 53.40/0 ofthose in Milano and 47.4% ofthose in Larino. The patterns appeared

essentially the same in the other categories with the notable exception ofhead of

households "living alone'\ a category which was considerably low in Montreal (.8%) but

third highest in the other two locations (14.1% in Larino; and 13.7% in Milano).
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- FIgure -. 3-Fami(v Composition by Location
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When the composition of the nuclear families was examined by location more

similarities in the samples were found. No significant differences existed in the average

number of children living at home. In alilocations an average of around 2.0 children still

lived at home. The maximum number of children living at home in Larino was 8,

compared to 5 for both Milano and Montreal. The average age of the oidest offspring not

considered the head of the household but still living at home, was not found to be

significantly different by location. A significant variation in the age of the oldest

offspring was however found to exist between Larino and Montreal (F=1.99, p=.027). In

the former the average age varied aImost eleven years either way (s.d.= 10.8) of the mean

of 56 years. In Montreal the variation was of aImost 8 years (s.d. = 7.6) around the mean

of41 years.

Number of Cars
An important item of comparison of modem households is the extent of ownership

ofmotorised vehicles. A car can substantially affect the residentiallife-style of a family
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thus data on car ownership was collected in the survey (Appendix V~ Table 7. Il). It was

found that in all three locations combined 46.7% of the households had at least one

member who owned a vehicle. Those who lacked a vehicle altogether were a minority

(24.9%)~ while the balance of the households owned from two to four vehicles. The

differences by location were signjficantly higher <X2::27.90 p=.OOOI) for Milano where

57.5% owned one car, and for Montreal where two-car (33.1 %), and three/four-car

(12.7%) households where predominant. Larino had the highest percentage of

households witbout a car (32.50/0)

Summary of Respondents' and Households' Profiles
The profiles of the Larinesi respondents and their households by location showed

similarities in age, gender, place of birth, marital status and sorne aspects of family

composition. Important differences remained in education and job structure. The

educational level of the Larinesi in Milano showed a distinctive pattern: highest in terms

of average years and in terms of the number of people with high school or better

education (36.1 %). While all the Larinesi in Montreal reported having received sorne

fonnal education, only in Milano and in Larino there were cases of very low or inexistent

fonnal education. An interpretation of these findings which was further explored with

evidence on incorne (see below) is that very high and very low educational attainrnent

were more relevant for Larinese emigration to the North of ltaly, which occurred from

social classes at opposite ends of the ladder. A low or basic, minimwn education on the

other hand appears as one homogeneous item, typical of immigrants to Montreal, who

majorily held working-class occupations in secondary industry (food and textile). This

low educationallevel is also sunilar to the majority of those who reside in Larino.

Quite in accordance with recent reports about the increase of the tertiary or service

sector in ltaly, in both the ltalian locations the service industry was the prevalent

employer. Part-time work was more prevalent in Larino and seasonai work more

prevalent in Montreal, while Larino remained mast heavily represented by unemployed

and pensioned residents. Household size in Montreal was larger than in either ltalian
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location: \vhile in both tvlilano and Lanno there were more people living alone. In ail

locations about the same number of offspring lived at home and the average age was

similar. but there were greater age extremes in Italy.

Socio-Economic Measures
The variables used here fell under the category of the objective domain as explained

in Chapter :2 and further sought to explore the characteristics of the respondents and their

tàmilies.

Net Family Incarne
Net tàmily income information was collected for 301 respondents and for ease of

analysis was converted to thousands of dollars at the rate of 1.000 LIT per dollar. 1 a

conversion which affects only the decimal place of the income figures and equates one

million [talian lire to one thousand Canadian dollars. Montreal showed the highest

average income at $27,540, (Appendix V. Table 7.8) and the greatest ditference between

10\\1 and high incorne (s.d. =$15.810. spread= 1. 74). Income levels less than la million lire

( 10 thousand dollars) were more heavily represented in the Larino sample (5660/0) and

there were no respondents who declared a tàmily net income of more than 32.5 million lire

(32.5 thousand dollars). Paired t-tests ofsigniticance showed ditferences between pairs of

means by location. When incorne was recoded into rertiles (Appendix V. Table 7 8) the

net incorne group representing incornes bet\veen 10 and 20 million lire ( 10-20 thousand

dollars) (44.6~/O) was more heavily represented by the Milanesi. Montrealers \vere mostlv

represented in the $20,000 and over category (61.00/0 ).

When the percent of respondents out of the total who answered in each location was

plotted against levels of income (Figure 7. 4) income ditferences were perceived more

easily. After eliminating outliers and plotting the best-titting power regression curve

(Norusis. 1988:823) on each group of data points from each location and then

superimposing them, it was clear that the samples were from substantially ditferent incorne

'Although thc pun::hasing powcr orthe Canadian dollar had sorne hasil:: Jil1t:rcnœs Irom the pun::hasing powcr of
!.lUI() llrc in It.l1v.-tn 19X7 onc wa.-; able ta buy le.-;s rneat hut more \'cgdahlcs than III Canada-the:se:
dlstm..:tions mlght gUide: ..:onsurnptlon strategie:s. but tht:y \\oull! not aUt:l::t the gencral shape: of tht: m..:omt: ..:ur"e:s
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level populations. Larino had a reported top incorne of $32.500 and \vas very peaked at

the low end. Milanols curve. while flatter than Larinols. sho\ved highest percentages also

at the low end. ln Nlilano ail income groups were represented up to the $60.000 level.

IVlontreal's curve reached a maximum of $85,000 and ditfered most frorn the other t\VO

because it \vas by far the flattest. while still gently rising towards a high representation of

the higher incarne groups.

The curves can be interpreted as plots of sample probability distributions of incorne

for the Larinesi of each location. that is ta say that given these distributions the probability

of tinding a Larinese under each incarne level in the population from which the sarnple \vas

taken could be read on the Y-axis, as a p-value ranging from 0 ta 1, and expressed as a

percentage. By superirnposing the 1981 average incarne levels obtained frorn city-wide
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surveys as straight verticallines on the graph (Larino :::; 6.04, Milano:::; 10.80. and

l\10ntreal = 24.22) the relative incarne position of each distribution is more readily seen.

The Larinesi in Montreal are more evenly distributed on each side of the average incorne

tor the city. ln Milano. Larinesi are more heavily distributed above the average tor the city

and in Lanno more than three quarters are above the average. The overlay allowed

further interpretation of three apparent classes: the low incarne people represented by

those having an incarne lower than Nlilano's average, the middle incorne people. made up

ofthose lying between Milano's and ~10ntreal's city-wide averages, and the high incorne

class made up of those lying above Nlontreal's average. What is further noticeable in this

classitication is that within the Lovier Incorne class the drop in the probability of belonging

ta this class is highest between Larino and Montreal (frorn about .24 to04) while the

drop is noticeably large but less drarnatic between Larino and Milano's (from 24 to about

. II ).

ln the middle incorne level the situation is ditferent. The probability of belonging to

this group is highest for the Larinesi in ~'liIano until this curve intersects lvlontreal's at the

520.000 point. Here and beyond into the next category, it gives way ta Montreal"s curve

\vhich increasingly diverges from the others. indicating a mild non-linear increase in the

probability ofbelonging to that group as the incorne level increases. The Larinesi in

l'\lontreal have the lo\vest probability of belonging to the middle incorne level up to the

point intersection \vith the downward sloping Larino curve, al about the $15.000 mark..-\1

this point Larino becomes the lowest level and stays 50 throughout the rest of the incarne

bracket and into the next. where it follovls the downward sloping curve for IVlilano. almost

parallel. Since the data was collected from randornly selected respondents (see Appendix

Il) the shapes ofthese curves can be taken as primafacie evidence tor the existence of

diffèrent structures offinancial rewards for the Larinesi living in each location. Family

incorne as a measure of the economic success resulting frorn migration, was ditferent in

lvlilano and in l\;lontreal and in accordance with the socio-economic tàctors hypothesis

(see H2-4 in Chapter 2).
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\1ean
Std Err
Minimum
Nledian
Variance
7vlaximurn
50/0 Trirn
Standard Dev.
Range

)(

LARINO
1,196

49.19
400

1.000
292.774.40

3.000
1.164.60

541.09
2,600

MILANü
1.667

106.12
400

1.500
619.420.70

5.000
1.580.98

787.03
4.600

MONTREAL
1.475

74.86
300

1.500
504.396. la

4.000
1,418.83

710.21
3.700

Assessrnent of Comfortable Incarne Level
Without cantrolling for important ditferences which can tip the scales considerably

bet\veen locations (1ower living and housing costs in Larino. for exarnple). these incorne

data by themselves, can only be tirst-Ievel indicators of location ditferences in general

economic \vell being.

[n arder to establish whether the raw differences in incarne levels where meaningful

from the point of view of the respondents. the respondents \vere asked ta assess the

amount of rnanthly incarne required by a tàmily like theirs. ta live \vithout luxuries but

\vithout giving up necessities (Table 7. 8).

Incarne ta Need Ratio
The ratio bet\veen the reported net tàmily income and the required assessment \vas then

calculated. This allowed a standardisation ta the local econornic realities and perceptions

Dummy variables for location and occupation were used and further contrais \"rere

introduced \vith variables tor the cost of heating one's house (as an indicator of cast of

living) the total value ofproperty owned (as an indicator ofgeneraI level of\vealth). the

number of persons in the household (as an indicatar of size of farnily) and the age of the

respondent (as an indication of life cycle differences). The variables \vere then regressed

on to the Incorne-Need ratio. A value of 1 in this ratio indicated that there was the

perception that the farnily was meeting its needs, whiIe a value larger than one meant that

the family had an incarne higher than its perceived needs. A value less than one rneant that
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Tabl.. - 1) SlllllC!cmli.'iecllncome lu .\'eecl b"iicileur DI!.'iCl1pli\'e.'i by LucatwII

Mean
~'(inimum

Nlaximum
Standard Dev.
F-Statistic
d.f

p

LARINO
.79
.04

4.6
.52

39.84
1.181
5.00005

MILANO
.91
.14

1.19
.46

MONTREAL
1.84
44

7.78
1.30

a perception of tinancial inadequacy existed. as a result of either a failure of incarne to

rneet perceived needs. or the failure to adjust perceived needs ta actual income. The

descriptive statistics for this index are presented in Table 7. 9.

Stepwise regression on to the log transformation (used to smooth-out upward

straggle in the data) of the income-to-need ratio \vith these variables explained 18~/o of the

variation (F=19. 70 d.f. 1. 126, P :5 .00005.) and selected the Montreal tàctor as the only

signiticant predictor of a positive income/need ratio. This tinding supported the

hypothesis that ivlontreal provided the best tinancial standard of ail three locations. When

Larino was entered into the equation alone, making rvlilano and Montreal the effective

combined reference group, the equation fit slightly better (Multiple R=.45) and step\vise

regression selected the general level of \vealth as the best direct predictor of income-need

ratio (~=. 18). The Larino-factor was a stronger inverse predictor (~=-34) then general

real estate wealth. By removing aIl the etfects of location. total value of real estate o\vned

alone (~=.33) explained a large percentage of the variation in the dependent (multiple

R=.33 ).

Isolating Bias in Need Assessment
One question that remained to be answered to test further these findings was: "Did

the respondents have preconceived notions about life in each location which translated as

ditferent standards for each batch of Larinesi? Another way of asking this question which

addresses the concerns of other cross-national researchers (Ostroot & Snyder, 1985. 143-
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251) is: "[s there a cultural bias which affects in a systematic way the tendency tàr

respondents to be optimistic or pessimistic about their socio-economic contextT' One

way to control this was in the actual design of the research which selected a common

cultural origin group. However. the influence of local values could not be ignored here

because time since immigration spanned decades. Peoples evaluations can change with

time. Ostroot & Snyder's (1985) research had demonstrated that cultural bias in

assessments of standard of living between the U.S. and France explained about 40% of the

higher evaluations recorded in the U.S .. The American respondents were in general more

positive than their French counterpaI1s. in addition to enjoying higher objective standards

of living. like higher incomes.

When an optimism tàctor (see Attitude Scale Section. ahead) was introduced as a

control variable. it was found that it contributed significantly to the prediction of the

incarne ta need ratio (~= (9291). With the introduction ofthis variable the Montreal

resident tàctor improved slightly(~=.44090)and the Multiple R rose ta .47675 indicating

that the tit of the equation improved as \vell. and that there was a decrease in the residual

error. Controlling tàr an interaction bet\veen positive attitudes and location. it \Vas found

that Larinesi in rvlilano were significantly less optimistic (~=- (6676) and this attitude

probably intluenced them to give worse assessments of their needs in comparison to the

Larinesi else\vhere. Nevertheless. the significant differences in incarne ta need ratio

assessment found for rv10ntreal. not due to this interaction. rernained unchanged

(~=.43436). Lastly. the contribution of optimisrn in the absence of a location tàctor \vas

not significant.

Incarne Level Relative ta 1981 City-Wide Levels
A11 index of incorne levels standardised to the relative 1981 city-wide grouped

incarne values (see: Table 7. 6) was camputed by subtracting each city-wide average

incorne from the respondents income and dividing the result by the standard deviation

(Table 7.10). When relative incarne levels were subjected to regression analysis the

following differences were identified. With the Relative [ncorne frorn Larino as a

retèrence. Montreal's respondents ~ indicated a negative slope (-.14), while Milano's was
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Tah/e -. 1() .. LvCallOnal Dummy f"ariuhlt! Re1!ressIon cm Relative Income Leve/s.

Dependent Variable
Relative Incarne Ratios (Standardised ta the Mean and s.d. of each city)

Independent Variables ~ ~ J3
lARINO RESIDENT Reference - .26 .18
MIlANO RESIDENT .18 Reference .30
MONTREAL RESIDENT -.14 -.35 Reference
Adjusted Ry .05
F 9.04
P .0002
N 294

positive (.18). The negative slope for Nlontreal was repeated more strongly (-35) \vith

\1ilano as a retèrence. Milano was positive with ail other locations as retèrence. while

Larino was positive with Montreal, but negative with l\1ilano, as reference.

These findings are interesting because they indicate that l\10ntrears Larinesi (relative

income index mean = 16, s. d. = 73) are not as weil-off vis-à-vis other Montrealers in

general. as are ~1ilano's (relative income index mean =.65. s.d. = 1.00) or Larino's

Larinesi (relative incorne index rnean = 1.34. s.d. = 2.19) vis-à-vis each city"s average

distribution of wealth. The Larinesi in Milano are consistently better off in the relative

comparisons. since the ~. s are positive in both situations. With Nlontreal as a retèrence

point ho\vever. Larino is positive and indicates a slight rise in the index but not as strong

as that for l\./lilano (~=.30).

Lifestyles, and Subjective Evaluations.
The effect of accommodation. a theoretical issue which states that people \vill

change the evaluations of their life style depending on the influences of tirne. place. and

cultural diffilsion, was addressed by rneasuring lifestyles. Sorne measure used were more

resistant to the influence of time since emigration (e.g. preterence for recreational

agricultural activity), or were not affected by place ofresidence (preference for travel and

reading). Other opinion and attitude variables included (such as assessment ofwell-being

in Italy) could be expected to change according to exposure to cultural diffusion.
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Lite Style Measures

The perception of levels of well-being in the place of origin, is a major component

of social adjustment which generates standards ofcomparison for an assessment ofone's

present level of well-being. However, the relationship is aIso in the opposite direction,

one's present lifestyle can aIso affect overall perceptions of the place of origin. Activity

oriented measures of lifestyle were included in the survey questionnaire under the broad

categories of agricultural, reading, socialising, and travelling.

Agricultural Activity
The results of analysis of variance by location of the answers to the question: "On

the average how many hours a week do you dedicate to the cultivation of garden food, to

farming, to animal husbandry, or the raising of poultry or small domestic animals?,,2

(Appendix l, Section P, 12) showed no significant differences by location. An average

of 3.5 hours a week were spent doing this activity which ranged from 0 to 78 hours per

week, and which had a standard deviation of 9.59 hours.

After log transformation of the variable3 the results of regression did however show

significant locational differences (Table 7. Il). With Larino as a reference, Montreal

shows the highest occurrence ofthis activity (IF.15) -while Milano the least

expressed as an almost equivalent slope in the negative direction (~=-.12). With Milano

as reference both Larino and Montreal have respondents who spend more time on this

activity, but Montreal's Larinesi spend almost twice as much time «(3=.29) then the

Larinesi in Larino «(3=.17). With respect to Montreal both ltalian locations produce

: Since gardening. and raising small domestic animais Iike chickens is a seasonal activity. the question presumed the
qualification: "When these activities are in season" and was interpreted as such by the respondents. This tended to
cr/unteract the effects ofdifferences in c1imate and shoner growing seasons.

] The log transformation of the dependent and of the number of hours per week worked, allowed for a better fit of the
linear regression through elimination of upward sttaggle in the distribution of the two variables. Since there is a
weekly ceiling to the time that could be spent on this activity. the transfonnation facilitated the testing of increases
in the low end and middle range of the two variables. A "continuity factor" of .5 was used to keep values of 0 of
the dependent variable in the equation. Without this recode, the SPSSPC log transformation of0 values,
mathematically undefined. convens meaningful O's (no activity) into system missing values. which reduce sample
size.
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TaMt! ~_ Il !.ucativnal Dllmmy 1cmahlt! Regressiun vn lite Log uf.-lxncltltural o·lctlvay

Dependent Variable
Log AgricuLturaL Activity

-
lndependent VariabLes
LARlNO RESIDENT
MILANO RESIDENT
MONTREAL RESIDENT
Adjusted Ry
F

P
n

f3
Reference

-012
. 15

f3
.17

Reference
.29

.03
6.93
.0011
338

f3
-.18
- .24

Reference

--

negative slopes. The indication from the data is that rvlontreal provided the best

apportunity tor practising this activity.

When controls were introduced for differences in: having employment or not. the

time spent working per week, age, sex, income-to-need ratio, the HHousing Privacy

Control" variable ([3=.19), was the only significant variable. '"Housing Privacy Control"

was a recode of type of house, where detached houses with a yard are coded as ( 1).

because they allow the mast control over privacy~ apartments as (-1). because they have

the least: and multi-tàmily dwellings, ("duplexes". "tive-plexes" and the like) as (0).

because they allo\Vo a middle value of control. The regression equation \vith this variable

'Was significant (F = 21.78 . p::5 .00005. n=242) but it explained very liule of the total

variation (Adj. R~=.08) in the log of the time spent doing agricultural activities.

It is evident that the Larinesi in ~1antreaL in spire of signiticantly ditferent dimatic

conditions are significantly more involved in doing smail amounts of agricultural activity

than an)"-vhere else. Since the number of hours spent on agricultural activities \vas not

significantly associated \V"ith employment or age. the activity did not appear to be an

alternate subsistence form for an ageing population, even in Larino. Agricultural activity

appears as a leisure activity for those Larinesi. who have high control over their housing

property and privacy. \vhich is usually associated with detached hames erected on enough

land ta allow agricultural activity.

ln arder ta test the data for indications of \vhether agricultural activity was an aspect

of the general lifestyle of the Lannesi which might have been tied to having spent a major

portion of one's life in agriculture, regardless of location, the same equation was
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run again after excluding the 15 respondents who had given fanning and agriculture as

their major lifetime activity. Significant differences were found to exist still~ only for

Montrealers (~.24., Adjusted R Square= .05, F = 12.76" p= .0004). Testing the same

equation on only the Larinesi in Larino., however., it was found that agriculturaI activity

increases significantly with increases in housing privacy control (13=.23) and decreases

with rises in incorne ta need ratio (J3=-.15, Adjusted R 2:: .07, F=7.93, p= .0005).

These findings appear ta replicate sorne of the results obtained by Cavallaro and

Buccfs (1979) survey of operatives (n=140) employed in a nearby Fiat automobile plant.

The workers considered factory-work a welcome and non-strenuous addition to their

daily routine. Work did not interfere with, or impede agricultural involvement, modally

at less than 5 hours per week. Similar to these findings, in CavaIlaro and Bucci's

agriculturaI activity was found to decrease with increases in incorne. In addition., the

operatives considered themselves '"privileged", hyphenated worker-fanners (operai

contadini) and did not gain from their work, the political consciousness typical of

Northem operatives (Cavallaro~ 1979:84). While work was found mostly boring and

repetitive, it was aIso generally regarded as secure and instrumental in increasing

consumption. Among the most frequently occurring ways of increasing consumption, the

purchase of furniture and appliances ranked frrst, then automobiles and clothing, followed

by food and lodging and education, and lastly spending on a more comfortable house"

leisure and holidays.

The interesting additions ofthese fmdings to Cavallaro and Bucci~s on the interplay

between agricultural activity and work~ are the specifications that in Larino agricultural

activity also depends on whether there is a plot of land available to practice such activity

on. The "calI from the land'" ta its owner is in return for autonomous cultivation and

control, which as Cavallaro (1979: 118) indicates, has to do with a hyper-valuation of its

symbolic aspects as a result of emigration. In fact, it is the Montreal-dwelling Larinesi 

who enjoy the highest level ofprivacy control over their dwellings - who pursue

agricultural activity more than any of their counterparts. Contrary to the situation of the
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Fiat workers in the Molise whose agricultural activity is described as "duppio lavore/', or

as having tV.lO jobs. in the Canadian context it is difficult to see how such an activity can

be regarded as more than a hobby: which, \vhile producing "advantages" translatable in

economic terms, is not extensive enough to deserve the designation of second job or part

time work. On the other hand the reasons for its continuance and predominance in

!\10ntreal may be attributable to coping with the psychic effects of emigration: a sense of

loss being replaced by control over a piece of garden land, symbolic of one's "stake in the

land" of destination. This might also provide an additionaI piece to the puzzle of why the

tèw Larinesi in Montreal who did not own their own homes and therefore had no

opportunity ta cultivate a garden, vie\ved renting as a shameful. and highly alienating life

style. Their sense of loss. it appears. can only be heightened by rentai tenure whereas

among o\vners. psychic loss is replaced by house ownership, land acquisition and

gardening. Perhaps in recognition of the symbolic value of hobby gardening, in the city of

St. Leonard tiny plots of public land. between 36 and 100 square feet. have been available

ta rent for hobby gardening. More enterprising individuals. have staked out "squatted"

land near industrial areas. for the same purpose, while others living in properties adjacent

to pow"er line corridors. have extended their garden plots to include sizeable chunks of this

land. using trellises to train grape-vines, and string beans-all with the tacit approval of

the electrical utility authority.

Reading, Socialising, and Travelling
Further lifestyle indicators were given by questions that asked about the number of

hours spent reading per week. the number of hours spent outside the home per day and

\vhether the respondent had taken a trip ta a destination outside of the municipality during

the previous year. The most frequent travellers were the Î\ttilanesi. ofwhich 85.7°10 had

travelled. The l\tlontrealers did not travel as frequently (54.7°10 had taken a trip) and of the

Larinesi the highest percentage (55.9%) had not been outside of Larino (X~=19.76.

p<.OOOI). The average number ofhours spent reading per week for aIl locations

combined was 4 hours with a standard deviation of 5. There were no signiticant

ditferences by location on this variable, nor in the number of hours spent with relatives on
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a weekly basis. For the total number of affiliations to sport, cultural, veteran, religious,

union~ or other associations, regression analysis showed that compared to Larino,

Montrealers were only slightly more involved «(3=.14, Adj R =.02, F=6.51 d.f. 1.337

p=.OI12). Milano was not significantly different from Larino.

"Studiou5 Travellers" and "Sociable Gardeners"
From the seven lifestyle variables factor analysis produced two groupings, or

lifestyle factors. The first~ labelled "Studious Traveller" included high positive loadings

on number of books in house, time spent reading, and having travelled. The "Sociable

Gardener" factor included: high positive loadings on rime spent outside the house, and

number oforganizational affiliations; a negative loading on number of hours per week

spent with non resident relatives; and a low positive loading on agrjcultural activity. The

cumulative percentage of the total variation explained by the two factors was 42.1

percent.

Satisfaction Indicator Items
Levels of feelings of satisfaction with aspects of a community can affect subjective

quality of life. Measures of satisfaction were included to assess the levels characteristic of

each location and to aliow for controlling of this factor in evaluations of well-being. A

battery of measures was used and cross-tabulated.

Larinesi housing satisfaction by location was cross-tabulated in (Appendix V, Table

7.25). Only when the undecided were excluded from the analysis, were there significant

differences in satisfaction by location. The most satisfied were the Montreaiers (99.1 %)

and the least the Milanesi (78.7%). Milanesi and Larinesi were close (21.3% and 19.1%)

in levels of dissatisfaction with housing (x2::9.23, p=.0099). AIso, the results for

satisfaction with three items: doctors and hospitals, garbage and sewer services, and

public transit (Appendix V, Table 7. 32) showed that satisfaction with doctors and

hospitals was high for alilocations, though significantly higher in Montreal (84.70/0) and

lowest in Larino (53.20/0). This fmding is in accordance with comparative studies on
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- Italian and Canadian health systems which found that on the basis of indicators such as

[evel of expenditure per gross national product, in spite of differences in hospitalisation

and private delivery of health care among others. both countries tàll close to the medium

standing range. when compared to other industrialised nations (Vivenza, 1988: 15) .

Answers for satisfaction with public transit services showed that Larino \vas

significantly notable for its highest numbers of neither satistied nor dissatisfied (39.5°"0)

\vhile Milano and ivlontreal had a[most identical levels of satisfied to highly satisfied

people (~1ilano 82.2~'Ô~ Montreal 82.90/0) attesting to the marginal utility of the service in

Larino. as reported in the field research, and to the bigger role and increased dependence

on public transit \vhich is common in larger cities. As far as other services like garbage

removal and sewer services were concemed. when the undecided \Vere excluded from

analysis. a significant number ofpeople in Larino (63.80/0) were unsatistied with these.

The Larinesi d\velling in large cities were predominantly satisfied (85.2~/0 in Milano. 90.9

0/0 in l'vlontreal).

Neighbourhood satistàction (Appendix V. Table 7. 34) by location was not

significant, ail respondents were predominantly highly satistied. \Vhen the undecided were

recoded with the unsatisfied or very unsatisfied. ho\vever. ~lontrealers were the most

satistied (873%). The most unsatisfied were in Milano (34.8%) and secondly in Larino

(28.5%). These data match the findings of the city-\vide sUlveys presented in a previous

chapter. With the introduction of Lanno as a third place of comparison. neighbourhood

satistàction tàvours Nlontreal and retains a weak association with location (Somers'

D=.08). An item related to neighbourhood and place ofwork was "distance from \vork"

[t \vas not significant by location. Out of ail the respondents in ail locations 68.7% \vere

satisfied or very satisfied.

Differences in satisfaction with comfort with own bath/washroom tàcilities were

significant after recoding of the "neither" into the "unsatisfied" category. Though in ail

three locations there \Vere large percentages of satisfied respondents. Montrealers were
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found ta be the most satisfied (92.4%). Out of the unsatisfied., the Larinesi were highest

(28.70/0), followed by the Milanesi (21.1%).

Satisfaction Scales
Factor analysis of the seven satisfaction items reduced the variables to the three

following scales:

Services
This group of variables explained 28.2 % of the variation and included satisfaction

with medical.. sewers and public transport services. Analysis of variance of this index by

location showed significant differences for all pairs of comparisons for Larino (index

mean=-.67) Montreal (index mean=.53) and Milano (index mean=.52). (F=46.28, d.f. 2,

282 pS.00005).

Housing
This scale grouped the two variables on satisfaction with house and bathroom

services and explained 46.1 % of the variation in all the satisfaction items. Analysis of

variance showed a significant difference (F=3.7, d.f. 2,282 p=.025S) in a comparison

between Larino (index mean= -.22) and Montreal (index mean=.32), but not in any with

Milano (index mean= -.OS).

Neighbourhood
This scale included the items on satisfaction with people in the area., and with

distance from work. It explained 60.7% of the total variation. In this case, Montreal

(index mean=.33) was significantly different ooly when paired with either Milano (index

mean=.-.33) or Larino (index mean=.-.12) (F=3.99, d.f. 2. 282 p=.0195).

Regression with Satisfaction Sca/es as Dependents
In exploring the variables which were potential detenninants of the satisfaction

scales three regression equation were calculated (Table 7. 12). It was found that the

variables in the regression equation with Services satisfaction as dependent explained

about 28% in the variation. The strongest predictor of Services satisfaction was the
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- Table - 12-Regresslon ofSelected Variables On Salisfaclton Items

Satisfaction With
Nei ghbourhood Housing Services

Independent ~ p ~
Varjables
Socio-demographic CONTEXT n.s. n.s • .530
INCOME TO NEED RATIO n.s • .1n n.s.
MONTREAL RESIDENT . 23' n.s. n.s.
Services Satisfaction -.,n n.s.
Housing Satisfaction n.s. - .158
Neighbourhood Satisfaction n.s. - .138
Adj. RI .046 .025 .279
F 6.09 6.39 28.27
"') .0027 .0122 < .00005
n 285 285 285

variable socio-demographic context <13=.530). This variable was not significant in the

other two equations. Also, housing satisfaction (13=-.158) and Neighbourhood

satisfaction <13=-.138) were weak and negative predictors of Services satisfaction. The

variation ofboth of these scaJes was poorly explained (maximum adjusted R2 reached

was .046) by the independent variables. Housing Satisfaction, which did not appear to

have a linear relationship, was significantly explained only by the Incorne to Need Ratio

(~.172).

Neighbourhood satisfaction was explained by Montreal residence (13=.231) and

diminished with higher levels of Services satisfaction (13=.172). Comparing these

findings about Larinesi ta those about Montrealers from the city-wide surveys presented

earlier, it would appear that while Milanesi in general are happier with their

neighbourhoods than Montrealers, Larinesi in Montreal are happier with their

neighbourhoods than their counterparts in Milano or Larino.

General Attitudes Sesles
Thirteen questions measuring attitudes with Likert scales were included in the

survey (see Appendix 1, Section 0, Questions 01 ta 013). The degree of agreement with

items regarding statements about family, housing, property, general improvements..

rnaking changes, and wedding and fumiture expenses, was crosstabulated by location.
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Significant zero order relationships existed in items "The best social life is with ne\v

people" (X2=13.74, p=.0082~ in Larino 45.2~/O and in l\1ilano 50.0~/o disagreed~ while in

l\lontreaI40.2% agreed) "Undivided property is cause for farnily problems", "ln spite of

everything things are improving", "Even ifyou try you will not be able to change

an~1hing" (Appendix V, Table 7. 31). From the statement "The best room tor relaxation

is the living room" (X 2=20.30 p=.0004) more people agreed in Montreal (78.0%) than in

i\1ilano (65. 2~/o) or Larino (45 10;(»). ln ail locations a cornbined 88. 6~/o of the respondents

agreed that the living room was the best place for receiving guests on special occasions:

while 70. 6~/o disagreed that the exterior of a house was more important than the interior.

The statement that the kitchen is the centre of activity for the whole house received 94 0%

combined agreement and 49.5% disagreed that a large living room was more useful than a

large kitchen. Crosstabulations of the balance of the thirteen variables, not reported here,

\\/ere either not significant. or signiticance tests were unreliable because a large percentage

of the cells had expected frequencies ofless than 5 (Appendix V. Table 7. 33).

Factor analysis was used to explore the items chosen and ta assess which variables

could adequately be used together to form indices. The aim was ta use the results as

estimates of underlying sentiments regarding more encampassing notions \vhich could be

labelled as optimism, house-purchase-aversion, extroversion, and living-room centrality

Optimism
Factor analysis grouped three variables: "good life in ltaly"', "in general things are

improving" and "the best place to relax is the living room". This tàctor explained 13 5°0

of the variation in ail the variables and it ranged between -2.74 and 1.88 z-scores.

House-Purchase Aversion
The questions on house-purchase attitudes (Appendix L Questions 012, 0(3)

measured the primacy of housing concems. In Canada. previous researchers have tound

that house o\vnership was a "good" which halian immigrants, regardless of income leveL

pursue with above average determination (Richmond and Kalbach. 1980). ln ivlilano.
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immigrants of both rural of urban origin were found to have a ··salient propensity for

saving~' and to aspire to house purchase before any other aspiration (BaglionL 1962b:54).

Also. as Amendola ( 1976: 156-160) had pointed out in his study of Bari' s ··Borgo

i\ntico'·. the traditional social relations of urban Southem Italians tend to be maintained

and safe-guarded through a ritualised consumeristic use of the housing commodity ~

especially at the beginning of a marriage. when a new family was being formed.

Amendola refers to the imponance of the social display of marriage as ··la grande

occasione pubblica~", or the great public occasion.. capable of generating large financial

expenditures and debts, in particular for the family of provenance of the bride. Among

Montreal ~s Italians it was aIso common to observe many large. lavish, and debt-inducing

wedding feasts.

Sïnce both housing and wedding feast appear highly desirable a priori. it was

decided to test the strength of the housing aspiration, firstly with a question forcing a

choice between going into debt for buying a house with being in debt for the actual

wedding celebration. A second question measured house purchase against the rigidly high

expenditures for quality furnishings, which for social reasons are the highest life-time

expenditures for durable goods encountered. In spite of the reduced functional necessity

of large and expensive fumiture in predominantly small houses (Amendola, 1976: 158)~

the cornmon observation in Italy is that prestigious spending is a sought.after form of

social distinction. ··Spending too little" as a fate worse than spending too much (Figure 7.

5), especially in matters ofhousing is an attitude reiterated by advertisement and

promoted by a marketing professional which thrives on consumption (Marinelli, S.,

personal communication).

Crosstabulations of the two variables by location (Appendix V, Table 7.33)

showed that all respondents regardless of location were more likely to choose going into

debt for a house than for a wedding feast (84.9%). There was also a high agreement

(78.6%) among all the respondents that saving for a house was better than spending weIl

for fumishings. The reasons given were predominantly expressed as a house is more

Himportant'\ ··necessary" and a "lasting good" while wedding expenses were described
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Figure 7. 5-Kitchen cabinels billboard adverlisemenl pholographed in Soulhern lia/y.

as voluntary and avoidable. Spending on fumiture was equally seen as a secondary effort

white both the undecided and those preferring fumiture gave as reasons that it was

important ta do both. Those people who preferred debt for wedding expenses tended to

give reasons indicating that wedding expenses are lower than those of purchasing a house

and they did not like being in debt. 1t would appear therefore that ritualised consumerism

does not affect the largest majorities of Larinesi. The two items were explored further

through factor analysis and combined into an index in which preference ofdebt for house

purchase over wedding expenses received a negative loading of -.79. HBetter to spend for

good fumiture than save for house purchase" received a positive loading. This scale

explained 11.0 % of variation and ranged between -1.38 and 3.60 z-scores.

Fatalism
Made up of three positive loadings on a traditional alienation scale item "even if

you try you can't change anything", a negative measure, and "undivided property is the

cause of family quarrels" which reflects the ltalian reality of drawn out and complicated

family property disputes. The item "the kitchen is the centre of all activity in the bouse"
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also factored out positively with the other two. Ali three explained 10.2 % of variation

and ranged between -3.92 and 1. 58 z-scores.

Extroversion
Composed of items on "best entertainment is with family" (high negative loading).

"best social lite is with new persons" and "the external aspects of a house are more

important than the internai". It explained 9.20/0 of the variation. ranging bet\veen - 1.3 1

and 5.06 z-scores.

Living-Room Centrality
This tàctor explained 8.5% of the variation and included high positive tàctor

loadings in '''a large living-room is more useful than a large kitchen" and "on special

occasion the best place for receiving is the living room", Ir also included a moderate

loading in "the best place to relax is the living room". The combined scale ranged

between -3.08 and 2. Il z-scores.

Perceptions and Evaluations of Life Style
As was depicted in Chapter 3. everyvlhere in Italy there was a perception,

exemplified by the saying "L 'A.nterica .....[Cl ill/lalid' (America is in Italy). that good

fortune and a comfortable lite-style. formerly thought as obtainable only in America. were

nO\\I possible and common in Italy. [t \vas found frequently in the media. reiterated in

music. and heard often in conversations.

The "Good Lite"
[n this regard. a hypothesis was tested that the two locations in Italy would be

significantly different from Montreal in their agreement with the statement: '''The good

life' is now widespread in ltaly" , Crosstabulation results were that out of the total of 338

answers collected. more agreed with the statement (45. 9~"ô) than disagreed. When

crosstabulated by location however. there were no significant differences in this

assessment (Appendix V. Table 7. 29). This finding was somewhat contrary ta the

expectations from the field research, and would indicate that similar assessments of the
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Table -. J3-Fisher's Linear Discriminant Function ofOpinions ofWell-belng ln Italy

INDEPENDENT
VARIABLES

STUDICXJS TRAVElLER
SOCIABLE GARDNER
MILANO RESIDENT
WHITE COLLAR OCCUPATION
CLERICAL/TECHNICAl OCCUPATION
SERVICES SATISFACTION
HOUSING SATISFACTION
NEIGHBOURHOOD SATISFACTION
Percent of variance explained
Canonical Correlation
Willc's LarixUI

Xr

Degrees of freedom
Significance
Prior Probability

WELL-BEING
IN ITALY

~
Coefficients

- .38
-.31
- .32

.55

.17

.66

.35

.48
75.64%

.37
.8208
39.84

16
.0008

egual (.33)

Correlations of
i ndependent
variable wi th

function
-.31
- .28
-.21

.44
-.13

.41

.24

.33

Italian situation exist across the ocean and in the three locations. The locationaI

differences in the interplay of factors which might be expected to influence judgements of

well-being as suggested by Campbell et al's (1976) open-questions remained to be tested.

Depending on one' s own lifestyle and the level of well-being that one had experienced, it

was suspected that the Larinesi in Montreal would have had reason to develop different

evaluations. As a result of a family centred lifestyles one might have expected a

generalised lack of infonnation about Italy and therefore under-evaluations in comparison

to Italians in Italy. Assuming good infonnation flows ta Canada from Italy, as a

mechanism ofadjustment stemming from a very positive lifestyle in Canad~ there might

have been aIso a tendency to over-evaIuate reports oflow levels ofwell-being in the

country of origine

Since well-being in Italy could more properly be thought of as an ordinal dependent

variable discriminant analysis was used to explore possible relationships to location,

lifestyle, occupation incarne ta need ratio and satisfaction variables (Table 7. 13). It was

found that all the satisfaction indicators and white collar and clerical occupations were

direct indicators of positive evaluations, while lifestyle variables and Milano residence

were indirect indicators~ suggesting that when these controls are introduced, estimates of

well-being in Italy are substantially more negative in Milano than in either Montreal or
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Lanno. Both the lifestyle variables are moderately strong predictors of opinion about the

spread of well-being throughout ltaly, but the largest predictors are services satistàction

followed by white collar occupation.

Having finished here the presentation of the comparisons of grouped-data.

respondent level measures. and lifestyle and subjective evaluation of the Larinesi, in the

next chapter [ will further examine and analyse the comparative data collected on the

topics of housing, migration. and use of space.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE LARINESI

Housingl Migration1and Use Of Space

The Residences and the Housing Situation
As with the demographic profile given in the previous chapter~ the description of

the houses of our respondents which follows is an exploration of the da~ a further check

of the representativeness of the sample, and a comparison of the findings against the

official Italian and Canadian census statistics also presented earlier.

Housing Typologies
As might have been expected~ there were marked differences in housing types by

location as demonstrated by a typology borrowed from the Istat classification of houses

(Appendix V, Table 7. 10). The Istat classification was modified to include Canadian

housing types such as bungalow and cottage which were rare in Italy, though similar in

design to Larino's villa/villino, or the housing most likely to be found in the contrade.

The typology used is common-place in Italy and required an interpretation oflife-style

and taste as weIl as a physical description.

The greatest variability in this housing classification was in the town of origin were

historical and new patterns coexist more frequently and within a shorter radius. With the

exception of the bungalow and cottage classification which were rare in Larino, aImost all

types of houses were represented in Larino. The most frequently occurring typology was

the ';'casa di paese", the house in town, often referred to as economical housing, that is

indigenous, privately built housing ofboth recent and ancient construction, and including

post-war, public housing units (51.5%).
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ln Milano~ Larinesi lived in predominandy privately owned (or condominium

apartments buildings (78.00/0) while in Montreal they concentrated in duplexes or other

,4-plexes" (58.9%) which usually housed ten families but whose ownership tide was usually

split into two halves, hence the popular name "'five-plex" (Appendix V, Table 7.(0).

Notable are the missing categories in each indicating that there are substantial

ditferences in the type of indigenous housing found. The qualitative aspects of Larinesi 's

residential life in houses which could be compared must also be scrutinised carefully. For

example~ living in a vil/Q/vi/lino in Larino might appear to he comparable to the experience

of living in a cottage or bungalow in Montreal because the types of dwellings are similar.

The different relationship to the social system which characterises these inhabitants in each

location also affects life style (the weil-off, and the agriculturists in the first~ and

concentrated ethnic suburbanites in the second).

ln addition, finding a Larinese in a villQ/villino is very unlikely in Milano and finding

one in a casa signorile equally difficult in Montreal. Thus housing typology data can be

used as a proxy for the ditferent structural housing context. The common denominator for

ail three locations appears to be the apartmentlcondominium classification.

Family Capacity
When buildings were c1assified in terms of the number of families that normaIly

inhabit them (Figure 8. 1) there were some significant differences <X2=90.48, p<.OOOOS)

which also relate to the ditferences in bath the building practices of the locations and the

conceptions of users ofbuildings.

At first sight it appears that in Larino buildings were largely of the single-family

category (62.0%), while in Milano they were aImast exclusively multi-family (98.60/0). ln

Montreal, the single-, two-, and multi-family dwellings were almost equally represented,

and the larger representation was oftwo-family dwellings (38.3°1«,).
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Figure 8. I-Famil.v Capacity ofBuildings by Location
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Physical Layouts and Experiential Definitions of Home
To properly understand these figures, however, it is important to keep in mind that

the definition of "building" here refers to a structure in which there is a concurrence of

three factors: the subjective or "experiential" definition of home, the interior physical

layout; the legally defined property lines; and the municipal recognition ofa separate

civic address. The popular perception of"building" in each location did not always entail

the same degree of concurrence of these three factors.

Row housing in the lower town of Larino was one very long building with known

legally defined property demarcations. The interior layout of the '4experiential" dwellings

was varied and sometimes patch-work. The inhabitants sawas separate dwellings only

the combination of structurallayouts which was associated with their own living space

and that of other inhabitants and families. This subjective living space could be

physically contiguous but have several distinct civic addresses depending on the number

of doors facing the street; or It could have one civic address but physically extend to take-
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up part of an adjacent legally defined building; or be physically and legally separate and

include different civic address. Much less variation was experienced in living space in

both of the other locations. In Montreal, long row housing in St. Michel and ten-family

buildings were physically one building, but legally defmed, and designed as separate

dwellings.

In order to explore distinctions in the experience of housing style, infonnation

about whether a building was attached or not to another, was gathered as an indicator of

the usual correlates of stand-alone buildings: a simpler relationship of the individual to

the '''ambiente'', an increase in free space, and an increase in privacy.

A detailed breakdown of each type of titled-building by whether the building was

attached, semi-detached, or completely detached (Appendix V, Table 7. 14)showed that

the more varied experiential housing styles are found in Larino. A predominance of

single family attached dwellings in Larino (34.5%), coexisted with a wide variety of other

forms. While in Montreal, the multi-family semi-detached (27.8%) and the two-family

semi-detached (26.1 %) dwellings were aImost equally popular, in Milano multi-family

dwellings, attached on both sides, made up (71.0%) of the Larinesi' s accommodation.

Size and age
Comparing data gathered on the interior ofhouses indicated that the Larinesi in

Montreal had bigger houses. Montrealers had the highest average number of rooms

(6.05) per house (Appendix V, Table 7.12). In Larino the average number ofrooms of

the houses in the sample was lower (3.78), yet very close to that reported in the 1981

census average (4 roomslhouse). In Milano the Larinesi lived in the smallest bouses

(3.10 rooms) even smaller than the census average for Milano (3.3 rooms/house). The

means in all locations were significantly different from each other, and there were

significantly different variances with the exception of the Larino-Montreal comparison

which showed no significant differences in variance.

In terms of the actual size of the house measured in square meters, the findings in

the table confinned that the location of the houses with the largest number of rooms was
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the same as that with the largest floor space. On the average the largest houses were

found in Montreal (142.80 square meters) and the smallest in Milano (78.77 square

meters). AlI differences were significant with a probability of .001.

As might have been expected the oidest houses were found in Larino. Those of

recent construction, between seven and eleven years old, were found aImost equally in

Larino as in Montreal (Appendix V, Table 7. 13). The largest percentages of Larinesi

residences in bath Milano and Montreal were built between sixteen and forty-one years

earlier.

Regression of Age of House and Location on House Size.
Confirming the crosstabulations above, Montreal's Larinesi in ail comparisons

lived in larger houses and the Milanesi in the smallest. The age of the house in all three

locations was a negative predictor of size (Ji=-.20) (Table 8. 1). When data by each

location was selected the regression equations run again with ooly the age variable, ooly

for Larino was there a significant relationship (Adj R2:: .05, F=9.86 p=.0020) between

size afhouse and age afhause. It was alsa there that more recently-built houses tended

to be larger «(3=-.22), but not anywhere else .

Table 8. J- RegreSSion ofAge ofHouse and Location on House Size.

Dependent Variable
SIZE OF HOUSE (sq. meters)

Independent Variables
LARINO Resident
MILANO Resident

MONTREAL Resident
AGE OF HOUSE
Adj. R2
F
p
n

~
Refer.
-.14

.20
-.20

.11
10.98

~.00005

296
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13
-.23
-.30

Refer.
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Evaluations of Comfort and Problems

Present vs. previous house
Sînce residential mobility can occur with results for quality of life perceptions

which vary according to whether the move was for the better or otherwise~data was

collected on the subjective evaluation of present house versus previous house (Appendix

V, Table 7. 28). It was found that 75.6% of Larinesi, 71.20/0 of Milanesi and 88.7% of

Montrealers thought their present house to be better or much hetter than the previous.

Those who thought their move had been ta a residence which was worse or much worse

than before, lived mostly in Larino (18.5%) while in Milano only 13.6%, and in

Montreal 1.8% were in the same category. The highest percentage of movers who did not

consider their present dwelling an improvement were located in Milano (12.1 %)

Ambient comfort
One recurring theme in housing evaluations encountered in the field work was the

ease with which a house could provide and maintain a comfortahle room temPerature.

Though location specifie climatic factors such as seasonal variation, humidity ~ exposure

to wind~ and technological factors such as availability and efficiency of heating

appliances, cost of energy, among others, could not be considered in detail, it was

possible to collect thennometer readings within each house, and ta ask respondents for

opinions regarding comfortable room temperatures in wioter. In Larino 44.20/0 and in

Milano 12.0% of the respondents did not have opinions about a comfortahle room

temperature. In Montreal all respondents answered. The largest percentage of

Montrealers (69.5%) felt the room temperature at the time of the interview was neither

hot nor coId (i.e. just right) while in Larino 59.6% were of the same opinion. In Milano

58.8% thought the room temperature was hot or very hot (X~19.02 p< .0008).

The temperatures and contributing conditions to comfort at the time of the

interview were not controllahle by location and by household. The room temperatures at

the time of the interview were recorded with thermometers accwate to ±.5 degrees
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Centigrade and compared to the respondents' verbal evaluations of comfortable room

temperatures.

There were significant differences in mean temperature measured at the time of the

interview between Larino and Milano (20.35°C and 21.24°C~ t=-1. 73~ 2-tail p=.OO 1) and

between Larino and Montreal (21.35°C~ t=-1.86 2-tail p.067).

Without controlling for the influence of other variables~ it would appear that in

Larino a lower thennometer reading by aImost a degree is not enough to distinguish

significantly the ambient comfort evaluation. In Milan, a slightly lower difference of

less than one degree from Montreal ~ s is considered hot or very hot.

Perceptions of Main housing Problems
In a previous chapter it was seen that by the early seventies much of the ltalian

urban quality of life remained "unbearable" and "stressful'\ accompanied by high

housing costs~ and plagued by a scarcity of services (Signorelli~ 1971). Since the early

seventies~ aggregate data presented earlier on the ltalian housing situation show that sorne

stresses have continued. The Bilancio Sociale di Area (1981) data showed that for more

than half of the Milanesi interviewed (57.9%) a generalised "housing problem'\ including

a perception of scarcity of adequate accommodation and high costs~ was still the most

important problem facing them. Dnly 2.7% thought that other problems were more

important. The balance still considered housing as an important (15.5%) or very

important (23.9%) problem.

How did the Larinesi compare to the Milano householders in their assessment of

housing problems? AImost ail of the Larinesi in Milano (95.7%) answered in accordance

with the rest of the Milanesi in perceiving the existence of an unspecified "housing

problem" (Appendix V, Table 7.15). Dnly 59.1% of the MontreaIers answered yes to the

question. Residents of Larino (83.6%) feH between the other two (x2::19.95, p< .00005).

When asked to specify what the main housing problem was in their opinion~ there

were different concems by location. In Larino (51.9%) and in Milano (76.6%), the
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highest percentages of Larinesi gave as the first main problem a combination of

distribution, availability and affordability. In Montreal the highest concem (45.6%) was

the combination of taxes, govenunent administration, and landlord-tenant relationship.

The Xl significance test was not completely reliable for this variable.

There were significant differences in reports of whose job it was to resolve housing

problems. In both Larino and Montreal the overwhelming response was that it was the

task ('fthe public sector. In Milano semi-public agencies, like public housing boards. co

operatives and the private sector either individually or together with the others were seen

as being responsible for problem resolutions by 52.3% of the respondents.

There were no significant differences by location in opinions regarding whether

rent controllaws were a good or bad idea. From the pool of combined answers from ail

locations 48.9% of ail respondents were in agreement that such laws were either good or

very-good ideas.

The opinions on whether landlords had the right to evict tenants was significantly

different by location. In Larino 68.8% were in agreement while in Montreal ooly 54.3%

said yeso In Milano a plurality of 49.3°/() of Larinesi thought that such a right was notjust,

while the majority either did not know or agreed that it was juste Sorne people gave

qualifications to their agreement such as when landlords were motivated by unacceptable

behaviour in the tenants, or when they needed the property for family members, while

others responded in an absolute fashion, saying that both tenants needed to he ensured of

a home.
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Tenure and Economie Aspects

Owners
Differences in the ratios of owners and renters were found to be consistent with the

hypotheses fonnulated in Chapter 2, under the heading of~~Housing Situation". The most

popular fonn of tenure among Larinesi was ownership with the exception of Larinesi in

Milano, where renters were more frequent (49.3%) (Appendix V, Table 7.18). The

largest occurrence of owner occupiers was in Montreal (83.9%) and the largest

occurrence of other fonns of tenure was in Larino (12.8%). Other forros of tenure were

as varied as: usufruct, mezzadria, housing provided by employer, living with the owner,

owner of part/renter of another part, and renting ta own.

Opinions of resale value of residence
Owners are often very proud of their houses and they tend to reflect this pride

through subjective evaluations of the general quality of their house and through estimates

of the selling price of their residence that are higher than the going market price. These

subjective evaluations are often not based on exact infonnation about market value as

might be available to real estate professionals, but are believed to have correspondence ta

market realities because the residential housing market is visible, transactions are difficult

to conceal, and sorne infonnation about value is always available to owners, especially

when prices fluctuate rapidly.

For lack ofbetter infonnation that would indicate the market value of the Larinesi's

homes, it was assumed that the average evaluations given by the respondents would

correlate highly with the overall average selling price of houses in the area.

In accordance with hypothesis (H2 tJJ, Montreal's Larinesi valued the dwellings that

they lived in - which in 58.9% of the cases were duplex or other ~4-plexes", muJti-family

dwellings - at an average of$204,233 which is significantly higher than either oftheir

townsmen in Larino ($75,159, t=-7.98, p=.00025) or ofthose in Milano ($125,068, t=

2.19, p=.OI7) (Appendix V, Table 7. 17). Larino's average home evaluation did not differ
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from Milan·s though there was significant difference in the variance of the distribution of

priees. (F=2.59, p=.009).

Indebtedness
Out of the total of 170 ovmers interviewed the largest percentages of owners whose

houses were fully paid was found in Larino (91.5%). The lowest was in Montreal

(65.6%) and in Milano 82.1 °tla ofowners had paid offtheir houses. The highest

significant percentage ofindebted ovmers was found in Montreal where 34.40/0 owned

houses for which money was still owed (x~15.24, p=.0005).

Out of all those people who still owed money on their houses it was found that, in

accordance with hypothesis H21, Montreal' s Larinesi owed a significantly larger average

sum ($43,565) than Larino's. Milan's indebtedness feU in the middle and was not found

ta be significantly distinguishable from either Montreal's or Larino's (Appendix V, Table

7. 17). Since the size of the indebtedness can be a function of house value, a test was

made of the ratio of the amount owed ta the amount ofevaluation of the house. The

results showed that in Milano no variation existed around the mean ratio (.24). At-test

could only be computed between Larino's (.15) and Montreal's (.23) mean ratios, but no

significant difference was found to exist. Other considerations such as the greater

availability of mortgage funds in Canada may have to be kept in mind to explain the

higher indebtedness of the Montrealers.

When factors for location were regressed on to the log of the estimated value of all

properties owned, Milano and Montreal were nevertheless significantly higher than

Larino' s, while Montreal was significantly higher than both the other two. The

regression equations were significant and location explained about 50% of the variation

in the total evaluations.

Ownership of other houses
One question that was asked of all the respondents was whether they owned any

other houses anywhere, inc1uding ltaly, and to give the total number afhouses they
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owned, including the one they lived in. The highest percentage of respondents who

owned two or more houses was found in Montreal (72.7%)., while the highest percentage

ofowners ofno houses at all., was found in Larino (39.1%) (Appendix V, Table 7.16).

There were more people in Larino who owned two or more houses (30.4%) than in

Milano (15.8%). Due to the small sample sizes involved many ceUs had a very low

expected frequency and chi-squared statistical tests of significance were not reliable.

ln interpreting these findings of it is important ta consider that the question

"Complessivamente quante case ha?" (What is the total number of houses that you

have?) included the word "casa"., or house, which in sorne cases was interpreted

differently according to country. In ltaly it was generally understood that "casa" meant

'''place to live" which could generate a variety of answers from "apartmenC, to "one-room

hovel". In Canada., the word was interpreted more inclusively, sa that if a persan owned

another duplex or multifamily unit in addition to his own., he might have answered "yes 1

own.,~ more house" rather than "1 own two (or six) more residences under one tide. in

a five-plex building'" --eloser to the Italian interpretation of the question. The

implication is that the evidence reported here is supportive of hypotheses H2s, that the

greater number of real estate properties occurs at the destinations. Since the number of

houses given by respondents in Montreal most likely underestimates the true, total

number of residences which the owner could potentially inhabit himself, as a destination

Montreal was even further ahead in total number of houses owned., than reported here.

Renters and Rent-Control
When comparisons were made according to the amount of rent paid by those people

who did not own their accommodations analysis of varianee found a significantly higher

variation in average rent in dollars was paid in Montreal ($315), followed by Milano

($224.7) and Larino ($98.2) (F=28.8878, p<.00005). Sïnce rent reguIation legislation

was in effect in both ltaly and Canada, these findings appear to reveal a strong

moderating effect upon rentaI expenditure which would not have existed otherwise and

which did not proteet first-time renters in Milan. In the opinion of the 18 renters who
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were able to answer the question ""What would be your rent without regulationT'" the

effect of regulation upon the rentaI market was highest in Milano (F=3.39" p=.0611)

where the average uncontrolled open market rent evaluation for the premises occupied by

the respondents was $607.7. a $383.0 average increase from their present rent. In

Montreal" the increase expected was the smallest at only $103.8. In Larino this increase

was assessed to be an average of $201.8. Renters in Milano had the longest average

tenure of the three locations (24.8 years) while Larino and Montreal were very close at an

average of 14.4 and 14.6 years respectively. However these differences were not

significant for the sub-sample of 83 renters.

Changes of Residence and Migration

Residential Mobility
Migration in the survey was interpreted in tenns of residential moves and restricted

to those changes in dwellings which lasted for one or more years. This restriction had the

advantage of eliminating seasonal workers or sojourners who did not have at least this

degree of residential stability.

Respondents who had experienced residential mobility lasting for at least one year

were first identified by the total number of houses that they had inhabited. Significant

differences were found between all pairs of locations (Appendix V, Table 7. 19).

Larino's average was the lowest (3.36 bouses) compared to Milano's (4.08) or Montreal's

(6.36) which was the highest.

Next, in order to obtain an idea ofhow recent their residential mobility had been"

respondents were asked how many years and months (if less than a year), they had lived

in their present house. Differences among locations were found to be significant ooly for

the Larino-Montreal comparison. Montrealers showed the least number of years in their

present house (11.94) while the Larinesi the highest (18.48) and the Milanesi in between

(15.92).
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Montreal's respondents had therefore been more active movers and had moved more

recently than the Larinesi. The Milanesi being in between. were hard to distinguish

statistically from either extreme. However. il was still possible that the Montreal

respondents had different residential mobility patterns from the other tViO. For example.

1\lontrealers could have been more active only within Montreal while the residents of

Larino and Milano though less active overaII. could have been active movers in previous

cities of residence. Further information could be had by distinguishing bet\veen residential

moves within the same municipality and those \vhich involved many municipalities.

Types of Residential Mobility

Movement within city
[n Larino. it was found that only 8.40/0 of the sample had ahvays lived in the same

house. and had ne\'er moved any\vhere else. while the remainder had changed d\vellings at

least once in their life (Appendix V. Table 7. 20). Among those respondents \vho had lived

in another house for more than one year. 52.9%) had done so only within the to\vn of

Larino. \vhile 8.5°'0 in rvlilano and 2.6% in l\10ntreal had occupied another dwelling only

within the city of their present residence.

The population of Larino in comparison to the other two samples \vas therefore

composed of a signiticantly higher number of people who had no external migration

experience <X.!=7789. p<.OOOOS). ln tàct, only 38.70
/0 of the inhabitants sampled had lived

else\vhere. outside of Larino. This percentage. however. grouped together immigrants to

Larino \vith those \vho had returned to Larino after emigration.

Movement between cities
Out of the Larinesi who had experienced residential mobility outside of Larino and

no\v lived in the to\vn. and out of ail those who had experienced migration because they

no\\/ resided in f\1ilano or l'vlontreaL those who in addition. had been to al least one other

location were predominantly found in Larino (96.6~/o), while Montrealers had lived in

another location Iess trequently (64.50/0), and !'vlilanesi even less 50 (38.3~/o) (Appendix V.

Table 7. 21). Out of those who had lived in any combination of t\VO of the three places
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asked about in the survey instrument for each location -i.e. two of Larino. Milano. or

Montreal depending on the location of the interview., and Other in aIl locations (see

Appendix L Section K) - the Milanesi were ahead of everyone else (61.7%)., while the

Montrealers were second (34.5%). Only one person interviewed in Montreal had actually

lived for more than one year in all three possibilities: Larino. Milano and Other.

When the respondents interviewed in each city were cross-tabulated according to

their destinations., it was possible to obtain an idea of the relationship between 1lâÎIS of

destinations. Confinning the accuracy of the sampling design, it was found that Larinesi

in all three locations were not significantly distinguishable from each other in tenns of

their former residency in Larino: nearly ail respondents everywhere had resided in Larino

for at least one year.

However, out ofthose who gave Milano as a fonner residence while not presently

living in Milan. neither the Larinesi (5.1 %) nor the Montrealers (1.7%) were

significantly distinguishable from each other. Larino residents were however

significantly distinguishable from Milano residents in tenns of their ever having lived in

Montreal. Those who were interviewed in Larino were significantly more likely to have

fonnerly resided in Montreal for at least one year (11.9%) CX2::8.28, p=.OI6).

Highly significant differences by location were reported in the "Other Places"

category of residence, indicating that migratory experiences outside of present city of

residence were most common among those presently residing in Larino (86.7%);

secondly for Milano (26.2%); and least common among those residing in Montreal

(11.3%) (X2::39.17 p<.00005).

Other places of residence
When the 81 people who had lived in other places were further cross-tabulated it

was found that for the Larinesi who now lived in Larino 28.8% had lived in another town

in the Molise, while 19.2% had lived in Gennany and 15.4% in another Southem ltalian

town. Of ail those now resident in Milano who had previously resided in other places,

63.2% mentioned that they had moved to another residence within Milano and vicinity.
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Of the Montrealers in the analogous category 51.3% had moved within Montreal and its

vicinity. When the sample was further grouped in tenus of three categories of

destinations: Europe~ Other Continent, or ûther ItalianlCanadian, there were no

significant differences among the patterns of rnobility of the residents.

Residential Location At Time Of Departure
As seen in a previous chapter.. in 1987 the residents of Larino could be classified

accorJing to three residential areas distinguishable geographically.. and according to al

least three other variables: availability of an automobile.. respondent' s age and family

incorne. These areas, or patterns of residential concentration.. coincided with living in:

the upper town, the lower town.. and the contrade. Though this residential pattern was

further accentuated during the years ofnew residential development ("60's and '70"s)~ it

had historical roots which take it back to an earlier period and confirrn its existence even

at the time of high emigration.

How did the fonner residents of Larino interviewed in Milano and Montreal fit into

this residential pattern at the time of departure? It was found that both the Milanesi and

the Montrealers had previously resided mostly in the lower town (66.9%) though

significantly more Milanesi (81.8%) had done so than Montrealers (63.8%) <X2::15.72,

p=.0004) (Appendix V, Table 7. 24). Whereas 25.7% of the emigrants to Montreal had

resided in the contrade, there were no cases of former contrade dwellers among the

emigrants interviewed in Milan. Rather, the balance of Larinesi in Milano had been

upper Larino dwellers (18.2%) a higher percentage than for the Larinesi in Montreal

(10.5%). Although the sample size in this crosstabulation was too small too allow

further.. more precise comparisons of fonner residential location.. it was noted that in

lower Larino~ before grouping all respondents into one category~ two of the four census

tracts which make-up the lower town, were more heavily represented than the others. In

our 1987 field study these two tracts were reported to be occupied predominantly by

pensloners.
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Patterns of Migration

Time-table and Itinerary of Emigration
By selecting only the respondents who had migratory experiences, further

comparisons were possible which allowed an evaluation of the samples'

representativeness~and an exploration of the time-table and itinerary of migration. In

Figure 8. 2, the frequency distributions ofemigrants now residing in Milano and

Montreal by the year they left Larino, show sorne clear differences. The pattern of arrival

ofItalians to Canada as derived by Canadian census statistics was shown in Chapter 3,

Figure 3.1. This pattern is similar to that shown by the Italian government's emigration

figures, though absolute numbers - quite conunonly in emigration measurement 

differ considerably between the two~ and show 182,139 more immigrants than Canada's

count l (Baldi, 1988:79). The pattern specifie to the Larinesi in Montreal, peaked first in

1950 and rernained high tiB it reached a maximum in 1960. It peaked again in 1964 and

then disappeared in the seventies and eighties. Immigration of Larinesi to Milano~ then~

appeared to be of a more steady character reflecting severa! smaller peaks in the

immediate post-war period: in the fifties, in the sixties and again in the seventies. In the

eighties the constant flow towards the North appeared to have continued.

In both Milano and Montreal the vast majority ofrespondents had migrated directly

to these cities. However, in all three location there were a total of 81 respondents who

had experienced migration to places other than to Milano or Montreal before settling in

their present destination. In Larino this group included both return migrants from other

locations, and new immigrants from other ltalian locations (Figure 8.3). Whereas in

Montreal the largest number of people with other migration experiences left these other

places between 1957 and 1972, in Larino they left over a longer period of time. As can

IBaidi reports that the 1984lstat count was 916,655. inclusive ofItalian citizens and ··oriundi", or the Canadian born
of ItaJian origin through thcir father as weil as naturalised Canadians bom in ltaly. The equivalent Stats Canada
figure was 734,516. BaJdi anributes thesc discrepancies to the numcruus problems of measurement charaeteristic of
the field where the survey methodology. and the manner of ascertaining the geographical distribution of the ltalian
communities. are not standardiscd. Sec aJso C.l. lansen and L.R. La Cavera. How Many ltaJians in Canada?,
Downsview: York University. 1981. for a more detailed treatment ofdifferent methodologies (binhplace.language
first spoken. etc.) that can he used .
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be seen from the graph, the slope of the increment for Larino is graduai and undulates

mildly on a rising straight line. In Milano the steepest, continued rise was between 1971

and 1976 though the pattern is generally upward sloping and similar ta Larino's. This

would appear ta indicate that unlike the immigration to Larino or Milan, Larinesi

immigrated to Montreal en masse in a periad of about fifteen years. During this period

both direct and indirect immigrants to Montreal were numerous. The different pattern is

also reflected in the mean length of time in years since leaving these other locations

which was largest for Montreal at 24.47 years. For Milano the mean was 17.06 years and

for Larino 21.07 years (Appendix V, Table 7.22). The average lengths oftime since

leaving Larino for all the Montrealers and for all the Milanesi were respectively 30.56

and 28.89 years.

Direct and Indirect Movements
In order to detennine whether the Larinesi in Montreal or those in Milano were

more likely to have visited another place before fmally settling in each place questions

regarding places of residence were included (Appendix l, Section K, Questions K8, K8A,

and K8B). The data collected yielded a total of 165 respondents with usable answers, out

ofwhich 135 had emigrated directly to Milano or Montreal. In Milano, however, there

were 13, and in Montreal 17 cases of migration to additional places.

By scatter-plotting the nurnber of years since these respondents had left their other

destinations, with the number ofyears since they had left Larino (Figure 8. 4), it was

possible ta explore two possible patterns of migration. The tirst pattern, located above

the diagonal line and labelled "Wandering Migrants"- also referred ta in the literature as

repeat migration - was that of the respondents now residents of Milano or Montreal,

who had returned to Larino atkr leaving another destination, and who subsequently had

left Larino again. The diagonal represented the plot of equality between years since

leaving Larino, and years since leaving another destination. That is, the pattern of

primary immigration, of the "Direct Migrants" to Milano and Montreal, which in this

case inc1uded cases of short indirect immigration, such as that of those who left Larino
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and another destination within the same year. The second pattem~ that of secondary

migration. labelled '''Indirect Migrants" below the diagonal, was that ofthose people who

had left Larino before having left another destination to arrive to their present place of

residence. The majority of respondents with migratory experiences to other destinations

DOW residing in each city feH into the pattern, of secondary migration. There was a

noticeable clustering of Montreal respondents around the middle of the chart, in the range

of20 to 30 years since leaving Larîno. The Milanesi showed this same clustering, plus a

more recent one in the range of lOto 20 years since leaving Larino.

Multiple destination migrants, however, could have had widely different

destinations from each other. a possibility which can impart large qualitative differences

among mayes. The occurrence of these mayes did not in fact appear to be different in

either location. though Milano had a group of more recent movers. Since tests requiring

Figure 8. 4-Multiple Destmatlons a/Migrants: Scatterplot ofNumber o/t'eors Since Lefi Other Destination with
Number ofYears Smce Left fArina
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time-series demographic data could not be carried out to determine the longitudinal

patterns of Larinese emigration~ the patterns described by this cross-sectional sample

could be subject to two possible sources of error. First~ immigration patterns could have

varied considerably depending on the size of the unit of time being used; and second~

there was the possibility that Larinesi with different migration patterns might no longer

be available for inclusion in a potentially representative sample~ due to relocation in other

areas not studied, or due to death. Indications from the field~ in fact, were that post-war

emigration was to a variety of other places~ among which Australi~ which were not the

focus ofthis study. However~ this emigration was still a recent enough phenomenon~ to

be able to rely on a majority of direct reports from surviving respondents.

Reasons for Not Emigrating
In contrast to the Milano and Montreal respondents who were selected as a result of

having experienced at least one inter-city migration, in Larino the proportion of residents

who might aIso have experienced migration was unknown at the time of sampling. The

Larino sample therefore allowed the possibility of comparing people with migratory

experiences with those \vho were residentially stable.

AlI respondents were probed as to the reasons for their residential stability with a

forced choice question regarding whether they had ever had the desire and/or opportunity

to leave, and with an open ended question. Out of the thirteen respondeots in Larino who

had always lived in the same house 7 (53.8%) stated that the opportunity to leave had

never presented itself and that neither had they ever feh the desire to leave (Appendix V,

Table 7. 23). Interestingly, 80% ofthose who had previously inhabited houses outside of

Larino aIso expressed oever having had the opportunity nor the desire to leave Larino.

The respondents with the highest percentage of an expressed desire but who had lacked

the opportunity to leave Larino~ were those who had always lived in the same house

(38.5%)~ followed by thase who had maved within Larino (21.3%). Those who had

moved within Larina aIso had the highest incidence of opportunity, without desire to

leave (12.50/0).
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When the group of 13 Larinesi with the highest residentiai stability (had always lived

in the same house) were asked why they had never left Larino, the most frequent reasons

mentioned \vere that having been born in Larino it was naturai that they should want ta

stay, or that they had lacked a gaod reason for moving away.

Out of the total of 80 respondents who had experienced residential mobility \vithin

the to\\"n. but who had not experienced emigration from the to\vn. sixty gave no

information in the open ended question about the main reason for staying. Out of the

t\venty that chose to elaborate. the most common reason cited was attachment to the tO\\ln

(10): secondly. having work in the town (4): thirdly, having strong tàmily ties (3). Three

respandents gave other reasons namely: o\vning land in Larino. having visited .-\ustralia in

their youth. and having been unable to surmount obstacles.

Residents' Multiple Evaluations of Places
If respondents had resided in one or up to three other places in addition to the

location of the intervie\\'·. they were asked to rank these places vis-à-vis each other. For

each location of interview. it was therefore possible to have from two. to four rankings for

the seven types of evaluations used: housing, \vork. earnings. tàmily. climate. leisure. and

conveniences. .-\ score of one indicated the rank of ..tirsf·. and four the lo\vest. or "las!"'

For example. a preliminary cross-tabulation of the item "Housing" by respondents'

residence in Larino. (Appendix V. Table 8. 8 ). showed that slightly over a majority

(52.8°0) of people living in Larino gave a rank of"first" for their own city. \vhile more

people in 1Vlilano (71.7~/0) did the same. and more yet (87.7°/0) ofthose living in ~:lontreal

ranked their own city as tirst in their comparisons of housing experiences. There were

also cases of"random" zeros which meant that respondents had ovef\vhelmingly decided

on the same rank for one place and gave no further ranks. Apparently it \vas easier for

sorne ta know what was first. but more difficult to decide on second. third and fourth. By

collapsing "third" and "fourth" placement into the "second or lo\ver" category. the cells

for analysis were reduced from a total of 336 (4 ranks times 3 rankers times 4 locations

times 7 items) to 168. Out ofthese, an examination of the 84 "firsts" gave adequate
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infonnation for determining if an evaluation pattern existed in the frequencies with which

locations were being ranked.

Ranking a location as ~..tirst" was taken to reflect a respondent's positive

experiences with that location~ and a lower rank as an indication of less positive or

negative experiences. Those people living in Milano or Montreal always had at least one

common comparison: Larino as a town of origine For those residents of Larino who had

other housing experiences, but none in Milano or Montreal, the fourth or ""Other"

classification made a comparison possible. For the small minority of cases (about 13),

that compared with ~"Other" places, the reference for ~ .. tirst" ranged from housing

experiences in other places in haly and in Canad~ to other places in Europe, in North and

South America, and in Australia and Africa.

Log linear regression with an interaction model was used to test the effects of the

respondents location of residence, on the different levels of rankings that were obtained.

The "'null" model that no differences existed in levels of rank by location of residence of

respondent, was rejected for all items ranked (Appendix V, Table 8. 9,Appendix V, Table

8. 10). The alternate hypothesis was supported that when accounting for the different

response rates in each location, the ratio of the number of '''tirst'' rankings out of what

would be expected if there was no difference by location, did indeed vary according to

where the respondents lived.

To begin with the ranks for the item ""Housing", it can be seen that many more

Larinesi residents judged housing in other places as "'tirst" (Adj. res. 8.74) or '''second or

lower" (Adj. res. 10.04) than Larinesi or Montrealers. Milano residents were least likely

to have evaluated Larino as '"tirst" (Adj. res. -5.36) and also least likely to have evaluated

Montreal as '~second or lower" (Adj. res. -5.26) and about as equally likely to evaluate

their own city as ....tirst" (Adj. res. 4.59), or "'second or lower". Similarly, more

respondents in Montreal ranked their own city as "'fust" (Adj. res. 5.29), or "second or

lower" (Adj. res. 5.28) than any other location. Montrealers were also the least likely to

he found ranking other places as ..tirst" (Adj. res. -5.52). It appears then that there are
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fewer Larinesi who think that their housing is the best than there are Montrealers or

~'tilanesi who think the same. A1so there is a significant under-representation of Larinesi

in rvlontreal who think that Larino is optimal (Adj. res. -3.67). while the number of

Larinesi in Larino who think that Montreal is highest in housing is not significant (Adj. res.

138). These tindings suggest that among emigrants and among those who live in Larina

alike. there is a disaffection for housing in the place of origin which is observed after

having had a chance to compare to housing experiences elsewhere.

For the item "Work", again the Larinesi found other locations most frequently in

"firsC (Adj. res. 8.82) and "second or lo\ver" place (Adj. res. 9.33)~ while the ~lilanesi.

aside l'rom tinding their own place frequently at the top (Adj. res. 4.13), and less

frequently in the lower rang (Adj. res. 2.79), they were also very unlikely to see Larino

also in high regard. Nlontrealers also found their own city as the best (Adj. res. 5.22) for

quality ofwork. and a signitlcant smaller number found it as second or lo\ver in quality

(Adj. res. 3.72).

For rankings of"Earnings" Larino's favouritism for other places is repeated. but a

signitlcant number do also put it in secondary place (Adj. res. 8.88). The ~\/lilanesi put

\'lilan much more strongly in second place (Adj. res. 8.59), while a signiticant number of

them still put it in tirst place. Montrealers and Larinesi are almost in agreement in putting

;\.:lantreal in tirst place for earnings. On the other hand l\10ntrealers and lvlilanesi have

similar opinions of earnings in each other's cities, and many less Nfilanesi

(Adj. res. -6.52), than Montrealers (Adj. res. -4.89) tind Larino as the best for earnings in

comparison ta their past experience.

Rankings for "Family"' are similar in aIl cities. The pattern of place of residence as

"tirst" is repeated with the exception of "Other" places for Larino which remains high

throughout the seven items. For rankings of"Climate", ovef\vhelmingly high are Larino

(Adj. res. 9.21) and Other places (Adj. res. 8.77) as ranked by the residents of Larino.

Montrealers are slightly more appreciative oftheir own climates than Milanesi~ but

lvlontrealers are more frequently in agreement that Larino'5 climate is best (Adj. res.
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4.07). This may indicate that people have adjusted to their own climates. however. the

distribution of their rankings also matches a preference for the warmer. drier climate

found in Larino. Closely similar to the pattern of'~firsts" of the item '~Climate" is that of

'''Leisure'' where Larino is ranked most highly(Adj. res. 6.81) among the Larinesi

themselves. than among the residents of the other locations. On the other hand much

fewer Milanesi (Adj. res. -2.27) than Montrealers rank Larino as providing the best

opportunity for leisure. This finding appears to indicate that more Montrealers prize the

town of Larino than Milanesi. and that the Larinesi, although recognising their particular

favourable position in close proximity to summer resort centres in Campo Marino or

Tennoli, the nearby beaches on the Adriatic coast, they may still find that leisure in other

places outside of Larino. was of a better quaIity, or was perhaps of a wider variet)'.

The modest residual (Adj. res. 2.39) for the number of "first" rankings by Larinesi

of "'Conveniences" in their own town, attests to the perception that changes in

(comodità2
) have not occurred in Larino as fast as in the "Other" places (Adj. res. 8.29),

or in Montreal (Adj. res. 4.72). Notable are the very low negative residuals for Milanesi

assessing Larino as '''first in Conveniences" (Adj. res. -6.00), and the similarity in the

residuals of Larinesi's assessments of Larino, (Adj. res. 2.39) and of Milano (Adj. res.

2.35). AIso, Montreal as assessed by its Larinesi residents, is higher (5.47) than that of

the Milanesi's assessment for their own city (Adj. res. 4.09).

Additive Ranking Index
To facilitate further analysis the number ofranking variables was reduced to one,

and an index was created by adding the values across the seven component items. This

addition produced the mean distributions of rankings shown in Table 8. 2, It is clear that

Montreal ranked on the average slightly higher (x=9.18) than Milano (x=9.85) or Larino

(x=Il.04) while the rank of other places was last (x=Il.54). When looking at the

distribution of ranks by location it was found that in Larino about half of the respondents

! Translates as a combination of: conveniences. cornfon. and services (modem conveniences). appliances. etc..
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Table 8. 2 - Summed Ranlcings ofPlaces ofResidence on Seven Items (Law Score = High Rank)

SUMMED
RANKINGS Mean Std Dev Mininun 14axinun N

LARINO 11.04 2.44 1.00 16.00 215
MI LANO 9.85 3.13 1.00 25.00 66
MONTREAL 9.18 1.53 2.00 14.00 112
OTHER 11.54 3.39 1.00 21.00 76

Table 8. 3-Regression on the Standardised Ranlcings by Location

Dependent Variables
Standardised Rankings for Larino and Other Locations

Independent Variables LARINO RANICINGS OTHER LOCATION
RANKINGS

tJ tJ ~ IJ P IJ
LARINO RESIDENT Ref. - .22 -.35 Ref. .• 01 - .65
MILANO RESIDENT .15 Ref. - .09 .01 Ref. - .43
MONTREAL RESIDENT .29 •11 Ref • .53 .52 Ref.
Adjusted RI .09 .26
F 11.06 14.00
P S .00005 s .00005
N 212 75

Note:
Since highest rank was 1 a negative sign indicates a high
standardised ranking

Table 8. -1 - Comparative Evaluations OfWeil Being OfRelatives ln Location Orher
Thon Interview

LARINO MILANO MONTREAL

LOCATION OF RELATIVES
THAT ARE BETTER OFF
Larinols better off NIA 14 26

x•..••.•..••.•.... 46.?X 6O.5X

Milanols better off 5 13
x•.....•.••...•••. 15.6X NIA 30.2%

Montreal's better off 12 9 NIA
x••.•..•.....••..• 37.5% 30.0X

DIK, no difference •• 15 7 4
x.••.•..•........• 46.9% 23.3X 9.3X

Totals •••••••..••••• 32 30 43 105
X••...••••••.••••• 100.0X lO0.0X 100.0X 100.0%
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ranked Larino higher. and half ranked it lower than other places (Figure 8. 5). Very few

were able to provide rankings of either Milano or Montreal.

AIso. in accordance with the seven-item detailed analyis. the Larinesi interviewed

in Milano were more consistent in evaluating Milano as the better place over Larino.

Only a few evaluated Milano as better than other places they had lived in. Onlyone

respondent had an evaluation for Montreal (Figure 8.6). The Larinesi interviewed in

Montreal were aslo very consistent high rankers of Montreal as the best place they had

ever lived in. Larino was in second place. One ranking for ""Other'" locations, as weil as

two rankings for Milano were very low ouliers (Figure 8. 7).

By converting the ranked data from each location to z-scores. further comparisons

across locations were possible. The standardisation allowed to express the location of

each respondent' s evaluation in terms of the characteristics of the distribution (mean and

standard deviation) of the totality of ranks. Since Larino was ranked vis-à-vis each of the

other three locations. this group of rankings contained the largest number of usable

responses (n=212). In comparison to Larino's and Milano's resident Larinesi. the

standardised regression coefficients for rankings of the combined 7-item scale (Table 8.

3) for the town of Larino, are significantly lower among Montreal residents (.29). Larino

is ranked highest by the Larinesi residents themselves (-.35), but more highly by the

Milanesi residents than the Montreal residents. Larino residents ranked the Other

locations, the highest (~-.65) while Milano's residents' ranking ofOther locations

followed closely behind (13=-.43). Montrealers ranked other locations that they had

inhabited, much lower than the other two residents.

Evaluation of Best Place where Relatives Live
Only 20.6 % of the respondents in Larino had relatives living in Milano or

Montreal or both, about whom they could give information (Table 8. 4). Forty percent of

those living in Milano and 38.1% in Montreal could do the same. Predominantly, those

interviewed in Larino either did not know, or thought that there was no difference

between relatives in Montreal and Milano (46.9%). Twelve (37.5%) of the respondents
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thought that Montreal"s relatives were better off. Interestingly both in Milano (76.70/0)

and Montreal (90.7%) the respondents were significantly (x2::8.40 p=.0150) more able to

discern differences in the weil being oftheir relatives~ than in Larino. Yet both groups

reported that the relatives in Larino were the ones better off The sample sizes are small.

thus the results are only suggestive that positive evaluations of place of origin are more

likely to be found in the destinations among those who left than in the place of origin~

among those who retumed or never left at all.

Analysis of Patterns of Use of Space

Modifications
One physical aspect of living in a house is that often severa! types of modifications~or

work of sorne sort are required to make it suitable to the needs of the occupier. The

ability and manner of carrying these out within the context of old and new surroundings

and social conditions, as proposed in Chapter 2, could be indicative of particular types of

physical and social adjustment. Examples of modifications vary from restructuring the

physical layout, enlarging it, redecorating or making restorations and repairs which serve

to lengthen the life-span of the building.

Observations of the number of retail stores catering to the "do-it-yourself' house

improvement market in Canada lead to the conclusion that this component is an important

and highly promoted aspect of wood-frame family housing. It is probably facilitated by

relatively inexpensive and plentiful wood-product construction material, and by home

owners' attitudes that savings in this aspect are desirable and do not reflect a 105s of

quality. This is contrary to the ltalian situation where building material is stone-based

and relatively expensive, and expert workmanship is preferred to the do it your-self. As a

result of these field observations, the hypothesis was fonnulated that in Canada there

would be higher numbers of modifications to the interior of the house as well as thase

which required active manipulation of the normal function of space, such as turning a
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bedroom into an office or playroom, would be higher in Canada. Because of the strong

historical component and official emphasis on maintaining the Italian architectural

patrimony, building restorations, normally designed to bring a decaying structure back to

its original use or state. were expected to be most frequent in Lanno.

Respondents in each city reported ditferent levels of activity in each type of

moditication. but none statistically significant except for the differences in amount of

redecoration which was carried out by location (Appendix V. Table 7 25) ~1ilano's

Larinesi redecorated more frequently (53.4~/o) than ~10ntrears (530~/O) and Larino's

(34A%
).

The "Extra" kitchen
ln Fainella ( 1(86) it "vas seen that Italians in ~10ntreal had a significantly ditferent

use of internai domestic space than Canadians of French or other origin. This difference

\vas typified by the use of a duplicate kitchen located usually in the basement of the house

This facility which builders or"ethnic housing" had provided at the construction stage was

not only an additional area for food preparation, but the area most used on a daily basis.

while the main kitchen was seldom used. The consistency bet\veen builders and users of

houses in this regard. led one to believe that the extra kitchen \vas a characteristically

Italian cultural requirement. No binational comparative study \vhich could veritY whether

this belief \vas tound. Other research on the living arrangements of unmarried. elderly

Hispanie females has tound an inverse relationship benNeen economic status and the

impact of cultural factors (Burr and Mutchler. 1993). An examination of Italian housing

behaviour in Canada stretching back to the pre-war immigration boarding houses

arrangements (Harney, 1978) has led to the interpretation that the aim of immigrants \vas

"to become more self-sufficient and independem, including in matters of housing-- and that

the use of housing in a concentrated, identifiably Italian cultural manner was more of a

reasoned economic strategy than "'a retlection of the culture of the country of origin"

(Perin, 1992: 15). Was the phenomenon of the extra-kitchen as observed in Canada.

simplya Canadian economic strategy because it allowed access to extra income through

potential borders or tenants? If so, as tàr as modern Italy was concerned, there would be
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little indication of any such a requirement in ItaIian to\vns. It was hypothesised theretore.

as proposed in Chapter 2 hypothesis H3 5, that the highest occurrence of duplicate kitchen

tàcilities would be in Montreal.

ln comparing the three locations evidence was gathered which corroborates the

belief in a cultural requirement rather than in an economic strategy. The evidence gives

sorne direction towards an explanation as to the ongin of the extra-kitchen requirement

Firstly. it \vas tound that significant differences existed in terms of the o\vnership of an

existing extra-kitchen tàcility. Montrealers had the highest occurrence (44.1°/0). ln Larino

(9.7%) and in l\lilano (4.3%) small numbers ofrespondents had existing, additional

cooking spaces Ce=41.99 p< .00005). Secondly. when ail respondents \vere asked ho\v

they felt about the duplicate cooking space. regardless of\vhether they o\vned one. it \Vas

the Larinesi in Larino \vho predominantly agreed that having such an extra-tàcility \vas

l'rom a good. to a very-good idea (72.3~-'O). ln Montreal where one would have expected

ta tind the most frequent favourable attitude. less of the respondents (593%) thought the

same. ln 7\'liIano 42.4% agreed ce= 19.23 p< .0007). Thirdly. when those who had an

extra kitchen \vere separated from those who did not have one (Appendix V. Table 7 2.7).

it \vas found that those lacking the duplicate kitchen \vere significantly ditferent by

location in their evaluation of whether the extra kitchen was a good idea. ln Larino more

people without extra kitchens \vere tàvourable to the idea (70.7%
) than in rvtilano or

\-lontreal (41. 9~/o and 42.4%. ;e=22.46 p< .0002). Respondents possessing an extra

kitchen did not differ signiticantly by location in their overwhelming positive assessment

The absence of the duplicate cooking area coexisting with a positive assessment of

its usefulness can be interpreted as an indication of desire for the facility: theretore. desire

is most noticeable in Larino. Since Larino is the common place of origin. and since these

desires are assumed to be stable, then the data indicates that desire tor the extra-kitchen is

not an adaptive response ta the immigrant 's present environment. but an imported value

which originates in the town of origin. Since more Montrealers than either Larino or

t'vlilano residents owned the tàcility, it would appear that Canadian housing situation

provides the best means for fulfilling this desire. AIso, when respondents were asked tor
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reasons as to why the extra-kitchen was a good idea there was no mention in any location

of an economic component directly or indirectly related to changing the use of the house

to permit additional sources ofincome. Among those in tàvour or strongly in tàvour of

the added facility. answers varied in a narrow "use and enjoyment"' range which included

concerns with "(;omodilà" (convenience)~ dividing off presentable space from the rest of

the house tor visitors: having more space: and allowing paI1icularly messy cooking (such

as the making of tomato preserves or frying) to be carried out in a less visible location.

Use of Domestic Space
Research on the use of other domestic space in America is ample. Differences have

been tound to exist according to c1ass (Rainwater and Coplovitz. 1980). social status. and

occupation (Poulin. 1985: Pratt. 1978). ln [taly. previous quota-sample research in

Naples. (Amaturo et al.. 1986) has followed analysis inspired by Veblen 's ( 1949) theories

of leisure and ostentatious consumption. and Bourdieu 's ( 1983) retlections on the elitist

distinctions in consumption. The Neapolitan research was based on the assumption that

the "sa/Ol1(/' or living-room is the tocus of the major "ostentatious strategies" of the

tàmily lt hypothesised a relationship between the use of the living room. and type of

incongruence among the variables: income. occupational prestige. and education.

Findings suggested that \vhen controlling for incorne. the type. placement and use of

abjects in the living-room was dependent on occupational status, education. and type of

incongruence. Occupational status and education showed to be direct intluences in

deterrnining overall orientation towards "tradition" or "creativity" in the living-room.

:\lso. in case of incongruence. when income was greater than education and occupational

prestige, living-rooms became places of "'ostentatious \vealth display". \vhereas \vhen

incarne was lower than the other two variables. living-rooms tended to become functional.

When the three tàctors were congruent there were no observed differences in living-room

use. The repoI1ed problem with the research was the sample size (n= 100) and the

inadequacy of measuring only gross ditferences in education and status. [t was
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suggested by the authors that research based on small status differentials rnight be more

revealing of the social mechanisms which underlie changes in the use space. With sorne

modifications designed to see if a threshold ofchange of space use existed. my research

tested Amaturo' s fmdings against the Larinesi. as a group which had srnaller differences

in education, sirnilarities in culture, but sizeable differences in incarne. It incorporated

measures of subtle uses of space. such as the symbolic explained below., and an

investigation of space-use in the living-room.

Symbolic Use
Use of space can be called symbolic when the space involved is neither rnodified

structurally., nor functionally, nor restored in any way and its use is exemplified in the

manner in which objects with a particular value or meaning are arranged within the

house, or in the choice of rooms in which they are kept and exhibited. In the inquiry

herein, five items were chosen as indicators of symbolic space use. The assumption was

that the exposition of certain affective or religious objects in particular rooms of the

house is a representation of a state of mind which assigns particular meaning to that

space, hence it was called symbolic use of space. Respondents were asked whether,

somewhere in the house they exposed family photographs, religious objects/photographs.

original paintings, images of illustrious People, or abjects of strictly Persona! value. The

hypothesis to be tested here was that because of the importance of church and religious

festivities in the town of origin, religious objects, in part symbolising tradition, would be

most frequently displayed in Larino. Because of the secular influences upon tastes and

life-styles experienced in a large city, the display of other non-religious objects was

hypothesised to be considerably different between Larino and either destination while

showing close similarity between Milano and Montreal.

Differences were found according to location in the occurrence of these items

(Appendix V, Table 7. 26). Family photographs were most common in Montreal where

89.8% of the households exhibited them somewhere in the house (X2::9.17 p< .010) and

least common in Milano (60.6%). Religious objects and photographs were most popular

in Larino (80.3%, X~7.21 p< .027) and Ieast common in Milano (59.2%) while the
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occurrences of original paintings" of images of illustrious people, and of objects of

persona! value were notable ooly because of their scarcity in alilocations. Between

66.2% and 88.8% of all respondents in each location answered "no'" to the questions. Out

of the three items, ooly in Milano did more than half of the respondents exhibit original

paintings (53.5%, X~5.52 p< .0384). When respondents were asked in which rooms they

exhibited the most number ofeach particular item (Appendix V" Table 7. 29) there

appeared to be more of an agreement that the bedrooms are the places for religious

pictures and objects. The living-room is where family pictures are kept mostly, in Larino

and in Milan, with the bedroom being aIso an important storage location. A combination

of the living room and bedrooms was the most important location for these objects in

Montreal.

The indicators of symbolic use of space then, point out that the differences in the

determinants of immigrant visualisation and use of domestic space may also he due to the

influence of the different social context in each location. More emphasis is placed upon

family among the Larinesi in Montreal" in Larino religion has more prominence" and in

Milano social display is held in high esteem.

Use of the Living-room
Another hypothesis relating to space use was that there would be di:fferences

between how the living-room is used in Montreal and in either ltalian locations, but none

between the two ltalian locations. This is what could he referred to as a difference

"'by-country" rather than "by-city"', ÏDdicating the probability that an "unknown factor"

overarching the effects ofplace of residence May he at work within the same country; but

which outside of the country" is subject to strong dampening influences. A cross

tabulation (Appendix V, Table 7. 36) shows differences which are partIy supportive of the

hypothesis that a country-specifie factor is affecting space use. The Larinesi and

Milanesi use the living-room in predominantly more funetional purposes (45.4% and

45.9%) while the Montrealers use it more on a casual basis (30.9%). Larino has the

highest fonnal use of the living room (29.4%).There were no differenees by location in

the frequency ofuse of the living room per week. In alilocations more than 71.4% of
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respondents used the living room often or more than ten times a week. Living room space

in both ItaIian locations was used functionally, for things like eating, reading, and

sleeping by an almost equal percentage (45.4% and 45.9%) ofrespondents. In Montreal,

on the other hand., the largest percentage used the living-room for casual purposes, such

as playing games, resting occasionally, or conversing with others. Formal use of the

living-room was highest only in Larino (29.4%), while a multiple-purpose use of the

living-room space was high in both Milano ( 26.2°tla) and Montreal (28.2%) and absent in

Larino.

Television Viewing
A possible functional use of the living room is to watch television. About 12.0% of

respondents in Milano however, did not have a television set., or did not watch it. In

Larino this Percentage dropped to 4.5, and in Montreal nnly one person was in the same

category. Of those that viewed television, the room most often used is the living room in

all three locations. The kitchen is the second most important room for this activity in

Larino (40.3%) and in Milano (22.70/0) while the bedrooms/other/combination is the

second most important place in Montreal (29.9%). AIl differences were significant

(Table 8. 5).

Table 8.5 - Rooms Usedfor Television Viewing

LIVING ROOM••.....••
X•••••••••••••••••

LARINO
78

52.3X

MILANO MONTREAL
45 66

68.2% 56.4X

Totals
189

56.9X

-<

KITCHEN............. 60 15 16 91
X................. 40.3X 22.7X 13.7% 27.4X

BEDROOMS OR OTHR RM
OR COMB.......... 11 6 35 52

X................. 7.4X 9.1X 29.9X 15.7X

Totals.............. 149 66 117 332
X................. 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X

XZ=29.70 ps.OOOOS
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- Explaining Housing Behaviour and Space Use
An indication of the identity of this country-wide. overarching "unknown tàctor"

\vhich might serve as an explanation was found in the Italian literature on housing culture.

Housing culture. defined as an habituai way of visualising the house. was hypothesised as

being rooted in the rural background of the Italian population, and as being responsible tor

the exasperation of urban stresses (Signorelli, 1975:80). This view was a restatement

within the Italian national housing context. of similar broader theories regarding the origin

of working-class material values. described as being both inspired by rural values and

reintorced within the urban neighbourhood (Cohen. [980:771). The similarity with

Signorelli's housing culture view is in that theories ofworking class values. were also seen

as having been born in a period of transition. as occurred in ltaly. trom rural to industrial

society [n addition~ these values also had a "transitionar' and "contradictory" quality

because they had embodied aspects of middle class consumerism while maintaining the

goals of a rurallifestyle. centred around family and tradition. (Rain\vater & Coplo ....itz. see

Cohen:771). Working class material values had allegedly emerged through both

resistance. and adaptation to the social environment and had succeeded in remaining

distinct from those of the middle c1ass (Cohen. [980:771). The "internai contradiction" lay

in that the working c1ass had not produced an awareness of itself but had "projected"

tèelings of belonging to\vard the middle class . \vith the etfect that the a\\/areness of its

o\\/n struggle and the possibility of change had been dulled. \Vith obvious roots in

\Iarxism this theory lent itself to the study of the relationship of politics to housing.

Political conservatism. in tàct could be observed even within the working class home

through the choice of objects within il. and through the meaning \vhich \vas attached to

them. Cohen suggested that the type and quality ofthese objects retlected a

"consumeristic" ideology just as the home itself can be considered a privatised.

consumeristic choice of the household.

Other researchers in the Marxist tradition have attempted to describe the specitic

relationship bet\veen privatisation and home ownership in the working classes and its

etfect upon political orientations (Saunders. 1978: Pratt 1986. Kemeny. [987). Kemeny's
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position was that an overall economic enrichment of the working class had not occurred

through home ownership. Rather, a privatised consumption ofhousing had been a

reinforcer of relative impoverishment. because it favoured unequal distribution. making it

difficult to obtain by those usually most in need of it: the young, just entering the housing

market. Privatised o\vnership thus "took" trom the young, to give to the old, \vho were

nearest the point of leaving the housing market~ and kept the overall housing distribution

unchanged - unless the state worked to "push" toward a new type of ownership. a

consumption scherne which was more equitable, collectivised. and considerate of social

wellàre.

[n both [taly and Canada, the issues arising from the literature regarded the

economics. politics and culture of housing. Housing as a cornmodity related to private

consumption: but it was also part of production as a rneans of \vealth accumulation and

redistribution. Bridging both consumption and production issues it could also be seen in

terms of cultural preterences. Signorelli's added components to this discussion \\iere that

Italian housing culture couId be described in t\VO ways: first, as being privatistic, rather

than as a public interest - meaning that a house was more frequently thought of in

traditional terms, as a scarce resource. and meant to be enjoyed competitively through the

exclusion of others; and secondly as làmilistic - meaning that o\vnership ought to be

invested only in the tàmily unit, rather than in the individual or the public.

Ita/ian Visualisation of House
An exploration of the shape of the privatistic aspects of ltalian housing culture and

their correlation to indicators ofwell-being (incorne) \vas carried out by Franchini

(1984:10). By using survey data (n=977) he gathered and analysed cross-sectional data

relevant to housing culture and cross-tabulated incorne versus ways of thinking of one's

home, namely. as a place for socialising with and welcoming different people (Open). as a

place lor a temporary stop betore going on to other activities (Parking), as a place lor a

variety of activities (MuIti-use), as a place used mainly for sleeping (Dormitory), or as an

island of peace and quiet a\vay from stress and fatigue (Refuge). Franchini showed that

there \vas a strong inverse relationships between [ncome level and the visualisation of the
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...
house as a Refuge (r=-98. 1 tailed p=-.01), and house as Dormitory (r=-88): a strong

direct relationship between [ncome and the thought of the house as Open (r=.82)~ and

weaker direct relationships with the house as a place for Parking (r=. 73), and weakest as

place for lVlultiple uses (r=.23).

\Vhen tàctor analysis \vas applied to his crosstabulation. it can be seen how the tive

concepts load (after varimax rotation2
) on two bipolar tàctors. labelled to represent for our

purposes. a Syrnbolic versus a Functional use of space component, and an Urban (or

Public) versus a Rural (or Private) component. (Figure 8. 8). The results sho\v that

Franchinïs incorne appears about halfway on the Functlonal to Syrnbolic Factor, but

c10sest to the LrrbaniPublic side almost halfway bet\veen the loadings for "Open" and

"Parking"

Larinesi in Italy vs. Larinesi in Canada
How did the data gathered by the present research on the Larinesi compare to

Franchinïs scheme? [n Figure 8. 8 are overlaid the tàctor scores for a two tàctor solution

ofvariables regarding living room use and occupation taken l'rom the Immigration and

Housing Survey ( (988) and as constructed under the incorne analysis. After rotation. the

tàctors for Italy and Larino fall in the same end as Franchini's Incorne and Open image of

house. while Nlilano is doser to the opposite side. nearer to where the inferred

Canada/T\lontreal reference point is located (-.780 horizontal. and - 192 on the venical).

The income-to-need-ratio tàctors out c10sest to Nlilano. in accordance with the earlier

analysis (see Chapter 7. Net Family [ncorne, cf), where the Larinesi in ~lilano \vere l'ound

ta have the highest average assessment of needs ($ 1.667), to be the least optirnistic about

being able to meet those needs. while also being consistently better off in relative position

to their city average, in comparison ta the position of Larinesi in Montreal, or Larinesi in

Larino.

:Vanmax rotation \s a prOl.:cdurc in Fa~tor Analysis \\hil.:h rcsulL"\ in the.: axes being rotated orthogonall\. I.e \\(thout
~hangmg their pcrpendi~ular rdationship to each other. The method mmimise.:s the number of vanahlcs that have
hlgh loadings on ca~h l~lI.:tor and simphlÏt:s the mterpretation (Norusis. 1988:B53 J.
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The interesting interpretation consistent with the existence of a housing culture is that the

Functional Use of the Livingroorn among Larinesi has multiple associations whieh appear

country specifie. It is closely associated with White Collar occupations, Multiuse,

Parking and Franchini's Incorne, which are representative of a rnueh larger population of

ltalians. AIso, being a resident of Larino is not as closely associated to these variables as

is residing in ltaly, the combined Milano-Larino residence variable. The Casual Use and

Multi-use of the Livingroom are closer to the PrivatelRural end of the continuum, and

Figure 8. 8-lmage ofHouse in Urban /ta/y and Income Compared la Use ofLiving Room and IncomelNeed Ratio
among the Larinesi
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they group closer to CanadaIMontreal than to Milano. The location of the variable

Fonnal use of Livingroom closer to quadrant for ltaly makes it consistent with the

existence of a country-specific underlying factor, or housing culture. However~ it does

not fall as closely as one might expect neither to Larino, nor to Milano, and it is most

distant from Montreal. On the other hand, since the occupation factor Blue Collar

(reference technicaUclerical) seems to represent its own polarity, this might indicate an

underlying social class component. When both occupation and country where removed

from the analysis (not shawn), Milano fell very close to the PubliclUrban pattern while

Larino was very much at the opposite end (-.959, horizontal, -.071 vertical); and Multiple

uses of the living room showed affinity to the Open visualisation of the house. The

occupation factors therefore~ influenced all types of living-room uses by bringing them

closer to the origins without much change to the shaPe of the distributions ofassociations.

As an exploratory look at the data then, this factor analysis appears to show that

when compared to Franchini' s data on 1talian visualisation of house-space, for the

Larinesi, there are both a country - or socio-cultural- factor, and an occupational- or

social class - factor which affect their use of living room space.

Housing Culture in Canada
Since classifying and identifying imputed, underlying factors requires judgement

on the part of the researcher3~ these variables were amenable to the creation of a variety of

indices. Further analyses with discriminan~and regression techniques were carried out in

the next chapter, to add to the factor analysis ahove, which was most useful in providing

an easily-understood portrait. This graphicaI way of comparing the Larinesi to an

external point of reference provided by Franchini's da~ aIlowed the exploration of the

existence of a ~~housing culture" specific to ltaly, the country of origin of the Larinesi.

]Although judgement is required when c1assifying social and cultural traits for factor analysis. thcre is evidence
suggesting that "different analyslS would he unlikely to come up with radicaJly different results" (Schuessler in
Herschel. 1982: 107) especially when correlations are highly structured. as in the case of the Immigration and
Housing Survey (1988) variables uscd hcre: location. uses ofliving room and Incarne to Need Ratio.
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Although no equivalent information was located for Canada. there is no reason to

believe that a "housing culture" is not present there also. While researchers of Canadian

housing have concentrated on regionaL c1ass. and ethnie analyses. they have also identitied

patterns of consumerism which are distinctive. Often aided by the marketing strategies of

real estate sales-professionals. the idea of a progression tram "starter home" to a "larger

home". to a "retirement home" was often encountered in Canada. retlecting the utilitarian.

as weil as a wealth-and-investment concems which dominate the Canadian social and

housing reality -which is often lacking in both the opportunity and the desire to preserve

historical sites \vhich are no longer useful, nor a source of revenue. Aside trom this

tendency for tearing-down and rebuilding anew. whose existence and prevalence ( can

only attest to from personal observation, there is additionaL authoritative evidence of the

existence of distinctive. ethna-cultural patterns in the housing behaviour ofCanadians

originating trom European countries.

Ethnie Variations
ln tàct. Canadian data on the intluence of ethnicity versus socio-eeonomic c1ass in

home o\vnership (Richlnond.1980: Hayward.1980) has show'n that differences exist in the

rates of home o\vnership by ethnie group. A recall to the importance of the structural

context discussed earlier. HaY'-vard's (1980:72) analysis found that the French Canadians

\vere "outliers" on the side oflow o\vnership rates. \vhile holding concurrently. as a group.

high levels of personal preferences for ownership of housing. On the other hand. cultural

elements were best brought out \vhen Ha)'\vard introduced controls tor incorne. and

produced a positive correlation between incarne and the probability of home ownership

\vithin each ethnie group: whereas. \vhen cornparing across ethnie groups. she found that

ethnie groups with low incarnes. were more likely ta oW'n homes than thase groups having

higher incomes. ln the latter carnparison. law incorne ltalians, Poles and Ukrainians \vere

c1earlyahead. when campared to higher incarne British. Austrians and Pales. This

represented a type of"ethnic anomaly" to the class basis of the determinants ofhome

ownership rankings. Hunter ( 198 1: 140) reparting further on the implications of this

tinding, suggested that current research couId not explain the reasons for the anomaly nor
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...
the role exercised by intergenerational wealth transfers. Researchers (see Chapter 5) have

however identitied and described the distinctive patterns of [tafian strategies of

inheritance. \vhich have also been used in Canada.

The clearest interpretation of the causes of the "ethnie anomaly" in tàct. is the

intèrence that even in Canada, and particularly in Quebec, a "cultural explanation" tor

housing o\vnership pretèrences is valid. A strong "cultural" desire for o\vnership can

obviously acc~lerate the collective ability of a group to O\VO homes. even though.

individually. potential owners might aIl have to surmount similar tinancial obstacles. i.e

the priee of down payment, and the cost of maintaining a loan. ~ Higher incornes alleviate

these costs: nevertheless allocating more of one's income to savings betore purehase. or

obtaining the support of close relatives through gifts, anticipated inheritance. or loans. are

also viable tinancial strategies for obtaining a house. The tindings presented here suppon

previous research tor the larger ethnie groups in MontreaL and are consistent with the

"peasant culture" hypothesis, that material well-being through the o\vnership of land is

highly valued among immigrants from rural origins (Hayward's 1980:79). The issue of

tenure and its relationship to culture and space-use is taken up again in the next and tinal

chapter. \vhere it is funher explored with evidence from the results of discriminant analysis

of the survey data.

lFor 10\\ lIKamt: eanlt:rs. la\\~r mL:aml:S d~nott: a srnaller amallnt of surplus mL:orne. rdatl\"c ta thc a\"~ragc hOllsmg
pnL:t: For t:xample. the dlstn buttan of house pun:hasl: pnL:èS m Mantrl:al IS usuallv stccph kptakurtlL - III Il}X~

x-t thc <I\"l:ragl: hOllsmg priLc was $71.2X2 wlth a standard Jcnation of $33.I.:n f FamdIa. II.)X6) -. thus 10\\
IOL:OmC ~arnl:rs wha J~SIn.: ta bu\" houscs must Jo sa wlthin a narrow pnœ rangc. anJ nl:cJ pun:haswg strategies
1Lash pun;hasc. or high Jo\\n-pa~mcnts) \\hKh fm;ilitatc or ohnatc: th~ n~cd tor traditional tinal1~Ing. usuall\ glh:n
onl\" to thc c:xtCl1t that monthly mortgag~ pu\mc:nts not l:xœcd 3()~;;1 of gross lamIly In~omc.
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CHAPTER 9

FINAL ANALYSIS, SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

Profiles Of Quality Of Life
One major challenge tor the interpretation of historicaL and survey data tindings in

this cross-national study \vas found principally in the use of secondary sources which

required the bridging oftwo different sociological traditions: the ltalian activist. with the

North-American pragmatic orientations. This bridge was most important when the task

involved comparisons using historical documentation, collected by others acting under

diffèrent socio-cultural agendas. As previously explained this challenge \vas met trough

the roIe of the author as "interpreter", and from the interpretations of the tield data came a

series of hypotheses \vhich allowed comparisons to be made.

.-\s with other comparative quality oflife studies (Andre\vs, 1980:279). there \vere

several additionaI concerns that dre\v attention. One was the comparability and stability of

'-meaning" across groups being compared. This problem was rninimised at the onset by

keeping cultural origin and language the same. Cross-sectional survey data was gathered

using the same questionnaire written in only one language. The effect ofo'ethnic" culture

was controlled by restricting the research to ernigrants trom only one Southern ltalian

to\vn. Larino. A second concern \vas the possibiIity of introducing systematic errors in the

actual collection of the data. which rnight bias the results towards a particuIar group The

collection of data at ditferent times and in ditferent locations can give rise to the possibiIity

of the introduction of systematic bias. The tests carried out in the initial analysis and

reported in the appendices. gave reason to believe that no systernatic errors had crept into

key demographic variables of the sarnple. such as the respondents' age-structure. decision

making role, place of birth. marital status. gender, and sorne aspects of tàmily

composition. In addition to different time and location. a third hazard tor interpretation

came from using ditferent methods of collecting data. In this dissertation. the analysis of
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data from the Bilancio Sociale di Area ( 1981) and Canadian Quality of Life ( 1981 )

provided useful and important sources of comparison of city-wide measures, which were

the benchmarks for the assessment of substantive structural ditferences among places.

The creation of these benchmarks addressed a fundamental problern of comparative

research: the lack of standards of comparisons. The contribution of this part of the

research was therefore in providing sorne of the needed references for the design and

choice of structural measures, which could also be useful in future research.

Lastly, key concems of previous research were the causes and etfects of ditferent

levels of quality of life. These were addressed here, specitically, through statistical

analysis which tested hypotheses on the relative influence of structural, objective and

subjective domains. Several sub-hypotheses were already tested and discussed with

bivariate and regression analysis in the previous two chapters. ln tbis chapter, these as

well as additional results of further analysis will be presented and summarised as they

relate to the major hypotheses presented in the theoretical chapter.

Multi-Domainial Differences
The tirst hypothesis proposed in Chapter 2 at a high level of generalisation can now

be stated in terms of the places studied:

(Hl) There are significant differences in the qua/ity ofiife ofthose (Larinesi) who
reside in their town oforigin (Larillo) , and those (Larinesi) who have
emigrated and settled in large industria/ised cilies: lvli/ano and Montreal.

It cao be now be operationalized further by translating it in terms of a discriminant

function (f) which is a linear equation made up of the variables and indices calculated in

previous chapters:

For tbis purpose, the model equation proposed was not a mathematical prediction

Discriminant by Location
= Constant + Structural Quality Index (Additive Context Index)
+ Objective Quality Indices (Incorne Relative to City + Income ta Need Ratio)
+ Subjective Quality Indices (Lifestyles + Satisfaction + Attitudes)
+ Contrais (Occupation + Education + Number of Cars + Crowding + Gender + Age)
+ Error.
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formula in the strictest sense. but an interpretative tool which allowed, simultaneously:

the description of many variables relative to each other - as was done in Chapter 6 \vith

the city-wide data sets -, the identification of internai patterns among the variables. their

relationship to underlying explanatory factors, and a means of testing hypotheses against

the data gathered (see Harris. 1975:228).

Montreal Residents (Country Effect)
The locations of the respondents provided already made groups. and one equation

\vas calculated for each of the three locations (Table 9_ 1) using ail the tàctors listed in the

above equation, as collected together from the analysis in previous chapters. :\ second

equation was calculated after removal of the Additive Contextual Index. AlI of the

equations were subjected ta a stepwise elimination of those variables that did not minimise

\Vilk's Lambda 1. The tinal canonical correlations2 produced ranged between .79 and 96

for the tirst equations: and .48 and. 78 for the number 2 set. For Larino and \;lilano the

tirst equations are the best fitting, \vhile either the tirst. or the second equation is \\iell

titted for 1Vlontreal.

\Vhen ~'lontreal Resident \vas the dependent variable. the group centroid for this

function is highest and positive for the actual group (Montreal=3. 16: retèrence=- 50). and

the function \vas intluenced primarily by the large contribution of Objective indicators

distinctive of ~Iontreal - (Iowest incarne to city levels (see p. 206). high incorne to need

ratio (see p. 204). Household Controls as well as several Subjective measures exerted

secondary intluences.

'Smlldllnes t..:alkd the II slatlstIt..:. It cvaluatcs the hypothesls that 2 or more groups t..:OInc from populauons \\lth the
same rneans for a sd of vanables. Lambda ranges bd\\et:n () anc.! 1 Largt: values of Lamhda mc.!Katt: that group
means do not appear tn he dillcrt:nt (lt equals 1 ifthcv art: ail the samc' Small values mdit..:ale uitlcfcnœs lB

group means. Wilk's Lamhda transtormed ta al: value allows the reJe...:tlOn oftht: null hypnthesls ofno ulfli.:rcnt..:l.:
hd\\ een group means 1Norusis: Il}KK).

:111L: t..:anonlLal LOrrdatlon of tht: JisLriminant timction IS the squart: foot of the ratio of the hd\\een-g.ruups sum of
squan.:s tu the total SUin of squart:s. Squar~d. it IS t:4ui valent to Eta: . from ont:-\\ ay anal\sls of vananœ. anu t..:aI1
h~ mll.:rprt:led as the proportion of tht: total mriability explained by dillèrcnœs ht:t\\t:en groups :\ small \Vtlk' s
Lamhc.!a mdiLatcs more vanahility hdw~t:n groups than \\ithin groups (NoruslS: 1l)~X l.
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To be noted is that although the dependent variable in each equation was location~

the combination of factors which discriminated best between locations for each function

was always with respect to the group ofrespondents chosen as the reference group. This

reference allowed the fonnulation ofexplanatory labels for the discriminant functions in

accordance with the domains paradigm which guided this research. With Montreal

Table 9. J-Discriminan/ Function Coefficienzs ofQua/ity offife [ndica/ors by Location

Discriminant Function Labels
Independent Variables LARINO MILANO MONTREAL

RESIDENT RESIDENT RESIDENT
(URBAN SIZE) (SOCIAL BASE) (COUNTRY)

STRUCTURAL Ist 2nd Ist 2nd Ist 2nd
Additive Context Index 1.27·· Rcmovcd -1.57tt Rcmoycd .26· Rcmovcd

OBJECTIVE
Income Relative to City -.86 -.47 -.83 -.61* -1.02 -1.02
[ncome to Need Ratio .66 .45* .71 .44 .77* .77·

SUBJECTIVE
Attitudes:

1 Optimism .24 .25 .26 .28* .26·
3 Fatalism -.18 .24*

Satisfaction Measures:... 1 Services .29* .81*· .32 -.86** .38* .49*
2 Housing .22 .15 .22 .27 .26
3 Neighbourhood .25 .18 .24 .29 .29

Lifestyle Measures:
1 Studious Traveller .37* -.39- .14

CONTROLS
Household:

Number of Persons in .33 .14* .33 .29 .39 .40
Number of Cars in .34 .30· .34 .41- .41 •

Respondent:
Age -.27 .37-
Years of Schooling -.20 .27·

Function Centroid for:
Reference Group 5.53 1.75 1.06 .17 -.50 -.49
Actual Group -1.64 -.52 -10.61 -1.73 3.16 3.10

Between Group F-Statistic 177.51 14.31 220.55 5.84 31.11 29.94
d.f. 9,174 II, 172 9,174 9, 174 9, 174 9, 174
Canonical Correlation forf .95 .69 .96 .48 .79 .78
Wilk's Lambda forf .10 .52 .08 .77 .38 .39

"1: 411.90 114.72 447.00 46.88 170.25 166.05
d.f. 9 II 9 9 9 9

P value for all F and X2 statistics is ;S;.OOOOS
Correlations of Variables with Function: *** > +.70 ** > +.50 * > +.20
Where '-' appears (i's are not significant: high Wilk's Lamb~ at min. tolerance=.OOI.
A centroid is the central point or value around which aIl other discriminant scores are found
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Resident as the dependent, Larino and Milano residents combined as the reference group.

This function's combination of the significant variables, therefore. can be described as

discriminating Montreal from characteristics common to both Larino and Milano residents.

This particular combination was labelled the "Country" discriminant function of quality of

life. because it is most likely due to the structural and cultural influences encountered by

the Larinesi in îvlontreal - which are perhaps common for ail Italians in Canada -. \vho

also appear similar to other ltalians in many respects: but who. in any case. are selected

out in the function from the Larinesi whose residence is inside 1taly.

Larino Residents (Urban Size)
The equations where residence in Milano and in Larino were the dependem variables

behaved almost identically to each other. ln both of them. the Contextual Index provided

the largest intluence';: secondly the group of Objective variables: thirdly the Household

Contrais: and lastly the Subjective measures. When the strong intluence of Context was

removed. in the second equation in the table. the most important intluence for bath

equations shifted to the Subjective. in particular the Satistàction \vith Services measure.

and the rest of the rankings remained substantially unchanged - with the exception that

the Studious Traveller Litèstyle measure reappeared with middle ranking ~ values.

However. in the equation for Larino resident. \vhere :Ylilano and Montreal acted as a

single retèrence group. the C ontextual Index, before its removal (~= 1. 27). and the

Services Satistàction measures. after Context removal (~= .81). are the largest inverse

contributors to the function (see centroid values in Table 9. 1). ln addition to these t\\iO

large coefficients. most of the other variables in the equations also had a positive sign.

which meant that they served to distinguish Lanno by virtue of their negative

interpretative valuation~. The Additive (ontext for Larino \vas the lowest point compared

'Smœ tht: Add1tl\"l,: (ontc:xt Lnde:x \\as made: up by the: addition of the: SOl:lo-De:ffiographll': and lhe: tfe:ùgraph1l:
(onle:xl Üu.:tors. and IS one: value: lOf èal.:h of the three: locations lt acls as an olfsd to the interœpt of the: e:4uallOns.
and com':l.:ts the: slope: of the: disl:riminant e:quauon by the: amounL of il.... mllue:nœ

l-nus valuation - or the: mc:anmg usc:d lor inte:rprdation - is not ne:l.:èssanly rd1c:ctt:J by the: slgns of thL:
dlscrimmant function coèllil.:icnL..;. though in this n:sL:an:h tht: vanablc: l.:oding Was dt:S1gIlèd so thal m ail thrt:e:
œntroids Larino 1-\ .(4). Mi lano (-\ 0.6\ J. and Montre:aI (3. \ fi 1. thcre: lS a matl.:h bdwe:t:n tht: sign and thL:
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to the other t\'iO locations (-1.29, see p. 194) and standardised Services Satistàction was

signiticantly lo\ver in Larina (Mean=-.67 Mil=.52 MtI=.53~ F=46.27 d.f. 2,282 p~o00005).

:\.Iso, in the tirst equation the only variable similarly signed as the function centraid \vas

Incarne Relative ta City which for Larino ranked second after Milano and before l\tlontreal

(p. 206). What this meant was that Larino residents lived in the comparatively paarer

combinatian of geagraphic and socio-demographic context. experienced lower levels of

satistàction with public transport. garbage, sewer. and medical services: got along with a

higher misrnatch between income and perceived need: while in general. they earned an

average incorne relative to the average for the whole city. which was surpassed only by

that of the Larinesi in rvlilan.

Since this combination appeared when Milano and lVlontreal, both large urban

centres. are compared ta Larino. a small urban centre with a population more frequently

employed in agricuiture (14.5~/à), the function suggests the role of the panicular ecology

of the urban centre: its land size. its arrangement. and its urban history. It was theretàre

labelled "Urban Size"o

Milano Residents (Social Base)
The only distinguishing characteristics worth noting in the tIrst ivlilano location

function. compared to the first Larino location function, was the size and sign of the

relative standardised coefficient of the Additive Context Index (~==-1. 57). It sho\ved a

strong direct intluence on the function whose group centroid was also negative (-10 61 ).

Because l\·liIano had the largest positive values in the Additive (ontext Index indicating

the better (or a more similar) context than the other two cities (see Chapter 7): this

function suggest that context is a strong determinant but in the opposite direction l'rom the

other variables. The latter affect the function to an extent almost equivalent ta that of the

Larino resident function. However, the reference group here is ditferent. Larino and

rVlontreal combined have contexts which have a negative valuation, and thus l\tlilano

valuation. Nonnally. th~ j) l.:Oeftiù~nt indicates only th~ magnitude and direction that a change m a \.mablc
crcates m the tunction. Sincc th~ discriminant analysis sign is also arbitrary. though mtcrnally conslsknt. Il dœs
not ncœssarily rctlcct the valuation uscd tor intcrpr~tation.
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residents enjoy both a better additive context and are better off in comparison to city's

average mcome.

Although. understandably, Wilk's Lambda (.77) indicates that the function does not

discriminate as weil when the strong Context Index is removed. the distinctiveness of the

second function remains clear: high Satisfaction with Services, high Relative Income and

high affinity to a Studious Traveller Lifestyle are ail indicators of a quality of life in

\'lilano. \vhich is most evident with Larino and fVlontreal combined. as the reference

group. Given the multitude of differences that characterise residents of Larino and

lvlilano. the most obvious label which can be used to describe Milano's function is "Social

Base": that is. its distinguishing ability cornes from tàctors which are related to people's

predominant social features such as social class. strength of teelings of common origin.

level of education. occupation and their influence on lifestyles. For this equation. the

retèrence group - Larino and Montreal together - is most likely indicative of a group of

people who have common origin and similar affinity tor the to\vn as their most

distinguishing characteristic from the Larinesi in Milano. Ho\vever. that these attributes

are not pure categorisations of the Larinesi in ~1ilano is evident from an examination of

the c1assitication percentages in Table 9. 2. Group classification on each of the tùnctions

\vith the Additive C ontext Index removed, was lo\ver for aIl functions and by tàr the

lo\vest tor the correctly grouped cases for the l\tlilano Function (36. 8~/o).

Distinctions of Economie & Social Focus
The three sets of discriminant functions presented above compared the Larinesi

inhabitants of each city to the combined population of the other t\\/O cities. As such.

though the grand mean \vas identical, the reference group was never the same. Ho\vever.

it was also possible to ask whether a fonction could be derived that described the totality

of the data. This would be an additional test for the ability of the data to sho\v diftèrences

between pairs of locations. By definition, because there were three locations. a maximum

of two functions uncorrelated with each other, could be obtained from the categories.
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fable 9 2-Dne-Function Discriminant Classification Resu/ts

Predicted GrOUp Membership
LARINO MILANO MONTREAL

Additive Context Index: Inserted Removed Inserted Removed Insel1ed Removed
Reference Cases

Milano+Montreal 97 97
Larino+Montreal 146 146

Lanno+Milano 125 125
Correctly predicted 99.2% 66.7% 100% 95.9% 98.50/0 99.7%

Actud Grouped Cases
Lanno 87 87
Milano 38 38

Montreal 59 59
Correctly predicted 100% 96.6% 100% 36.8% 89.2% 86.70/0

Valid Cases 184 184 184 184 184 184
Percent of "grouped~~cases correctly classified

99.80% 89.72% 1000/0 90.56% 97.14% 97.91%

Classification results revealed that the fust function generated explained 84.58%..

while the second 15.42% of the variance among the twenty-two predictor variables used~

with a total correct classification of91.53% (Table 9. 3; Table 9. 4). After applying

varimax rotation - a technique used to simplify interpretation -~ which loads the

predictors orthogonally~ therefore minimising the number ofhighly loaded variables in

each function~ the variance explained by the first function became 65.58% and the second

34.42%.

In order of the magnitude of the J3"s" the first function generated was composed of

the variables: Relative-to-City-Wide Incorne" Income-to-Need Ratio, Number of Persons

in Household" Number of Cars" Optimisrn" Neighbourhood Satisfaction" and Housing

Satisfaction. Judging from the particular combination of positive variables having to do

with incarne, people in the house, cars owned, optimistic views of life, neighbourhood

satisfaction and housing satisfaction" this function reflected the focus or pattern of
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adjustrnent of a respondent satisfied by his community and housing~ who reported an

incorne on the average lower than the city~s, but that was usually more than he needed to

maintain a reasonable lifestyle. The relative group-centroid values show that the function

Table 9 3-Rolaled Two-Function. Three-Group Standardised Discriminant Function Coefficients

Quality of Life Discriminant Function Labels
1 2

PRIVATEl PUBLICI
ECONOMIC FOCUS SOCIAL FOCUS

.04 .94***

.25 .09
.28* .09

.29* -.04

-.04 .39*

lndependent Variables
OBJECTIVE

Relative-to-City-Wide Incorne

lncorne-to-Need Ratio

CONTROLS

Household

Nurnber of Persons in

Number of Cars in

Respondent's Age

SUBJECTIVE

Satisfaction Measures

1 Services

2 Housing

3 Neighbourhood

Attitudes

1 Optimism

Lifestyle Measures

1 Studious Traveller Lifestyle

Fonction Centroid Value at Group:
Larino

Milano

Montreal

Variance Explained by Each Function

Variance Explained after Varimax Rotation

Canonical Correlation at Group Means of f
Wilk's Lambda

"1..
2

d.f.

F statistic between pairs of groups
Each F statistic has 10 and 172 d.f.

MILANO

MONTREAL

p value for ail F and Xl statistics is ~.00005

Correlations of Variables with Function: ••• > +.70
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-1.12*
.81 *

.42
.39*
.09

-.37
-.97
2.71

84.58%
65.580/0

.78

.30
211.71

20

LARINO

5.17
27.11

•• > +.50 • > +.20

.00*

.12*

.02

.12
-.29*

-.43
1.38
1.51

15.42%
34.42%

.47

.78
44.62

9

MILANO
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fi.JMa! I).J TU'o-FrmctlOn Discnmmant Classljication Re.mits

o

Predicted Group Membership
LARINO ~nLANO l\;IONTREAL
140 .., a
98.9% 1.1% . O~/o

Il 6 0
61.5% 35.9~/o 2.6%

16.7

25.3

No. of Cases
n Weighted n*
87 141.9

59

38

Actual Group
LARINO

~/o Grouped
~HLA.NO

~/o Grouped
rvlONTREAL

0/0 Grouped
Total 184 184.0

Percent of "grouped ll cases correctly classitied: 91. 53~/0
*BaSIL.: sampling rah: ..\c.:ight (sec.: App~nJix Dl

distinguished best the quality of life of the Larinesi residents in the Montreal location

(centroid=2. 71). Only low negative centroid values were obtained for the other t\\/O cities.

The function was therefore Iabelled the "Private/Economic Focus" function. Ta be nated

additianally. is the large inverse contribution made by high levels of Incorne Relative ta

City. and the 10\\/ or almast negligible ones, made by satistàction \vith Serv-ices.

respondent"s Age. and Lifestyle.

The second function. included the signiticant standardised coefficients of variables

descriptive of a social adjustment slightly more characteristic of Larinesi in \1antreal

(centroid= 1.51 ) than of thase ln Nlilano (centroid= 1.38). It included in arder of highest

direct importance: Services Satistàction. the Studious Traveller Litèstyle and a weak but

equal contribution from Relative [ncame and number of cars. Age provided a mildly

inverse contribution (~=-.29) to the function. Using a similar labelling logic. this function

seems ta tlush out better a component of quality of life amang the Larinesi which has ta

do \vith satistàction with the services found in his community~ \vith a life style that allo\vs

travel and time to read boaks~ a litè which is also associated with being younger. and very

\veakly associated \vith high incorne or having several cars in the househald. Also. this

functian retlected an orientation with utilitarian aspects of the comrnunity-its municipal

hygiene. transport, and medical services -, hence it seemed ta retlect a respondent' s level

of a\vareness of \\iider, public and social matters. Though tempered by more time spent

reading, and periods of physical distancing from the immediate neighbourhood through

travel- both practices which are not sirnultaneously compatible \vith high levels of
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neighbourhood social intercourse, although they may facilitate il. and improve its quality

at later times - the focus of this function was clear enough to deem the label of

"Public/Social Focus" Function.

[n this two function analysis, out of aIl the Larinesi in ail locations those l'rom Larino

\vere grouped most correctly (98.9~/0)(Table9.4). Of the cases tram rvlilano. 359°"0 were

grouped correctly. while 61.5% had the same function characteristics as the cases trom

Larino. and 2.6~/o cauld be considered similar to Montrears. The percentage of Larinesi in

ylontreal correctly classitied was 88.30/0. while Il.70./0 ofthem were indistinguishable from

those in Larino. and none had the characteristics of the Milanesi.

[n terms of quality of life implications. the classification results of the combined

functions indicate that a large majority of the Larinesi in Montreal had a quality of life

\vhich was substantially more economically focused than that of ail the other locations. and

more socially focused than Larino ·s. A small minority in Montreal had economic and

social characteristics which were similar to those of Larino. and none were similar to

\lilano ·s. The exception to the "rule" that the most economically centred and most

satistàctory adjustment was in l'vlontreal. was the very negative contribution of Relative

Income. Larino on the other hand was almost sui xeneri."i on these same characteristics

and scored lowest on bath functions. ft could be said ta have the lo\vest comparative rank

in both the economic and social quality of litè functions. An ovef\.vhelming majority \vere

c1assitied correctly in Larino. while a very tiny percentage ( 1. 1~'o) had similar

characteristics to Larinesi living in i\1ilano. Notably, the 1Vlilanesi possessed the more

varied and more problematic classification for quality of life interpretation. Classitication

shows that only slightly more than a third were classified correctly. \vhile about two thirds

shared the characteristics of Larino. and a small percentage those of \lontrealers. Since it

is not kno\vn what the specific social or economic position of the specitic Larinesi

emigrants might have been in the town of origin at the time of emigration. this

tinding regarding l'vlilano's apparent diversity in providing opportunities for social and

economic advancement is open to interpretation. It is possible that the Larinesi

transferred their social positions from the town of origin directly and unchanged~ that
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their socio-economic positions were recreated anew and with ditferent participants~ or that

there was a combination of the two.

Without contrais for original social position~ which might be the subject for future

data analysis~ the evidence gathered here underlines the finding presented earlier (p.203)

that as far as the general distribution of the Larinesi population is concemed, living in

Milano provides a general advancement over living in Larino. The ditferent income

distribution curves gave an indication of the possible changes in standing, that may have

occurred after migration. Because of the variation that was seen within these curves, the

exact~ personal configuration of respondent's advancement is still an open question.

However, from field observations presented in Chapter 5, it was possible to see that many

people had indeed been able to transfer their original positions from Larino. ln Milano

there were several cases of social and economic status being maintained on arrival and

resettlement. There were also cases of individuals who reported to have been better off in

the town of origin. No situations of loss over previous status were observed in the field

work in either Larino or Montreal. In comparison to the conditions during the years of

high migration, both of these places reported improvements.

Single Domain Effects

The Contextual
In addition to the main overarching hypothesis, in Chapter 2 it was hypothesised

that:

(Hl rJ Differences in a total assessment ofquality of fife are explained fargely by
the influence ofthe StnlCtural Domain factors in each location on the
objective and subjective indicators ofquality of life.

With the evidence presented in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, this hypothesis has already

found strong support. The multivariate one-function discriminant solutions for both

Larino and Milano (Table 9. 3) gave additional support. In Larino context was a strong

positive influence in a discriminant solution which is related ta Larino's small urban size.

In Milano context was a strong negative predictor in a function which predicts the

influence of the residents social base, such as comman origin and background. In the case
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of rv(ontreal the hypothesis was weakly supported because country specific factors related

to income have a stronger intluence.

These tindings lead to believe that in comparison to the objective and subjective

domains, structural factors which are most difficuIt to change are indeed more important.

than the others. often relatively less difficult to change. Because of their particular nature.

contextual variables were tied to fixed aspects of the city. its socio-demographic base. and

its physical geographic setting, and did not have \vithin group variability. Might these

conclusions have been different if other variables had been chosen \vhich described the

valuation of each place diftèrently? For example, the variable "energy consumption per

capita··. if it had been used. with its higher level for Montreal might have counteracted the

negative effect of lo\ver average temperature. which was used. and produced a more

positive additive context tàr the city. However. in this example and similarly for others

that could be given 5
•when accounting for different relative cost5. it is difficult to imagine

ho\v higher energy consumption which leads to higher costs of running a home. might not

have a negative valuation for any group, who like the Larinesi disagree [ittle in their

evaluation of lower temperatures. as negative aspects of contextual quality of litè \Vhat

this implies is that as long as the indicators that are used in index construction are those

readily available and commonly used by researchers: as long as the individual variables are

evaluated in a non-idiosyncratic manner consistent \vith relevant tield observations: and as

long as the rank order of the total value tàr each city remains "'true"' and is not changed by

the addition of more indicators: then for the purpose5 of dra\ving conclusions. the

statistical validity of analysis of the data based on differences in rank remains unchanged.

regardless of the magnitude of the indices. or the distance between successive ranks " The

usetùlness and substantiveness of these contextual variables tàr comparative analysis

'Anothèr t:xamplt:. ratt: of ht:att:r m~tallation. can hè takt:n from thè data prèsèntt:d ln Chaptt:r ...L pSt) r..lorc ht:all:rs
\\t:rt: mstalleJ in Larmo OVer tht: 1951-1l)81 thlrty yt:ar penoo: therdore. Lannesl prdi:r \\anner mJoor
tt:mperaturcs. and negau\'dy value: calo.

'St:t: Ilams ( (97522X 1 lor a Jctmlt:J explanation of the: "reasonably orJinal" propertlt:s of tht: scah:s of me:asurt:rnent
usetl here.
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studies remains, therefore. ascertained, especially for the purpose of determining quality of

litè changes among migrant populations.

In tàct, the discriminant analyses carried out here with contextual variables could

lead ta the development of simple questionnaires, calibrated against the Larinesi as a

standard of comparison. ln field work and in social indicators research there is often a

need for a test of a respondent's quality-ot:'life c1assitication. Such a test as could easily

be developed from these analyses. wouId simplify data gathering procedures by tàcilitating

sarnple selection and increasing the focus of the researcher on substantive issues. lt \vould

thus he possible to do more trequent and less-costly. single-issue studies of quality of life

\vhich would still be sociologically "richer", than studies which rely only on macro

indicators.

The Objective
The second main hypothesis proposed was intended to test the extent to \'v'hich

objective domain variables in each location could account for additional subjective

ditferences in quality of life:

(H2) Differences in the ohjeclive domain hJ' IOCUlioll explain. 10 c.I Ic.u"Ke ex/en/.
the difference."; in .\1Ihjective 'fuuli(r of lile inllica/urs.

Objective indicators were therefore introduced into the regression equations sho\vn

in the tirst column of Table 9. 5. Since ditferences by location on these variables have also

already been established in the preceding chapters. what remained ta be explored \vas their

specifie contribution in relationship to the Subjective Quality indicators. which were

measured by means of tive Attitude indicators and two Lifestyle indicators. Regressions

\vere run on ail of the latter. in turn. as dependent variables. and with the Income variables

as independent along \vith a series of contrais. Ali regression equations presented in the

table had a signiticant F-Statistic, \'v"ith a probability equal ta or less than .05. Ali of the

equations for Milano and sorne for Montreal were not signiticant.
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rah/e 9_ 5-Rex,-e.'iSlV1l Eqllat:vm; un Subjective /1ldices

Lifestyles Attitudes
1 2 1 2 3 4 5

Independent Studious Sociable Gardener Optimlsm House Fatalism E.<trover'310n Llvmg-
Vanables Traveller Purchase room

Aversion Centrahty
Location Larino Larino Montreal Larino Lanno Lanno Montreal Larino Larino

OBJECTIVE
Incarne:

Relative/City -.23
IncomelNeed .28

Occupation:
White Cailar -.17

Blue Cailar -.42
CONTROL5

Respondents
Age 20 .18 -15 .42

Education 69 -.48 -.34
Males 42 .40 18 15

Household:
# Persons in 17

# Cars in -.15

Adj_ R: .38 .24 .13 .08 03 .23 15 11 02
F-Statistic 55_54 28.63 5.77 9.53 6.78 10.87 6.64 24.63 4.60

d.f. 2,174 2,174 1,30 2. 193 1, 194 6,189 1, 31 1,194 1, 194
p s OOC-oS ~OCOO5 0227 0001 Q100 ~ 00005 0150 ~ COCÛ5 :332

.\-()(e: ()n".. sl/!wjicalll t!qllatiml.'i and {J',.. are sJlVwn. Daru U'a.'i .çelecled and cJlUl~l·.'iedolle locatwn al Cl lime.

The Studious Traveller Lifestyle as might have been expected. was a positive

function of age and education. but only in Larino. For that location. this variable provided

a strong intluence (~= 69). The Sociable Gardener Lifestyle. instead. proved to be an

activity \vhich \vas largely male in both rvlontreal and Larino. and only in Larino as \vell. it

\vas a weak function of high levels of household cro\vding. Still only signiticant in Larino.

Optimism was directly atfected only by the Income-to-Need Ratio. and inversely by the

number of cars in the household. House Purchase Aversion existed only in Larino where it

was \veakly affected by increases in respondent's age. Also in Larino. a high number of

Years of Schooling lead to a less extroverted attitude about litè. while males \vere slightly

more likely than females, to view the living room as central to the house. Lastly. tàtalistic

attitudes were significant in two places: Larino and rvlontreal. [n Larino tàtalism \vas

largely decreased by education, and by having a blue-collar occupation. Less important

\vere the roles of having a higher incorne relative to the city average, and having a white
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collar rather than clerical occupation. InterestingIy, women in Larino were found to be

less fatalistic than men. In Montreal fatalisrn was strongly affected only by age.

Because of the partieular combination of significant predictor variables which span

different social and occupational divisions (relative incorne, gender, occupation, and

education) and the '·culturally loaded" nature of the dependent variable, Fatalism, (made

up of scores in alienation, undivided property, and kitchen centrality, see p.218) trus

equation was the best indicator of the existence of a Larinese modal attitude or ··cultural

factor". It is therefore possible to conc1ude that for the Larinesi, personal objective

factors are conducive to distinctions in subjective indicators in the following order: very

strongly in Larino, less so in Montreal, and least of all in Milano. Dominant in tbree and

four equations, among ail the Control variables in both Montreal and Larino, are the role

of education, gender and age.

The Subjective
The overarching hypothesis and relevant sub-hypotheses regarding tbis domain \vere

explored in Chapter 7 (p.207) with bivariate and multivariate regression anaIysis. In order

ta test the hypothesis that:

(114) There will he differellces in ~1lhjective qllality of fife indicators hy location.

the results from a variety ofindicators, were used as subjective tests of quality of

life. Among these were measures of satisfaction, assessments of well-being, desire to leave

present residence and rankings of places. Differences in satisfaction measures were found

to be moderately supportive of sub-hypothesis (H41 p.36) about the ranking of locations

for subjective quality oflife: Montreal, Larino, Milano. Montrealers were highest on

individual items such as housing, neighbourhood, medieal services and bath and washroom

satisfaction~ while Larinesi were the most dissatistied with public transit, and garbage and

sewer services~ and the Milanesi were the least satisfied with neighbourhood and housing.

At the stage ofbivariate analysis, low levels of satisfaction were split between Larino and

Milano. Thus while the lowest subjective quality of life from the satisfaction data was

indeed in Milan, there were sorne exceptions on specifie items in Larino. Further
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evaluations of the data on well-being in Italy by location, produced significant negative

correlations for the Milano residents.

When using combined indices and regression analysis which controlled for context

and income-to-need ratio, Montreal was again in the tirst place in levels ofNeighbourhood

Satisfaction, and for Housing Satistàction, but about the same as Milano for Services

Satisfaction. It did not appear that Larino enjoyed the middle level of subjective quality of

life as was hypothesised.

When another indirect indicators ofgood quality was used, the results aimed at

Milano as the undesirable place. Significantly more Larinesi in Milano than in any of the

other locations expressed that they had wanted to leave Milano (St. Res. 2.21), but had

not had the opportunity (Appendix V, Table 8. 8). [n addition, according to sub

hypothesis (H4JJ, a combined-set of Thurstone four-point, ranked-evaluations of seven

item - housing, work, family, climate, leisure, conveniences and earnings (p.241) 

showed, with the exception of climate, that while in Milano and in Montreal the Larinesi

thought very highly of their own city, in Larino, the Larinesi that live there ranked Other

places more highly. Also, in general, the town of origin did not appear to rank as highly in

the eyes of the Larinesi who live in Milan as it did for those who live in Montreal. Larino

ranked lowest in the eyes of the Larinesi in Milan. These low subjective evaluations of

Larino in comparison to other places, by the very Larinesi living there are in agreement

with the conclusion of the tindings using the satisfaction indices of quality of life. While a

complex psychological relationship may exist between objective realities and subjective

assessments of quality of life for both Larino and Milano, which allows for the

simultaneous occurrence of positive assessments along with objectively negative realities,

it appears from trus research that a simpler direct explanation may suffice, especially when

objective assessment are already highly positive. As exemplified by Montreal, a high

subjective assessment follows the suit of the high objective assessments.
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- Arenas of Domain Intersections
ln Chapter 2 (p.20) the three-dimensional paradigm used throughout this research.

proposed that there would be areas of"intersection" of domains leading to different

configurations of"best" and "worst" quality of life. What follows below is the way that

the findings presented here can be interpreted as representing four arenas of domain

intersections: Migration, Housing, Tenure, and Culture. Migration and Housing will be

examined tirst.

Migration and Housing

The Historical Context

Important contextual factors relating to the background of the people from the town

of origin were related to their history. As indicated in a previous chapter, and summarised

in Table 9. 6 there had been a number of major historical events which influenced migra

tion and the general well-being of the inhabitants of the towns of the Molise. Sorne of the

social econornic and structural changes dealing particularly with the redistribution and

parcelisation of land were most influential upon the conditions of a population that relied

on agriculture for its subsistence. The relationship between high levels of migration and

low levels of land-tenure and housing satisfaction was most apparent, and highest in the

South of ltaly, especially when combined with other major social changes. One such

change was the abrogation of feudalism which provided a new freedom from feudal lords

and ltalian unification in 1861. It resulted in taxation and rent increases which pauperised

further the peasantry. Large waves of emigration sooo followed. World War II produced

housing-stock shortages, economic havoc and a need for land reform. However, the

second wave of emigration began at a time of ecooomic revival in ltaly~ it continued ioto

the early seveoties, and then stopped. From then on, as far as Canada is concerned,

migration showed a small reversed tlow towards Italy (Di Comite, 1988).
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Table 9_ 6 - A Chronology ofMajor Social and Structural Changes or Events relating ta Migration. and
Effects on the Sma// Tawns ofthe Molise.

Year(s) Change or Event Influence or Effect
1500's
1700's

1806-1807

1815-1859

Few privileged wealthy people
improvement in economic
conditions
Breaking up of large latifundiaries

Abrogation of Feudalism

Up and down cycles of wealth

Rise of power of commercial class
Rise of many small proprietors, inefficiency
in agriculture. resale to ··galantuomint·. rise of
educated moneyed class. new building.
··mavimenlO terriera"
Rapid social changes
Social and economic losses among the nobility
Administration ofjustice and taxation shifts to the
state

Large Waves of Emigration
World War 1

Brigantaggio
ltalian Unification
Tax increases. ";mpostafondiaria" Rent increases, grain priee drop

Pauperisation of peasantry (Ferraro, 1978:48)
Higher labour costs at origin, inflation
Land remained fallow or was rented cheaply
More land put up for sale
Purchase sorne of this land

Atomisation of land

Retumed migrants
World War 1
Tax increases. poor crops

Fascism

Introduction of me=adria
in Montorio nei Frentani
World War II

Second Wave of Emigration

Economie Miracle
Stata Assisten::iale
Aqueduct and Bifemo Dam
Economie Stabilisation

1895-1912

1860-1875
1861
1886

1908-20
1915-1918
1920

1922

1927 (c.)

1940-1945

1945-1962

1956-1961
1970's
1978
1980's

Land owners fmd it difficult to meet tax and
usurious interest rates
Piece-meal individualised impact, (small pieces of
land not enough to farrn. but good to build on)
aids in preventing ··tesorizzazione dei denaro"
(treasuring or hoarding of cash) by innoducing
spending on land as option to saving
Emigration stops, mobility is reduced, loss of
sheep-raising and small-farm viability
Small improvement
Higher attractiveness of living in cOn/rada
Housing stock shortages,
Loss ofeconomic viability
Family dispiacements;
Beginning of disappearance ofsmall remote towns
Seniorisation and feminisation of remaining
small-town population
South to North migrations (Pinto, 1981 :9)
(ncreases to the housing stock, inflation,
Revitalisation of large scale agriculture
ltaly as a destination of migration
Improvement in housing and quality of life

1990's Political Renewal Weakening oftraditional political party structure
Sources: Vince//i. 1958.. Doug/ass.198.J:Conlemporary news reports. /995.
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Within Italy, the demand for housing surpassed the supply throughout the seventies and

until the early eighties when supply and demand began to show a gradual coming together.

As far as the importance of the history of housing concems in emigration then, it is

possible to conclude that housing and land tenure dissatisfaction combined with major

social and economic upheavals which, at critical periods, may have contributed to the

creation of real and perceived losses in standard of living.

Housing Dissatisfaction
When decisions that were made in the past are looked at in the present, decades

after the fact, it is sometimes difficult to rely on the findings because it is not possible to

know how many people are no longer in the location at the time of interview due to the

attrition of further migration or natural causes. If these numbers are large they could

significantly affect the conclusions about past motives. From impressions gathered in the

field, it was evident that further migration away from Montreal for this group had been

negligible, and that most of the Larinesi who had come since the nineteen fifties were still

around, though a few had moved on to Ontario. Nevertheless, in spite of the lack of

precise estimates, the argument made here about the role of dissatisfaction in migration is

a structural-historical one, not only an empirical one based on limited cross-sectional data.

As such, it allowed the review of historical context information and the specification of a

most probable correlate of emigration from Larino: "housing dissatisfaction", defined as

what was not comfortable and not appreciated about the housing conditions of that

period. In this way, the use of several different indicators, - historical, structural,

empirical - provided the possibility to draw conclusions which did not incur the risk of

erroneous generalisations based on single indicators, about perception of losses and their

influence on decisions to emigrate, whether they had occurred in the past, or would

reoccur in the future. The theoretical framework for the understanding of the different

types of information gathered here, was provided by Michalos' Multiple Discrepancy

Theory (see Emmons and Diener, 1985), which states that levels of subjective satisfaction

in the objective domain are a function of perceived discrepancies between actual

assessments and desired outcomes, relative position of reference group, present position
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.. relative to the past, and expectations for the future. Emmons and Diener research has

found sorne evidence in support of tbis theory (1985: 165).

From the cross-sectional data gathered with this Immigration and Housing Survey

(1988), carried out at a time when Italy had become a country of immigration, it was

found that large numbers of respondents were satisfied with their housing in all three

locations (p.211). Also, it was found that variations in the level ofhousing satisfaction

occurred as a direct result of perceptions ofwell-being, and specitically, as a result of the

subjective assessrnent of how much a respondent incorne was bigher than his living costs

(p.214). Housing satisfaction in general was highest in Montreal, while in Milano and in

Larino respondents were almost equally unhappy with their housing situation. This finding

was consistent with the conclusions of Italian urban history that housing stresses in large

urban centres, as in Milan, had persisted since the end ofWorld War II. During the period

ofthis research, both ltalian "stressful" living (Martinotti, 1986) and low-priced shortages

in the midst of abundance of expensive housing, were still quintessentially located in

Milan. Thus between this cross-sectional data analysis and the historical record presented

in Chapter 3 (p.SO) it is possible to bring together a "diagnostic" and a "prognostic"

appraisal regarding the relationship between housing satisfaction and decisions to migrate.

The tirst, that in the past housing was dissatisfactory and therefore a co-motivator, and a

precipitator for migration~ and the second, that in the future, if conditions do not change,

Larinesi rnovernents will more likely occur inside of Italy, away frorn Milan, towards areas

which will increase satisfaction, but not as equally likely intemationally, away from

Montreal, an area of high satisfaction. The theoretical rationale for this prognostication

and how it relates to a critique of Michalos theory is further discussed below.

A Co-Motivator for Migration
While Multiple Discrepancy Theory accounts for the socio-psychological elements

behind decisions to emigrate, it does not adequately consider the macro-sociological

context within which emigration decisions might recur as a result of housing

dissatisfaction. This missing perspective is provided by a systemic model of migration

(Hotfman-Nowotny, 1981 :67) which retums an appropriate level of sociological
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complexity to motivations and avoids simplistic, single-motivator explanations. The

systemic model proposes that locally-unrelievable imbalances in power and prestige create

tensions leading to migration (Hotfman-Nowotny, 1981 :71). According to this theory.

increases in personal tensions which originate from the housing sector may occur tirstly.

because a housing related status quo is being lose and secondly. because people are

possessed of an orientation to maintain that status quo. Thirdly, the status quo. having

tirst been lost. can not be regained without leaving: and fourthly. the destination is not

foreseen as being able to generate equivalent tensions. The general implications of the

systemic model for the study of migration are almost trivial in their simplicity: as long as

immigrants have little choice to go elsewhere. and their present living conditions are

tolerable or advantageous, they \vill not move. The additional implications of this

explanatory model that arise specitically from the study of Larinese emigration. are that

migration is a reactionary. short-terrn avoidance response to the in situ. negative

components of litè \vithin the particular place of residence~ that is. it is driven by

interpretations of local events and. as such. these can be regarded confidently and

exclusively "push-tàctors".

Historically. it \vas reported that during the height of emigration from the place of

origin. decisions to emigrate gave only superticial considerations to the destination. and

\vere not concerned \vith many long-term goals. Concurring with the conclusions of

historians. Douglass' (1984: (08) research on the emigration from Agnone. another to\vn

of the ~'lolise. tound that the "main ... driving force" for emigration \vas "youthful

imagination fuelled bv the success staries of a tèw". Thow!;h signalling-out "success
'"-' - ...... """"" ......

staries" as motivational driving forces might appear. perhaps. as painting out "pull

tàctors". these motivations are better understood as strong "push-factars": that is, as

primarily originating tram local purposes, and being instrumental to them. For occasional

encounters \Vith successful retum migrants trom a particular country to be considered

"pull-tàctors" at a motivationalleveL in fact, they would have had ta operate on an

informed decision-making process enlightened to a point above and beyond that of the
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tirst-hand knowledge possessed about the conditions at the origin - a very unrealistic and

arduous tèat for the majority of Larinesi of the time7 More knowledge \vould have been

required about prospective conditions at the destination~ for example, assessments of

actual availability and financial return from jobs. reliability of work-contracts and a

multitude of other attributes of the living conditions at the destination. to make emigration

more than an adventure in the nature of an escape (see aiso p. 58).

Consequently. under the systemic model. new or reverse migration of settled

populations - that is. becoming again unsettled - will not occur unless there is a

renewed perception of discrepancies in present conditions. and a recurring of dramatic

disadvantages fuelled. to a lesser degree, by the existence of a distant reference group. As

\vas seen earlier (p.219) the awareness ofimproved conditions in Ltaly by the Larinesi in

\:Iontreal. and the similarity of these assessments ta their counterparts in Larino, further

attest to how Larinesi are rnindful oftheir distant reference group, lt is quite reasonable

to conclude theretore. that only generalised discrepancies between conditions at the time

of original emigration and present conditions - such as continuing losses in incorne

potentiaI. and high rates of unemployment - combined with dramatic. disadvantage

inducing events.- such as perhaps the separation of Québec from Canada - may create

conditions \vhich will give even as established a group as the Larinesi in ~lontreal. the

right impetus for an increase in reverse migration. There is anecdotal indication that given

the limits upon migration that one's stage in the li fe-cycle imposes. desires tor repatriation

in the tirst generation. may be postponed till the age of retirement. or passed on ta more

Logh.:all\. Il \\ould h~ lI1l..:orn:L.:t tu sa\" that Ir p~opl~ w~r..: "pusht:el" tu ~nllgrat~ h~t:aus..: th..:y lal.:k~d hoth "loh:-; ~U1J

hous..:s", tor ~'ampl..:. th~n th~ uvullahihty of"jobs and hous~s" at a d~stmatlOn \\aS also a "pull" a\\a\ Irom th..:
llnglll. P..:upl..: m th~ l.:onditlOn of nt:..:d mlght movt: anywh..:n:. or to that sam~ dt:stmatlon rt:gardl..:ss of Ils "pull"
- simply in ans\\t:r ta th~lr p~rct:ption orIoss~s. On tht: otht:r hand thos~ who mlght not otht:l"\\ IS~ mo\"~ ht:L.:aus..:
th~y alr~ady had ad~4uat~ houst:s and jobs. and do ~v~ntual1y mav~. éJrt: undouht~dh th~ ont:s upon \\hom th~s..:

panll..:ular "pulI-I;,u;tors" l:ould bt: said to opt:rat~. At th~ mdividual motivationall~vd,thls l.:onœptual dlstllKtlon
t~ nc:œssarv m ordt:r to a'"oid a dc:linition or"push-pull factors" whil:h is appar~ntl\' t\\o-dimt:nslOnal. but 111

n:alil\'. unidim~nslOnal. Conœptually. migration dt:cisions \\hich caU ht: u~d tn aVOIJanœ ofnc:gatlv,,:s 1a push 1

'Ire: not automalll.:alh tht: sam~ as thos~ which can h~ g~nèrah.:d by d~sirahk. and posttlVe: "pulls" - è\"cn If thè\
rt::mlt 111.1 '\;ommon =,~ns~" migrutol"\' llow tram n~gativt: to positiv~, [fth~st: l..:onœpts ar~ to ha\'t: st:purak
motlvatlOnalldc:nutit:s. ratht:r man b~ opposite:. hut tautological d~liI1ltionsof t:uch othc:r. tht: addltlOnal IJ~a IS

c:sst:nllal that a c~nt~r point of nc:utrality c:,iSL'i. as a dc:cision lilt~r antt:c~(,h:nt to at:tlon: and aho... ..: Whll.:h "pulls"
op~ruh:. and und~r \\hich "pusht:s" op~ratc:.
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enterprising members of the second generation. A further boost to the re-evaluation of

reverse migration has been the nineteen nineties' campaign by the [talian government to

grant [talian citizenship back to those who had lost it (through emigration. and to those

who had become eligible because of family status) before re-entering the nation and while

still residing outside of [taly. The ongoing pension transfer agreements bet\veen the

Canadian and [talian governments which have been in place since the middle of the

eighties, have also helped to re-evaluate the origin as a viable retirement location. by

tàcilitating money transtèrs and avoiding double taxation.

The future planning of economic and social policy which considers the impact upon

immigrant populations. of the maintenance or loss of an achieved status-quo, and \vhich

pays attention to the importance of giving Canada an advantageous protile in the

international arena is therefore. of serious relevance. For reasons of its national well-being

and tor the maintenance of a high comparative quality of life. Canada should set high

priorities upon such policies. and not upon inward-Iooking, short-sighted concerns. These

priorities are underscored by internationalists \vho \varn that in a world continuously

shrunk by technological improvements in communication and transportation. "it is

imperative for Canâdians to have a c1earer understanding of Canada's place in the \vorld

and the tools [ __ ] required to achieve our national objectives" (Kneale, 1993 :222)

Equally Imperative is the \vay that Canadians. regardless of their "to\vn of origin"" \vill

vie\v themselves in relation to other places in the "global village"

Changes to the Status Quo
The assumption shared by both Multiple Discrepancy Theory and the Systemic

ivlodels of Migration is that people are driven by a search tor their own benetit. that they

\vill act. and even move. in order to maximise this benetit. and that the tendency to regain

"1hings lost"'. or maintain a lost status quo, is a basic principle. But an assumption is not

an explanation: why do Sorne people not accept lasses (housing or othenvise). readjust to

ne\v realities. and carry on where they were, while others do not. and rnigrate?

Alternatively, the question in the case of ltaly and the Larinesi. can be put as: \vhy did
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local co-operatives, or other forms of collective action, not arise more quickly to solve

housing and other problems?

Changes in Expectations
ln addition to the macro-structural explanations for the lack of timely collective

action discussed in the historical chapters, an additional micro-level explanation can be

proposed which has to do with changes in expectations in the country and in the town of

origin. For the Larinesi, at the height of emigration, the loss of a housing status had been

dramatised by living in a country that had officially endorsed, and fought on the losing side

of a major war. Their perceived disadvantages were clearly "place consistent", since they

existed in relation to their immediate surroundings, and not in contrast to other, especially

distant extranational places. Accordingly, among the most important of a series of

"dissatisfactions" influencing Larinese migration, the push of housing dissatisfaction would

have been strongly felt. Other concerns strictly associated with the place of ongin, such as

the abandonment ofmezzadria in addition to those related to the disrepair of houses as put

forth in the literature (Caftero, 1961: 128), would have surpassed the pull-factors

associated with the destination. It is conceivable that pull-factors became important when

reports about destinations helped ta reinterpret present conditions, and/or modified

expectations for the future. When reports reinforced the awareness of disadvantages in

the place of ongin, they acted as powerful, positive references. A burdensome existence,

commonly neutralised by saintly acceptance of one's "destiny" or "cross", would have

been changed into a perceived negative, rectifiable and changeable into a positive

accomplishment, only through emigration (see Pizzorno, 1961 :259).

As was seen in Chapter 3 (p.38), in the rural ItaIy of the post-World War II period,

many conditions affecting perceptions of loss in status-quo were strongly related to

housing, and were the culmination of long-standing problems (see also Table 9. 6). The

closing of the already established external emigration flow in the early twenties, the

increase in natality, and the push toward ruralization, all had created irreversible life-style

consequences for large numbers of land-less, pastoral, mountain people. Increases in the

number of small farming enterprises did not result in improved agricultural production.
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Throughout the Fascist period losses of livelihood from grazing-stock and trom forestry'

\\iorsened: and small-enterprise farming became progressively less economicaL especially

among mountainous rural provinces. such as Campobasso. where in 1936.80.3% of the

population was involved in agriculture (Cavallaro & Bucci.1979:33). Many of these rural

inhabitants had been denied the improved standard of living promised by the policies of

elimination of temporary. tàrm day-Iabourers (shraccian!i==a=ione) and by piece-meal

policies \vhich reassigned expropriated land and built an insufficient number of small ..tàrm

houses" (lschia. 1984:329).x What is more. the returning to a former. land-Iess status \vas

undoubtedly more than an economic 1055: it was a socialloss. The social valuations of the

former or alternate occupations. such as those of street-sweeper or brick-layer. remained

10\\/ and undesirable in rural society (Lopreato. 1967). The desire to maintain one's social

status. then. leads logically to emigration. as a way to avoid further losses. and as a \vay to

maintain hope of regaining former status in the future.

In addition. there existed an inadequacy of local collective resources. and

bureaucratie inefficiencies which reinforced the tèeling that a status once lost. could not be

regained by staying. Changes introduced by officially authorised land-reform did not slow

the emigration tlow. nor did they resolve the problem of poverty of the largest percentage

of the populations remaining in the agricultural sector. (INSOR. 1979: Barberis.

1979:77). Brief massive government intervention through the Cassa per il Nfezzogiorno.

introduced in the post-\var period. served only to destabilise the situation by raising

earning expectations through a short-lived supply of well-remunerated \vork. Orlando

( 1956) expresses this episode as a temporary gain in dignity by a c1ass of workers \vho

then revolted against "the slavery of the land":

, [n Puglia. LUl.:i.UUü anJ ~toltsc.: wmbmc.:d n:asslgnrnc.:nts lrom c.:xpropnate.:J [and numbe.:re.:J -L-t5X. I.:onslstmg of
J ~.-t'~1,1 of all rc.:asslgnc.:J lanJ ta Sc.:pte.:mbc.:r 30. !l)t)ll 1Sc.:c.: tablt.: in [schla:ll)7, -fbè I.:osl;o; of the.: butlJmgs \\e.:rc
contalllc.:J bclow the.: lo\\c.:st posslblt: margms anù t:Vt:ry housc.: \\Li.." bUllt \\lth stanJard "all/le.UI cv/omel

IIldispell.mhili" (indispensable;:. colonial supp!c.:mcntary strul.:turcs.1 sUI.:h a."i a pig-sty. a I.:hlcken-housc.:. anJ a
wmpost-hc.:ap. For thc.:sc.: "cast! cu/olle" therc.: was a marked prdèrcm.:c.: for two-store.:y house.:s. \\hil.:h ùuc ta
~hal1()\\cr founJatlOns and rc.:Jul.:c.:J SUrÜll.:c.: areü. cost h:ss to I.:onstruct anJ pc.:nnittc.:J il Jistinctly dc.:arcr JinslOn
bc.:t\\c.:cn lirst Hour living spaœ and grounJ 1100r larm activity. The.:y also assurc.:J a Jner linng-space I.:omli.>rt 0\
gl\lng il gœatc.:r ddt:111.:c.: against humidity l "miel ma~giu,. di/t!sa daJ/'rlnlldità") ([sl.:hla. J9X-t:2 IJl)-311 1 1
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· .. [1Jpiccoli proprietari, fittavoli. braccianti che per alcuni anni
sono stati e/evati (ed essi hanno sentito questa e/evazione morale ed
economica) al/a dignità di operai sia pure generici. percependo salari
spesso a norma di contratto col/ettivo, quasi sempre al di sopra delle mille
lire giomaliere. non sono più disposti a tomare alla ·schiavitù' della
te"d (Orlando. 1956: /00-101).

Raising Expectations tram Outside
Another explanation for the changes in valuations of agricultural work, as also seen

in the introductory chapters, had to do with the raising of expectations from outside of the

town of origin of emigrants. At about the same time, previously emigrated relatives

reported their own situations of well-being, and above all, that the possibility existed to

regain or even surpass the previous lost status. Writing in the middle of the highest

exodus trom the Molise, Orlando (1956:96) found that in San Martino in Pensilis - a

town bordering Larino -, and generally in all of the Basso Molise, ernigration was

motivated by "mancanza di spirito di adattamento verso favori ritenuti in paese froppa

umUi" ( a lack of a spirit of adaptation towards work retained too humble in the town) and

by "diffusion" of ideas of American well-being, as a result of American troops going

through the area - a suggestion also made about the influence of Canadian troops posted

in the area during the war (see p. 1).

In the immediate post-war period, no tensions equivalent to those experienced at the

origin were foreseen as likely to result from emigration to places outside of Italy. Yet,

trom its very beginning, emigration to Northern Italy (see Chapter 5) was likely to have

added its own tensions relating to lifestyle and housing. The promise to satisfy the need

for "casa e lavoro" (housing and work), a strongly felt quest throughout Italy as in

Milano, became the political rhetoric of the Italian Left, who for a time adopted it as a

slogan. Canada, on the other hand, delivered most quickly on tbis promise. In the

following decades, as work and housing situations changed in both origin and destination,

so did the net migration flows from each other.

~ranslation: .•... [The] small O'Wllers, tenants, and manuallabourers who tor sorne: years have bc:en de:vate:d (and
have l'dt this moral and economic e1evation) ta the dignity of operatives - albeit generic, perceiving salaries
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Changes and Differences in Migration
Sorne of the changes which had been experienced in Canada in the years leading up

to the late eighties and continuing thereafter, had to do with the rising cost of housing, the

rising of traditionally low levels of unemployment, and the shift of the focus of new

immigration away from Europe. [n the theoretical chapter it was hypothesised that

permanent - lasting many years - resettlement among the Larinesi was positively

correlated with three considerations: destination concems, family reunitication, and the

successful search of employment opportunities. In the historical research section, support

was found for the tirst two, while the third consideration was supported from the survey

data collected, in which the reasons for originaI emigration given by the Larinesi

predominantly related to employment.

Since employment reasons were commonly given for migration to locations both

internal and external to [taly, it was asked whether these data could give sorne indication

as to the character of migration to Montreal and Milano as destinations. National

demographic anaIysis which compared the age of migration within Canada and [taIy, found

important country-specifie differences to exist. Within ItaIy there was a more pronounced

pattern of concentrated migration around the age of twenty-five, when people are deemed

ta begin their work life (Bonaguidi, 1988: (9), whereas within Canada, movement was

equally frequent at different ages, right past retirement. Although restricted ta internal

migration and not instructive as ta migration motives, these demographic data are

nevertheless useful because they point out a common problematic of interpretation based

only on demographic data: conflicting explanations. On the one hand, it is possible ta say

that Canada saw more migration because it was a constant source of recurrent and

dramatic perceived losses which served to induce it at a variety of ages as the need arose,

while Italy was not; or Canada was not a source or recurrent and dramatic lasses, and

Canadian internai population movements differ in quality from the Italian ones - the latter

being more dramatic at an early age, requiring involved and prolonged commitrnent to one

destination, and hindering any further maves.

onen conforming to the norms of collective bargaining, and almost always larger than a thousand lire a clay - are
no longer willing to return to the slavery of the land".
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As tàr as the indication of the existence of a less flexible Italian pattern tûr migration

to 1V1iIano. the data on the Larinesi indicates that the second interpretation is most likely

the more appropriate. because moving to Milano from Larino had occurred at a continuing

and almost uninterrupted steady pace (p.236) and was not likely ta have included an

intermediate return to Larino. Although these data are not strong evidence for this

conclusion. they do serv'e ta highlight an important aspect of the systemic model of

migration: that population movements are not static occurrences with only utilitarian

"bottom line results". but they are principally dynamic occurrences \vhich allo\'is for a

middle of the road . neutral view ofits results of emigration (Table 9 7) The

ethnographie component of this research in fact showed the Larinesi as a population that

sa\v conditions change at a local and national leveL was changed by them. and then acted

again to change those conditions. in an ongoing dynamism.

The existence of adynamie interplay between context. objective changes and

subjective perceptions was a basic assumption of the Three Domains paradigm. As used

here the paradigm allo\ved the fonnulation of working hypotheses and the categorisation

of real-life observ"ations about settled immigrant life. [t may also still provide interesting

avenues for further research in quality oflife. For exarnple. the social and econornic

changes which atfected ltaly and Canada were noticed in the eighties when they began

Tahle 1). - UUjèrent rlews (~(J?t!sr"t.'i ()f.\Ii~ra/icJ1l

Optimistic View
Good for everyone
Linear effect:

allievels: individuaL
group, society

Focuses on economic gains
at destination

Neutral View
Good and bad
Dynamic effect:

different levels affect each
other

Focuses on the interplay
behveen levels and locations

E.g.: Migration emancipated
sorne "contadin/' who lead
others to a clarification of
problems related ta the c1ass
structure and its economic and
social base in both origin and
destination
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spanning social classes, generations, countries and ethnie loyalties. They had begun in the

seventies, however when an equalisation of the different ltalian and Canadian national

contexts in the \vorld of work and industry, had no longer made unique the satisfàction of

former, economically tocused definitions ofweil being. If once economic satisfàction

could predict a stable migrant settlement, could it still continue to predict this stability in

the future? Even as stable economic conditions faltered and experienced transient

fluctuations. in large part they continued on in the eighties, new definitions of satistàctory

conditions converging in both [taly and Canada, began to pejoratively affect the

traditionally positive evaluations of life in Canada. To \Vit, the global definition of success

became particularistic, multi-cultural, post-modern, and non-economic. ln Canada it was

popularised by government policy, the media: and in Montreal and elsewhere, it was

retlected as an unimaginative genre of ltalian-Canadian literature and fine arts renditions

\vhich contounded real and fictitious "ills of the ltalian immigrant condition". The nev..·

definitions more than aiding to point out the real structural short-comings of an historical

reality. may in tàct have acted to create disenchantment and "self-fultilling prophecies"

among intellectuals and the population alike. lt remains to be seen if in the nineties

(almost tàrty years after the improved economic conditions started by a former

generations) the very existence of articulated dissatisfàction with subjective "conditions"

will increase the prabability of a general return to a tormer objective instability. Futurists

may \vonder about the consequences for quality of housing, social litè: and migratory

decisions, if the large numbers of the population were again ta undertake migration albeit

of a ditferent nature: of shorter duration perhaps and resulting in less cataclysmic

upheavals. [s it an example of ho\v immigrant groups are becoming more cosmopolitan.

when the Larinesi begin to view Montreal, as a more distant "capo/uogo di provùu.:iu". or

provincial capital of the country of origin, still easily reachable and part of the ltalian

"boot": and when Larino becomes as a warmer more idyllic place tor a summer cottage.

but just as pleasant as one in the Laurentides~ and when Milano becomes just another. but

--more "inconvenienC Toronto?
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The effects of new conjunetures ofglobal factors in the contextuaI~ objective, and

subjective domains, remain the subject of both fanciful prognostications, and a source of

interesting and useful future research.

Tenure and Culture
The other two arenas of intersection of domains were those regarding housing

tenure~ and housing culture. As presented above in the previous chapter (p.257) under

explanations of housing behavior and space use~ what follows below is a further

exploration of how the rights and privileges associated with the way housing was occupied

in each location, the way it was thought of or visualized, and the consequent interaction of

the thinking of owners and tenants with the rest of society can indicate the nature and

extent of social change.

As seen in the bivariate analysis tables, the group of sub-hypotheses (H16 to 821/)

which were intended to assess whether the housing situation had the best overall status in

Montreal, obtained overwhelming support. Best in tbis case referred to each of the

structural, physical, and subjective elements related to housing value and tenure. The

highest owner occupation, the most spacious, and the most highly valued housing were all

found in Montreal. Even as far as "more-being-better" is concemed, Montrealers also

owned the highest total vaIue of real estate~ though they aIso had the largest levels of

indebtedness, or money left to pay for their residence. 10, However, it was the Larinesi in

Larino who had both the lowest estimated value of residence, and understandably perhaps

aIso the lowest housing indebtedness. Yet, interestingly, they aIso had the second highest

percentage of owners, next to Montreal~ and of renters, next to Milano. ln Larino were

also found the highest percentage of"other" forms of tenure which include usufruct, and

employment related housing.

IThs can he: sc:e:n as a mixe:d blc:ssing, sinee the: di1fc:rence bc:twee:n the markd value: and the indebte:dness produces
equity whieh is a mc:asure of wc:alth, or pote:ntial wealth. because: it exists only if propc:rty can he: resold, or used as
collaterdllor loans or inve:sttnents, by placing it at risk against the hypothetical proceeds of a possibk, future salt:.
A rdianœ on potential market value is therefore an inflating, and more unstable measure of we:alth, compared ta
wealth measured by ''use'' of free-hold ovmership ofcommodities.
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What are the implications of these findings for the "peasant origins" thesis of ethnic

manifestations of material well-being through the ownership of land and real-estate?

Since the ethnic group was a constant in IVlontreai and in Milano. why did ownership rates

ditfer by almost a tàctor of t\VO in favour of Montreal? Larinesi in lVlilano even scored

lower on ownership than in Larino. ln fact, the variety of tenure forms in Larino \vas

contrary to the expectation that if an origin based drive to ownership existed, renters

would have been a minority in Larino and in ail other locations. Instead. renters \vere a

majority in ~lilano and the predicted lowest only in [\:lontreal.

By using multivariate discriminant analysis (Table 9. 8) \\".ith the same line-up of

independent variables and controls that was used in previous tables. the particularities of

Larinesi owners and renters could be explored further. The standardised coefficients of

the O\vners' function which significantly distinguished the Larinesi owners trom renters

and other tenure forms corroborated that more Larinesi owners live in ivlontreal (~= 1. (6)

and Larino (~= 91) and not as many in Milano. and that owners also have higher incomes

relative to the city average (~= .38). They are also older (~=.38), are satistied \vith their

houses (~=_31). and are more likely to have a studious traveller litèstyle (~=_29) Thevare

also not as satistied with their neighbourhoods (J3=-.37), more have blue collar

occupations (~=.36) and they live with less people in their households (~=- 36) than do

non-owners. that is renters and other tenure tàrms.

By comparison, from the analysis of the data tram the Bilancio Sociale di Area

( (981) and the Canadian Quality of Life «(981), it was seen that o\vnership of housing in

the overall city-wide context for both ~tontreal and Milano was related to a variety of

tàctors (see Chapter 6, p. 180,182) among which of importance are: large size ofhouse.

being aider. rnarried, being a recent arrivaI ta the city but being longer in the

neighbourhood, having a high evaluation of municipal services, having a higher incorne.

and being satisfied with the neighbourhood.
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- Table 9_ 8-Housing Tenure Discriminant Funcrion Coefficients

Housing Tenure Discriminant Functions
Independent Variables OWNERSBY

INCOME TERTlLES
1 2 3 4 S

OWNER RENTER LOW MED. HIGH
OBJECTIVE

Income Relative ta City .38 .71 .62
Incarne to Need Ratio -.61

SUBJECTIVE
Attitudes:

lOptimism -.69
2 House Purchase Aversion
3 Fatalism
4 Extroversion -22 -.62
5 Living-room Centrality .61 -.21

Satisfaction Measures:
1 Services .29
2 Housing .31 .40 .75 -.47
3 Neighbourhood -.32 -.67

Lifestyle Measures:
1 Studious Traveller .29 .24 .32
2 Sociable Gardener -.23 .38 -.28 -.83

Residence:
Larino .91 1.10 1.33
Milano
Montreal 1.16 .93 .98 .90

CONTROLS
Household:

Persons in -.36 -.27 -.62 -.30
Cars in -.44

Respondent' 5:

Male Gender -.71
Age .38 .45 .84 -.35
Yrs ofSchool .75

Occupation:
White CoUar
Blue Collar .36 .50

f Centroid for Ref. Group -.57 .21 -1.55 -2.10 2.13
Aetual Group .26 -.73 .42 .66 -.57

Between Group F-statis. 2.71 4.22 4.54 7.83 3.75
d.f. 10,179 6.160 9,60 10,54 8,23
f Canonical Correlation .36 .37 .64 .77 .75
fWilk's Lambda .87 .86 .60 .41 .44
X:z. 25.84 23.84 32.99 52.09 21.75
d.f. 10 6 9 10 8
p .0040 .0006 .0001 S.DOO05 .0059
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After removing from analysis all the cases with other tenure torms it was found that

Renters are better predicted directly by a larger number of people in the house (~=-27)

than are owners. Save for the fact that the reference group in the owners function

includes renters and other forms of tenure, the other indicators are, understandably. almost

the inverse of the owners' function. When rvlilano is the retèrence group. Renters are less

satistied with services. with housing, are younger and more likely to be tound in Larino.

The peculiarity that Larino provided a higher opportunity for ownership needed to be

explored. Nothing unusual if Milano had overall more expensive housing and income \vas

lo\ver. lt followed a classic incorne related predictive function. What would happen if

o\vnership were to be examined only within each of three levels of income from lo\'~" to

high 'l (see Appendix V. Table 7.8)? It was found that location was not signiticant in

predicting ownership status among the low incorne earners, while Larinesi in Larino \vere

signiticantly more nurnerous among the middle incorne group. Among the high incorne

group. being in ~10ntreal was an inverse predictor of house ownership It appeared that

among people \vho already owned a house and made the highest incornes. the sociable

gardener lifestyle (~=-.83) is the strongest direct discriminator of o\vnership in comparison

to the retèrence group: renters vv·ho made middle, or lower amounts of money A lo\ver

incorne relative ta the city was more typical of ownership. The next best predictors of

o\vnership among high income Larinesi were subjective indicators: having high scores on

extroverted attitudes and housing satistàction. This function classified correctly the

highest percentage of case (Table 9. 9) of the five tùnctions. In the rniddle incarne group

the ~lontreal and Larino location reappeared, and the best predictors \vere housing

satistàction and blue collar occupation.

What this rneans is that even if houses are valued mast in l'vlontreal and are more

difficult ta find and finance in Milano, among the poor ownership is not significantly

ditferent by location. What is different is that in ail locations poorer o\vners are more

likely ta be \vornen, aIder, awn less cars, have an incarne which is closer to or surpasses

11 Sec p.2h4 lOf a sirnl1ar analysis of ineorne anù O\\TIcrship hy cthnie group ln Canaùa Ha~"\\arù ( !9XO 1
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TaMe 9. 1) lfou.'\lIlg Tenure Dl.'icnmmanl (ïa.'i"i~f;cali01'Re.mlls-
Indcpcndent Variables

Reference Cases

Rcnter+Othcr Tenure
.2 Owners

.1 Rcnters 1\-1cdium+High [ncome
.... Rentcrs Law + High [ncorne
5 Rcntcrs Law + Medium [ncome

% Correclly predicted
AClual Grouped Cases

1 Owners
.2 Renters
~ Owners Law [ncome
.... Owners i\ttcdium Income
5 Owners High Income

0/11 Correctly predicled

Predicted Group l\1embership
O\VNERS SY

OWNER RENTER INCOME TERTILES
LOW rvlED. HIGH

li
[XY

12
13

()

lY.3% LJ5.1% (,-l-. -' tl/cl%1 71.LJ% XX.lltl·'1

12l)
n

(,()

.... X

26
LJ U)C~~I , ... "'CI;

9-1-.61"';IC~;;1 96.6111c1 tlX ..... II 'il__' .•' III

..

Total Cases 212 20) 1YO Il)X 17....
Percent of "grouped" cases correctly c1assificd

70.)% ïlJ.6% X7.9c"'é) l)(). 7tl~, l)6-'"'~1

the city average. have space use attitudes reflecting a more central and frequent use of the

living room. have less optimistic attitudes. and have lifestyles a bit more attuned ta

sociability and gardening. than to reading and travel.

It is the middle income o\vners who are most distinguishably located in bath Larino

and in ~:Iontreal \vhere they are more likely ta be blue collar workers. \vho are satistled

\'o'ith their houses. but not 50 much with their neighbourhood. are more inv.·ard looking and

do not see the living room as the central part of the house. They also happen ta be

younger. have fewer persons in the house. and disdain the sociable gardener lifestyle.

The implications for a cultural element are not at ail clear l'rom these data. As

incorne increases there are probably more ways of negotiating the weight of the housing

expenditure and high incorne o\vners become distinguishable according to attitudinal

variables. It is also likely that an orientation to gardening activities is the sine qua non for

ownership preferences. However, it is clear that \vhen income is less than optimum. and

more time needs to be spent on other activities which take away from the time spent
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enjoying the use of the house, housing satisfaction remains high, as a ""basic value" which

can be appreciated for its potential to satisi}r lifestyle pretèrences. For the middle incorne

o\vners. the actual ability to provide satisfaction may not be as important. because their

free time may be limited by the extemal exigencies ofwork and occupation.

Reintorcing the idea that employment and incorne concerns serve as vehicles for

satisrying an orientation to\vards housing purchase is a comparison of the relative real

costs of renting. Lower rents in certain locations should have seen an equivalent lower

rate of ownership. Contrary to \vhat had been predicted in the hypotheses. thanks to the

etfects of rent-controls. the cost of renting in absolute terms, unadjusted tor cost of living,

was not, an absolutely greater tinancial burden in Milan, but in Montreal. On the other

hand without rent-contrais. respandent's rent was estirnated ta increase the mast in

Larino. by 205~/0_ [n l\1ilano. people estimated their rent would have probably increased

by 170%
• as compared to Montreal where the increase was estimated to be on the

average. only 33% more than their present rent controlled expense. This wauld indicate

that the higher frequency of rentai tenure in Larina made goad ecanamic sense because of

the savings due ta rent-controls. ln !VlontreaL where large savings of this nature \Vere not

seen as realisable. purchase was more economically sound. ail other things being the same

The estimated increases in !Vlilano's uncontrolled rent savings \vere mast likely not

enough of an encouragement to tip the scale towards either increases in purchases. or

increases in rentai tenure.

From the point of view of o\vning more property as an investment or an advantage

against future family needs for housing, the widespread occurrences of o\vnership of

second homes in the national housing situation of ltaly, was not as pronounced a

characteristic among the Larinesi living in ltaly, then it \vas among those in rvlontreal.

There \vas more similarity in this regard between Larino and Montreal. than bet\\"een

l\.-1ilano and IVlontreal residents (see Appendix V. Table 7.16).
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Cultural Changes and Income
ln Italy, the wider national context included housing. quality of life and economic

stresses which were continuing in sorne fOfIn, and historically had precipitated decisions to

emigrate. Having solved a few of these problerns through emigration ta Canada, it

appeared that the Larinesi's high ownership rates were typical of the "ethnic anomaly"

(p.258) of housing ownership in Canada. What explanation could be given for the value

shift away from home ownership among the Larinesi bigh income eamers, when looked at

from within the Larinesi group? After all, the Larinesi's general economic improvement

had not been blatantly affluent in comparison to all other Montrealers. Accordingly, if

prognostications about the limits and eventual demise of the influence of '"housing

culture" with increases in affluence were true for tbis group, the Larinesi's increase in

economic well-being should have led to a more politicised and public life-style, rather than

to a modestly associational and strongly private focus, accornpanied by an equally modest

value-shift observable only in embryonic fOfIn at high incorne levels.

One explanation given from within the Italian national context (Signorelli, 1975: 80)

which has been taken up in the literature for other countries, under the topic of

politicisation of the working class, (see Hamilton, (967) claimed that Italian "housing

culture~' rooted in the rural experience, had served to exasperate collective stress.

According to Signorelli, collective action towards solving social and economic problem,

especially in the seventies when the time was ripe to do so, had been hindered by two

elements of Italian "housing culture": the characteristics of privatism and familism 

which were the antitheses of the pro-social characteristics based on publicist and

universalistic values required for changes to occur. The latter were to develop and

eventually replace the affective elements attached to home ownership, which were

detrimental to the improvement of the collective situation, but only after increases in

employment which was "secure, well-paid, and dignified" (Signorelli, 1971 :98).

The Montreal data on the Larinesi seems to fit, to a degree, this type of explanation.

However, it is not clear that the explanation allows for the consideration of degrees, that

increases in pro-social collective involvement can occur in small steps. Signorelli implies
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that a thresholds is at stake, beyond which housing culture disappears and public

mindedness appears full-blown, and below which previous culture stays unchanged. [n

fact, in Northem [taIy "dignified" and "secure" positions in large industries or the civil

service had already been obtained in the early seventies, by many Southem immigrants, but

much of the ltalian urban quality of life had undisputedly remained "unbearable",

"stressful", accompanied by high housing costs, and plagued by a scarcity of services.

Signorelli's (1971: 104) assertion that the necessary level of prosperity for cultural changes

had not been sufficiently high, or widespread enough, and therefore all small

improvements in work had ooly served to reinforce privatistic and familistic cultural

orientations, appears as a post-hoc attempt to save the "threshold" emphasis of an

othefV/ise useful theory. [ndeed, since that time, aggregate data on the Italian housing

situation (see Chapter 3), has shawn that degrees of improvement in generai welfare were

evident and were reflected in increases in ownership, decreases in rentai tenure and further

improvements in jobs and working conditions. AIso, other data on housing visualisation in

Italian urban centres had given further evidence that increases in house ownership for this

period had occurred along with non-traditional changes in Italian housing culture,

(Franchini, 1984~ see Chapter 8) specifically: higher levels of incarne, more common in

larger Italian urban centres, showed a negative correlation with the traditional visualisation

of the house as a private "refuge" , or a place to escape to, and high incarne had a positive

correlation with a non-traditional, public view of the house as "open", or as a place for

socialising with different people.

The evidence presented on the housing tenure behaviour of medium incorne Larinesi

owners also supports the idea that house ownership can coexist with improved conditions.

However, in determining the direction and extent of cultural change important,

exogenous, structural influences (as felt mast strangly in Larino and in Montreal) would

be ignored if the focus were only the subjective elements of housing behaviour.

In short, the idea that a threshold of increased prosperity, through its relationship to

home ownership, was required ta affect cultural, collective change is not supported by the

data on the Larinesi. lnstead, as soon as even small increases in prosperity occurred they
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appeared sufficient to generate proportionately small, cultural changes, seen mainly as

changes towards a "house-centered" lifestyle. Certainly, there were two important

facilitators of change: first, the external contextual influences which in Montreal especially

-but not exclusively-, gave enough latitude for change ta occur~ and second, the

existence of connective smaIler steps along the way. For ail of the Larinesi, given a

passage of time of thirty years, contextuallatitude appears to have resulted from extemally

induced changes in the tO\vn -which benefited more those who stayed-, and from

migration which had ditrerent overall results: in general more successful for those in

Montreal than for those in Milano. The connective steps in all cases have come from the

influence that prosperity has had on increases in comfort and security, which then have

allowed experimentation and change to occur in the area of attitudes. The intermediate

position of the average Larinese in a large urban centre like Milano in a continuum of

stress and discomfort, -not forgetting the few, but important exceptions -, seems to

indicate that "peasant" origin housing culture may be synonymous with ··uncomfortable

and insecure" origins, which were alleviated but only to a limited degree, and remained

still "'uncomfortahle and insecure" in the destination.

The economic situation of Larinesi moving to Milano in fact, appears to have

retained the traditional hierarchical forro of the town, stressing large distinctions between

the weil-off and the poor. While it represented a shift to a higher base-line of prosperity

for everyone, the distributional differences remained essentially the same (see Chapter7,

p.203). Consequently, the reasons for the existence ofreported levels of discomfort and

dissatisfaction among the Larinesi in Milano may very weil have been the same as those of

the Larinesi in Larino: inequality ofwealth, and rigid class structure. [nequality may have

worked against the realisation of material gains~ and a rigid class structure, against the

perception and recognition ofgains in social status. The lifestyle of the Larinesi in tv1ilano,

their housing tenure. characterised by lower levels of ownership, their lifestyle and

attitudes and the way they decorate their houses, is not as traditional as that of the Larinesi

in Montreal, who enjoyed higher incomes, and lifestyles more similar to those oftheir

town of origin. Contrary ta that of Milano 's immigrant Larinesi, the economic situation of

the Larinesi on immigration ta Montreal represented a move ta a pattern of prosperity
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characterised by a levelling-out of differences with respect to other Larinesi; and marked

by a raising of the incorne level of low-earners, towards the average, middle-incarne level

for the group. As such it can be described as a non-traditional economic change.

With regard to the effects of these traditional and non-traditional currents for the

ditferent self-assessments of their levels ofwell-being, the Larinesi in Italy use different

referents from those in Canada. They tirst looked at the rest of the Italian society, and

perhaps their European neighbour states, for best and worse cornparisons which may

produce articulated gradients and shades of well-being. Many Larinesi in Milano did not

require that all their personal., social., educational, or business needs be met in the location

of their residence, and they accepted relocation as part of the reality of living in a complex

and difficult context. On the other hand, the Larinesi in Montreal were more prone to

polar comparisons because for a larger share of their needs, they were focused on two

quite distinct places: the tirst on their immediate neighbourhood, and the social reality of

ethnies in Montreal; and the second on the town of origin, as an important. source of

referencing information. Consequently, while the adjustment of the Larinesi in Milan may

have been wanting on many aspects, the adjustment of the Larinesi in Montreal was both

more comfortahle and \vanting. For one reason, because Montreal was comparatively

aftluent, and for a second, because, though exposed to the community through

membership in a slightly larger number of recreational and other organisations (see p.2II ),

the Larinesi in Montreal were being over-nourished by introverted, idyllic metaphors of

heroic emigration, and came up short on dynamic interchanges with the wider public, and

the community at large. As far as housing was concemed they were more likely to have a

privatistic attitude, seeing govemment intervention as intrusive through taxation (p.228).

and relations with tenants as major problems. On the other hand, those Larinesi living in

Italy, though less affluent and less comfortable, were more attuned to, and politicised with

the larger housing and economic realities oftheir country (see Chapter 8, p.227). To put

it another way, given tbis scenario, the Larinesi in Montreal are more likely to understand

the levels of satisfaction and quality of life among their own "paesani" - living in either

Milano or Larino -, as originating, being exalted by, and/or being limited by, their own

"immigrant experience", which is specifie to Montreal. Used as a measuring stick, or
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benchmark against which the experience of the others is compared, trus experience is,

generaIly, socially over-optimistic because it is not duly aware of the larger contextual

impediments of life in Montreal, and it is based on the relatively quick, economically

focused, and socially-cosmetic changes of a keen and successful immigrant adjustment.

On the other hand, the Larinesi in Italy are more given to pessimistic interpretations which

rely on their inherited, or long-standing soeial-class status, within the slow-changing,

socio-political framework of the nation.

Changes and Use of Space
One question that was asked in this study of comparative adjustment was whether

housing culture, and levels of comfort and seeurity had any effect on the use of space

among the Larinesi. The main hypothesis regarding the use of space (see Chapter 2, pp

32-35) was tested with a group ofsub-hypotheses. The main concern was to see ifa

country, rather than a specifie city effect predominated in the way the Larinesi related to

their physical environment. According to the hypotheses, it was thought that the mos!

frequent occurrence of improvements to one's residence carried out during the tenure of

the occupier would be in Montreal (H3 1); that in Canada there would be the most number

of internal modifications of the house involving functional and structural changes, and that

building restoration would be most frequent among the residences in Larino(H3.?}. None

of these sub-hypotheses were supported. There was no significant difference in

modification activity by location, or by country, except for a high occurrence of

redecorations in Milano.

[t also was thought that attitudes towards space use would be culturally consistent

and occur more frequently within the boundaries of the same country. Specifically,

hypothesis (H3s) stated that the highest occurrence of positive attitudes toward having a

second kitchen would show the greatest divergence between Canada and Italy. [nstead the

results showed that positive attitudes towards kitchen duplication are dependent upon

close ties to place of origin rather than to whether the place of residence was within or

outside ofItaly. In addition it was hypothesised (H3;) that the occurrence of other

cultural, space-use indicators - the separation of formai versus informai space-use, and of
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.. symbolic versus functionaI space-use, as reflected by the frequency and room-Iocation of

symbolic objects (H3J~ H34 ) - would show the greatest divergence between Canada and

Italy. The symbolic use of space inside the house, however, seemed to reflect the

ditferences in the social environment of the Larinesi which is associated with their

particular urban environment. In Montreal, where the Larinesi have heightened immigrant

group status, the more private, family-oriented socio economic focus of the Larinesi was

reflected in a symbolic use of domestic space which was predominately concemed with

family mementoes and photographs. ln Milano the elitist distinctions which are important

everyday concems there, were symbolised through the exhibition of art within the house~

while in Larino the guiding role of the Church was symbolised through a predominance of

religious objects around the house. The high occurrence of redecorations in Milano was

also in accordance with the Milanese social reality which is more exigent of aesthetic

declarations of good taste.

Lastly, a country etfect was found only for functionaI use of living room space 

Italy used this room the most functionally. The same room in Montreal was used more

informally or casually then in Italy, while a formai or traditional, use of the living room

was more common only in Larino.
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Epilogue

The scope of the research carried out here was limited to one group of

similar origin townsmen from Italy. The findings therefore, can only be suggestive

of generalisations that can be drawn about the larger population from the Molise.

or possibly, to the larger Italian ethnic group in Montreal. As was the case with

the Larinesi, did other Italian immigrants also enjoy a good comparative quality of

life, an advantageous residential adjustment; and did they also make social and

physical adaptations to their environments based on transplanted attitudes, which

have been invigorated by the Canadian context? It would be useful for the

advancement of the study of migrant adjustment, to investigate how Italians in

other parts of Canada, or elsewhere in the world, fit the Larinese standard.

Comparative research into differences within Canada, rnight include cities from

other regions such as Toronto, Vancouver, Edmonton, Calgary, where large

concentrations of Italians are also found. It would also be interesting to see what

further social and housing adaptations might be expected to occur as the ethnie

population ages. Nevertheless, origin-destination studies such as this one, point

out that international comparisons may also be essential in establishing housing

and social policies which deal realistically with the quality of settlement of new

and established immigrants, and avoid both an unnecessary reliance on imaginary

"imperatives of culture" and an overextended notion of the insensitivity of

established, hegemonic "power groups" l2

This study has shed sorne light on which cultural changes are related to

incorne and occupation, which are re[ated to history and structure, and which

belong to the realm of the subjective and personal. It has examined the interplay

between housing and migration concerns and the consequences that arise out of

12 s~ Rodman & Coopc:r (1995: 111) tor an e:xamplc: of the: S)mbolic and practical cornple:xitie:s of nc:gotiating control
ove:r "cuitumlly appropriate:" housing de:vdoprne:nt by a South-Arne:rican e:thnic group in Toronto.
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theÎr combination with the necessity of living in a new physical environment, on

the occurrence of migration. The "softer" issues of choice of destination at the

time of emigration are not trivial~ nor are they secondary to the "hard" reality

issues of search for occupation, because they impinge upon the realisation of a

multidimensional human quest: the search for a total "good life". The manner in

which these issues are resolved into particular choices of destination has

repercussions which can be felt decades after the facto In the past, seldom and

with great difficulty were these choices revocable. They have now become the

"stuff" of heritage which is passed on to the following generations. The main

interest of this research in this heritage, was the manner in \vhich emigration from

Larino to Milano, and to Montreal, was associated with their respective, historical

housing and living conditions; and how in Canada, immigrant status and culture,

produced a '''house-centred'', "valued-immigrant" way of inhabiting. This lifestyle

was characterised by high levels of satisfaction, the fulfilment of specific personal

aspirations and the development of a neighbourhood focus based on the ethnic

community. These topics remain fruitful avenues for further research on the

interplay of important complementary realities, regardless of whether they are

calIed: the subjective, the objective and the structural domains~ the personal, the

physical and the contextual realms~ or simply thought, action and environment.

Perhaps the most enduring contribution of this study will be the realisation

that as far as Italy was concerned, if the Larinesi are and example, then moving to

Milano did not create a new sense of community, and this served to produce a

generalised detachment from the town of origin, while perhaps, it spurred a

cosmopolitan identity focused on wider societal interests. In spite of this result of

migration to Northern Italy, a sorely rnissed level of continuity with the town of

origin was still pursued by sorne Larinesi living there. AIso, another realisation

about life in Italy was that the arrivaI of"America" was a grossly overstated

"rumour" which did not apply to the majority of Larinesi. Clearly, it was always a

myth that never existed even in the United States of America, where "America"

was to have come from. It has since remained as the metonym for quintessentiai
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"'well-being" in ltaly, and the search for it may continue for sorne time, or perhaps

until it no longer dwells in the ethereal zones of the minds of Italian journalists,

song writers and politicians, from where it periodically still re-emerges.

As far as the results of immigration to Canada is concerned, this research

has provided the possibility to say, with sorne confidence, that for the Larinesi.

housing culture is primarily an enduring valorisation of place of residence, and

travels better across the ocean than across the land. It can be added that in

Montreal it was easier to recreate a cohesive group of people from the original

town that has been instrumental as a guide for social conduct and identification.

This social environment is an essential base for psychological well-being, and

without it large and comfortable houses can become monuments for everyone ta

see, but a home to live in for no one. Without it, as in the case of Milano, the

'''good life" invariably escapes as soon as it seems found, elusive like the search

for the end of a rainbow. [n short, an agricultural metaphor best describes the

Larinesi in Montreal: they were a good graft with the city~ the successful

insertion of a branch from a larger immigrant population tree, into the largest

urban stalk in the province of Québec. For most of them the graft was good and

it "'took", producing a distinguishable and mutually beneficial fruit.

While there were different results for the group, there were neither ""heroes"

nor '''fools'' in the story of Larinese migration - only people who acted within the

constraints of their amhiente and culture. Many were forced by tragically

unpleasant circumstances, and most were spurred, often blindly, by their own

personal motivations. Nevertheless, aIl of those who attempted to create a more

practical Canadian version of the dream of the search for .• America", deserve

recognition for their heroic reaching-out. And for this kudos to the Larinesi in

Montreal who also took the initiative to commemorate this universal human spirit

with a statue to the Immigrant in Larino, only a short time after erecting one in

St-Léonard, with the help of others. [t is a striking commentary for regional

differences in Canada that, to this date, in the much larger numerical, and
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... proportional presence of Italians in Toronto, this heroic spirit has not found a

symbolic expression, nor a significant recognition of equivalent eminence.

But what of those individuals who never left Larino~ or of those, admittedly

fewer, whose graft did not ··take" in Montreal~ or those who were not weil otT in

Milano? The personal contact provided by the interview situation made sorne of

these lives appear tragic. Even so there were examples of the heroic among them.

[n Italy, they were perhaps those who persevered in their hope that .• America"

would one day, fully arrive for them. Perhaps they were those like the man in

Larino \vho lived in con/rada "abandoned by almost everyone" because his

conversation had become "'very burdensome and disconnected" for others to hear,

or the grandmother in the town who missed not having her family close, or the

lady in Milano who reported living in the aftermath of the "disaster" of leaving

Larino and the coming to that "'unliveable" place. [n Canada, they were probably

those who endured lasses like those reported by a respondent in tears, who said

that in her oid age, she had been abandoned by ail of her grown children.

Undoubtedly heroic examples were the lives of the successful immigrants

aiready mentioned, but perhaps also those exemplified in Milano by the 90 year

oid Ia\vyer who, with a feeling of ·"tough-times-past," remembered enduring a time

'''when there were no Larinesi in Milano"; or thase Iike the busy man, who took

time off work ta come ta see me at the Politecnico di Milano, pushed by his

curiosity to find out why any one might be interested in the people from a small

place like Larino. And aiso those others with small town origins, who by virtue of

their residence in large cities like Montreal, had started to see themselves as

unofficial "ambassadors" for their towns, and had started creating bridges for the

creation of new markets and cultural exchange programs. Lastly, they were aIl of

those people, Larinesi or not, who shared the same experience of disiocation and

still were able ta earn a measure of respect from their fellow human beings in their

new locations. AlI who distinguished themselves even if only because they
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... maintained their ties with a small and perhaps "insignificant" place of origin, were

meritorious of acclaim.

And what of the fools? Although in this research there seemed to be a

glaring absence of them among the respondents, they were probably those who

regardless of their social or economic accomplishments, or the reasons for having

been unable to maintain that "'insignificant" small-town referent, willingly and

knowingly set out on paths which increased their inability to re-establish and

maintain a substitute social focus and community involvement. Ironically, these

are .... more likely" to be found everywhere -equally probable without distinction

of location -, whenever shifting conditions make despair and social neglect reign

supreme.
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THE IMMIGRATION AND HOUSING SURVEY
(1987-1988)

Summary of Questionnaire Section Tapies

--

The same questionnaire was used in Larino, Milano
and Montreal. The substitutions for the city names
in comparison questions were made as required
according to the location of the interview.

SECTION A: Introduction

Cover sheet
Respondent substitution mechanism
Type of dwelling
Determination of respondent

SECTION 8: Identification of
respondent and household

Sex of respondent
Household composition
Number of cars in household

SECTION C: Physical description of
dwelling

- number of floors
- number and position of rooms
- size of house
- type of heating and average annual cost
- self-assessment of comfortable temperature
- self-assessment of cornfort of present
temperature
- age of house
- details ofbuilder
- special characteristics ofhouse

SECTION D: Tenure

SUB-SECTION D.a - Owners

- order of ownership
- how acquired

SUB-SECTION D.b - Lives w;th owner

- kinship with owner
- how owner acquired

- reasons for buying
- year ofoccupation
- year ofownership transfer
- price
- details of fmancing
- estirnate of present value

SUB-SECTION D.c - Renters/others

- kinship with owner
- owner in residence
- how long renting
- amount of rent
- whether protected by equo canone and

estimate of rent with equo canone

SECTION E: Additional real estate

Own other properties
-types

How many other houses
Details of other houses owned

SECTION F: Satisfaction scale items

- health services
- sewage and garbage disposai
- public transport
- neighbours
- distance from work
- comfortable bathroom
- house in general

SECTION G: Modifications

Work done and full description
- structural modifications
- restoration
- enlargement
- repairs
- redecoration

Attitude towards and details of extra kitchen
facilities
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SECTION H: Space use and life-style

Type of objects displayed and where
Number of books in house
Hours spent reading
Hours spent outside the home
Location of T.V.
Use of living room
Hours spent with relatives
Room least liked

SECTION 1: Opinions on housing
situation

Opinions on:
- political party with best housing policy
- cUITent housing problems and who should solve
- rent control legislation
• ability of landlords to evict

SECTION J: Nativity, languages,
friends and associations

Year of birth
Place of birth
Place where grew up
Place of birth of father. mother
Dialects/languages spoken
Place of birth of friends
Number of friends who emigrated
Number of friends now living in city
Associations

SECTION K: Migration

Length of residence in house
Lived elsewhere?
Evaluation of present house
Total nurnber of other residences and where
Desire and opportunity to leave

SUB-SECTION: K.aL (Larinoj

- evaluation and details of residence in Larino

SUB-SECTION: K.aM (MilanolMontreal)

- evaluation and details of residence in
MilanolMontreal

SUB-SECTION: K.aR (Otherplace)

• evaluation and details of one other place of
residence outside Larino

SUB-SECTION: K.b (Ranking)

Ranking and comparison of 2 - 4 places ever
Iived in

SECTION M: Location of relatives and
evaluatioD of places

Details of relatives living in Montreal and Milano
Evaluation of places

SECTION N: Preference for moving
and trips.

Change of locale
Details of longest trip taken

SECTION 0: Attitude questions

- family "/s new people for social life
- fonnal vs infonnal use of living room
- kitchen as centre of activity
- kitchen vs living room utility
- extemal vs internai importance
- undivided inheritance of property
- a1ienation
- well·being in ltaly
- debt for house vs wedding expenses
- saving for house vs fumiture
• how much needed to live comfortably

SECTION P: Additional information

Marital status
Years of schooling and diploma/degree attained
Occupational status
Present occupation questions:

- full time/part time
- branch of industry
- nurnber of employees
- year began
- hours/week
• method ofobtaining job

Other earning activities
Major type ofactivity to present
Hours spent gardeninglfarming
Family incorne
Names and addresses oftwo relatives or friends

emigrated

SECTION Z: Interviewer's questions

- type of house
- where interview took place
- count of displayed books. family

pictures. religious abjects
- ambient temperature
- assessrnent of cornfort
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- The Questionnaire (administered in Italian)

FOGLIO DI COPERTINA
0"8 File:06MONT.CPL FASE (3) MQNTREAl QUESTIONNAIRE

INTERVISTATORE:
NUMERO DI IDENTITA·:
P1. FASE: CANADA (3)
P2. DtSTRETTO:

PlA. COGNc:.tE : NCJ4E:

P3. 'NDIRIZZO: NUMERO CIVICO: TElEFONO:

AppENA ARRIVATI ALLA poRTA pRIMA DI PRESENTARSI'

ps INDIÇARE IL TIPa pl ABITAZIQNE:

UNIFAMIllARE DISTACCATA (1)
UNIFAMILIARE ATTACCATA (UN LATa) (2)

UNIFAMILIARE ATTACCATA (A SCHIERA) (3)

BIFAMILIARE DISTACCATA (4)
BIFAMtLIARE ATTACCATA (UN LATO) (5)

BIFAMILIARE ATTACCATA (8)

MULTIFAMILIARE DISTACCATA (7)
MULTIFAMILIARE ATTACCATA (UN LATO) (6)

MULTIFAMILIARE ATTACCATA (9)

FORfIt NO. Revisione: 16 novembre, 1987

OPPURE COSA?

P6. IDENTIFICA8$I

P7...•.•....VORREI PARlARE CON Il CAPOFAMIGLIA PER STABILIRE UN APPUNTAMENTO

pa. DCJ4ANDARE:
STABIllRE APPUNTAMENTO:

DI NUOW la MI CHtAMa E VERRO' A TROVARLA IL

yoRRE 1 ASSI CURARH 1 CHE IL SUQ INPIRIZZO SIA GIUSTO.

LEI ABITA A:

LA NOSTRA lETTERA E STATA INVIATA A
LEI St CHtAMA: NOME UGUALE: ARR 1VEDERC 1

NOME DI VERSO:
E IL SIGNOR:

________________-I-E· sua PARENTE, CONOSCI ENTE,
E DOVE ADITA ADESSO?

.1t.*****
P9. Esno DELLA CHIAMATA:

pRIM TERZA Il NOTE'
DATA:
ORE:
Esno: (1) (2)

(6) (7)

SECONpA

(1) (3)
(6) (1)

(1) (4)
(6) (7)

(5)

(1) Questionario completato
(2) Richiamare, vedi A1B.
(3) Seconda chiamata richiamare:ore: aiorno: data:
(4) Terza chiamata, richiamare:ore: giorno: data:
(5) Più di tre chiamate.
(6) Rifiutato
(7) Incompletato/interrotto( ) Al tro _
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* • • * * SEZIONE A * * * * *
A1. Clè il capo famiglia?

Sl-!Zl PASSARE A *
tAPO EAHIGlIA

INDISpOSIO CO) (RAGIONE Esempio:Invalidità, decesso, emigrazione,ecc._)

A1A. In mol te famigl ie ci sono al tre persane che
dirigono la famigl fa Cilla persona che prerde le decisioni i~rtanti che riguardano la
femiglia). C1è uns di queste persane in casa con cui petrei parlare?

SI (1) PASSARE A SEZIONE B
NON CIE" (0)

NON CIE' c])

A1B. Mi potrebbe dire quando sarebbe meglio richiamare?

ORE: GIORNO: DATA:

HA ~ICEVUTO LA LETTERA DI P~ESENTAZIONE? SI (1) NO (0)

* * * * * SEZIONE B * * * * *
81. (INQICARE IL SESSO pEL RISPQNDENTE) MASCHILE (1) FEMMINIlE (2)

82. (INDICARE lA DATA: _~/_~I LIOBA PEll'INIZIO'

83. Quante persane abitano in questa casa?

84. Pub danni alclI\e informazioni su ciascl.llël di esse (escluso lei)1

*USARE FOGlIO DEI COOICI pag. 17

PARENTElA CON
IL RISPONDENTE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

1 ETA"
lITOlO CONDIZIONE
DI SIUDIP* P~OFESSIONAlE*

85. Lei incluso, quante persane in questa casa hanno la macchina? __

* * * * * SEZIONE C * * * * *
Cl. Su quanti piani é situata la sua residenza1

UN PIANO(l)SAlTARE ElNa A CJ DUE PIANI(2)
C2. A quale piano è la cucina? ( )

C2A. E 1l bagno principale? ( )

T~E PIANI (3) __ PIANI ( )

C2S. E le cemere da letto? (Nunero) __ SONO AL __ PIANO ( ), __ SONO Al __ PIANO (

C3. Complessivamente, quante stanze ci sono nella sua residenza? (SUGGERIREj VAN 1
ABITABILI E GRANDI ABBASTANZA pER HETTERC! UN LETTO E pAssAgcr INTORNO) ( )

C4. Di quanti metri/piedi quadrati è la sua casa? (meui q.) (piedi q.)

CS. Lei riscaLda La sua casa con (lEGGERE TUTTE LE CATEGORIE):

A. OLIO a GASOlIO • • • • • • • • • . NO (0)
B. CARBONE a LEGNA " • • . • • • • • • NO (0)
C. GAS 0 METANO A CONDUTTURA . . . • . • NO (0)
D. GAS IN BOMBOlE 0 PICCOLI SERBATOI • NO (0)
E. ELETTRICITA- • • • • . • • . • • • . •• NO (0)
f. AliRO NO (0)

SI (1)
SI (1)
SI (1)
SI (1)
SI (1)
SI (1)

C6. CompLessivamente, quanto spende per il riscaldamento agni anne? TOTALE: S
c7. Seconda lei, dl inverno, per stare bene e caLdi in questa
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stanza, fino a quanti gradi Centigradi/Fahrenheit la si dovrebbe riscaldare? (C) (F)
ca. Cane trova questa stanza in questo mcrnento?

MOLTO FREDDA(1) FREDDA(2) NE" FREDDA NE· CAlDA(3) CAlDA(4) MOLTO CAlDA(5)
C9. Quanti anni ha la sua casa, oppure quando è stata costruita?

____ ANNI () COSTRUITA NEl _

t10. Da chi è stata costruita questa casa?

ENTE PU88LJ CO/GOVERNATI va (1)
IMPRESA PRIVATA (2)

IN FAMIGLIA (3)

ALTRO ( )
NON SA (.)

Cl1. la sua casa ha: A. SALeON 1 a TERRAZZI • • NO (0)
B. CANTINA a RIPOSTIGlI . NO (0)
C. GIAROINO (di FIORI) NO (0)
D. SPAZIO VERDE. • . . NO (0)
E. ARTE ANTICA •• . • • . . • NO (0)
F. RUDERI STeRICI ..•..•• NO (0)

G. ALTRO NO (0)

• * * * * SEZIONE D * * * * *
01. Lei occupe questa abitaziane come:

PROPRIETARIO (1)
VIve CON IL PROPRIETARIO (2) SALIARE FINa A 04

AFFITTUARIO (3) SALIARE FINa A DZ
ALTRO C ) (Specificare)

SI (1)
SI (1)
SI (1)
SI (1)
SI (1)
SI (1)

SI (1)

__________________ SALURE FINO A DZ

* * * * * SUB-SEZIONE D.a * * * * *
SEZIQNE DA SQJIOfQRRE SOLIANla AI pRopRIEIARI

02. Questa abitazione é la prima di cui lei è diventato proprietario. la seconda, oppure quale?

PRIMA (1) SECONDA (2) IERZA (3) --- ()

D3. Questa casa è diventata sua prapcjetà tramite:

ALIRO ( ) (Specificare)
_______________ SALIARE FINa A 06

ERED ITA " DA UN PARENTE (1 j,
DONO DA UN PARENTE (2}-D3A. Da quale parente?

______________ SALURE ElNa A D6

RISCATTO DOPO
ASSEGNAZIONE DA UN ENTE (3)--038. Da quale ente? _

ACQUISTO DA FAMILIARI (4) SALIARE ElNa A D5e

ACQUISTO DA NON-FAMILIARI (5) SALTARE EINQ A pse

* • * * • SUB-SEZIONE D.b * * * * *
SE21QNE DA SQTTOfQRRE SOLIANTO A COLORa CHE VIYQNO CON IL pRopRIETARIO

04. La sua relazione/parentela con il proprietario della casa è:

SALIARE FINa A 06.

NESSUNA PARENTElA (0)
CONIUGE (1)

CCJ4PARAGGIO (2)
FIGLIO/FIGLIA (3)

AL TRO C ) _

05. Il passaggio di proprietà di questa casa al proprietario attuale è avvenuto per causa di:

AlTRO C ) (Specificare)

SAlTARE FINO A p6.

EREDITA' DA UN PARENTE (1',

DONO DA UN PARENTE (2)-D5A, Da quale parente?

_________________ SALURE ElNa A 06.
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RISCATTO DOPO
ASSEGNAZIONE DA UN ENTE (3)---058. Da quale ente? SALIARE EINO A D6

ACQUISTO DA FAMILIARI (4)

ACQUISTO DA NON-FAMILIARI (5)

ose. La ragione per la quale è stata acquistata questa casa in particolare, è:

SI (1)
SI (1)
SI (1)
St (1)

NON l'HA FATTO (0)

• NO (0)
NO (0)

. • • NO (0)
. NO (0)

----- ( )

A. LA LOCALITA' • • • . • • . . . . • . . •
B. LE CARATTERISTICHE FISICHE 0 STRUTTURALI
C. COME INVE5TIMEHTO . . • . • • • • . • .
O. PER MQTIVI DI COMPOSIZIONE DI FAMIGl1A .
E. AL TRA --:-_~--------------------------In che arno è stata occupata da lei? _

In che anne ha fatto il passaggio di proprietà?

050.

OSE.

OSF. Quale è stato il prezzo totale? S _

OSG. Can'è aYVeRJto il finanziamento?

A. MUTUO 0 IPOTECA (SENZA ASSI5TENZA GOVERNATIVA/ALTRA) •.
E. MUTUO 0 IPOTECA (CON ASSISTENZA GOVERNATIVA/ALTRA)
B. PRESTITO IN FAMIGlIA
C. RI SCATTO • • • • • • . . . . • • • • • • . . . • • •
O. ALIRO

NO (0)
NO (0)
NO (0)
NO (0)

SI (1)
SI (1)
SI (1)
SI (1)

DSH. Quanto rimane da pagare? TUTTA PAGATA (2)
S C )---051. Quale è il tasso di

interesse su questa scmna? X per anne.

06. Quanto vale questa casa 099i? NON SA (2) SALTARE FINP A El.

S ( ) SALTARE FINa A El.

* * * * * SUB-SEZIONE D.c * * * * *
SEZIQNE DA spTTpppRRE SOlTANTO ACLI AEFITTUARI/ALTRI

07. la sua relazione/parentela con il proprietario della casa è:

NESSUHA PARENTElA CO)
CONIUGE Cl)

COMPARAGGIO (2)
FIGliO/FIGlIA (3)

ALTRO (

_______ ANNI

08. Il proprietario della casa convive con lei? NO (0) SI Cl)

09. Da quanto tempo vive cosf (in affitto 0 altro)? MESI

010. Quanta paga di affitto al mese? NIENTE(O)SALIARE FINa A El S __

OlOA. Il sua affitto è protetto dalle regole della Régie du logement? NON SA(2) NO(O)

5I(1)--010B. Quanto sarebbe ora il suo affitto
al mese senza le regale della Régie du Logement? S

• * * * * SEZIONE E· • * * *
P(J1ANQABE A IUTT r :

El. Lei ha altre proprietà immobiliari?

NO CO) SALIARE FINO A SEZlaNE F.

SI (1)----E1A. A. DA SOLO •..•••..••.. NOCO) SI(1)
B. IN SOCIETA' CON FAMIUARI ••. NO(Q) S1(1)
C. IN SOCIETA' CON TERZI .•••• NOCO) 51(1)
O. ALTRO NO(O) 51(1)

E2. Che tipo di proprietà?
A. TERRENl . • • . • • • . • • • NO (0)
8. CASE •.••..•••••• NO (D)SALTARE FINO A SEZIQHE F
C. ALIRO NO (0)

EJ. Complessivamente. Italia inclusa, quante case ha? ___

SI (1)
SI (1)

SI (1)
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E4. Senza contare questa, mi potrebbe dare delle infonmazioni su ciascuna di queste altre ~?

*USARE FOGLlO DEI CaHCI pag.17

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

CCKlNE 0
LOCALlTA'

TIPO DI
CASA*

VALORE
ATTUALE

***TIPO DI USQ;
DIMORA PERMANENTE (1)
STAGIONALE,(VACANZE,

SECONDA CASA) (2)
OCCASIONALE (3)
ALTRO (SPECIFICARE) ()

...
eœE DI VENTATA DI pRopR 1fIA -

EREDITA- DA UN PARENTE (1)
DONO DA UN PARENTE (2)
ASSEGNAZIONE DA UN ENTE (3)
ACQUISTO DA FAM[l[AR[ (4)
ACOUISTO DA NON-FAM[L[AR[ (5)
COSTRUITA IN PROPRIO (6)
ALTRO (SPECIFICARE) ( )

* * * * * SEZIONE F * * * * *
Vag li amo sapere se lei sir i t i ene soddisfatto od i nsaddi sfatto, oppure mol ta saddi sfatta a mol ta
insoddisfatto, con le seguenti caratteristiche di que5ta zona (a nuticipal iU) e della sua casa.

Fl. 1 servizi medici e ospedalieri MS(1) S(2) CC(3) [(4) M1(5)
FlA. Perchè?

F2. la nettezza urbana e le fognature MS(1) S(2) CC(3) [(4) M1(5)
F2ê. Perchè?

F3. [ trasporti publici MS(1) S(2) CC(3) [(4) M[(5)
F3A. Perché?

F4. La gente del quartiere MS(1) S(2) CC(3) 1(4) M1(5)
F4A. Perché?

....
CC(3) M1(5)FS. la distanza dal lavara MS(1) S(2) 1(4)

FSA. Perchè?

F6. la comodità del bagne e dei servizi igienici MS(1) S(2) CC(3) [ (4) M1(5)
F6A. Perchè?

F7. La sua casa in generale MS(1) S(2) CC(3) [(4) M1(5)
F7A. Perchè?

* * * * * SEZIONE G * * * * *
G1. Durante la sua residenza, la sua casa ha mai awto:

A. RISTRUTTURAZ[ON[ (Spostamento di muri, 0 a99iunta di servlzl,
senza ëlq)l iamenti) • • • • • • • .•.NO (0)

B. RESTAURI (Riportata all'uso antiea, senza spostamenti di muri) •••NO (0)

C. AMPL[AMENT[ (Aumento della grandezza totale) •••••.

D. RIPARAZIONI (Manutenzioni, rimesse in fl.l'lz ione, modernizzazioni
di servizi, senza spostamenti di muri) •••

E. R1DECORAZ[ON 1 (Verniei, tappeti, aspetti cosmetici, ecc.,
esclusa cambiamento di mobili).

.NO (0)

NO (0)

NO (0)

SI (1)

S[ (1)

S[ (1)

SI (1)

SI (1)

LETTERA DETTAGLI

PER TUTTI 1 IN G1.A B C D a E CHIEDERE:

MOTIVO
COSTa
CCl4PlESSIVO

(Es. E

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

tappeti piacciono molto
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-
7.
8.
9.
10.

G2. Pensa che ~ casa con III posto di cottura addizionale, cioè lI\ cucinino in più sia 111 ' idea
buona 0 cattiva; oppure molto buona 0 molto cattiva?

MOLTO CATTIVA(S)CATTlVA(4)

NON SA (9) SALTARE FINO A G3

MOLTO BUONA(1) BUONA(2) NE'UNA BUONA NE" CATTIVA(3)
G2A. Mi potrebbe spiegare perchè pensa cos!? --:-_-:-- _
G3. ln casa sua, c'è un posta di cottura addizionale?

NOCO)SALTARE FINn A SEZIQNE H 51(1)

G3A. Oov1è?

G3B. Il posto di cottura addizionale:

C'ERA GIA' (1) SAlTARE FINQ A seZIONE H
le HA FATTO ceSTRUIRE (2)
Le HA COSTRUITe DA SE'(3)

ALTRe ( )

G3C. Quanto è costato? _

G3D. ln che anno è stato costruito?

* * * * * SEZIONE H * * * * *

• • .NO (0)
• • .NO (0)
· .•NO (0)

.NO (0)
. .NO (0)

DOMANpARE A TUTTI'

Ora vorrei fare poche demande su come usa le stanze della sua casa.

H1. Qua l i de i seguent i oggett i ha in espos i zione dentro casa sua?
A. FOTOGRAFIE DI FAMIGLIA, DI MATRIMONI, 0 01 BAMBINI
B. FOTOGRAFIE CO OGGETTI RELIGIOSI
C. QUADRI ORIGINALI ••• , ••••..•
D. IMMAGINI DI PERSONE FAMOSE 00 ILLUSTRI
E. OGGETTI DI VALORE PERSONALE •••.

SI (1)
SI (1)
SI (1)
SI (1)
SI (1)

PER TUTTI 1 SI IN H1. A, B. e, D, E CHIEDERE:

H2. In quale stanza ne ha esposti di più? LETTERA
(Es. A

STANZA*
3 )

·STANZE:
Il SOGGIORNO/SAlA (1)

LA eueINA (2)
lE CAMERE (3)

AlTRA ( ) cspecIFlcARE>
H3. Approssimativamente, quale è il numero totale di tutti libri che ha in casa? _
H4. In media, quante ore la settimana dedica alla lettura?

HS. In media, quante ore al giorno passa fueri casa?

H6. In quale stanza guarda di più la televisione?

Il SOGGIORNO/SAlA (1)
lA CUCINA (2)
LA CAMERA (3)

ALTRA ( )
NON HA lA TELEVISIONE (.)

H7. Quante volte usa il sue soggiorno/sala agni settimana?

NON HA SOGGIORNO/SAlA(,)SALTARE EINO A H8, TUTTI 1 GIORNI(99) ( )

H7A. Che cosa fa (oltre a guardare la T.V,) più di tutto nel sua soggiorno/sala?

HS.In media, ogni settimana, quante ore passa con parenti, non residenti in questa casa?
H9. Quale stanza nella sua casa le piace di mena?

NON C'E· STANZA CHE
PIACE DI MENa (0)

H10. Perchè?

SOGGIORNO/SALA (1)
LA CUCINA (2)

LA CAMERA (3)ALTRA ( ) _
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* • * • * SEZIONE 1 * * * * *
Adesso vorrei fare delle demande sulle sue opinioni a riguardo di alcuni argomenti.

Il. A suc avviso, quale partito federale ha svolto la miglior pelitica della casa?

NON SA (.) SALTARE EINO A 12

PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE PARTY(10) LIBERAL PARTY(1') NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY(12)
ALTRO CSPECIFICARE) ( ) _

1lA. Mi p:lt rebbe di re perchè? -:--~-:--_:_-___:"-_:_-_;__:_:_-___:"_:___:__~:_:_:__-__::__-----
11B. A suc avviso, quale partito provinciale ha svolto la miglior pellttca della casa?

NON SA C.) SALlARE EINO A 12

NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY(12)PARTIE LIBERALE(11)PARTIE QUEBECOIS(13)
ALlRO CSPECIFlCARE) ( ) _

Il C. Mi p:ltrebbe di re perchè? -~--:--~-:-~-~-_:___:_-------_:__o:____..,..~------
12. Quale pensa sia il problema principale delle abitazioni a Montreal (0 municipalità)?

NESSUN PROBLEMA (0) SALlARE ElNa A 13
SpECJ FJCABE·

12A. Secordo lei chi dovrebbe ri sol vere questo problema?

ENTIIMEZZI GQVERNATIVI
GIA" ESISTENTI (1)

LE IMPRESE PRIVATE (3)

lE COOPERATIVE EDILIZIE (4)
1 GOVERNI FED., PROV., E MUNICIPALI DIRETTAMENTE (5)

ALTRO ( )

13. Pensa che le leggi che limitano gli aumenti di affitto, come per esempio, quelle della Regie du
logement, siano uni idea buona 0 cattiva; oppure mol to buona 0 mol to cattiva?

MOLTO BUOHA(1) SUONA(2) NE" BUONA NE" CATTIVA(3) CATTIVA(4) MOLTO CATTIVA(S)

14. Perchè? _-:----:--:--__:--_-:--~~---__:__:__---~____:_::__:_-~~~----_,~--_:_--
15. El giusto che il proprietario di una casa debba avere il diritto di sfrattare un affittuario?

NO (0) INDECISO (2) SI (1)
16.Perchè? _

* * * * * SEZIONE J * * * * *
Ora verrei fare alcune demande su di Lei e la sua famiglia.

J1. Quale é il SUD anno di nascita?

J2. Dovlè nato? LARINO (1)

AlTRO ( ) aMJNE PROVINCIA NAZIONE

J3. Dovlè cresciuto principalmente? LARINO (1)

ALTRO ( ) COMUNE PROVINCIA NAZIONE

J4. Dovlé nato suo padre? lARINO (1)

ALTRO ( ) COMUNE PROVINCIA NAZI ONE

JS. E sua madre? LARINO (1)

ALTRO ( ) COMUNE PROVINCIA NAZI ONE

J6. Quando ers bambi no , nella sua casa quant; dialetti, Ce/o lingue) s; parlavano complessivamente?
UNO/UNA(1)--J6A. Quale? __.....,....,.__~ _
___( )--J6B. Quale era quello/a più usato/a? _

J7. Ed 09gi in casa, quale dialetto 0 lingua usa di più? _

J7A.Pensi ai cinque amic; più stretti che ha adesso. Quanti sono nati nella sua nazione di nascita?
MENO Dl CINQUE AM 1CI, 1ND 1CARE NUMERO _

NESSUNO (0) SALTARE EINO A J9

J8. Quanti di auESTI (CIOE' LA RISPOSTA A J7A.) sono nati nella sua stessa regione di nascita?

NESSUNO (0) SALTARE FINO A J9.

___ ( )-JSA. Quant; di QUESTI sono nat i ne l suo 5 tesso COfll.n! di nasci ta?

NESSUNO (O)SALTARE EINO A J9,
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- -J8S.Quanti di auESTI sono nati nel suo
stesso CClOU'le?

________________ SE CINQUE SALIARE ElNa A Jll.

NESSUNO (0)

J9. A quanti dei cinque amici (0 numero) è capitato di emigrare? _

J10. Quanti dei cinque abitano a Montreal adesso?

J10.... Quanti dei cinque abitano a Larino adesso'? _

J11. Lei è iscritto a qualche associazione 0 circolo:

A. RICREATIVO, SPORTIVO • . . . . . NO (0) SI (1)
B. CULTURALE . . . . . . .. . . NO (0) SI (1)
c. DI COMBATIENTI, REDUeI, PARTIGIANI . NO (0) SI (1)
o. RElIGI050 . . . NO (0) SI (l)

o a qL:1lche:
E. SINOACATO NO CO) SI (l)
F. PARTITa POlITICO NO (0) SI (l)
G. ALTRO NO (0) SI (l)

--- (

* * * * * SEZIONE K * * * * *
Ed ora vorrei farle delle demande sui suoi cambiamenti d'abitazione.

K1. Da quanta tempo abita in questa casa? MESI __________ ANN 1

-

K2. Oltre 8 questa casa ha mai abitato in un'altra abitazione per più di un'anno?

NO (0)--K2A. Perchè è sempre rimasto in questa casa?

SALTARE ElNa A K6

SI Cl)

K3. In confronto alla sua residenza precedente, questa casa ë meglio a peggia; oppure molto meglio a
IDOl to peggio?

NON SA (.) SALTARE ElNa A K4.

MOLTO MEGLIO( l) MEGLIO(2) UGUAlE(3) PEGGIO(4) MOLTO PEGGIO(S>

K3A. Perchè? "'""""" ~~-------~

IC4. Senza contare questa casa, e partendo da quando era bamJino, quale è il nunero totale di
abitazioni in cui ha vissuto per più d'un amo? _

KS. Queste abitazioni si troVBvano esclusÎvamente e tuIle a Montreal (0 zona, 0 municipelità)?

NO(O)SAlTARE EINQ A IC8. SI C1)

lC6. Ha mai avuto sia la voglia che l'opportunità di trasferirsi fueri da Montreal (0 municipalità)?

NO, NE" VOGLIA NE" OPPORTUN lIA" (0)
SI, LA VOGLIA, MA NON L'OPPORTUNITA" (l)
SI, L'OPPORTUNITA", MA NON LA VOGLIA (2)
SI, SIA LA VOGLIA CHE L'OPPORTUNITA" (3)

IC7. Quale è stata la ragione principale per cui lei non si è trasferito?

* * ALI! ! SALTARE ELNa A SEZIONE M

SOTTOPORRE SOLTANTO SE HA ABITATO FUORI 01 MONTREAL CO ZONA, 0 MUNICIPALITA" ATTUALE)

IC8. Queste altre abitazioni si trovavano anche a Larino?
NO (0)
SI (1)

COMPLETARE FOGLIO SUB-SEZ K.aL

KSA. Le altre abitazioni dove ha vissuto per più di un anno si trovavano anche a Milano?
NOCO)
SICl)

COMPLETARE FOGLIO SUB-SEZ K.aM

K8S. Le altre abitazioni dove ha vissuto per più di un anno si trovavano anche in altr; luoghi?
NO (0) SALTARE FINO A IC16. PAG.13 SUB-SEZIONE K.b
SI (1)---KSC. In quale altro luogo principalmente?

COMPLETARE FOGLIO SUB-SEZ IC.aR
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- * * * * * SUB-SEZIONE K.aL * * * * *
K9. LUOGO DI CUI SI TRATTA: LARINO (2)
K9AL. Quante di queste abitazioni si trovavano a LARINO?

UNA (1) SALTARE EINO A KtOA. ( )
Kl0L. Mi potrebbe dare Le seguenti informazioni sulla sua penultima abitazione a LARINO?

CONTRADA 0
QUARTIERE

ANNI DI
RESIDENZA
DA ••• A•••

PROPRIETARIO TIPO DI
AFFITTUARIO CASA
ALTRO

LIVELLO DI
SOOD1 SFAZIONE
(MS,S,CC,I,MI)

MOTI va PER CU1
ASITAVA LI' E NON
IN ALTRA CASA?

Kl0Al. Mi potrebbe dare Le seguenti infonmazioni sulla sua ultima abitazione a lARINO?

CONTRADA 0
QUARTIERE

ANNI DI
RESlDENZA
DA ••• A•••

PROPRIETARIO TIPO CI
AFFITTUAR[O CASA
ALTRO

LlVEL!.O DI
SOODISFAZIONE
(MS,S,CC,I,MI)

MOTI VO PER CU 1
ASITAVA LI' E NON
IN AlTRA CASA?

-.

Kl08l. Nella sua ultima residenza a LARINO con chi abitava?

CON AMICI (1)
DA SOLO (2)

CON CONIUGE E FIGLI (3)
CON 1 GEN lTOR 1 (4)

CON FRATELLI/SORELLE (5)
CON ZIO/ZIA (6)

CON ALTR[ PARENT 1 (7) (SpeCIEICARE)

ALTRO (

KllL. Lei si trovava a lARINO per ragioni di:

A. Famiglia
B. Lavoro
C. Abitazione
D. Tenore di vita
E. Altra _

NO (0)
NO (0)
NO (0)
NO (0)
NO (0)

SI (1)
SI (1)
SI (1)
SI (1)
SI (1)

K12L. A LARINO quale è stata la sua attività principale?

upo pr AUrVlTA'· C ) _

1C13L. Dove si trovava prima di LARIHO? _

K14L. Per quanto riguarda la sua situazione NEL POSTO PRIMA DI LARINO 8 ••• veel K13L lei si riteneva
soddisfetto 0 insoddisfatto; oppure molto soddisfatto 0 molto insoddisfatto con:

A. L'abitazione MS(l) 5(2) CC(3) [(4) M1(5)
B. 1l Lavoro MS(1) S(2) CC(3) [(4) M[(5)
C. Le famigLia MS(1) 5(2) CC(3) [(4) M[ (5)
D. Il cUma MS(]> S(2) CC(3) 1(4) MI CS)
E. Il tf!q)O l ibero MSe]> S(2) CC(3) 1(4) MI(S>
F. Le comodita' MSC]) S(2) CC(3) 1(4) M[(5)
G. 1 guadagni MSC]) Sc2> CCc3> 1(4) MI (5)

K1SL. Perchè è andato via da LARINO Cl'ultima volta, se è andato via più di una volta)?

RIENTRARE QUESTIONARIO A PAG. 9 DOMANDA KSA.

* * * * * SUB-SEZIONE K.aM * * * * *
K9. LUOGO DI CUI SI TRATTA: MILANO (3)
K9AM. Quante di queste abitazioni si trovavano a MILANO?

UNA (1) SAlTARE EINO A Kl0A ( )
1C1OM. Mi potrebbe dare le seguenti informazioni sulla sua penultima abitazione a MILANO?

aMJNE 0
QUARTtERE

ANNI DI
RESIDENZA
DA ••• A•••

PROPRIETARIO TIPO DI
AFFITTUARIO CASA
ALTRO

LIVELlO DI
SOODISFAZIONE
(MS,S,CC,I,MI)

MOTI VO PER CU 1
ABITAVA Ll' E NON
IN ALTRA CASA?

K10AM. Mi potrebbe dare Le seguenti infonmBz;oni sulla sua ultima abitazione a MILANO?

CCMJNE 0
QUARTIERE

ANNI DI
RESIDENZA

PROPRIETARIO TIPO DI
AFEITTUARIO CASA
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LlVELlO DI
SOOOISFAZIONE

MOTIVO PER CUI
ABITAVA Ll' E NON



DA ••• A... ALTRO (MS,S,CC,I,MI) IN ALTRA CASA?

K10RM. Nella sua ultima residenza a MILANO con chi abitava?

CON AMICI Cl)
DA SOLO (2)

CON CONIUGE E FIGLI (3)
CON 1 GENITCRI (4)

CON FRATELLI/SORELLE (5)
CON ZIO/ZIA (6)

CON AlTRI PARENTI (7) (SPECIFICARE)

ALTRO (

K11M. Lei si trovava ~ MILANO per ragioni di:
A. Famiglia
B. Lavaro
c. Abitazione
D. Tenore di vita
E. Altra _

NO (0)
NO (0)
NO (0)
NO (0)
NO (0)

SI (1)
SI (1)
SI (1)
SI (1)
SI (1)

-

[12M. A MlLANO quale è stata la sua attività principale?

*npo DI ATUYITA" ( ) _

[1lM. Dove si trovava prima di M(LANO? _

[14M. Per quanto riguarda la sua situazione NEL paSTO PRIMA DI MlLAHO a •.. yeDI K13M lei si riteneva
soddisfatto 0 insoddisfatto; oppure molto soddisfatto 0 molto insoddisfatto con:

A. L'abitazione MS(1) 5(2) CC(3) 1(4) MI (5)
B. Il lavoro 1145(1) 5(2) CC(3) 1(4) MI (5)
C. La famigl ia MS(1) 5(2) CC(3) 1(4) M1(S)
D. Il cLima MS(1) 5(2) CC(3) 1(4) M[(S)
E. Il tef'l1)O l ibero MS(1) S(2) CC(3) 1(4) 114[(5)
F. Le comodiu" MS(1) S(2) CC(3) 1(4) 1141(5)
G. 1 guadagni MS(1) S(2) CC(3) 1(4) 1141(5)

K15M. Perchè è andato via da MILANO (llultima volta, se è andato via più di uns volta)?

RIENTRARE QUESTIONARIO A PAG. 9 OOMANDA [8B.

* * * * * SUB-SEZIONE K.aR * * * * *
1(9. lUOGO DI CUI SI TRAITA: ••• VEDI IeSC. ( )
IC9AR. Quante di queste abitazioni si travavano a • VEPI K9 ?

UNA (1) SALURE FINQ A KlaAR ( )
1C10R. Mi potrebbe dare le seguenti informazioni sulla sua penul tima abitazione e .•• VIPI Ki ?

CCMlNE 0
QUARTlERE

ANNI Dl
RESIDENZA
DA ••• A•••

PRQPRIETARIO TIPO Dl
AFFITTUARIO CASA
ALTRO

LlVELLO Dl
SOODISFAZlotlE
(MS,S, CC, l,MI>

MOTlVO PER CUI
ABITAVA LI" E NON
IN ALTRA CASA?

1C10AR. Mi potrebbe dare le seguenti infonmazioni sulla sua ultima abitezione a ••• VEPI Ki ?

CCJlJNE 0
QUARTIERE

ANNI Dl
RESIDENZA
DA ... A•••

PROPRIETARIO TIPO DI
AFFITTUARI0 CASA
ALTRO

LIVEllO Dl
SCDDISFAZIONE
(MS, S,CC, 1,MI)

MOTlVO PER OJI
ABlTAVA LI" E NON
IN ALTRA CASA?

[10BR. Nella sua ultima residenza a••• VEDI K9 con chi abitava?

CON AMICI (1)
DA SOLO (2)

CON CONIUGE E FIGll (3)
CON t GENITORI (4)

CON FRATELLI/SORELLE (5)
CON Zia/ZIA (6)

CON AlTRI PARENT 1 (7) (SPECIFICARE)

AlTRO ( )

1C11R. Lei si travava a
A. Famiglia
B. Lavora
c. Abitazione

VEPI K9 per ragioni di:
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NO (0)
NO (0)
NO (0)

SI (1)
$1 (1)
SI (1)



D. Tenore di vitaE. Altra _ NO (0)
NO (0)

SI (1)
51 (1)

K12R. A • vePI K9 quale è stata la sua attività principale?

*TIpa pl ATlIYITA-

1e13R. Dave si trovava prima di ••. VEPI K9.? --

1e14R. Per quanta riguarda la sua situazione NEL POSTO PRIMA DI ••• vePI "13R lei si riteneva
soddisfatto 0 insoddisfatto; oppure molto soddisfatta 0 molto insoddisfatto con:

A. Llabitazione MS(1) S(2) CC(3) 1(4) MI (5)
B. 1l lavaro MS(1) 5(2) CC(3) 1(4) M1(5)
C. La famiglia MS(1) 5(2) CC(3) 1(4) M1(5)
D. Il clima MS(1) S(2) CC(3) 1(4) M1(5)
E. Il t~ l ibero MS(1) S(2) CC(3) 1(4) M1(5)
F. Le cornodi ta . MS(1) S(2) CC(3) 1(4) M1(5)
G. 1 guadagni MS(1) 5(2) CC(3) 1(4) MI (5)

K15R. Perché è andato via da ••• VEpl 1(9 (l'ultima volta, se è andato via più di uns volta)?

PASSARE A SUB-SEZIONE !C.b PAG. 13 DOMANDA K16.

* * * * * SUB-SEZIONE K.b * * • * *
DA SOTTOPORRE SOLTANTO SE HA ABITATO IN PlU' DI UN LUOGO (LA MAGGIOR PARTE DEI CASI)

K16. Dra le chiedero di mettere in ordine di preferenza alcuni dei luoghi dove lei ha abitato. Quale
metterebbe al primo posto, quaLe al seconda, (al terzo, e al quarto: se ha vissuto in tre 0 quattro
Luaghi) tra questi Luoghi per quanto riguarda:

AlTRO SPECIElÇARE' VIPI KaC

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

l'abitazione
1L lavoro
La flnli 9 lia
Il clima
Il teft1)O t ibero
Le cornodita'
1 guadagni

lARINO MI LANO
MONTREAL

(0 CCMJNE) _

• • • • • SEZIONE M • * * * *
DQMAHDARE A TUTTI'

Ml. lei ha dei parenti che vivono a Mi Lano e parenti che vivono a Larino?

NO, IN NESSUNO DEI DUE (0) SALTARE EINO A SEZIQHE H
SOLO A LARINO (1) SALTARE EINO A SEZIQNE N

SOLO A MILANO (2) SALIARE EINO A SEZIQNE N

SI, IN AMBEDUE LOCALITA'(3)

Ml. Mi potrebbe dare, per ciascun lucgo, le seguenti informazioni su un parente a sua scelta?

PARENTElA CON
Il RI5PONDENTE

*USARE EOGlIO DEI CCOlel pag. 17
STATO llTOLO llPO DI

ETA' SES50 CIVILE* Dl STUDIO* ATTIVITA'*
PROPIU ETAR 10
DI UNA CASA?

lARINO _

MI LANO

M3. Di questi ctJe, quale parente pensa che stia nel luago migl iore?

OUELlO Dl LARINO(1) QUELLO Dl MllANO(2)

• * * • • SEZIONE N * * * * *

NESSUNA DIFFERENZA(4) NON SA (3)

DQMANDARE A TUTTI·

N1. Avendo la possibilità di andare ad abitare in un altra zona (0 comune ) di Montreal dove andrebbe?

NON CAMBIEREBBE (0)
ALTRA ZONA ( ) CSPECIFICARE)

12. Perché? ----:-:---:----::---:-:--:---~__:_~:__--7'"""::_==_=_=_----------------
13. Quale è stato il viaggio più Lungo che ha fatto nel 1986?
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NON HA FAlTO VIAGGI FUORI DA MONTREAL (0 COMUNE) (0)

A. OESTINAZIONE

B. MOTIVa

* * * * * SEZIONE 0 * * * * *

ara leggero alcU"le espressioni su terni sui quali non clé ~'accordo generale. Su cgni terna le
opinioni sono mol to svar;ate. Non ci sono nè risposte giuste nè sbagl iate. Vorremno la sua s;''ICera
opinione a riguardo del suo ACCORDO ° DISACCORDO con ciascuna delle espressioni che leggerè. Pronti?

01. Ci si diverte meglio con la famiglia e gli amici.

D'ACCORDO (1) INDECISO (2) IN DISACCORDO (0)

02. La vita sociale migliore si fa con le persane nuove.

D'ACCORDO (') INDECIse (2) IN DISACCORDe (0)

03. Nelle occasioni speciali il miglior luago per ricevere é il soggiorno/sala.

D'ACCORDO (1) INDECIse (2) IN DISACCORDO (0)

04. La miglior stanza per rilassars; é il soggiorno/sala.

D'ACCORDe (1) INDECIse (2) IN DISACCORDO (0)

os. La cucina é il centro delle attivitâ in tutta la casa.

D'ACCORDO (1) INDECIse (2) IN DISACCORDe (0)

06. Il soggiorno/sala grande é più utile della cucina grande.

07. L'aspetto esterno della casa è più importante di quello interne.

-
D'ACCORDO (1)

D'ACCORDO (1)

INDECIse (2)

INDECIse (2)

IN DISACCORDO (0)

IN DISACCORDO (0)

os. La proprietà indivisa è causa dei problemi in famiglia.

D'ACCORDe (') INDECISO (2) IN DISACCORDO (0)

09. Malgrado tutto, le cose in generale, stanno migliorando.

D'ACCORDe (1) INDECISO (2) tN DISACCORDO (0)

010. Anche se ~o si mette in testa di tentare, non potrà cambiare niente.

D'ACCORDO (1) INDECIse (2) IN DISACCORDO (0)

011. Il benessere sta oramai in tutta l'Italia.

D'ACCORDO (1) INDECISe (2) IN DISACCOROO (0)
Dl lA. Perché? --:--~----;----::-----:----;-;---~---;---:-----:-":"'"":"---~---:---":"""":'"-:-----"'7"""-
012. Al principio di un matrimonio, e meglio ritrovarsi in debito per llacquisto ~lla casa, che per
le &pese della sposalizio.

D'ACCORDO (1) INDECISe (2) IN DISACCORDO (0)
01ZA. Perche? --"'7"""--:---------:-----:----"""":""""--:-----:----------::--:-------
013. E' meglio spendere bene per un arredamenta buono, che risparmiare per c~rarsi la casa.

D'ACCORDO (1) INDECISO (2) IN DISACCORDO (0)

onA. Perché? ~----~-_:__---:'------_:__=_-:-:---__;---------------
014. Seconde lei, quanta ci vuole al mese per una famigl ia come la sua
per vivere senza lussi ma senza privarsi del necessaria? S _
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* * * * * SEZIONE P * * * * *

Ora vorrei fare delle demande su di Lei e sulle sue attività di agni giorno.

PO. Quale è il suc stato civile? STAIO CIvILE- ( )

P1. Complessivamente quanti anni di scuole ha completato? __

•P2. Quale è il suc titolo di studio più elevato? TITOlO DI STUDIO

P3. Quale è la sua condizione professionale attuale?
QQHPIZIQNE PRQfESSIQNALE OC~PATO (1)

CQNQIZIQNE PRQEESSIONAlE AlTRA ( ) SAlTARE EINO A p10.

• * * SOTTOPORRE DA p4 A p9. SOLO SE OCQUPATO • - 

P4. Il SUD lavoro attuale è:

A TEMPO PIENO PERMANENTE (1)
A TEMPO PARZIAlE (2)

STAGIONAlE (3)

PS. Il rame della sua attività è:

OCCASIONAlE (4)AL TRO ( ) _

P6. Approssimativamente quante persane lavorano nella sua stessa organizzazione?
P7. In che anno ha cominciato il suc attuale lavoro? __

P8. Mediamente, quante ore lavora la settimana? __

P9. Mi pub dire come è riuscito trovare questo lavoro?
-

AGRICOLTURA,CACCIA,FPRESTE,PESCA (1)
ENERGIA,GAS E ACQUA (2)

INDUSTRIE ESTRATTIVE,MINERALI,CHIMICHE (3)
INDUSTRIA MECCANlCA DI PRECISIONE (4)

FFICINE E BOTTEGHE DI RIPARAZIONE (5)
INDUSTRIE TESSllI E ALIMENTARI (6)

CCJ4MERCIO (8)
TRASPQRTI, CCMJNI CAZION 1 (9)
CREDITO E ASSlCURAZIONE (10)

PUBBllCA AMMINISTRAZIONE (11)
SERVIZI PUBBlICI (12)

COSTRUZIONE E EDllIZIA (7)
ALTRO ( )

------ ( )

A.
8.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

UFFICIO COLlOCAMENTO . . • ••
CONCORSO PUBBlICO/GOVERNATIVO. .
RISPONDENDO A PUBBlICITA'
PRESENTANDOSI IN AZIENDA • • .
ATTRAVERSO llAIUTO 01 AMICI a PARENTI
ATTRAVERSO L'AIUTO DI PERSONA INFLUENTEALIRO _

NO (0)
NO (0)
NO (0)
NO (0)
NO (0)
NO (0)
NO (0)

SI (1)
SI (1)
SI (1)
SI (1)
SI (1)
SI (1)
SI (1)

DQMAHpARE A tUTTI·

P10. lei svolge delle altre attività da cui trae guadagno?

NO, NESSUN'AlTRA ATTIVITA' (0)
SI ( ) CSpECJEJÇARE)

P11. Quale delle seguenti categorie meglio descrive il tipo di attività, da cui lei fino ad ora, ha
ml9Q;onnente tratto il suc sostentamento:

•TlpO pl ATIIVJTA"

P12. In media, quante ore la settimana, dedica alla col tivazione di oruggi, alla c~gna, 0
all'allevamento di bestiame, e di animali da cortile?
P13. Quale delle seguenti categorie megl io descrive le entrate nette caf1)lessive della sua famigl ia
per un arno:

(FARE UNA PAUSA DOPa aGNI CATEGORIA, E PARlARE CON DISINVOlTURA)

MENa Dl 4 MIlA DOlL. e1) DA 25 ·........... 30 MllA Dall. (11)
DA 4 MIlA DOlL. A MENa DI 6 MIlA DOlL. (2) DA 30 .................... 35 MIlA DOlL. (12)
DA 6 MIlA DOll. . . . 8 MllA DOlL. (3) DA 35 ·................ 40 MIlA OOlL. (13)
DA 8 MIlA DOlL. 10 MIlA DOLl. (4) DA 40 ..................... 45 MI lA DalL. (14)
DA 10 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 12 MIlA DOlL. (5) DA 45 ...................... 50 MI lA DalL. (15)
DA 12 ........................... 14 MILA DOlL. (6) DA 50 .•..•...... 55 MllA DOll. (16)
DA 14 ........................... 16 MllA DOlL. (7) DA 55 . .••..•.••••65 MIlA DOll. (11)
DA 16 ........................... 18 MllA DalL. (8) DA 65 • •.••••••••• 75 MIlA DOll. ( 18)
DA 18 ........................... 20 MllA DOlL. (9) DA 75 .•..•....•.•85 MllA DOll. ( 19)
DA 20 .......................... 2S MI lA OOlL. (10) PlU' DI 85 MllA Dall. (20)

NESSUNA RISPOSTA (.)
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- P14. Per c~rendere la situazione abitativa degli emigrati da Larino, bisogna parlare con molte
persane. Percie, ci servirebbero almeno un paio di nomi e indirizzi di altri Larinesi sia parenti,
che conoscenti. Preferibilmente uno di Milano e uno di Montreal.

PRIMA PERSONA SECONDA PERSONA
PARENTELA
COGNa4E, N<J4E
INDIRIZZO
C(JIJNE ,PROVINCIA _
NAZI ONE
TELEFONO
P1s. Lei si chiama: C. _

L'intervista é cosf tenninata. Grazie per la sua cooperazione.

H.

* * SEZIONE Z QUESTIONARIO DELL'INTERVISTATORE * *

Z1. INplCARE Il Tlpa pl CASA- ()
ZZ. In quale stanza si é svol ta l' inter-v~i-s-ta-?-------------

Il SOGGIORNO/SALA (1) LO STUDIO (3)
LA CUCINA (2) ALTRA (

Z3. Erano esposti: Quanti libri? _Z4. Cuante fotografie personali? ZS. Quanti oggetti religiosi? __

Z6. A che ora è finita l'intervista? Data: 1 187

Z7. Leggere la temperatura dell'ambiente. _Tenm.No.( ) Z7A. Oppure leggere tenmometro del luago ___

Z8. Come ha trovato la temperatura dell'ambiente dove si è svolta l'intervista:

MOL TO FREDDA( 1 ) FREDDA(2) NE" FREDDA NE" CALDA(3) CAlDA(4) MOLTO CALDA(S)

Z9. Le demande sono state tut te comprese? NO (0) SI (1) Quali hanno creato delle difficoltà? _
RIGUARDARE IL OUESTIONARIO PER ASSICURARSI CHE NON Cl SIANO STATE OMMISSIONI.
Note e commenti sull'andamento dell'intervista:

FOGLIO DEI CODleI

IMPREND ITORE • . . • . . . . . • • • . • 1
LIBERO PROFESSIONISTA .. . . • • • . • 2
LAVORATORE IN PROPRIO •• • . • • • •• 3
COLLABORATORE CON FAMllIARE IN PROPRIO . 4
DIRIGENTE . • • • • • • • 5
IMPIEGATO 0 INTERMEDIO • • • 6
OPERAIO .•• • • • • . 7
lAVORATORE A DOMICIlIO . • 8
AlTRO (SPECIFICARE). • • .( )

QQHprZIQNE PROFESSIQHAlE'

CASALINGA •••••.••
OISOCCUPATO IN CERCA DI LAVORO
OISOCCUPATO MA NON CERCA LAVORO
IN CERCA DI PRIMA OCCUPAZIONE •
MILITARE •••••
OCCUPATO ••••..
PENSIONATO • • . • .
STUDENTE • • . . . .
STUDENTE-LAVORATORE .
AlTRA (SPECIFICARE) •

SIAro CIVUE'

· 2
· 6
· 7

5
• 3
• 1
· a

• • 4
· . 9
• • C )

DIPLOMA PARA·UNIVERSITARIO.
LAUREA •.•••••
AlTRO (SPECIFICARE) •••••

rlpo DI AIIIVITA-·

• . 6
•• 7

. •• C )

CEliBE/NUBIlE •.•• 1
CONIUGATO • • • • 2
CONVIVENTE • 3
DIVORZIATO . 5
SEPARATO . 4
VEOOVO . . 6

IIIOlO pl STUDIO:

NESSUN TI TOLO • • . 1
lICENZA ELEMENTARE 2
lICENZA MEDIA INFERIORE . 3
DIPLOMA PROFESSIONALE • • • • •• 4
OIPlOMA DI SOUOLA MEDIA SUPERIORE • 5

TlpO pl CASA:

VILLA, 0 VILLINO CESTATE HOME/VERY LARGE)
(CON GIARDINO 0 PARCO PRIVATO GRANDE) •• 1

SIGNORIlE (ARISTOCRATIC/uPPER-CRUST)
(DI STIlE 0 DI lUSSO) •••••••.• 2

APPARTAMENTO 0 CONDOMINIO • • • • • • •. 3
CASA RURALE CFARM/COUNTRY HOUSE) ••••.• 4
COOP HOUSES/TOWN HOUSES (MAISON DE VILLE) • 6
BUNGALOW .•••••••••••••••. 7
COTTAGE •••••••••••••••••• 8
DUPLEX, OR OTHER -PlEX. • • . . • . • • . • 9
AlTRA ABITAZIONE CSPECIFICARE) ..•••••(
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METHODOLOGICAL NOTES ON THE
IMMIGRATION AND HOUSING SURVEY (IHS)

Sampling Framework and Data Collection

Larino
The survey began in Larino and aimed at collecting infonnation on both the

household and the personal attitudes of the respondent. It was therefore important that

sorne consistency he introduced in the selection of the person who would be asked to

provide this information. Based on recent changes in the ISTAT "Head of Household"

guidelines which allowed the household to self-define its head, the intelViewers (about

10) asked only if the head of the household was at home without stipulating anything

else. If the head of the household was temporarily absent, an appointment and two calI

backs were allowed. In the case where the head of the household was indisposed for a

major reason such as emigration, illness, etc., a supplementary question asked whomever

answered the door to indicate which other person directed the farnily (made important

decisions) and this persan then became the respondent.

It was not considered necessary to compensate for a possible male sex-bias in the

sampling metbodology because most interviewers surveyed in the daytime, which tended

to produce women respondents whereas asking for the head of the household had a pre

established cultural and linguistic bias towards the selection of men. The combined

effect, plus the filter question used about decision making, produced an aImost even

representation of men and women respondents (58% men, 42% women).

An attempt was made to obtain the names of heads ofhouseholds from the Larino

Anagrafe (population registry) but problems of confidentiality of infonnation were

encountered and could not he resolved. As a valid alternative, the primary source for the
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sample became the "Irinerari dei Censimento" (enumeration areas) used by Census

workers in 1981 which are public infonnation. The Itinerari divided Larino into ten

sections for which only addresses ~'ere given. The house numbers were listed by odd and

even ranges~ that is they showed only the first and last odd number and the first and last

even nwnher for each street.

By adding up the number of separate civic addresses on each street., using DbaseIII,

a total of 3211 possible sample points was obtained. The cumulative number

corresponding ta the first house for each street was calculated and a sample of 320

random numbers from 1 ta 3211 was produced which was then manualIy matched to the

exact civic address. 1 The odd addresses were counted first and then the even. Since

many streets did not have the same number of houses on each side, they lacked blacks of

consecutive odd or even numbers. Therefore., counting in the usual sequence of odd,

even, etc. would have made the manual match more time consuming.

By eliminating any repeats generated by the procedure, the effective sample was

reduced to 308 civic addresses. Each ofthese addresses was assigned an identity number

and was printed onto a "Foglio di Copertina" or cover sheet. The coyer sheets were then

distributed to each interviewer in groups of 10 at a time and replaced with another 10 as

required. The first batch was distributed on April 21, and the last on May Il, 1987.

Population estimate for Larino
In chosing a population size three things had to he considered. The first was that

there were 995 more civic addresses than occupied residential dwellings. From census

statistics in 1981 there were 2,216 occupied residential dwellings in Larino. The second

was that the Anagrafe in 1986 showed that 2.694 families lived in the area. And the third

was that while sorne of the addresses might turn out ta be non-residential or uninhabited,

lThe SPSSIPC procedure for producing the random numbers was as follows. where "v320" is a vector of 320 numbers.
in order from 1 ·320:
DATA LIST FILE='B:V320' FREE N320
SET SEED=117S006960.
SET RESULTS='B:RANDOM.TXT.
COMPUTE R=RND<UNIFORM(3211 ».
WRlTE.
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there was aIso the possibility of more than one farnily living in the same household. This

was a possibility due to ISTAT's definition of a farnily as an economic unit, not necessarily

occupying a separate household unit. This required both anaIyticaI and methodological

adjustments.

For anaIysis the 198 1 occupied dwelling figure of 2216 was increased by 90/0 to

2415 which is haIf of the increase to the stock of housing projected from the 1981 increase

over the previous census2
.

MethodologicaIly the sampling procedure was changed to a110w for the exclusion of

uninhabited and non-residentiaI addresses and the randomized inclusion of new buildings.

The substitution procedure assigned to each cover sheet, a "plus" or a "minus" sign

indicating whether to add or subtract multiples of 2 from the civic address (to keep them

consistent with the counting procedure) until a usable address was reached.

Since sorne of the addresses could aIso be multifamily buildings, a randomization

procedure was added for the selection of a dwelling unit within such a building. Each of

the 320 original, 4-digit random numbers (from 1 to 3211) was divided by 1OO~ ail digits

to the left of the decimal point were ignored, and those to the right rounded to one

decimal place. The result was a series of random numbers between 0 and 1 which the

interviewer could multiply by the total number of apartments in the building, to arrive at

the apartment number to choose. A multiplication yielding 0 was taken to mean: the tirst

apartment. How to count the apartments was not pre-determined. [ntervie"""ers could

count by row or by column of door-bells, or whatever, as long as they decided before

looking at any names (where these existed).

These procedures worked weIl in all urban sections of Larino because the streets

and civic addresses were marked. and the dwellings were reasonably close together. For

the newest section (Census Itinerario 6, located near Via Alcide de Gasperi and Via Moro,

2The: incœase: in occupie:d housc=s ave:r the: 1971-1981 p<:riod was 17.6%. From a1lagrafe œcards the: 1981-1986
incœasc= in numbe:r of familit:s in Lanno was 239 or 9.7% of the: 1981 ct:nsus tigurt:. Since: tO\\-TI otlïcials n:portc:d
that housing stock had increasd since: 1981, a conservative increase in occupie:d dwellings up ta 1986 \Vas
e:stimated at 9% of2.216, or 199 dwdlings, about halftht: percentage increasc= of the: previous dt:cade and slightly
10wer than the: pen;entage incœase in làmilie:s sinet: 1981.
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to the South of Piano S. Leonardo -see bottom right hand corner of Figure 4. 5, p. 72)

made up maioly ofmulti-family, multi-story buildings, and for the contrade (i.e. the rural

counties or sparse houses in fanning areas), a slightly different procedure was needed

since neither streets nor numbers were marked. For section 6, the interviewer counted up

to the number on the cover sheet, on his own recognisance. For the contrade, the

addresses were checked against comune records of ownership and the names of the actual

owners transferred ta the applicable cover sheets. An attempt was made to locate the

residences on a map of the areas, and the information passed on to an interviewer who

then was instructed to locate these people by asking knowledgeable persons in town, or by

asking at convenient households near the area.

Milano
By going through Don Aristide's list, one hundred twenty-one former Larinesi now

residing in the Province of Milan were obtained. Although the list was admittedly not

inclusive of ail Larinesi in Milan, (it ooly included the "best", said Don Aristide, which

presumably meant that it included ooly those who had maintained ongoing contacts with

the church) these names provided a starting point for sample selection in Milan.

By beginning interviews in Larino it was hoped that respondents would be able to

further provide names of relatives or friends residing in the province of Milan. The idea

was to add these to the pool of 121 names already obtained from the church. Plotting the

names from Don Aristide's list on a map of the districts of Milan produced the fol1owing

areas of concentration: Turro, Crescenzago, Cimiano, Udine, and the comuni limitrofi of

Bresso and Cesano Boscone.

While in Milan, more heads of households were obtained from the registry of official

residential status from the Comune di Milano. Letters of introduction were sent tirst from

Lanno and then from Milan, and interviews carried out between June 12, and July 24,

1987. Doly a few ofthese letters were retumed undeliverable.

The list of 125 names gathered in Larino -from the church records (121 names)

and from the respondents interviewed in Larino (ooly 4 were obtained with complete
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addresses)-- was checked against the Milan telephone directory, and more names were

obtained from the respondents, as they were interviewed, until a total of 156 names was

reached. The breakdown by location of tbis number was 79 names with addresses from

the comune di Milano~ 63 names from the "comuni limitroti" i.e. adjacent to Milan~ and 14

names for which addresses could not be found.

The addresses for the comune di Milano were organized 50 that they matched the

twenty "zone di decentramento" which the municipaIity uses to distribute services and to

organise demographic and socioeconomic data (see Ouademi di Documentazione, 1983).

Interviewing was done by the author and by about fifteen assistants, most of whom were

university students. One interviewer was a housewife with little working experience,

while another had had previous experience in quota-sample surveys for marketing firms.

Groups of 6 to 10 names and addresses were given out in succession, according to

factors such as each interviewerls zone of residence, the method of transportation at his

disposai (about haIf had cars), and after the tirst batch was returned, the interviewer's

successful completion rate was aIso taken into consideration. The most successful or hard

working interviewers received the most names.

About two weeks after the start of interviews a list of 166 heads of household barn

in Larino and resident in the comune di Milano was finally received from Milan's Anagrafe.

Out ofthese, 46 were repeats ofnames obtained from the other sources, and 1 was the

same as those for which only partial address information was available. By combining the

two lists a total of 264 households were obtained: 199 Milanese households and 65

households spread throughout the comuni limitrofi.

lt was felt that the possibility that sorne Larinesi households had been missed, still

existed, especially for the Larinesi who were not "anagrafe" heads of household~ for any

who might have been recent arrivals or seasonal residents~ or for those who for any reason

had not obeyed the law requiring that official residential status be changed to the new

location after a permanent move (many services could not be obtained or rights exercised,

unless proof is provided of official residential status: e.g. couId not purchase a
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car, vote, register children for school, etc. It was however possible ta easily get around

tbis legal requirement).

The two main sources (referred herein as the "church" and the "state") used for our

sample of Milan's Larinesi households were compiled independently of each other and

agreed on 23% of the total number of household produced by combining them. The state

contributed 60~1o of the names and provided the mest rigorous (independently assessed to

be about 98% complete -survey Bilancio Sociale di Area, 1981) legally-backed estimate

of the Larinesi-bom while not being able ta distinguish between affective ties to Larino

from accident of birth (one head of househald in this list was born in Larino from

Northem parents, moved away as a very young child, and felt no particular identification

with the town). On the other hand the church which contributed only 170/0 to the total had

a way of inclusion which made it the mest accurate, easily available list of Milan-resident

Larinesi with affective ties to Larino, (an advantage for obtaining a complementary snow

ball sample). The limitation was that the list incorporated errors of over-inclusion-it

contained at least one non-Larinese household who while touring the region, had

demonstrated an interest for the feast of the patron saint-and errors ofunder-inclusion

of those Larinesi (considered so by bath affect and birth) who did not wish to be

associated with parish or priest.

There were two indications that an active exclusion of nan-sympathizers was

practiced by the pastar. One was that the church list was updated in a manner that, if

people had not kept up financial support for a long cantinuous period, they would be

dropped. The ather was through the effect of negative rumours regarding the priest's

celibacy which had caused sorne pople ta avoid contact with the priest. One such case was

encountered in Canada. The extent of these limitations remained speculative and could

not be ascertained in the field.

The snew-ball method incorporated in the questionnaire (asking each respondent for

any two other names of Larinesi, friends or relatives) did not produce many names not

already in the master list (12% out of the 261 names for the whole area of Milan and
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... vicinity were obtained by snow-ball), and was a further check that the combined list was a

close estimate of the real population.

Population estimate for Mi/ana

An estimate ( il )of the real population of Larinesi households in Milan was

calculated by taking the ratio of common names (Xli) ta the total of one list (XI-) and

equating it with the ratio of the total of the other list (X_I) to the estimate ( N ). Expressed

in symbols this relationship is ri! = Xl - *x - 1). Substituting the appropriate values il
XI\

=166(79/46) the estimate equals 285. 3 The 95% confidence interval was between 240 and

330.

This seemed to be in line with impressions gathered in the field. It was feh that

neither list should have preferential treatment. For the state's list there was a self-checking

mechanism because it was generated as a result of the emigrants' own actions in obtaining

certification of official change of residence, as prescribed by legislation~ while for the

church list inclusion appeared more likely ta be based on the persona! work of the pastor.

Each list was treated as a separate estimate of the population of interest, i. e. those people

within households where there is at least one self-defined, decision-maker who was barn in

Larino.~

l The: assumption ht:rc is that if two inde:pt:ndc:nùy gathc:red lists an: bona tide: lists the:y will agrt:t: ta a \'t.:ry large:
de:gn:e: whe:n the: e:rror of gathe:ring c:ach one: is small. [fthe:y do not agre:e: our uncc:rtainty im:rcascs inve:rsdy to the:
proportion in agre:e:me:nt out of e:ithe:r of the: individual e:stimates. The: estimate: of the: rcal population the:rdore.
yidds the: gre:atest value: when we: are: most unce:rtain, and the: lists totally disagre:e:. (See: aiso Bishop & Fe:inbcrg
& Holland 1975 lor a slightly ditTe:rc:nt approach to estimation which yidds the: saIne: result).

.. Rough estimate:s of the: rcal population we:re: calculatc:d using 1981 census statistics (ComWle: di Milano Quadc:mi di
Documentazione: e: Studio. Vol 8: 1981). Thc calculations how~ver, rcquired mal~ing assumptions which produce:d
very conse:rvative and unhdptul cstimates. For example:, in the: city of Milan .23% (3,66611 ,603.150) orthe
population was bom in Molise and this is vcry n~ly in t.~ual proportion of male:s to tÏ;:males (.99}-in contrast.
lor example:, ta Sicilian immigrants among whom male: outnumbt:r tt:male;: immigrants ( 1. 16). Lw.:king the;:
ne:cessary direct data on the: numbe:r of tàmilic:s that this numb~r of Molisani individuals repre:se:nte:d, an e:stimatt:
was ge:nerate;:d by assurning that the: Molisani rdtio of tàmilies per numbt:r ofreside:nt individuals is e:qual to the
averdge: tor Milan that is a ratio of 39 tàmilies lor e:very 100 individuals residing in Milan
(625,01811,603.150XBoth tor Larino and the;: Molise: this ratio tOI' 1981 was 31 and 32 per 100 individuals). Thus
the numbt:r of Molisani tàmilies can bt: estimatc:d to be: around 1,430 (.39 x 3666). Since: Larino in 1981
rcpre:scntcd a mtio of (24551107933) .023 out ofall the: tàmilies in the: Molise a rough estimate: orthe: proponion of
Larincsi barn tàmilie:s in Milan would bc 33. This c:stimate howcvc:r, is valid only if all towns in the Molise
contribute:d according to the:ir re:spe:ctive proportions. A be:ttcr e:stimate would have: b~c:n to take to Lake into
consideration Larino's actual contribution ofemigrants rdative: ta that of to the: total emigration lrom the: Molise:
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The male-bias of the designation of "capofamiglia" prior to 1981 appears to be the

major disadvantage of the anagrafe's sample, (only with the 1981 census was this bias

removed from the census detinition by the adoption of a self-detinition method) because it

tends to arbitrarily under-select women in the household. ln the case of the self-reported

assessment of personal satisfaction and emigration motives measured in the questionnaire,

our selection criterion was that the respondent be a "self-detined, main decision makerlt

(see tilter question in cover sheet in Appendix 1), i.e. we sought to select an immigrant

who felt sorne degree of control over his own life. Admittedly, it was felt that even this

filter question might not eliminate respondents' sex-bias, since, as we had opportunity to

contirm during the course of the interviews. the female role in decision making is culturally

-ifnot always in actual fact- relegated to one of support and subservience to the male.

Sorne women "decision makers" refused to be interviewed without the presence oftheir

husband. It was prudent. however, that a methodology he used which would make it

possible to include marginal cases where respondents might detine themselves as decision

makers while identifying someone else as the head of the household.

Since the population size in Milan was not large, the whole population became the

working sample. Ali families for which an address was available were approached and

attempts to establish appointment were made with almost ail of them in about six weeks.

The total number of letters of introduction sent was 261 mailing addresses, and the

respondents' co-operation was requested to trace the whereabouts of other Larinesi. by

inviting them to provide other the names of friends and/or relatives. This exhortation

produced still another list of about 30 names (almost all of which were already included in

the previous lists) from the head of an informai social group of Larinesi which met

regularly in an impromptu clubhouse at the back of a mechanic's garage.

About 70% of the interviews were tirst set up by telephone, and then done face-to

face by appointment. The balance required either a direct, in person approach, or they

but thro:sro: data wro:re unavailablro:. Thro: only data that wro:rro: availablro: showro:d nd migration ligures which madt: tht:
t:stimatt: t:vt:n smallro:r duro: to Larino's post 1961 increases. ln tht: period 1951-1971 Larino had a nd migration of
-817 (Cavallaro & Bucci, 1979) individuals, compart:d to tht: total tor thro: Molis~ of -154,930 tor about tht: saInt:
pt:riod (Simoncdli, 1977).
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- could only be done by telephone, while sorne could not be done in the usual place of

residence. Sorne 67 respondents provided cornpleted interviews while la ooly partial

information. Only house ownership data were collected for another 50 residents of the

comuni in the outskirts ofMilan. This information was obtained from the provincial

contract-registry offices (Conservatorie) which maintains records on the existence of

house purchase contracts by name.

Montreal
In Montreal the electoral list brought from Larino was the primary source of the

sample. Out of the 673 people in this list who were born in Larino, 267 unique addresses

were identified and towards the end ofNovember 1987 introductory letters were sent out

to ail of them. Fifty letters returned either because of errors in the address or because the

person had moved. The interviews were carried out between November 23, 1987 and

April 22, 1988.

The Larinesi Frenter Association also provide a total of 83 names, of which 25 were

not included in the electorallists. The associational goals of the organization however, did

not neccesarily include an exhaustive inclusion of ail Larinesi in Montreal. As in Milan, a

snow-ball method of adding more names was aIso used to complement the two lists, but

tbis produced only another five unique names.

Each list had its shortcomings. The electoraIlist obviously omitted those people

who were not voting age when they left Italy, or who later were deleted from the anagrafe

by reason of emigration. The Larino Frenter Association list was incomplete and it

included a few sympathisers not barn in Larino. In this regard, it was similar to the

Milanesi list obtained from the church in Larino. It was considerably less helpful however,

because the association no longer kept current addresses and telephone numbers,

preferring to publicize activities by word ofmouth through a "pyramid" or "chain" system

of contacting members~ i.e. each person in the executive contacted Larinesi coworkers, or

telephoned his friends who then contacted other friends, and 50 on.
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The final total count of households obtained by combining the different methods was

297. An attempt was made to contact all, as in Milan. Out of the contacts made by the

author and by about 10 university students, there was a YÏeld of 118 completed interviews.

Population estimate for Montreal
The estimate of the size of tbis population was most problematic and was calculated

in three different ways.

The tirst way was by using the Male, the Female, and the Association lists as

separate estimates, on the assumption that the best estimate could be obtained when all

lists agreed. The number of households in the real population went up proportionately to

the disagreement among the lists. There were 353 women and 411 men and the women

contributed 227 addresses to the men's 207. This would have indicated a potential

population of 437 households. However, 167 addresses out of a total of 297 unique

addresses were common to both the men's and the women's list, while 156 out of239 in

the association's list were already contained in either the male or the female lists. This

procedure was the same as the one used for the Milan population estimate. Montreal's

estimated household population (il ) was calculated from the following ratio:
- ~

227/ N = 167/207(156/239) which yjelded N =431 households. By multiplying this figure

by 3.75 which is the average household size in our sample of Larinesi in Montreal the

population estimate of Larinesi members of households was 1,616.

The other two estimates were calculated by using Bishop, Feinberg & Holland's

(1975 :230) "two-sample capture re-capture technique", which required the same difficult

ta meet assumptions that each list is independent, that is that the chances of being on one

list do not interfere with the chances of being on another list. For the second estimate, the

number of households from the women's and the men's electorallists were used as

separate estimators ofhousehold populations (Appendix II, Table 1).
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Appelldix Il. Table 1-Secolld .\1ethod ofEstimatillg a Populatioll usilJg Bishop. Feillberg & HollalJd's
(/975) technique and electorallists

List of Females

List of Males
Present

Present Xll = 137
Absent X21 =90

X+l =227

Absent
X12 = 70 Xl+ = 207

and N = (207) (227) =343
137

s2 if = (207) (227~ (70) (90) = 115.13
137

s ,V =.JI 15.13 = 10.73

(asymptotic variance calculated with the ~
method)(Bishop,Feinberg & Holland, 1975:233)

Thus the 950/0 confidence interval for the estimate of the population is 343 ± (l.96)

( 10.73) or 343 ± 21 which is between 322 and 364.

The third estimate was obtained by using the Larinesi association's household list

and the combined (Males and Females) household list where:

XII = 58 and X 12 = 209
XII = 25
X' I = 83 (Association list)

N = (267) (83) = 382
58

X 1- = 267 (Males and Females lists)

and 0'2 if = (227) (83) (209) (25) = 615.69
(58)3

cr il = .J615.69 =24.8

The 95% confidence interval was 382 ± (1.96) (24.8) or 382 ±49 which is between

333 and 431.

It is to be noted that the first estimate (43 1) did not allow calculation of confidence

intervals, and that there was a tittle overlap between the confidence intervals of the second

and third estimates bath ofwhich yield lower figures (343 and 382 respectively). Since

the assumptions used for any of the three methods could not be guaranteed to have been
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met, an educated judgement was required. The impressions from the field research led

one to believe that the best estimate was the highest one, which was also equal to the

upper limit of the confidence interval calculated in the third method. The population size

for weighting purposes was therefore set at 43 1 households.

Weighting
ln order to calculate significance tests of comparisons of variables between locations

weighting was used to correct for possible bias introduced by differing sampling ratios.

Sampling ratios need to be kept the same if a stratified sampling framework, such as was

used here, is to give all individuals equal probability ofbeing picked as respondents. The

object ofweighting calculations was therefore to find a number(s) which when multiplied

by each case in a group would give more importance to the answers of a group with a

smaller ratio, and less importance to those from a group with a larger ratio thus creating

an "'effective" sampling ratio which equalised the probabilities. ln this way, unbiased

comparisons between groups were possible. With two groups the weights could be easily

calculated using proportions, since weights are inversely proportional to the ratio of the

[njJ (LnJ'l
within-group sampling fraction Nj to the total population sampling fraction L S j j .

In my case the total population was empirical: aIl those Larinesi who are self-defined

heads ofhouseholds or decision makers, who live in Larino, Milano, or Montreal~ and also

theoretical: aIl those people everywhere who are similar to the group populations sampled.

With three (or more) groups the proportional relationship could be expressed mast

elegantly with a mathematical function (Appendix II, Function 1). Data cleaning

procedures and computations of weights, however, were done using the more elaborate

SPSSPC procedures listed in Appendix II, Table 2. Except for small rounding errors the

computational procedures yielded figures which were identical to those calculated with the

mathematical formula.
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- Appendix Il. Frmction J-Weighting FunctionJor Three Groups

\V ::::
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The computations yielded nominal case-base-weights: Larino=l. 73 Milano=.42

and Montreal=.41 which translated as effective sample sizes of 258 for Lanno, 34 for

Milan, 49 for Montreal, and a total sample size of 341. As illustrated in the example

above, sample sizes varied forro the nominal (LARINO= 156; MONTREAL= 118;

MILANO=75 because of non-response depending on the location and variable used) thus

different case-weights were used as needed. For location Milano and variable Size of

House the weight .34 was used instead of the nominal .42. Corrected weights were used

throughout for multivariate analysis.
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- Appendix Il. Table 2-SPSSPC Welghling Procedures for (he Immigrallon and Housmg Su,.,:ey (J988)

SPSSPC WEIGHTING PROCEDURES
1. *Cleaning: removes double fonns and unreliable cases.
2. COMPUTE VALID=l.
3. IF (FASE=3 ~ND FORM=96I) VALID=O.
4. IF (FASE=1 AND FORM=926) VALID=O.
5. IF (FASE=2 AND FORM=939) VALID=O.
6. IF (FASE=2 AND FORM=945) VALID=O.
7. SELECT IF (VALID=1).
8. *Weight caIculations for different sampling ratios.
9. *Each VPxxx variable was changed according to

changes in vaIid responses.
IO.*Nominal VPLAR=156; VPMTL=118: VPrvUL=75
Il.*Example: for base \veight before removal of invalid cases.
I2.COMPUTE VPLAR=156.
13.COMPUTE VPMIL=75.
14.COMPUTE VPMTL=118.
15.COMPUTE n=VPLAR+VPMIL+VPMTL.
16.*Household population estimates.
17.*Larino 1981 occupied dwellings
18.+ 9% (2216) (halfof projected increase)= 2415.
19.*Milan household estimate 285.
20.*Montreal household estimate 431.
21.COMPUTE \Vl=VPMTL/431 • 2415NPLAR.
22.COMPUTE W2=VPMTL/431 • 285NPMIL.
23.COMPUTE Y=nI«Wl*VPLAR)+(W2*VPMIL)+VPMTL).
24.If (FASE=3) WT=Y.
25.IF (FASE=l) WT=Y·Wl.
26.IF (FASE=2) WT=Y·W2.

Qua/ity of the Data Gathered
The reliability of the data collected in each location was affected by at least three

factors:

1) the ability and training of the intervieVv'ers;

2) the opportunity which the researcher had ta monitor the progress of data collection;

and

3) the accuracy and completeness of the sample sources.
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Both ability and training varied greatly among interviewers, however in each

locationy we were lucky to find at least one person who had sorne previous survey

experience and who became a close collaborator throughout the period of the research.

In general the best training and control \\!as achieved in Larino; wheras the best

interviewer was found in Milan. It was in Milan that control was however most difficult

to maintain, and there that the highest number of interviews had to be discarded in whole

or in part. Too much time passed between reports from one interviewer so that the

quality of the information gathered suffered.

Montreal presented the largest organizational problems, (since a large number of

addresses had to be updated) and by far the strongest response resistance, as experienced

by myself and the interviewers. Since the language of the interview was Italian, an

attempt was made to obtain experienced aIder interviewers but it failed because the

financial reward was tao smal!. Instead, university students of ltalian origin enrolled in

social sciences were usedy as weil as friends of people connected with McGill University.

The linguistic interference of everyday French or English usage among interviewers and

respondents alike, produced several cases of misinterpretations of words ofcommon

usage in ltaly. For example, it was possible to deduce from the strange responses

recorded, that"benessere" used in the English sense of "the good life", was sometimes

understood as the French short-fonn for the governrnent health and welfare agency (Santé

et Bien-Être Sociale); and "bagno e servizi igienici".-a common euphemism for

"bathroom and toilet"- as public swimming pools and health inspection services.

The questionnaire \-vas designed, as much as possible, to be administrable at any

season and to be insensitive to temporary shifts of opinions due to fluctuating extemal

factors such as political elections or economic downtums. This was in large part

achieved indirectly wough "luck" with the following exceptions: in Larino the

expectation of the Seveco plant closing created sorne economic anxiety; in Milan, the

beginning of the ltalian summer holiday season lowered the response rate, and the ltalian

election fell in the middle of interviewing perhaps contributing to a heightened political
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awareness; in Montreal. the flooding rains of July, 1987 and an unusual surge in tax

evaluation May have influenced the sections dealing with sewage disposai and services

and general housing satisfaction. Most of the Montreal interviews occurred severa!

months after the stock market crash of Dctober, 1987. and ail before the St. Basile-le

Grand PCB environmental disaster. The respondents did not voice any other particular

concems that May have affected their opinions.

Tests of Representativeness of the Samples
The samples obtained were tested with non-parametric statistical tests

(Kolmogorov-Smimov 2-Sample Test, Pratt & Gibbons, 1981) against the best aggregate

information on sex and age distribution available for each location. In Larino, Census

statistics for 1981 on sex and age group (20 and older) distributions were used; in Milano

the anagrafe's head of households list; and in Montreal the ltalian electoral list obtained

from Larino provided the same information. There were no significant differences found

in any of the three sample-to-population comparisons. or in any of the three sample-to

sample comparisons (p > .4).
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METHODOLOGICAL NOTES ON THE BILANCIO
SOCIALE DI AREA (BSA) AND THE CANADIAN

QUAllTY OF llFE (CQl) DATA SETS

The BSA Data Set for Milan (1981)
This data set was obtained from the Istituto Superiore di Sociologia1 in Milan

which conducted surveys on quality of life issues in the city of Milan in 1981, and in

1986. Their sampling was carried out according to anagrafe records on Milanese

households. In 1981 a total of 966 head of households were interviewed as weIl as 601

"partners" of the head of the household. i.e. wives or unrnarried persons of the opposite

sex sharing the living quarters. In the vast majority of cases the anagrafe recorded the

resident. married male as the head of the household for nuclear families. In other family

types the head of the household was defined by self-definition. or by default. The

majority of households in Milan \vere nuclear households. thus the sampled obtained

contained more males (78.4%) than females. A condition of inclusion in the sample was

aIso that in nuclear families both the head of the household and partner had to be willing

to be interviewed. This selection procedure produced an overwhelming sex bias (80.3%

males).

The automatic exclusion ofmarried females from the Bilancio Sociale di Area

(1981) head of household data set made it imperative to devise a random system of

reintroducing the partners' data collected separately. In order to make the data less sex

biased and therefore more comparable to that collected in the Canadian Quality of Life

1 These data were generated by the Bilancio Sociale di Area Project of the Comune di Milano. Settore Decemramento.
directed by Guido Martinotti of the lstituto Superiore di Sociologia - Demoskopea. The data files were obtained
with permission from Dr. Faustino Boioli. Assessore. Senore Decentrarnento. Comune di Milano and by concession
of the Istituto's data archi,..es. l'either the Comune di Milano. nor the Principallnvestigator. northe Istituto
Superiore di Sociologia are responsible for the analysis and interpretations presemed here.
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..... (1981) (CQL) where males interviewed (480/0) were slightly less frequent than females

(52%), a random sample of 178 female from the Bilancio Sociale di Area (1981) (BSA)

partners data set was used to replace the answers given by the male head of the household

in the BSA data set. This brought the percentages in the Milan sample to 62% males and

38% femaies.

The rationale for choosing a slightly higher male to femaie ratio than 50/50. as the

base for weighting relied on the fact that it was important to keep an element of

consistency and comparability with the selection procedure of the "self-defined" head of

household used herein by my Immigration and Housing Survey (1988) (IHS). This was

the only empirical test available for what would result if respondents were asked to

provide another decision-maker as a replacement, when the head of the household was

not available. In my IHS survey an overall representation of 62% male heads of

household, to 38% female respondents was obtained, when respondents were chosen on

the basis of being the head of the household. or on the basis of an affinnative response to

a filter question asking whether they considered themselves "other decision makers" (see

Appendix II).

Answers to questions such as number of bedrooms, tenure. etc. which concem the

whole household are not usually. significantly affected by the sex of the respondent. On

the other hand sex-bias is helieved to be important in individuai level questions. The

modified selection procedure allowed for the possibility of selecting a "functional head of

household" i.e. a person who made decisions and was not necessarily male. Because

women were more likely to be found at home throughout the day, a much higher

representation of women was obtained. The main interest was not a gender comparisons

which would describe differences between men and women but one which would allow

for gender differences to be accounted for among the actual, and functional heads of the

households.

The self-definition allowed for the possibility of men and women to be included on

the basis oftheir perceived function in "decision-making"; while the legaI, anagrafels
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definition excluded women a priori from consideration as heads of nuclear families.

regardless of perception. Hopefully a more representative sample was obtained of

decision-makers in the family unit.

A further restriction of the BSA data. which was easily matched in the CQL. was

the limitation of interviews to the ages 25-65; motivated by the large occurrence~ in

Milan. of people who lived alone. and who were over 65 years of age (Martinotti.

1984:21). These respondents were excluded because their "special needs" were the

subject of a separate survey and the authors feared that their inclusion might have biased

the results aimed at describing the modal household.

The CQL Data Set for Montreal (1981)
The Montreal data set came from a Canada-wide survey of households.2 Onlyone

respondent above 18 years of age was picked randomly per household. Respondents

were selected for my analysis. who were either the head of the household. the spouse of

the head of the household. or a parmer. AlI others were eliminated and the sample

yielded 461 usable cases. The sex distribution was also weighted to match the IHS sex

distribution as explained below.

2 These data were generated b~ the Social Change in Canada Project directed by Tom Atkinson. Bernard Blishen.
Michael Omstein. and H. f\1ichael Stevenson of York University. Toronto. The research was supported by the
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (Grant #575-0332). The data were collected by the
Institute for Behavioural Research of York University and the data files were obtained from the Institute's Data
Archives. Neither the Principal ln\'estigators nor lhe disseminating archive are responsible for the analysis and
interpretations presented hen:.
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Calculation of Weights

In order to carry out comparisons across the samples from BSA and CQL which

could be considered statistical inferences about the populations represented by each

sample, it was important that sorne of the known sampling differences~ not otherwise

controlled., be accounted for by the use of weights. In 1981., the size of the population of

heads ofhousehold was substantially different between cities (Milan=483,433)

(Montreal=1,026.,925) and as explained above., the sampling sex-ratio was aIso different

(see Appendix III., Table 1) Both ofthese factors were weighted out by the use of the set

ofSPSSPC procedures described in detail in Appendix III., Table 2. The weights

calculated by these procedures always kept the effective total sample size to N=1390. No

other weights were used for the BSA data. The total ofhouseholds given by Martinotti

(1984) was used, though it was found to differ greatly frorn the census (613,400) most

likely due to the intentional exclusion of the older age group families or inaccuracies with

anagrafe records.

Appendix Ill. Table I-Respondems' Gender Distribution by City (1981 BSA & CQL)

MIlAN MONTREAL Tatals
GENDER

MALES ••••••••••••••• 596 208 804
X ·.................. 62.9X 47.OX 57.8'
FEMALES ••••••••.•••• 351 235 586
X ·................. 37.1X 53.0% 38.1X

Tatals •••••••••••••• 947 443 1390
X ·................. 100.ex 100.ex 100.0X
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- Appendi:c III. Table 2-SPSSPC Weigluzng Procedures

1. SPSSPC WEIGHTING PROCEDURES
2. -Nominal SAMPLE SIZES 1981 surveys VPBSA=957 VPCQL=461
J. -(males) MABSA=596 MACQL=219
4. -(FEMALES) FEBSA=361 FECQL=242
S. -Milan cligible family population=625,445 (census 1981)
6. -CUsed Maninoni's (1984:23) pop=483,433).
7. -Montreal household population=1.026.925 (census 1981) updated from CQL codebook head ofhousehold

population figure which was for 1971
8. *CORRECTION FOR DIFFERENT HOUSEHOLD SA!\1PLING RATIOS (BASEWT)
9. COMPUTE BSA=48343J.
]O. COMPUTE CQL= 1026925.
] 1. COMPUTE VPBSA=957.
]2. COMPUTE VPCQL=461.
13. COMPUTE n=VPBSA....VPCQL.
14. COMPUTE WBSA=O.
15. COMPUTE WCQL=ü.
16. COMPUTE WBSA=(VPCQLJCQL) - (BSAlVPBSA).
17. COMPUTE WCQL=(n-(\VBSA-VPBSA))NPCQL.
18. - STEP 17 brings SAMPLE SIZE back to original nOs in lines II and 12
19. COMPUTE BASEWT=O.
20. IF (YRCITY=O) BASE\\T=WBSA.
21. IF (YRCITY=I) BASE\\'T=WCQL.
22. - Steps 20 and 21 apply weight of .23 10 Bilancio Sociale di Area ( 1981 ) data and

2.61 to Canadian Quality of Life (1981)
23. -WEIGHT CQL MONTREAL FOR SEX RATIO Ta MATCH BSA

MILAN aJready malched to IHS (62% Males i 38% Females) through sub-sample selection.
24. • BSA ratios.
25. COMPUTE M=596.
26. COMPUTE F=J61.
21. * CQL ratios.
28. COMPUTE N=219.
29. COMPUTE G=242.
30. COMPUTE T=M+F....N-+-G.
31. COMPUTE WM=O.
32. COMPUTE WF=O.
33. COMPUTE B=O.
34. COMPUTE WM=(MNPBSA)· (VPCQLIN).
35. COMPUTE WF=(FNPBSA) - (VPCQUG).
36. COMPUTE B=(T-(WM·N)-(WF·G»/(M~F).

37. COMPUTE SEXWT=O.
38. IF (YRCITY=1 AND SEX=I) SEXWT=WM. -Montrears weight for males is 1.31.
39. IF (YRCITY=1 AND SEX=2) SEXWT=WF. -Montreal's weighl for females is .72.
40. IF (YRCITY=O) SEXWT=B. *Milan's value for SEXWT is 1 (no weighl).
41. COMPUTE BSXWT=BASEWT-SEXWT.
42. VAR LAB BSXWT 'BASEWT ADJUSTED FOR SEX DISTRIBUTION'.
43. COMPUTE SUPERWT=O.
44. IF (YRCITY=O) SUPERWT=BSXWT.
45. IF (YRCITY=I) SUPERWT=BSXWT· ZNEWWGT· 443/263. (See footnote)
46. VAR LAB SUPERWT 'BSXWT ADJUSTED FOR ZNEWWGT'.
47. SUPERWT Values for data from Montreal Canadian Quality of Life ( 1981 )

Mean 2.5955 Std Dev 1.6014 Min .3497 Skewness 2.1784
Median 2.2147 Variance 2.5644 Max 15.6189 Kunosis 10.3918
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While the CQL survey included precalculated adjustments for gender differences

(ZSEXWGT) this weight was not used. The different elaboration of the data used here

required the inclusion of~ heads ofhousehold or spouses as potential "decision

makers". However, the weight ZNEWWGTl described as the Adjusted Respondent

Weight, was used because it was designed to account for the unequal probability of

selection of na single eligible persan in each selected household", and for "differences in

the response rate between strata and between enumeration areas" (IBR, 1984:20, 24) .

The CQL survey intended to represent the general population of Canadians 18 and oider,

thus heads ofhousehold and spouses were not always picked with certainty, as they were

in BSA or IHS, but with decreasing probability as the size of the household increased.

Also unlike the other two surveys, The Canadian Quality of Life (1981) used sampling

stratifications which relied on: 1) geography. i.e.. central city. suburbs and fringe; 2) a

definition of ....relatively homogeneous strata along ecological dimensions of social class,

life cycle stage and ethnicity" (see aise Greer-Watten, 1972); and 3) the enumeration

areas used by census Canada. i.e., the smallest areas for which census data are released .

The use of this weight was therefore essential to give a true repesentation of the

population in Montreal and improve comparability with Milan.

A Comparison of the Questions Used
The questions used are listed in Appendix III. Table 3. Those regarding personal

assessments were the most difficult ta match. Only a few were found relating to this

research, that could be considered equivalent.

Preferred Living Place
The following t\\"o questions were used to assess the preferred living space:

J ZNEWWGT was fUl1her adjusted to actual Montreal sample size used (443). ZNEWWGT (sec technicaJ
documentation in Atkinson et al.. 1984:24) was for a national stratified survey. with a total sample size 0(2.948.
When applied to the subsample of Montreal data used. the weight reduced the effective sample from 443 to 263.
The upward adjustment allo\\oed the use ofCQL's Adjusted Respondent Weight as it applied only to the subsample
ofMontrears twc:nty-two strata. The exact values ofthis weighting for each of the 443 cases. varied from a
minimum of .0608 to a ma.ximum of2.71 per case. The mean weight was .S935~ the median .5225~ and the standard
dcviation .3132 (see also step 45 in Appendix Ill. Table: 2).
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BSA Question 12.11 (cf778): lndipendentemente dai suoi progetti
effettivi e da eventuali ostacoli (so/di, famig/ia, lavoro) se lei potesse
sceg/iere dove stabilirsi definitivamente dove andrebbe ad abitare?

qui a Mi/ano (altrove/~

CQL Question ZQB2: Would you like to live here the rest ofyour
life or would you prefer to live somewhere else later in life?

live here live somewhere else

Neighbourhood Satisfaction
The following two questions were used to assess neighbourhood satisfaction:

BSA Question 11.8 (cf67/): Lei, tutto considerato, abita vo/entieri
in questo quartiere 0 vorrebbe cambiare?

ahito volentieri vorrebbe cambiare5

completely
satisfied
10 Il0908

neutral
06 07050403

CQL Question ZQA9: ln general, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with
this neighbourhood as a place to live? Which number on the card cornes closest to
how you feeI?
compIeteIy
dissatisfied
01 02

Evaluation of Neighbourhood Services.
CQL Questions on Quality of Services were aImost identical to BSA (Appendix [Il,

Table 3). The coding was: excellent, very good, good, fair, poor, don't know. The BSA

Questions (11.12) on services were coded on a three point satisfaction scale: soddùfatto,

ahhastallza, poco 0 /liente, non sa (satisfied, quite, liule or nothing, don't know) . The

questions were recoded and an additive index of evaluations of services in the area was

calculated.

The Combined Services Evaluation Index
As detailed in Appendix III, Table 2, this index was additive and provided an equal

interval scale ofmeasurement. It measured the respondents evaluation of a number of

~ Translation: " lndepc;ndently ofyour real plans and ignoring possible obstacles (mone:y, làmily, work) il'you could
choose where ta sdtle: dt:tinite:ly, whe:re would you go to live'!"

he:re in Milan (dsewhere)

5 Translation: "AlI cansid~œd, do you live gladly in this district or wauld you like to chang~?

[ live: he:œ gladly (cod~d as satislie:d)~ 1wauld lilœ ta change (coded as dissatislïe:d)".
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service factors in their area and contributed significantly ta each of the discriminant

functions.

Stepwise regression of the component variables on the value of the additive index

provided a check for the internai agreement of the factors (Appendix [II, Table 4). The

Aeeendix III. Table 3-B~:-tCOL Survevs (1981) Vanables
SOURCE OF VARIABLES
BSA-CFBSA-PT CQl

n=788n=178 n=536
DEPENDENT VARIABLE
Milan or Montreal

VARIABLE CREATED
NEWVAR
n=1390·

YRCITY

QUAllTY ASSESSMENT VARIABLES
Preferred living place
Neighbourhood satisfaction

CONTROL VARIABLES:

Respondent level
Sex
Age
Years of Schooling
Years Lived in City
Years in Neighbourhood
Marital Status
Occupation

Household level
Tenure
Total Gross Income·"

Housing Structure
Number of bathrooms
Number of bedrooms

CF778 PT643
CF671 PT525

SE5S0CF V07
VAR010 V12
CF165 PT096
VAR011 V13
CF675 PT529
VAR013 V14
CF159 PTOO9

CF232U

NEWREOOu

CF254"*
CF264··

zaB2
ZaA9

ZRSEX
ZRAGE
ZQG2
ZQB1
ZQA2
ZQR1
ZaH5

ZQN1
(ZaM2+
ZQM3+
ZQM4+
ZQM7+
ZQM8+
ZQM9+
ZQM11A2+
ZQM11 B2+
ZQM11C2)

ZQN11
ZQN10

PRLV
NBSAT

SEX
AGE
YSCH
YVll
YNEB
MARS
JOB

TNUR

INC (Tertiles)

BTH
BOR

-withlof schools

-withlof surveillance
-withlof shopping facilities
-withlof extemal condition
-withlof neighbours
Sociocultural homogeneity

Neighbourhood Structure
Area of city CF788PT653
Evaluation of Neighbourhood Services (proxied with the following:)
SatisfactioniQuality (9 variables)
-withlof streets (CFSn+PT531 +

CF680+PT534+
CF681 +PT535+
CF682+PT536+
CF683+PT537+
CF678+PT532+
CF685+PT539+
CF686+PT540+
CF687+PT541 )
CF347 PT569

• After selection for age and marital status the sample size was
reduced to 947 for the combined BSA and 443 for CaL.

•• Information was available only from CF file.
••• Income from ail sources before taxes
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- Aependix lIl. Table .J-..-Regression a/Services Evaluation Index
DEPENDENT:SERVICES EVALUATION INDEX

Beta T P

NO. BEDROOMS .07 2.2 .0286
SATISFIED WITH NEIGHBOURHOOO .24 9.6 .0000
MILAN RESIDENT -.19 -7.0 .0000
HOUSE O\lNER .14 4.8 .0000
HOMOGENEOUS NEIGHBOURHOOD .10 4.2 .0000
MARRIED .09 3.4 .0007
PRE FERS TO LIVE IN CITY .06 2.5 .0115
MALES -.06 -2.2 .0282
YEARS OF SCHOOLING .05 2.0 .0474

Adjusted R Squared= .23 F= 44.25 p<.OOOOS
Total N=1365

equation explained only 230/0 of the variance~ and agreed with the negative result for the

Milan Resident discriminant function. High scores in the Services Evaluation Index are

best predicted by the component factors: being satisfied with neighbourhood (.24), not

being a resident of Milan (-. 19), being a house owner (.14), and living in a homogeneous

neighbourhood (.11). The remaining variables were statistically significant though ail had

coefficients ofless than .10.

Sacio-cultural Homogeneity
The following questions were used and the values recoded downward~ to the

number of values provided by the question with the least number of values.

BSA Question 6.31 (cf3-17): Il quartiere in cui abita ara è più simi/e
al primo casa (jamiglie tutte piÙ 0 mena ugua/i) 0 al seconda caso
(grande mescolanza di persane)?

ugua/i diverse 110n sa non rispande6

CQL Question ZQA8: Do mast people who live in the area come
from the same social or cultural background that you do?

yes no halfdo don't know.

o Translation: "[s the district in which you liv~ now more sunilar to the tirst case (tàmilies all more or less equal) or
to the second case (big mixture of people)?

equal ditTerent doesn't know doesn1t answer".
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APPENDIX IV

REFLECTIONS ON DOING RESEARCH IN ITALY

Doing research in an unfamiliar setting is a task which invariably requires

adjustments to be made. Sorne of these adjustments are physical, such as discovering

where to obtain services, or where libraries are located and how they might be organised.

Other adjustments are of a socio-psychological nature and are less noticeable though just

as important for the overall success of the research.

Introductions and The Presentation Of Self
One such adjustment is that which concems how one is to define himself vis-à-vis

his work as a researcher. within the context of the people with which he cornes into

contact while in the field. In detailed qualitative research the presentation-of-self needs to

be addressed directly. In quantitative sociology it is optional and sometimes unnecessary,

depending on the type of analysis.

1 have relegated this subject to an appendix in deference to the fact that it is

parenthetical to the purpose of the research. probably in the same way that the

maintenance and upkeep ofjet engines is parenthetical to flying, or in the same \vay that

having funds for living expenses is also parenthetical to doing research. 1suspect.

however, that the problem of adjustment is probably more meaningful to graduate

students. who are about to, or in the process of undertaking research in foreign locations.

than to established, seasoned academics for whom such adjustments may just be a fading

memory of a puerile state of mind.

A month after l received my M.A. degree in sociology, l arrived in Italy ready to

begin my doctoral research. During my studies at McGill l had served as teaching

assistant to a number of my professors, whom students referred to as "Professors", as IS

customary at McGill University. l had leamed to expect that tides must be earned.
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[n starting to gather bibliographical material and meeting new people in several

locations in Italy, [ often introduced myself as a graduate student. [ noticed that the

introduction left many people perplexed and [ experienced difficulty in explaining what a

"graduate student" was in terms of the Italian university system (l discovered much later

that a similar classification is that of "dottorando di ricerca" although it was not a common

or popular appellation). My advisor confided having had a similar problem when he

described rus research and the difficulty of explaining ta Italians what a Ph.O. program

entailed.

Three months after arrivai 1 began my research in Larino and decided to drop the

"graduate student" definition. 1 identified myself as an "[talo-canadian researcher" but the

officiais with whom 1 spoke and relied on for help, often simplified this appellation and

referred ta me as "a student from Canada". However, in both the Milan and Larino

experience up to that point, [ noticed that "ricercatore" was tao generaI and did not have

an immediate association with social research. At each new meeting 1was forced to

repeat or add more explanations than would probably have been necessary otherwise.

When the tirst "diplomati", or rugh school graduates, began to work with me in the

data gathering phase, it became obvious that "professore" was the only terminology with

which they were comfortable in my regards. [n [taIy high school teachers were referred to

as "professore", and in the performance oftheir work for me, these students found it

difficult to address me by my tirst name or with the familiar fonn "tu". They spontaneously

began to use "professore" which seemed to aIlow them a more comfortable social distance

and successfully conveyed the academic purpose of the research. So in Larino [ became a

"professore".

When [ continued the research in Milan [ had to repeat a series of encounters with

influential bureaucrats who could help me with my project. [was advised by my host to

"tread lightly", to use the best kind of "persona! glaze" in their regards and to present

myself in a serious manner. [accommodated by putting on the best self-assured attitude

with a touch of Milanese arrogance that 1 could muster, and 1 retained the tide of

"professore". 1 received the favors 1 needed. Sorne even cornplimented me on the
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professional quality of my approach to the research. [feared, however, that from my

Canadian reference point [ had blurred the difference between professor and student: in

short, [ had become an impostor.

[n my tirst year at McGili 1 had witnessed the raising of highbrows among faculty

and students when a Ph.O. student, perhaps unwittingIy, signed a memo by post-fixing the

yet unearned letters. [was brought up in the prairies by Italian parents and in Alberta, 1

had Iearned the populist creed that a man is to be known by bis deeds, preferably present

or near-future ones~ and that requesting deference because of titIes is arrogance of the

worst kind. Past accomplishments and successes were always things to be re-established

and re-earned in the present. Many of my university professors in Alberta were addressed

as "Ooctor", saving the tide of "Professor" for those rare individuals who had earned the

honor in due course, by judgement oftheir peers. Still, at the University of Calgary,

modesty and understatement was the ruie. Professors and doctors in general, signed

themselves without post-scripted Ietters, and tirst and last names were often unflatteringly

displayed bare on their office doors or mail boxes. Graduate students were often

encouraged to address professors by their tirst name. In Alberta exceptions to the mIe of

modesty looked odd and occurred most frequently in the uninitiated as had been \vitnesses

when a newly arrived Ph. O. who had graduated from an Eastern university in the U. S., as

weIl as from an Italian university, displayed the letters Dr. on an office-door name plate.

While still in Italy, [ began to plan this Appendix as an apologia for my rnisdeeds

hoping that in this manner [ rnight be able to take the "moral sting" out of all those

eyebrows and derisive looks which [ imagined would surely be raised and pointed at me if

the error of my "self-referent" were to be known. 1 felt that the reasons for having stuck

with the tide of "Professor" might not be understood if one of my ads for student-helpers,

or one of my letters of presentation to the respondents got into uninformed critical hands.

[ was sure [ would be humiliated far worse than the McGiIl student who had slipped-in

Ph.O. after his name: in my eyes a much smaller infraction.

ln May 1987, however, my faith in myselfwas restored when 1 came across the

newly published book Odd Pairs and False Friends, (Browne: 1987) a short dictionary of
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problematic translations of similar sounding words in Italian and English. "Professor"

and "professore" were indeed false fiiends because in Italy the word is used more

generally to refer to a wider variety of occupations, including secondary school teacher,

schoolmaster, and in general a "libero docente" which is the Canadian equivalent of an

instructor with a graduate degree who teaches on a part-time basis or with a temporary

contract. The English usage is much stricter, though not uniform, referring in generaI to

the British "senior lecturer" or to the American and Canadian highest level of university

instructor with lengthy and impeccable credentials (Browne: 1987, (97).

Discovering that the choice of tides was a linguistic problem reflecting first, the

organizational structures in ditferent universities; and second, the ditferent attitudes

towards education in the two countnes was an important adjustment-but not as

important as discovering that if 1 had not assumed the title, my ability ta obtain

information and do research in Italy might have been seriously atfected. For historical

reasons, access to information kept in the best Italian libraries or municipal offices is

thought to be the special privilege of "professors" or a qualified few, rather than a

universaI right exercised by students and the common citizen.

Adjusting to Living in Milan in 1987
As a long-time resident of Montreal, my experiences with search for housing were

neither difficult nor notable and similar to those of other Italians who 50ught out and

changed their accommodation regularly within the ethnic district of St. Leonard. For many

years Montreal has otfered much choice for a renter thus reading newspaper classifieds,

100king for signs, approaching the first paesano on the street, or talking to people in

Italian coffee bars wa5 a very effective way to find accommodation in Montreal. Not 50 in

Milan. What follows are the impressions and experiences which were recorded in

searching for accommodation in Milan.

Searching for Accommodation
In order ta gather impressions on what it might have been like to come to Milan in

the early years of immigration, 1 intentionaIly used an individualistic, self-reliant way of
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finding accommodation, which was not appropriate to the setting. In this way 1

experienced first hand sorne of the difficulties of adjustment with minimal availability of

support, and sorne months later 1 repeated the attempt but with greater support.

[n a field note 1 kept a record of how 1 thought 1would fit in Milan:

. .. al Nord [tafia. .. con il mio dialetto dei meridiolle e la mia
poca conoscenza delluogo [sarei statoJ simile ad un tipico immigrante
meridionale. l

This was probably true in a linguistic sense, but both my attitudes and concems were

definitely Canadian. 1 became aware of this "Canadianness" in retlecting on my approach

towards finding accommodation. In the tirst two weeks after arrivaI [ stayed with a

distant friend of the family, a "paesano" 1 had never met before, and discovered that it was

possible in Milan, to find accommodation by 100king through the newspaper

advertisements~ but such housing was usually very expensive, or in odious locations,

usually rented without an official contract, and most surprising of ail, not rented to

"physical ll persons but preferably to "legal" persons i.e. registered corporations.

Milan did not appear to be a welcoming place for internai migrants who were alone,

on smalt budgets and had no supporting relatives. Landlords were reticent to sign and

legalty register a rentaI agreement with Italian citizens because the latter \vere heavily

protected against unreasonable rents or eviction by legislation.

From the proprietor's perspective 1 passed for a Southem immigrant and could not

pass as a foreigner, except after lengthy explanations. If my features and my accent

identified me as originating forro the South of ItaIy, my approach to finding cheap,

temporary, rentaI accommodation was not ordinary. 1 appeared as a person having foreign

and/or commercial interests , because [ was there for a short-term, 1was not connected ta

a place of employment, and my last place of residence was outside of Italy. 1 tried

exploiting the "foreign commercial interest aura" by working through a rentai placement

agency, and introducing myself as the president of a real, though inactive, Canadian

1 Translation: "__ . in tht: North of[taly ... with my southt:rnt:r's diaIt:Ct and my seanty knowlt:dgt: of tht: place;: 1wouIl!
havt: bt:t:n similar to a typical southt:rn immigrant"
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management company with research interests in Italy. There was litde possibility that 1

would be able to pay the high rent and the placement fee to the agent; however the

experience was worthwhile because it provided an opportunity to inspect accommodation

which was equivalent to an average three-bedroom apartment in Montreal. By Milan's

standards, tbis accommodation was modern and expensive, and belonged to a category

caIled "appartamenti di rappresentanza". These apartments were a less expensive and

more reliable way ofhousing business executives, frequently in the city, in lieu ofusing

hotels.

The agent appeared to be a veteran of many years in the real estate market and

explained that the rentai market had remained stable for the last three years. Rent prices in

the open market could be expected to be approximately three times those of equivalent

accommodation covered under the "Equo Canone" or rent stabilization laws then in torce.

He described a very nervous clientele of proprietors easily influenced by what they read:

. .. i giornali non sanno quel che dicono. Mi hanno fatto perdere
tanti di quei c/ienti .... Hanno delto che i pre==i [delle proprietà da
affittaref eran [troppoJbassi e mi hanno tele/onato talUi cliellii dicendo
che volevano camhiare [alzare i prezzij. 2

The mos! inexpensive accommodation available in Milan tumed out to be student

housing, but none was available. For recent immigrants the most usual accommodation

was the "monolocale" that is the one room apartment (cooking, eating and sleeping ail in

the same room), equipped with private toilet and shower, but not aIways with bath. When

one such apartment couId be found its price appeared to vary litde around the f600,OOO

(=:::$600) per month, without heating expenses. Roomier and more centrally located

accommodation appeared pegged at around the one million lira per month. The reason

appeared to be that better accommodation in excess of that price could be had in hotels, or

in a "'pensione". Slightly bigger and newer rental accommodation could be found in the

fiinge area of Milan. The price however remained rigidly the same and considerable

Translation. n .. the newspa~rs don't know what theyare saying. They made me lose sa many customers .... they
said that the priees [arrentaI propertyl were [toollow, so many customers phoned ta tell me that they wanted ta
change [raise the priees]."
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disadvantages couId be encountered, such as lack of essential services and increased travel

time.

A "Monolocale" in a "Comune Limitrofo"
The accommodation which 1was able to find, but only after promising the landlord a

much lengthier stay than what 1had planned, was in the town of Bollate to the Northwest

of Milan, in one of the municipalities of the fringe areas, or "comuni limitrofi", where

many of the Southern immigrants of the fifties and sixties had initially settled, built homes,

and remained. It was of recent construction and was described as a "villino". The

building was two-storeys high, L-shaped, and the upstairs was occupied by the landlord

and his family while the four monolocali at the ground-Ievel were rented out.

One of the apartments was occupied by a Barese couple in their early t\venties. On

one occasion the man showed rus discontent by saying that the landlady was "exploiting

them" through the high rent she charged. He stated that he had no choice but to remain

there.

When Peggy SIoan3 and myself occupied the adjacent apartment early in 1987, living

in a monolocale required severa! other adjustments and revealed a few surprises. ln a

letter to Canada dated March 26, 1987, Peggy recounts:

First ofalllhere was no hot water. The" we had trouble with the
heatillg . .. ail this happelied in Ihe ftrst week, which was /101 a good
heginning - huI hopefully things will be okay/rom 1l0W on. That is, if f
can learn to cook on a stove that was designedfor someone ./' 5" laJ/
wilhollt breaking my hackfirst!

3p~ggy Sloan, my assistant and my \\-ift:, was barn in Canada and gr~w up in Whit~ Rock, a small to\\n to th~ South
ofVancouv~r. British Columbia. Sh~ is of Scottish anc~stry, through ht:r làth~r and Canadian through h~r moth~r

Sh~ l~am~d much ofh~r Italian whil~ on th~ lidd trip. lbroughout th~ gath~ring ofth~ data, h~r p~rsonal

pc:r~ctiv~ had a candour and "Canadiannc:ss" which provid~d an ~ssential balanc~ to my o\\-n on~n rost:-color~d

vic:w ofltaly. Exc~rpts ofh~r impressions are taken from ht:r l~tters to tàmily and tn~nds in Canada, and aœ
quot~d \\-ith h~r p~nnission.
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(. . .)After about a week, we realized that we had made a grave e"or
We were living in a room (that~'i right, one room) that cost

approximately 5550.00 a month, that had little or no heating (depending
upon the current mood ofthe landlady) , in which the warm (never hot)
water was intermittent, and in which puddles were col/ecting in every
corner from the high humidity.

It was very cold olltside, lots ofSIlOW, the smog was sa hadyou had
to keep YOllr nose and mOllth covered ta breathe-and ta top il ail off-the
room \Vas sitllated in the corner ofa building which had a busy highwa.-v
on one side, Iwo busy commuter rail lines on another, and the level
crossing where the [road and rai/waysj met on the third Need/ess to s~v.

we bath got sick, ... with a rolten 'flu, high temperatllre, the whole bit.
and ... with a wonderful case ofMontezuma's revenge.

In spite of the problems with the dwelling, the location, and our personal health, we

took time ta notice that the municipality of Bonate was thriving and had \vitnessed

increases in population. Because of its size, it afforded ail of the basic necessities:

... Bollate \Vas [notJ a small town . .. it'sfairly large - about
-1../.000 population. There's a good selection ofstores - everything except
a department store. For that, we go ta Mi/ano which is fa twenty minute
walk to the station andJ only 20 minutes and 800 lire away by commuter
train. [After which we cali take the metro to the centre. J

The system of long afternoon work breaks which characterizes the Italian daily

business cycle, could create a problem for the unwary, however:

[wej almost went to see a movie one afternoon - we didn't because
we gal mixed up with the limes ofthe trains - we're /lot yet used ta {the
four] "nlsh" and "off' hours here illltaly. (Sloan: Jan 15, 1987)

Within a month it was clear that the necessary adjustments were tao great for us to

make and, after a shouting match with the landlady who took our leaving quite personally,

Peggy and 1 decided ta repair ta family and relatives in the South:

... we left Bol/ate in desperation. Mi/ana general/y is Ilot afit
place for human beings ta live. The weather, combined wilh the air
pollution, make il a/most impossible la be outside for long. The ...
puddles ofwater in the roomjust wouldn't go away. We never did get the
heat and hot water problems ironed out. It seemed that we were a/ways al
the mercy ofour landlad}' - who had no mercy!
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As Canadians, heating and the use of energy were the most difficult to adjust to. In

Italy the strict governrnent regulations which required a landlord to heat for a minimum of

four to six hours per day regardless ofweather conditions, were most likely motivated by

conservationist desires and by the sheer cast of energy. Nevertheless, they were the

source of considerable anxiety for those, like us who were used to evenly heated houses:

... Italians will ail tell you that Ihis is a warm country and
Iherefore il is nol Ilecessary to jpend money ta heat their houses in the
winler. This is pure my/ho Italy for the mas/ part is co/der than, for
instance, Vancouver; andyet everyone in Vancouver heats their houses. 1
have been watching the tempera/ures given in the paper, and we have
consistent/y been co/der than . .. [Vancouverj- here in Milan or here {in
Centrallta/yf. When pinlled down, il lurns oui Ihat, in this parI ofIhe
country, il is in fact necessary to heat the house for at least six montlls of
the year ifyou want ta keep the indoor temperature above abOlit 10
(Celsiusf. Andyet, nowhere will youfind a thermostat! Theyaren't
necessary hecause "i/'s not necessary ta heat the house /I! And sa the circ/e
goes!

Peggy's letters were a testimonial of the difficulties that Canadians used to more

comfort could encounter. She aIso noticed certain important details and aspects of folk

culture which. if left to me, would have probably escaped unnoticed. She writes.

generalizing without mercy:

[ajnother example is mosquitoes. 1have been told, perfect/y
seriolisly, that 1) Ihere are no mosquitoes in Ita/y: 2) thal even if there
were, halfclosed wDoden shutters will keep them ouI of the house and 3)
even if they do get inlo the house, those bilesYOIl get are not real/y bites
at ail, hut on/y a reaction ta food This is ail given as a perfect/y logical
reasol1 for /lot screening the windows! Which ofcourse, completely
ignores the fact Ihat Italy is full offlies hecause garhage collection, street
c/eaning. etc. etc. elc. is a haphazard thing.

The frustration that Peggy felt was particularly noticeable during the winter months

and while our movement was restricted by bad weather, and the need to use public

transportation. As soon as the possibility to travel independently became a reality, life in

Italy aIso became more manageable and even enjoyable. On February 16, 1987 she writes:
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Oh. and what makes al! ofthis possible, or at least much more
comfortable than Italian trains, is that we bought a car. It's a Fiat of
course. A 1979 station wagon, which every one here says is soooo big, hut
{to us1isJust a nice small car!

Mobility was one way to deal with the discomforts of living in a new place:

... 1don't partieu/arly Iike living in ftaly . .. which is why 1say
that moving aroulld a lot is the hest way ta deal with it. Because as an
interesting place to visit, as a tOl/rist, Ita/y certain/y has a lot to ofjer.
There are old Roman nüns everywhere Y01l go; the scenery (south of
Florence) ranges from the interesting to the spectacular; the discomforts
are minimal over the short term (spending ONE night in a co/d bedroom is
an anecdote - one MONTH is reasOIl to kill!),· and the prejudices ofthe
people YOll meet are curiosities that have no real efject on what you are
doing. (Sloan: March 3, 1987)

Sharing Accommodation
The observations in Peggy Sloan' s disgruntled letters served ta accentuate my

sensitivity to the realities which immigrants bring with them, and the realities to which

residents adjust over time. For example, ta the problem of living inexpensively in Milan

there were two solutions: one was to buy an apartment (there were many for sale)~ and the

other, a shorter term solution, was to live in with farnily in crowded quarters, often

sleeping in fold-away beds. We adjusted according to the latter alternative, and a paesano

friend offered to put us up. Although there was no kinship that anyone could remember

our host jokingly addressed me as "cousin" in apparent deference to the many instances of

"comparaggio" between our respective families.

During the month and a half of the research we lived in tbis manner and experienced

summer in Milan. Problems with the cold were replaced by problems with a stifling humid

heat which allowed productive work to be carried out only in the morning hours.

The apartment in which we were guests was an old but definitely "signorile"

residence in Sempione, an upper-middle class area to the West of the city. It had three

large rooms a small kitchen, another tiny bedroom, and was evidently designed with the

distinct separation of private from public rooms characteristic of a time when the

inhabitants might have employed live-in dornestic help. It was normally inhabited by two
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adults and during our stay occupancy was at a maximum of five when a friend of our host

came to visit from Marseilles. Such visits were frequent throughout the year and

Professor Galgani~ our host, showed a not uncommon generosity to share the facilities in

the apartment with others. For example, much in the manner of a mutuaI exchange of

kindness rather than in the form of a contractuaI arrangement~ the portinaia exchanged

domestic services (such as cooking and keeping company to Galgani' s father, a frail,

house-bound octogenarian) with weekly use of the bathing facilities for her family of four

who lived on the ground floor, in two very small rooms without shower or bath. Added

cash consideration above expenses may have existed, but 1 never heard it discussed.

In many ways, 1 concluded, successful adjustment in Milan appeared not to be a

function of the length of time in the place, but of the number of supporting fiiends and

relatives that the new immigrant had to rely on throughout bis stay. Besides my own

experience, 1 aIso encountered other numerous examples of families who relied heavily on

each other for even the most minute favours.

Observations on the Larines; by a Northern Ita/ian
An example of the impressions which Larinesi might have made upon native

Northern Italians, was provided by F. Paravisi, who was hired to interview the Larinesi in

the fringe areas of Metropolitan Milan, in the towns of Comate d'Adda, Cassina de Pecchi

and Bresso. Paravisi was 23, a good talker educated in the liberal arts, and pursuing a

degree in politicaI science at the State University, where he had completed one course in

sociology.

With an ironic prose characteristic of the well-developed oratory of the Italian

intellectual elite, Paravisi wrote several reports about the impressions he gathered while in

the houses of Larinesi. He remarked the following about a Larinese who lived in a very

recent residential area~ of Ilottimo livello":
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Il soggiorno è ampio e accog/iente, aile pareti sono esposli due
poster raffiguranti i figli, i cenlo Iibri che il M dichiara di avere sono
lutti li: sono cinque 0 sei diverse encic/opedie; il divano è coperto da lI/l

te/one per sa/vaguardare il tessulo, idem il tav%, la cui coperta è
protetta da una sovraccoperta in lela e da un'ulteriore sovraccoperta in
cellophane trasparente, il tutto in contrasto con /'affermazione dei M di
volersi godere la roba che si è comprato.

L'immagine sacra che ho visto è quella di S. Pardo, il patrollo di
Larino ("di cui siamo mollo devoli") appesa in cl/cina. Per qualche strano
motiva l'illtervistalo ha insistilo di mostrarmi il hagno, florma/issimo.

Ivlolto sollecito ed entusiasla di partecipare all'intervista il M
corredava agni ri~posta di lunghe appendici in cui dichiarava di essere
onesto, laborioso, orgoglioso, di non cedere a compromessi, orgog/ioso
sopratlutto di sapere bene l'i/aliano menlre i genitori parlano il mo/isano.
di essere periro agrario menlre i genitori sono analfaheti, il lutta
lanciandosi in avvenlure lessicali dei lutto superiori aile proprieJarze e
mallifeSlando 1111 usa molto personale dei congiuntivo,

Molto gentile. comunque. 4

On interviewing the individuals of another household apparently that of M. 's parents,

Paravisi gave a further example of the kind of social distinctions which are important in

Milan~ that is, there is more social evaluation placed on degrees obtained, rather than years

of schooling or experience, or incorne earned, and speaking Italian rather than a dialect.

For example, after noting in the questionnaire that the man in the family he interviewed

had completed only the third grade, and that his witè never attended school, he also wrote:

1"ranslation: Il The living room is spacious and wann, and on the: walls are: displaye:d t\Vo posters oftht: (;hildre:n. Tht:
one: hWldœd books that M. state:s to have are ail the:re: live: or six ditTe:œnt encydopaedias. The couch is coven:d
by a thick cloth in arder ta protect the: fabric; the saIne tor the table:, whose: tablc:cloth is protc:cte:d by a dom iU1l1 by
an additionaI cover made of trdnsparent cellophan~-mewhole: in contrast \Vith M.'s assertion about wanting to
enjoy the: stutr that he: bas bought. Ve:ry prompt and e:nthusiastic to participate: in the interview, M. adomed every
œsponse \\ith long appendixes in which he de:clar~d hirnselfto bc hone:st, hard-working, proud, Wlcompromising,
and proud above ail ofknowing Italian \Vdl-wh~n rus par~nts spc:ak only Molisano- and ofbe:ing an agronomist
-whe:n his parents are: illit~rate:. In evcr)thing that he said he would rise ta lexical ti::ats much superior to rus
abilitie:s, in which he made cvidcnt a ve:ry personalized usage of the: subjunctive:. Ve:r)' courteous, however. Il
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Ho intervistato la moglie perché il marilo sembrava avere problemi
d'espressione, e poi parlava solo il dialetto molisano. 1M sono entrambi
analfabeti (ogni domanda è dovuta essere sottoposta a Ulla lunga perifrasi
per potere essere capita) . . . semhrano essere gente povera e ~fortunata

che vive tutta la vita come se non cilossero alternative, e in effetti non ci
sono, e nessuno glie ne offre. Vivono nell'incubo di essere sfrattati, (il
padrone ha offerlo loro /'altemativa "0 comprate 0 sloggiate"), e la
dichiarazione di guadagnare 17 mi/ioni l'anno ha ottime possibi/ilà di nO/1
essere verifiera, dato che hanno affermato di poter vivere bene con
800.000 lire al mese. 5

The importance of education and proper language was evident aIso through his

projections about the Italian meaning of the diaiect he did not understand. ltalian dialects

can sound very ditferent from the standard Italian which Paravisi used, yet he

condescendingly interpreted non-standard words as the futile efforts of the uneducated to

speak correctly:

A proposito de/loro modo di parlare: non avendo mai viste seri/te
le parole che lIsano, si puv dire che vadano ad orecchio, Ira.!ifornlalldo
termini per loro difficili in modo che siano più vicilli al/a loro esperienza.
Es. "mez=adria" diventa "mezza triglia".

Gentilissùni, m 'hanno latto capire che hanno partecipato
al/'illtervista per fare Ull favore a me, e mi hanllolatto moiti auguri per gli
studi. 6

'-ranslation: "1 havt: intt:rvic:wt:d tht: \'<ifc: because the husband seemed to have problems in eX-PfCssing himselt: and
then he spoke only Malisana dialect. Bath arc illiterate (each question had ta be subjected ta a long
circumlocution in arder lor it ta be understood)... they seem to be the kind ofpoor and unluck.-y people. who live
their whole live;:s as if therc were no alternatives, and in etTect there arc none, and no one all~rs any to them. Th~y

live \,<ith the nightmare that they might be c:victe:d, (the: landlord has on~rcd them the chaice 'eithc.:r yau buy or you
move'), and the assertion that they carn 17 million a ycar is \\'ith all passibiliti~s not trulhtul. sincc.: they have.: statc.:d
that they can live well with 800.000 liras per month."

<>-rranslation: " Regarding th~ way they speak: never having seen written the words that the:y use, it could ~ said that
the.:y go by car, by tnmslonning tenns ditlicult ta them, in a way that brings them nc.:arer ta their e.:xp~rie;:nce. E.g.
"mczzadria" [the system ofshare-erapping] becames "mezza triglia" [which sounds like 'halfa mulle:t']. Vc.:ry kind
people. The.:y made me.: understand that they participated in the interview ta do m~ a tàvar, and they \\isht:d me the
~st tor my studies."
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About another interview he wrote:

Il maggiore dei F. è il tipo più solido, quadrato e concreto: è quel/o
che ha sapulo meglio organizzarsi e ambientarsi: s'è cornprato una bella
casa, non ha moita nostaigia deI paese (da cui è partito per far dispetto a
lino), /Ion si perde in chiacchiere. Esempio: anche lui, come i fratel/i, ha
manifestato l'intenzione di CO/loscere il professor Fainella, ma per motivi
molto più concreti deI semplice scambiare quattro chiacchiere: vorrehbe i
nominativi dei Larinesi residellti nella provincia di Mi/ano per
organizzare viaggi in comitiva a Larino per lalesta dei Santo PatrOflO---
viaggi da fare coi pullman della compagllia in cui lavorano lui e il
fratel/o Sandra: un mezzo per guadagnare un po' di soldi quindi. ~

Il soggiorllo in cui si è tenllta / 'intervista è ampio, Ull vero e proprio
living-room: i mohili non S0l10 granché ma sono ben disposti; c'è anche
lin pianoforte verticale con appoggiata sopra Ulla grossa jisarmonica: i
figli maschi hanno Ulla piccola orchestra di musica popo/are romagno/a
(?) [sic}, dellominata "/ F. ", COll la quale si esihiscono con qualche
!'Jllccesso ne/le fiere. Proprio per loro, il F ha mantenuto (in affitto) la
precedente abitazione che i fig/i usallo come sa/a-prove. Ha acquis/ata
anche lin jurgone per tra.!Jporto deg/i slnlmenti. A quanto dice, egli è
molla papo/are a Cornate, e casa sua sempre piena di gente, anche a
tarda sera (aile 23 sarehbero arrivati i fig'i COll gli amici, reduci dalla

'iprova). ,

-Translation: "The oldest orthe F. tàrnily it is the more solid, square and concrcte type: he has been the most
successful in getting organÏzed and adjusted: he bought a beautitul house, and doesn't have mueh nostalgia lor hiS

tO\m of origini (trom which he lctl to spite someone), he daesn't waste time in idk chatter. Examplc: like hlS
broth~rs, ht: aIsa has manitèstt:d tht: intention to mec( Prolèssor FaineIIa, but tor much more eancn.:tc.: reasons than
lor the simple exchang~ of a f~w pleasantries: he would likt: the names orthe Larinesi œsidents in the province of
Milan, sa that he ean organize group-trips to Larino tor the tèast oftht: Patron Saint-trips ta undertak.e \Vith the
buscs bt:longing ta the company in which he, himsdt: and his brother Sandro work: a \Vay ta cam a bit of money,
theœtoœ.··

lI-yranslatian: "The "soggiomo" in \vhich the interview took place was spacious, a real "living roam": the llirniture was
not much, but was wdl-arranged~ there was aIso an up-right piano with a big aecordion resting on top of it: his sons
havt: a srnall orchestra which pertonns Romagnala (?) [sicl popular·music, and which goes by th~ naIllt: "The F.n
They pertonn \\;th sorne suceess in tàirs. F. has kept up the lt:as~ on their pœvious rt:sidence so that the childn:n
can use it as a pmctice room. He: bas also acquired a van tor transporting their instruments. From what he says, he
is very papular in Cornate, and his hous~ is always tùll of people, even lale in th~ evening (aL Il p.m. his sons and
lnends wt:œ ta arrive straight trom practice)".
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Dopo ogni affermazione precÎsava: "Questa è la mÎa opinÎone, non
sto dicendo che è cosi". ... la moglie (indicata come "que//a li'') m'è
sembrata il tipo slIccllbe-sollecita; il F. senior è disgllstato dalla politica,
se avesse potllto avrebhe votato per Ilona Staller; contrariamente al so/ito
il televisore non ha posto di preminenza nel soggiorno: è impossibi/e
vederlo, se non prendendo una sedia e piazzandocisi davanti; in
compensa, fa mostra di sé UllO stupendo stereo, molto complesso e anche
molto costoso; illfine ho saputo che il frate/lo Armando, da me incontralo
il giorno prima, ha fatto il giro dei parentame raccontando perfi/a e per
segno lutta que/lo ch'era sliccesso. Boh. 9

Most likely sorne of these observations and the particular response of the Larinesi to

Paravisi, such as showing him their "most ordinary" bathroom were due to his "nonhern

ltalian" eloquence and mannerisms, which probably also gave rise to the Larinesi's

stereotypical interpretation of him as a representative of the "host-society".

This might aise explain why he was more successful at gathering and noting this

kind of information while other capable interviewers, who were of immigrant families

themselves, were not and often reponed coId or indifferent treatment by the respondents.

Paravisi in a small way provided the analogous field information of a latter day Romanelli,

the eighteenth century commentator of Larinesi life who had the sensitivities of one

brought up in Toscana.

Observers and Perceptions of the Larinesi
In general the observers and interviewers in alilocations were one and the same.

Sorne of their concems ditfered by location, however. ln Larino the interviewers were

knowledgeable of local mores and collected interview data consistently, and \vith

grammatical precision. In Milan, the interviewers \vere not Larinesi and were busy, driven

people, often with money concems. In Montreal, the interviewers were university

~ranslation: "Atle:r t:llch state:rne:nt he: pointe:d out: "This is my opinion, l am not saying that it lli this way ., ... his
witt: (whom ht: spoke: of as "he:r ove:r the:œ") appc;:are:d ta be: totally submissivc and c:age:r. F. se:nior is disgustcd
\Vith politics: had he: be:cn able to, he: would have vote:d tor Ilona Stallcr. Contrary to common practicc, th!:
te:h:vision se:t is not in a prominent place in the: living-room: it is impossible: to watch il, e:xce:pt by placing a chair
to sit right in front of il. To compensate:, a stupendous stereo, ve:ry comple:x and also very e:;.,..pe:nsive:, is on show.
Finally, l was told that rus brothe:r Armando, whorn l met the: pœvious clay, had donc the: rounds of the: dan
œte:lling in intirnate: de:taîl aIl that had happene:d. Se:arch me:...
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students of Italian deseent~ busy with courses~ sharing sorne of the money eoncems of the

Milanesi, sorne without cars and experieneing more diffieulty of movement about the city.

As elsewhere, the observations reported above on different aspects of life in Milan~

and the Milanese immigrant experience henefited from the point of view of the observers,

their baekgrounds~ their expectations and prejudices.

My own persona! experience as an [talian emigrant and a researcher, sensitised me

to observations which both increased and decreased valuation of Milan. [n a manner

reflecting perhaps my affinity to identify with the role of the "returned migrant", but aIso

my need to look at all sides of an issue, l altemated between like and dislike of Milan,

while [ weighed out alternative lifestyles as [ encountered them and as [ entertained a

distant notion of what it might be like ta stay longer than ta do research.

Peggy Sloan as a Canadian observer, could only identify more happily with the role

of the "semi-permanent" tourist who notieed sharp and ineomprehensible differences from

her norm for comfort and efficieney. She found it diffieult to compromise her living

standards.

The Northern Italian reported life styles and habits sometimes in a "social worker ll

frame of mind which counterposed observation of material conditions with the

respondent's behaviour and general dispositions to cordiality (Ilgentilissimi"). At other

times a judgmental and deplorative manner was evident clearly giving a low valuation to

those aspects of life-style whieh in a muiticuiturai social context, such as Canada's, gain a

relativistie, sub-cultural~ or "ethnic" label. This interviewer's gradient of evaluatian tended

ta be based on those social class distinctions predominant in societies which lack or

devaluate ethnic differentiation.

My impressions were that to the Milanesi, the Larinesi were in faet identified as

"odd", or as poor and uneducated proletarians, rather than as members of a distinct and

viable cultural group. This perception was aided by the fact that no formal Larinesi

organizations existed in Milan~ whether religious, philanthropie or recreational. Though it

is clear that larger numbers of people are often necessary for such organizations to
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develop and that spontaneous gatherings ofgroups of friends did exist, there were also no

indications that any folkloristic expressions had been exported to Milan either. The town

and the periodic pilgrimages to it on occasion of the feast of the patron Saint Pardo,

remained essential in maintaining the emigrants' traditional ties. One reason is

undoubtedly the relative proximity of the town, which can be reached in approximately

eight hours by car. On the other hand Montreal by air-travel is approximately as close.
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SUPPLEMENTARYTABLES

Additional Tables for Chapter 3

Appendu V. Table 3. J-occupied Dwellings and Comparative Percentage Changes over Previous Census (/95/
/98/)

1,786 1,884 2,216

-7.2 5.5 17.6

66,323 64,428 71,680

-29.1 -2.9 11.7

92,976 89,685 99,112

-3.3-- ~3.S 10.5

-...

LARINO

No. of occupied

dwellings

Percentage change

over previous census

PROVINCE OF CAMPOBASSO

No. of occupied

dwellings

Percentage change

over previous census

MOLISE

No. of occupied

dwellings

Percentage change

over previous census

ITALY
No. of occupied

dwellings

Percentage change

over previous census

CANADA

No. of occupied

dwellings

Percencage change

over previous census

1951.

1,925

93,594

364,626-

10,630,891

3,409,295

1961

13.032,000

22.6

4,554,493

33 .6

1971

15,301,000

17.4

6,034,508

32.5

1981

17,542,000

14 .6

8,281 sn

37.2

figures is for combined Abbruzzi and Molise

conservative estimate based on adjustment for the creation of the smaller Molise region

Sources: 1951 national, regional, and provincial figures fram Ripamonti,l954:16

Occupied dwelling figures for Italy: Ricci, 1984:122

AlI other Italian data from Istat Censuses

Canadian data from Statistics Canada Censuses
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Appendix V. Tab/e 3. 2-/98/ Housing Deficits (Larino. Mi/ana. Provinces afCampobasso and .Hi/ano. Region of

Jfalise. Ira!.,,').

LARINO MILANO

PROVINCES OF

C.BASSO MlLANO MOLISE ITALY

Occupied

dwellings (00)

Families (F)

*Ceficits

[(OO/F) -1)-100

2,216

2.455

-9.7

613,400

625,445

-1. 9

71,943

78,442

-8.3

1,396,407

1,424,969

-2.0

99,112

107,933

-8.2

17.542, 000

18,536,600

-5.4

Sources: Campobasso Province, and Italy: Ripamonti, 1954:16

Occupied dwellings figures for Italy: Ricci, 1984:122

AlI other Italian data fram Istat Censuses

*A theoretical housing deficit occurs when the ratio of the number of occupied dwellings
ta the number of residenc families eligible to occupy a dwelling decreases below unity
under the normative assumption of one family per dwelling unit. Ceficits are calculated by
dividing the number of occupied dwellings by the number of resident families, subtracting
one. and multiplY1ng by 100 ta express as a percentage.

Appendix ~~ Tab/e 3. 3-Dwellmg Balances (Larina. Campobasso. Molise /951-1981)

1951 1961 1971 198

LAAINO
No. of families 1,947 1,379 1,952 2,45
No. of houses
per 100 families -1.1 29.5 -3.5 -9.

PROVINCE OF CAMPOBASSO
No. of Families 96,741 74,757 66,542 78,44
No. of houses
per 100 families -3.3 24.4 -3. 2 -8.

MOLISE
No. of Families 379,535* 96,112 93,232 107,93
No. of houses
per 100 families -3.9* -3.3 -3. 8 -8.

-includes figures for Abbruzzi region
** estimaced
Sources: Abbruzzi. Campobasso Province: Ripamonti, 1954:16

AlI other data from Istat Censuses
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Additional Tables for Chapter 4

Appendix r: Table·/- 1 - Larino Census Slatisties on Changes in Services (/951-1981)

ISTAT CENSUS YEARS

1951 1961 1971 1981

SERVICES
Occupied Dwellings by Services

(1951 data is for all dwellings)
Total' with Drinking Water 457 763 1496 2145

% 23.7 42.7 79.4 96.8
Number with Indoor OUtlet 27 612 1444 1845

% 1.4 34.3 76.6 83.3
Total' with Toilet 1580 1587 1n6 2150

Number with Indoor foilets 1285 1200 1697 2116
% 66.8 67.2 90.1 95.5

No • .,ith Bath 14 167 810 1534
% 0.7 9.4 43.0 69.2

No. with electricity 1517 1574 1830 2207
X 78.8 88.1 97.1 99.6

Heating Fixed Installation 0 23 199 815
X 0 1.3 10.6 36.8

Stand-alone heating appliance 0 0 98 1364
X a 0 5.2 61.6

No. with neither water ner toi let 250 47 0 5
% 13.0 2.6 0 0.2

Appendix ~: Table 4. 2-Percenlage Employed by Economie Seclor: Molise. Me=:ogiorno. /talia (1984)

Agriculture, Forestry and
Industry

Services ( Sales Sector)
Other Services

(Source: Istat Census)

MOLISE
32.1
23.9
25.8
18.2
100 %
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MEZZOG IORNO
20.4
27.5
33.1
19.0
100 X

[TAllA
11.6
33.4
37.6
17.4
100 %



Appendix l: Table 4. 3-Larino's Residential Areas by Age. Income.
and Automobile (1987)

RESIDENTIAl AREA Of LARINO

VARIABLES lOWER UPPER CONTRADE Totals

AGE CATEGORY Of
RESPONDENT

20-39••••••....•..•• 7 17 2 26
x•.••••.....•...•. 8.9% 26.2X 18.2% 16.8X

40-64 ••••••••••••••• 26 29 5 60
x..••••...•.•...•. 32.9% 44.6% 45.5% 38.7X

65 & OLDER •••••••••• 46 19 4 69
x...••..........•. 58.2% 29.2% 36.4% 44.5X

Total ••••••••••••••• 79 65 11 155
%.•..••••••••••••• 100.0% 100.0X 100.0X 100.0%

<Chi-squared=13.57 p=.0088)

NET 1NCOME GROOP
< 1OM••••••••.•.•••• 50 19 7 76

%••••••••••••••••• 73.5X 32.SX 77.8X 56.3%
10M TO < 2OM •••••••• 17 31 2 50

%••••••••••••••••• 25.0X 53.4% 22.2% 37.OX
ZOM & + ••••••••••••• 1 8 9

x...•...••.••.•... 1.5% 13.8X 6.7X- Total ••••••••••••••• 68 58 9 135
x••.•.••••..••..•. 100.0% 100.0% 100.0X 100.0X

CChi-squared=Z5.31 p<.OOOS)

NUMBER Of CARS IN HOUSEHOlO
NO CAR •••••••••••••• 41 8 1 50

%••••••••••••••••• 51.9% 12.5X 9.1X 32.5X
CAR/TRE RUOTE ••••••• 32 34 6 72

x•..•••.....•....• 40.5% 53. lX 54.5X 46.8X
2-4 CARS •••••••••••• 6 22 4 32

x..••••...•.....•. 7.6% 34.4X 36.4% 20.8X
Total •..••••••••••.• 79 64 11 154

x•..•.•...•.....•. 100.OX 100.0% 100.0X 100.0X
(Chi-squared=3S.16 p<.OOO05)
S~ling ratios:
lower=80/1606;Upper:65/1076; Contrade=11/529
Weights: lower=.98; Upper=.80; Contrade=2.34
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Appendlx~: Table -1. +.-Lartno Census Statufies on PopulatIOn Characterrsfics and EconomIe Acl1VItY (1')51-1981)- ISTAT CENSUS YEARS

1951 1961 1971 1981

POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS
Present PopuLation (de facto) 8118 66n 6874 7888
Resident Population (de jure) 8521 6979 6813 7805

(Net Migration) Present-Resident -403 -302 61 83
% change in diff. pres-res 0.0 -25.1 -120.2 36.1

Area km. sq. 88.3 88.3 88.3 88.3
Population Dens;ty 96.5 79.1 n.2 88.4

BRANCH OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
(151,161,171 hds of hhold; 181 males)

AgricuLture, Forestry, Fishing 891 653 406 484
Industry 342 410 627

Other 384 511 740
Industry + Other 744

Percent In Agr;cuLture 54.5 47.4 30.6 26.2
Percent Industry 20.0 24.8 30.9 33.9

Size of hhhld Work Force 1635 1379 1327 1851
Pcent Change over previous census -15.7 -3.8 39.5

TYPE OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
(151,161 & 171 hhhold/ 181 maLes)

Entrepreneur &ProfessionaL 69 37 29 45
Self EmpLoyed/Shop Keeper 901 619 465 472
Work in Fam;ly Businesses 0 8 8 33

Management &Clerical 113 122 235 339
Hourly Work.ers 552 593 592 962

Totals 1635 1379 1329 1851

.·lppenc/ix r: Table -1. 5-CellslIs Pop/Ilatio" Cha"ges /" Larino (1861-1986)

CENSUS POPOLAZIONE POPOLAZIONE BALANCE*
1EAR PRESENTE(PP) RESIDENTE (PR) (PP-PR)

1861
1871
1881
1901
1911
1921
1931
1936
1951
1961
1971
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

6,152
5,739
6,8n
7,063
6,903
6,734
7,089
7,315
8,118
6,6n
6,874
7,888
7,993
8,106
8,141
8,200
8,233

5,783
5,576
6,m
7,044
7,310
6,923
7,212
7,615
8,521
6,979
6,813
7,805
7,921
8,034
8,069
8,128
8,161

369
163
94
19

-407
-189
-123
·300
-403
-302

61
83
72
72
72
72
72

Source: lstat Censuses (1861-1981);Larino Anagrafe (1982-1986)
*The population balance, can be interpreted as an indicator of net migration. It is
the difference between the de facto population, or that which is present at the time
of the census (PP) and the de jure population, or that which is habitually domiciled
but not necessarily present at the time of the census (PR) (see also Masi,1985).
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Additional Tables for Chapter 7
Except where otherwise noted, only actual sample sizes were reported in most of

the following tables because the column percentage distributions are not affected by

weighting corrections for bias due to different sampling ratios. Where statistical tests are

reported, the weighted sample sizes were used for calculations because statistical

significance tests are sensitive to relative sample size. Where tests of significance are not

reported, the test were either not significant or could not he calculated. In those cases the

tables are descriptive of the totality of the respondents regardless of location.

Bivariate Comparisons

Appendu V. Table 7. J-Heads ofHousehold. Gender and Marital Status by Location

LOCATION

lARINO MllANO MONTREAL

RESPQNDENT IS ..
OTHER DECISION MAKER 15 4 19.- 11. 1X 5.n 6.6X

- HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 120 66 84 270
88.9% 94.3X 100.OX 93.4X

135 70 84 289
Tatals 100.0X 100.OX 100.0X 100.0X

GfMlfR
MALE 91 52 76 219

58.0X 67.5X 63.9X 62.0X

FEMAlE 66 25 43 134
42.0X 32.5X 36.1X 38.OX

157 n 119 353
fatals 100.0X 100.OX 100.0X 100.OX

(X2=4.59, p=.1008)
MARITAL SIATUS

SINGLE 13 7 2 22
8.8X 9.5X Ln 6.5X

MARRIED 115 56 108 279
77.7% 75.7% 9O.8X 81.8X

DIVORCED OR
SEPARATED 2 4 4 10

1.4X 5.4X 3.4X 2.9%

WIDOWED 18 7 5 30
12.2X 9.5X 4.2X 8.8X

148 74 119 341
Tatals 100.0X 100.0X 'OO.OX 'oo.OX
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Appmdi.{ ", Table 7 l Places 0/Birtlr and 0/Raisillg by l.oCtuiOll
AppemH't J', 1ilble 7. 3 EdUClltltm tIIrd l't'tirs oISe/lOo/mg hy

l.ocation

LOCATION LOCATION

LARINO MILANO MONTREAL LARINO MILANO MONTREAL
COUNTRY Of BIRTH
ITALY 154 n 119 350 EPUCATION COMPLETED

98.7X 100.0X 100.0X 99.4X STUDENT 1 1

OTHER 2 2 .8X .3X

,,3X .6X NONE 46 4 21 71

Totals 156 n 119 352 29.5X 5.6X 17.8X 20.5X

100.0" 100.0" 100.0" 100.0" GRADE 5 56 21 58 135
35.9X 29.2" 49.2X 39.0"

CouNTRY GREW Up IN GRADE 8 27 21 26 74

lTAU 154 n 107 338 17.3X 29.2X 22.0" 21.4"
98.7X 100.0X 89.9X 96.0X HIGH SCHOOL 11 11 7 29

CANADA 12 12 7.1X 15.3X 5.9X 8.4X

10.1X 3.4X DIPLOMAS:

OTHER 2 2 PARA'PROFESSIONAL 9 10 :5 22

1.3X .6X 5.8X 13.9X 2.5X 6.4X
Totals 156 n 119 352 PARA-UNIVERSITY 1 1 1 3

100.0X 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X .6" 1.4X .8X .91
UNIVERSITY DEGREE 6 4 1 11

PROYINCE Of BIRTH 3.8X 5.6X .8X 3.2X

OTHER 23 5 3 31
14.9X 6.7X 2.5X 8.9" 156 72 118 346

CAMPOBASSO 131 10 116 317 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X

85. lX 93.3" 97.5" 91.1"
Totals 154 75 119 348 YEARS Of SCHOQLING

100.0X 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X Valid N 155 70 117 342
Mean 6 9 6 7

PROVINCE GREW up IN Maxinun 23 20 20 23

OTHER NORT HERN ITALY 4 4 8 Mininun 0 0 1 0

2.6" 5.5X 2.3X Standard Deviation 4 4 3 4

OTHER SOUTHERN ITALY 11 2 13 Mode 5 5 5 5

7. lX 1.7X 3.8X Median 5 8 5 5

MllANO 2 15 17 P .23
1.3X 20.SX 4.9X RI .OB

CAMPOBASSO 137 54 105 296 F 18.78
89.0X 74.0X 88.2X 85.5X P <.00005

QUEBEC, CANADA 12 12
10.1X 3.5"

154 73 119 346
100.0" 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X
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Appendix r, Table 7. 6-Respolldellls' Major Ufetime Economic Actil'it)' Appendü; r, Table 7. 7-Persons ill lIolise/wld. Numhel' alld
(Occllpatiollal J)ivision) by Location Age ofOjJsprillK lit /lome

LOCATION LOCATION

LARINO MILANO MONTREAL LARtNO MHANO MONTREAL

NONE 21 7 17 45 HO. Of PERs.ottS.-l.tLH~

13.6X 9.7X 14.5X 13.1X Valid H (Households) 156 73 118
(White Collar Recode) Maxinun••..•••••.• 10 7 7

ENTREPRENEUR/ Mininun•••.•••.... 1 1 1
CONTRACTOR 1 1 2 Median............ 3 3 4

.61 .9X .61 Mode ••..•••..••.•. 2 2 4
PROFESSIONAL 3 4 2 9 Mean ••...•••.••••. 3.1 2.9 3.7

1.91 5.6% 1.7X 2.6% Standard Deviation 1.5 1.3 1.4
SElf-EMPLOYED/SHOP

KEEPER 35 14 18 67 HUMBER OF OFFSpRING LIVING
22.7X 19.4% 15.4X 19.5X AT HQMEIHQUSEHOLD

EMilY BUSINESS 5 1 6 Valid N (Households) 93 44 92
3.2% 1.4X 1.7X Maxinun••••••••••• 8 5 5

DIRECTOR/UPPER Mininun••••••••••• 1 1 1
MANAGEMENT 2 3 5 Median•••••••••••• 2 2 2

2.8% 2.6X 1.5% Mode•••••••••••••• 2 2 2
(Clerical/Technical Recode) Mean•••••••••••••• 2.0 1.8 2.1

CLERICAL/MIDDLE Standard Deviation 1.2 .9 1.0
MANAGEMENT 27 20 8 55

17.5% 27.8X 6.8% 16.0X AGE OF OLpeSI
(Blue Coller Recode) OEESpRIHG AIJHOME

LABOURER/HOURLY Valid N (Households) 92 43 92
\IORKER 45 20 63 128 Maxinun••.•••••.•• 56 59 41

29.2% 27.8X 53.8X 37.3X Mininun••.••.••••• 1 4 1
DOMESTIC WORKERS 2 4 4 10 Median•••.••.••.•. 19.5 19 21

1.3X 5.61 3.4X 2.91 Mode ..•••.•••••••• 12 17 20
FARMER/AGRICULIURAL Mean •••••••..••••• 19.9 20.4 21.6

WORICER 15 1 16 Standard Deviation 10.8 10.1 7.6
9.lX .91 4.lX

154 72 117 343
lOO.OX lOO.OX tOO.OX tOO.OX
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Appt'Ildix l', Tub/t' 7. H- r('(I/'~I' Meall IlIcome mul I"COlllt' (irollp!i
.·lppt'w/ix r, 'l'aMe 7. 1}-.()cclI/mlimwl J'ïdd (bulll.\"lrial Scclor) hy

Localion

LOCATION LOCATION

LARINO MILANO MONTREAL LARINO MllANO MONTREAL

NET YEARlY FAMIlY INCOME* OCCUPATIONAl FJELD
AGRICULTURE 9 9

14.5% 4.9XVaL id N 136 65 100 301 ENERGY 2 3 5Mean 10.13 17.69 27.54 17.54 3.2% 6.4% 2.7%Maximun 32.50 60.00 85.00 85.00 MINES &CHEMICALS 3 1 4Minimun 2.00 5.00 7.00 2.00 6.4% 1.3% 2.2%Standard Deviation 6.34 11.66 15.81 13.70 PRECISION MECHANICS 3 3 3 9
Mode 5.00 9.00 22.50 5.00 4.8X 6.4% 4.0% 4.9%Median 9.00 15.00 22.50 13.00 WORK &REPAIR SHOPS 5 5 7 17Spread (Mean/s.d.) 1.6 1.51 1.74 8.1% 10.6% 9.3% 9.2%larino-MontreaL t=-6.88, p<.0005; F=6.32, p<.OOOS FOOD &TEXTILE 22 22larino-Milano t=-3.34, 2-tail p=.002; F=3.53 p<.0005 29.3% 12.0%Mi Lano-MontreaL t=-2.89, 2-taiL p=.OOS CONSTRUCTION 12 1 15 28

19.4% 2.1% 20.0% 15.2%NET INCOME* GROUP COMMERCE 11 10 13 34
17.7% 21.3% 17.3% 18.5%< 10 77 19 6 102 TRANSPORT &56.6% 29.2% 6.0% 33.9% COMMUNICATION 5 2 6 13
8.1% 4.3% 8.0% 7.1%la To < 20 50 29 33 112 CREDIT &INSURANCE 1 3 1 536.8% 44.6% 33.0r. 37.2X 1.6% 6.4% 1.3% 2.7%

CIVIL SERVICE 6 620 & + 9 17 61 87 12.8% 3.3X6.6% 26.2% 61.0X 28.9X SERVICES 14 11 7 32
22.6% 23.4% 9.3% 17.4%Totals 136 65 100 301

100.0% 100.0% 100.0X 100.0X 62 47 75 184
100.0X 100.0X 100.0% 100.0X

*All income figures can be interpreted as either thousand
dolLars or million Lire
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Appendix r. Table 7. JO .1I01l.fillg 7)pc.f by /.oCtllioll Appelldix ", Table 7 Il Numht'r 0/( ·clr.f per J/(J/lselwld

lOCATION LOCATION

LARINO MILANO MONTREAL lARINO MI LANO MONTREAL
-

HQUSING TypOLOGIES NO CAR/VEHIClE 50 19 17 86
lARINO &Ml.J.AHO %............ 32.5% 26.0% 14.4% 24.9X

VlllA/VlllINO••••••. 11 2 13 ONE VEH 1ClE .... 72 42 47 161
%•...••..•••••.•.. 8.1% 1.8% 4.2% X•••.....•... 46.8X 57.5X 39.8X 46.n

SIGNORllE ••••••••••• 4 3 7 TWO CARS •...•.. 30 10 39 79
X••••••.•••••••.•• 2.9% 5. 1% 2.3X X...••••••••. 19.5% B.n 33. 1% 22.9X

APARTMENT/CONDO •••.. 39 46 11 96 THReE OR fOUR •• 2 2 15 19
X•••••••.•••••••.• 28.n 78.0X 9.8% 31.3% X•••••••••••. 1.3% 2.n 12.n 5.5X

RUSTIC RURAL •••••••• 11 11 TotILs ••••••••• 154 73 118 345
X..•..•..••••••••• 8.1X 3.6X %•••••••••••• 100.0% 100.0X 100.0X 100.0%

PUBlIC/ECONOMJCAL ••• 70 la 80
x..••.......•..... 51.5" 16.9% 26.1"

AQDITIONAL TYPES Appendix l'. Table 7. J2-Slze of J/ouse. Rooms and Floor.Space
EOR MONTREAL lOCATIONBUNGALOW •••••...•... 21 21

X••••••••••.•••••• 18.8% 6.8% lARINO MILANO MONTREAL

COTTAGE ••••••••••••• 12 12 NO Of R()(J1S
X•••••••••••••.••• 10.n 3.9X VaUd N.••••••.•.. 145 67 114

Mlx i 1TlJI1••••••••••• 12 7 12
DUPLEX OR OTHER·PlEX 1 66 67 Mininun••••••••••• 1 1 3

X•••••••••••••••.. .n 58.9X 21.8% Median••••.••••••. 4 3 6
Hode•••••••••••••• 4 3 5

Valid N••••...••.• 136 59 112 301 Mean••••••••.••••. 3.78 3.10 6.05
%•••••••••••••.•.. 100.0% 100.0% 100.0X 100.0X Standard Deviation 1.83 1.12 1.60

FLOQR SPACE cm21
VaLid N•.....••••• 127 70 99
Maxinun•••.•••••.• 450.00 230.00 411.72
Mininun•••••..•••• 15.00 25.00 40.00
Median•••.••..••.. 80.00 72.00 134.55
Mean••••••..••.••. 93.18 18.17 142.80
Standard Deviation 59.21 37.06 57.05
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Appendi'f J'. Tab/e 7. J3 Age ofIlouse Appendix l', Tab/e 7. J.I-Breakdo",n ofnt/eciBulidings hy Fanll/."
Capacil)' and by 7)1Je ofAllcll'hmeflllcJ

LOCATION Other Buildings

LARINO MILANO MONTREAL LOCATION

AGE Of HOUSE IN YEARS LARINO MILANO MONTREAL
1 TO 6•.......•..... 6 1 10 17

X.•...•...•.•..... 5.1X 1.SX 8.n 5.6X Sl1tGLf.:IAKlU
DETACHED .......•. 14 28 42

7 TO 11 •............ 15 4 16 35 X............•... 9.9X 24.3X 12.9X
X•......•....•.... 12.n 5.9X 13.9X l'.6X SEMI·DETACHED •.•• 25 25

x................ 17.6X 7."'"12 TO 15 •...•....... 10 5 13 28 ATTACHED ••••••••• 49 49
X•.•.•........•... 8.5X 7.4X l'.3X 9.3X X............•... 34.5X 15.0X

llIO-EAMILY
16 TO 26............ 22 22 45 89 DETACHED •••••.••• 8 10 18

X.•.•.......•..... 18.6X 32.4X 39.1X 29.6X X.••.•••••••.•.•. 5.6X 8.n 5.5X
5EMI-DETACHED •..• 4 30 34

27 TO 41. ........... 13 27 29 69 X......•..•..•... 2.8X 26.1X 10.4X
X....••••.••..•... 11.0X 39.lX 25.2X 22.9X ATTACHED •••••.... 8 1 4 13

X.•....•.•....... 5.6X 1.4X 3.5X 4.0X
42 TO 67..•.....••.. 4 6 2 12 MULII· EMIL,!

X.•.•............. 3.4X 8.8X Ln 4.0X DETACHED .•..••••• 16 16 5 37
x................ l'.3X 23.2X 4.3X 11.3X

68 AND OlDER ...••..• 48 3 51 SENI-DETACHED.... 7 3 32 42
X•...•..••........ 40.lX 4.4X 16.9" X..........•..... 4.9X 4.3X 27.8X 12.9X

ATTACHED ••••.•.•• 11 49 6 66
Totals ••••••••..••.. 118 68 115 301 x................ 7.lX 71.0X 5.2X 20.2X

X.•.•..•..•......• 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X
Total s ............• 142 69 115 326

X..•............. 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X
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Appendix l: Tab/e -. 15-Perception ofHousing Prob/ems. Solutions. Reni
Conrro/ and Rights ofthe Land/ord

lARIND MILANO MONTREAL Tatals

Tatals.............. 152 69
X.•.•••.••.••••..• 100.OX 100.0%

X' = 19.95, p<.00005

IS THERE A PRINCIPAL
HOUSING PROSlEM?

NO ..••••••••.••.••.•
X•••••••••••••••••

YES ......•....•••...
%•••••••••••••••••

25
16.4%
127

83.6%

3
4.3%
66

95.7X

47 75
40.~ 22.3%

68 261
59. lX 77.n

115 336
100.0X 100.0X

MAIN HOUSING PROSLEM (lst answer)
CONDITION........... 37 3

%... •••••••••• •••• 28.n 4.n
o

.ex
40

15.3%

DI STR 1BUTION
/AVAIlABIlITY
/AFFOROABIlITY •.••... 67 49 22 138

X.•.••••••...•••.. 51.9X 76.6% 32.4X 52.~

FUNCTI ON/DES1GN
/SERVICES ..••..•..•• 20 3 15 38

X••...•..•.••.••.• 15.5X 4.n 22.1% 14.6X

TAXES/GOVT-ADMIN 1STRAT ION
/TENANT-LANOLORD,
OTHER •...•....•..•.. 5 9 31 45

X•••••••••••.•.... 3.9X 14.1% 45.6X H.a

Tatals.............. 129 64 68 261
X•................ 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X

X' =73.70, p<.OOOOS (25% af expected frequencies <5)

WHO SHOULO RESOLVE THE PROBLEM?
PUBLIC SECTOR....... 107 31

X................. 82.3% 47.n

SEMI PUBLIC/COOPERATIVES
/PRIVATE/ALl seCTORS. 23 34

X................. 17.n 52.3%

Tatals.............. 130 65
X•••••••.•.•...... 100.0% 100.0X

X' = 15.34, p<.OOOS

S4 192
79.4X 73.0%

14 71
20.6X 27.0X

68 263
100.0X 100.OX

TO HAVE

26
16.9X

22
14.3%
106

68.8%

IS IT JUST FOR LANDLORD
IUGHT Ta EVICT?
NO•••••.•....•••.•.•

X•••••••••••••••••
D/K-UNDECIOED •...•••

%•••••••••••••••••
YES ••••••••••••••.••

X•••••••••••••••••

35
49.3X

la
14.1X

26
36.6%

25
21.6%

28
24.1%

63
54.3X

86
25.a

60
17.6X

195
57.a

Tatals.............. 154 71 116 341
x.••••••...•.•••.• 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X

X' =22.09, p<.0002
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Appendi.l J', Table 7. I6-Number of/folises O...ned Anywhere al Presenl

LOCATION

LARINO MILANO MONTREAL

HUMBER Of HOUSES DWNED
AHYWHERE, HW
NONE ••••••••••••••• 31 3 1 35
X....•.•.....••... 39.1X 36.8X 13.6X 36.6X

ONE ••••••••••.••.•• 24 4 1 29
X••.•..•••••.••••• 30.4X 47.4X 13.6X 30.3X

TWO OR MORE ••.••••• 24 1 6 32
X....•.•..•...•... 30.4X 15.8X 72.1" 33. 'X

Totals (Weighted) .. 79 8 9 96
X••.••.••••••••••• 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X

Appendix ,: Table 7. 18-Jlousing Tenure

LOCATION

LARINO MILANO MONTREAL

HroSIHG TENURE
OWNERSHIP ••....•.•.. 107 29 99 235

X••.•.•••••.••.••. 68.6X 38.1" 83.9X 67.3X

RENTAL •••••••••••••• 29 37 18 84
X••••••••••••••••• 18.6X 49.3X 1S.3X 24. lX

OTHER TENURE •••••••• 20 9 1 30
X•..•.•..•...•.... 12.8X 12.0X .8X 8.6X

Totals ••••••••••.••• 156 75 118 349
X••.•••......•.•.. 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X

Chi-squared=Z4.80, p:.OOO1

• ..

Appelldl.l ", Table:' 17-{)wllers' Prtee f:"a 11111Ilons, Illdebletbll's.'i,
ami l'alue ofAli /fou.'ies ()wlled

LOCATION

LARINO MILANO MONTREAL

QWHERS' HOUSE PRICE*
EVALUATION
VaUd N.••....•.•• 63 22 75
M8J1inun..•.••.•.•• 500,000 600,000 450,000
Minlll1llll .••.••••••• 10,000 34,000 50,000
Median •.••.••..••• 55,000 90,000 180,000
Mode .............. 100,000 150,000 200,000
Mean •••••.•••.•... 75,159 125,068 204,233
Standard Deviation 76,104 118,158 87,679

BALANCE* Ta BE PAID
ON H(ljSE
Valid N••........• 6 5 31
Max; 1I1lIII••••••••••• 35,000 72,000 180,000
Mini 1I1lIII••••••••••• 5,000 5,000 5,000
Median•.••••••.•.• 14,000 10,000 37,000
Mode .•.•........•. 35,000 5,000 40,000
Mean•••••••••••••• 18,150 22,600 43,565
Standard Deviation 13,618 28,245 35,434

TOTAL ESTIHATED VALUE·
Of ALl HQUSES OWNED
VaUd N........... 63 22 75
Maxinun.•......... 500,000 600,000 1,450,000
Mini 1I1lIII••••••••••• '0,000 34,000 50,000
Median ••••.•••.••• 59,500 115,000 200,000
Mode ••••.•••.••••• 100,000 150,000 200,000
Mean••••••••••••.• 80,151 138,023 270,420
Standard Deviation 84,516 121,092 248,924

*All figures converted to dollars at 1,000 lire/dollar
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Appendi."C J', Table 7. J9-Total Number of I/ouses Uved infor O,re
}'ear or More and Years in Present
/louse.

LOCATION

LARINO MILANO MONTREAL

Larino-Milano t=-2.12 2-tail p=.03~

Larino-Montreal f=2.14 p<.OOOS
t=-7.50 2-tail p<.0005

Mi lano-Montreal t=-4.12 2-tail p<.OOOS

TOTAL NUMBER OF HQUSeS LIVED
Appendi."C J', Table 7. 20---Residential Moves· by Location

*A move was defined as a change of residence which
lasted for more than one year.

13
3.8X

91
26.5~

195
56.9X

Totals

o

3
2.6X

94
aO.3X

o

6
8.5X

41
57.7X

LOCATION Of INTERVIEW

13
8.4~

82
52.CJl

60
38.7X

LARINO MILAND MONTREAL

NEVER HOVED ••••
X••••••••••••

EXCLUSIVELY
WITHIN CITY ••
~ .

OUTSIDE Of CITY
X••••••••••••

MOVED WITH 1N
AND OUTSIDE.. 0 24 20 44
~............ 33.8X 17.1X 12.8X

Total.......... 155 71 117 343
X............ lDO.OX 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X

117
16.00
18.00
2.00
6.00
6.00
6.36
2.59

118
56.50
57.00

.50
2.00

11.00
11.94
8.23

72
13.00
14.00
1.00
3.00
4.00
4.08
1.93

71
59.75
60.00

.25
10.00
13.00
15.92
11.37

152
10.00
11.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
3.36
1.79

155
81.83
82.00

.17
10.00
15.00
18.48
17.00

IN FOR MORE THAN 1 YEAR
Valid N..••...•...
Range.•...........
MaxilTlle...•.......
MinilTlle•••••••••••
Mode ••••••••••••••
Median•.••...••.••
Mean••.•..••...•..
Standard Deviation

YEARS Llyep IN
PRESENT HOOSE

Val id N•••••••••••
Range.•...••..••..
MaxilTlle..•.•.••..•
MinilTlle.••.•..•..•
Mode••••••••••••••
Hedian .•.•••.••...
Mean•...••.•.••..•
Standard Deviation

Larino-Milano f=2.19 p=.013
Larino-Montreal F=4.20 p<.0005

t=4.11 2-tail p<.0005
Mi lano-Montreal F=1.92 p=.048
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Appe"'/i.'( r, Table 7. li-Residellllai A!lwes· b/!tweerf Other C;tre.'i Appe,rcil.l ", Tabll! : 22-Mlgrallls Le"glh of 7ïml! i" }'t'ars Si""/! J.rem"

LOCATION OF INTERVIEW TotaLs LOCATION OF INTERVIEW TotaLs

LARINO MILANO MONTREAL LARINO MI LANO MONTREAL

HUMBER Of CiliES YEARS SINCE LEFI
AT LEAST: OTHER PLACE

ONE OTHER .... 57 23 71 151 Val id N•••••••.••• 43 18 19 80
x............ 96.6X 38.3X 64.5X 65.9% Range •••••••••••.. 65.00 51.00 48.00 65.00

TWO OTHER ...... 2 37 38 77 MaxinJ.Jll•••••..•.•• 66.00 52.00 50.00 66.00
X•••••••.•••• 3.4X 61.7X 34.5X 33.6X Min i /Tl.IIl ••••••••••• 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00

THREE OTHER •••• a 0 1 1 Mode •.•••••••..•.• 21.00 3.00 18.00 30.00
X•••••••••••• .9% .4X Median••.••.•..•.. 20.00 13.50 25.00 20.00

TotaL ••••••.••• 59 60 110 229 Mean••.••••••.•..• 21.07 17.06 24.47 20.98
X.•••••••.•.. 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X Standard Deviation 16.10 14.14 10.15 14.62

WHltH CillES?
LARINO••••••••• N.A.** 57 110 167 YEARS SINCE LEFT LARINO

x............ 91.9% 94.8X SO.2X VaLid N••••••••.•• 0 53 112 165
Range ••••••••.•.•• 52.00 43.00 57.00

TotaL •••••••. 62 116 178 Max inJ.JlI••••••••••• 54.00 59.00 59.00
X••••••••••.. 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X Mini 1lILJTl••••••••••• 2.00 16.00 2.00

Mode •••••••••••.•• 14.00 27.00 27.00
MILANO AND Median•••••.•.•..• 30.00 30.00 30.00

VICINITY ••••• 3 H.A. 2 5 Mean•••••••••••..• 28.89 30.56 30.02
X•••••••••••• 5.1X 1,7X 2.0X Standard Deviation 12.46 7.25 9.24

TotaL ....... 59 116 246 YEARS SINCE LEFT MILANO
X•••••••••••• 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X VaL id N••••••••••• 3 a 1 4

Range ••••••.•.••.• 10.00 .00 21.00
MONTREAL AND Max ilTlITI ••••••••••• 15.00 26.00 26.00

VICINITY ••••. 7 1 N.A. 8 MinilTllll••••••••••• 5.00 26.00 5.00
X•.••••••••.• 11.9% 1.6X 3.4X Mode ••.•••••.••••• 5.00 26.00 5.00

Median ..•••••••••• 8.00 26.00 11.50
Total ••••••.• 59 61 237 Mean•.•..••••••••• 9.33 26.00 13.50
X••••••••••.• 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X Standard Deviation 5.13 .00 9.33

OTHER PLACES ... 52 16 13 61 YEARS SINCE LEET MONTREAL
X•••••••••... 86.n 26.2X 1'.3X 34.3X VaUd N........... 6 1 0 7

Range•.•••••••.•.. 22.00 .00 22.00
TotaL •••••••• 60 61 115 236 Maxilll.lTl ..••••••••• 34.00 22.00 34.00
X•••••••••••• 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X Mini 1Il.ITI••••••••••• 12.00 22.00 12.00

*A move was defined as a change in pLace of residence Mode•...........•. 12.00 22.00 12.00
which Lasted more than one year Median ..••.••..•.. 26.50 22.00 25.00

**Not applicabLe in location of interview Mean •••••••.•••••. 24.00 22.00 23.71
Standard Deviation 8.37 .00 7.67
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AppendiT ", Table 7. 23-IJesire und ()pporlu"ity 10 I.eave Larino by
Localion o/Olher 1I001ses ever I"habiled

OTHER HOUSES EVER INHABITED
All IN LARINO?

NO YES ALWAYS IN
SAHE House

HEVER HAD DESIRE
NOR OPPORTUN 1TV
TO LEAVE ••.••. 44 46 7 97
X••••..••..•• 80.0" 57.5" 53.8X 65.5X

DESIRE BUT NO
OPPORTUNITY ••. 5 17 5 27
X•.••..••..•• 9.1X 21.3X 38.5X 18.2X

OPPORTUN 1TV BUT
NO DESiRE ..... 2 10 1 13
X•...••...•.. 3.6X 12.5X 7.1" 8.8X

HAD 80TH 8UT 010
NOT LEAVE ..... 4 7 a 11
x••..••...... 7.3X 8.8X 7.4X

Totals* •••••••• 55 80 13 148
X•••..••...•• 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X

*Small discrepancies between total percentages in this
table and Lar;no column in other tables are due exclusion
of 7 missing responses.

~
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Appendix r, Table 7. 201-Location o/I.ast Residence in Larino for
Residents 0/Alilan and MolllrelJI

LOCATION Of INTERVIEW

MILANO MONTREAL

LOCATION Of LAST
RESIDENCE
IN LARINO

LOWER LARINO... 18 67 85
X........•••• 81.8X 63.8X 66.9X

UPPER LARINO... 4 11 15
X....•..•.... 18.2X 10.5X 11.8X

CONTRADE ••••••• a 27 27
X......••...• .OX 25.7" 21.3X

Totals ...•..... 22 105 127
x............ 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X
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Appendù ~: Table -. 25-TyPe ofModificarions Ever Done

TYPE LOCATION Totals

LARINO MILANO MONTREAL

RESTRUCTURINGS
NO, HEVER DONE .•..•• 118 62 100 280

%•••.••••.•••••••• 77.1% 84.9% 84.7% 81.4%

yES ••••••••....•..•• 35 11 18 64
%..••••••••••••••• 22.9X 15.1% 15.3% 18.6%

Totals ..•.....•••••• 153 73 118 344
%••••••••.•••••••• 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

RESTORATIONS
NO, NEVER DONE •••••• 154 67 116 337

%••••••••••••••••• 100.0% 91.8% 98.3% 97.7%

yES ••••••••••••••••• 0 6 2 8
%••••••••••••••••• 8.2% 1.7% 2.3%

Totals .••••••••..... 154 73 118 345
%••..........••••• 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

ENlARGEMENTS
NO, HEVER DONE •.•••. 145 72 109 326

%..••••.•••••••••• 94.2% 98.6% 92.4% 94.5%

yES ...•.•••.•••.•... 9 1 9 19
%••••••••.•••••••• 5.8% 1.4% 7.6"1. 5.5%

Totals •••••••••••••• 154 73 118 345
"1.••••••••••••..•.. 100.0% 100.0% 100.0"1. 100.0%

REPAIRS
NO, NEVER DONE •••••• 89 41 59 189

%•••••••••••••.••• 57.8% 56.2% 50.0"1. 54.8%

yES ••••••••••••.••.. 65 32 59 156
%••••••••••••••••• 42.2% 43.8"1. 50.0"1. 45.2%

Totals•••••••••••••• 154 73 118 345
%•••••.••.•••••••• 100.0% 100.0% 100.0"1. 100.0%

REDECORATI ONS (x'=8.98, p=.0112)
NO, NEVER DONE •••••• 101 34 55 190

%•••..•••....•..•• 65.6"1. 46.6"1. 47.0"1. 55.2%

yES ••••••••••••.••.. 53 39 62 154
%••••..••..••••••• 34.4"1. 53.4"1. 53.0% 44.8%

Totals ••...••.•••••• 154 73 117 344
"1.••••••••••••••••• 100.0% 100.0"1. 100.0"1. 100.0%
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Appendix J': Table -.26-- Occu"ence of/lems Represenling Symbo/ic Use ofSpace

LOCATION Totals

LARINO MILANO MONTREAL

FAMILY PHOTOS
NO •••••••••.••.•••.• 40 28 12 80

%•......•••••..•.. 25.6% 39.4X 10.2X 23.lX

YES•......••.•...... 116 43 106 265
X••••••••.•.••••.• 74.4X 60.6X 89.8X 76.8X

1 2 =9.167 p=.0102 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X 100.0%
RELIGIClJS

aBJECTS/PHOTOS
NO•••••••••••••••••• 30 29 27 86

X••••••••.••••.••• 19.7% 40.8% 22.9% 25.2%

YES••••••••••••••••. 122 42 91 255
X••••••••••••••••• 8O.3X 59.lX 77. lX 74.8%

- 1 2 =7.207 p=.0272 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X 100.0%
ORIGINAL PAINTINGS- NO•.••••••..•..•..•. 105 33 75 213

X•.•....••.••.••.. 69.1X 46.5% 63.6% 62.SX

YES .••••••........•. 47 38 43 128
%.••••.••...••••.• 30.9% 53.5% 36.4X 37.SX

1 2 =6.52 p=.0384 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X
IMAGES Of

ILLUSTRIOUS
PERSaNS

NO•••••••••••••••••• 135 60 104 299
X•.•....•••••.••.• 88.8X 84.5X 88.1X 87.7%

YES .•••••••..•••.••• 17 11 14 42
X•••••...••.•••.•• l1.lX 15.5% 11.9% 12.3%

100.0X 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X
aBJECTS Of PERSONAL

VALUE
NO•••••••••••••••••• 129 47 80 256

X•••••••••.••••••• 84.9% 66.lX 67.8X 75. lX

YES •••••••••••.••••• 23 24 38 85
X••••••••.•••••••• 15. lX 33.8X 32.2X 24.9%

1 2 =12.19 p=.0022 100.0X 100.0X 100.0% 100.0%
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Appendix ~: Table -. 27-opinion ofExtra Cooking Area by Having One by Location

DO YaJ HAVE AN EXTRA COOICING AREA?

NO YES Totals

LOCATION LOCATION

LARINO MI LANO MONTREAL LARINO MI LANO MONTREAL

EXTRA COOICING AREA
GOOO OR BAD IDEA?

GOOO/VERY GOOO. 99 26 28 14 1 43 211
x.....•.•.... 70.7X 41.3X 42.4X 87.5% 25.0X 81.1X 61.7%

NEITHER/OIC ••••• 29 17 22 2 3 8 81
%••....•..••• 20.7X 27.0X 33.3% 12.5% 75.0X 15.1X 23.7%

BAD/VERY BAD ..• 12 20 16 2 50
X•••••..•.... 8.6X 31.7% 24.21 3.8X 14.6X

Totals ••••••.•• 140 63 66 16 4 53 342
X•••••••••••• 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X 100.0% 100.0% 100.0X 100.0X

Appendix V. TtJble 7. 28--Evalualion ofPresent House versus Previous

LOCATION Total

LARINO MllANO MONTREAL

MUCH BETTER ...•••••• 29 16 44 89
X•••••••••••...... 21.5X 24.21 38.3X 28.2X

BETTER •.••••••...... T3 31 58 162
X•••••.••••••..... 54. lX 47.0X 50.4X 51.3X

SAME •••••••••••...•. 8 7 11 26
X••••••••••••••••• 5.9% 10.6% 9.6X 8.2%

\./ORSE ••••••••••••••• 23 8 1 32
X..•.•••....•••.•• 17.0X 12.1X .9% la. lX

MUCH ~SE •....••..• 2 1 1 4
%•••••.••••••...•. 1.5X 1.5% .9% 1.3X

DON'T KNOW •••••..... 3 3
X•••.••••••••••••• 4.5X .91

Total •.••••••••••••• 135 66 115 316
%•••.••••••••••••. 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X
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Appendu ~: Table ~. 29-Room for Most Fami/y. Re/iglous Pictures and Objects

LOCATION Totals

LARINO MI LANa MONTREAL

FOR FAMILY PICTURES
BEDROOMS .•...•.••••• 38 13 26 n

%••••••••••••••••• 33.0% 30.2% 25.0% 29.4%

KITCHEN •••.•....•••• 11 4 7 22
%••••••••••••••••• 9.6% 9.3% 6.7% 8.4%

BEDROOM & LIVING
ROOM ••.••..•..... 5 5 28 38

%•.•...•...••••••• 4.3% 11.6X 26.9X 14.5%

LIVING ROOM •.•.•...• 55 14 22 91
%••••••••••••••••• 47.8% 32.6% 21.2% 34.7%

aTHER ROOMS •••••.••• 5 4 12 21
%••••••••••••••••• 4.3% 9.3% 11.5X 8.0%

EVERYWHERE •••••••••• 1 3 9 13
%••••••••••••••••• .en 7.0% 8.7% 5.0%

Totals •••••••••••••• 115 43 104 262... %...•...•.•.•..•.. 100.0% 100.0% 100.OX 100.0%

FOR RELIGIOUS
PICTURES/OBJECTS

BEDROOMS••••..•..... 93 27 45 165
%••••••••••••••••• 76.en 64.3% 51.1% 65.7%

KITCHEN ••••••••••••• 13 1 8 22
%••••••••••••••••• 10.lX 2.4% 9.1% 8.8%

BEDROOM & LIVING
ROOM •••..•..••••. 2 2 7 11

%••••••••••••••••• 1.7X 4.8% 8.0X 4.4%

LIVING ROOM •...•.••. 4 9 5 18
X••••••••••••••••• 3.3% 21.4% 5.7% 7.2%

aTHER ROOMS ••••••••• 6 2 12 20
X•••••••.•.•••.... 5.0% 4.8% 13.6X 8.0X

EVERyWHERE •••••••••• 3 1 11 15
X.•....•..••.•..•• 2.5% 2.4% 12.5X 6.0%

Totals ••••••••••••.• 121 42 88 251
X•.....•.....•..•. 100.0% 100.0X 100.0X 100.0%
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Appendix ~: Tab/e -. 3O-Assessment ofthe Spread ofthe "Good Lift .. ln Ita/y

LOCATION Tatals

lARINO "llANO "ONTREAL
'THE GOOO lIFE' 15

NOW WIDESPREAD
THROUGHOUT lTAlY'

DI5AGREE••••••.....• 56 34 26 116
%•...•..••••••••.• 36.6% 49.3% 22.4% 34.3%

UNDEClDED •.•..•••••• 27 8 32 67
%•••.•••.••••••••• 17.6% 11.6% 27.6% 19.8%

AGREE ••••••••••••••• 70 27 58 155
%••••••••...•••••• 45.8% 39.1% 50.0% 45.9X

fatals ••••••••...... 153 69 116 338
x.............••.. 100.0X 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

1'=7.39 P=.1166

Appendix ~: Table 7. 31- Attitudes on Undivided Property. Things Improving.
Making Changes.

LOCATION Tatals

LARINO "1 LANO MONTREAL

UNDIVIDED PROPERTY
15 CAUSE OFFAMILY PROBLEMS

DISAGREE •••••••••••• 22 17 24 63
x...•......•...... 15.0% 24.6% 21.2% 19.1%

UNDEClDEO •••.••••.•• 14 16 32 62
x.•........•...... 9.5% 23.2% 28.3% 18.8%

AGREE ...••.••••••••• 111 36 57 204
%••••••••••••••••• 75.5% 52.2% 50.4% 62.0%

Tatals ..••.••••••••• 147 69 113 329
x•..•......•....•. 100.0% 100.0X 100.0% 100.0%

X'=19.65 p=.0006
IN SPITE OF EVERYTHING

THINGS ARE IMPROVING

DISAGREE •.•...•••••• 43 18 9 70
x.•.....•......... 28.1% 26.1% 7.8% 20.7%

UNDECIDEO •.•••.••••• 39 10 9 58
%••••••••••••••..• 25.5% 14.5% 7.8% 17.2%

AGREE ••••••••••••••• 71 41 98 210
x..........•...... 46.4% 59.4% 84.5% 62. lX

Tatals•••••••••••••• 153 69 116 338
%••...••..•••••••• 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

X' =24. 14 p=. 0001
EVEN IF VOU TRY, VOU WILL NOT BE ABLE

TO CHANGE ANYTHING
OISAGREE •••••••••••• 50 35 36 121

%••••.••.•.•.•.••. 32.7% 50.7% 30.8% 35.7%
UNDECIOED ••••••••••• 47 9 21 n

%•...•••.•••.••••. 30.7% 13.0% 17.9X 22.7%
AGREE •••••••••••.••. 56 25 60 141

%••••••••••••••••• 36.6% 36.2% 51.3% 41.6%
Tatals •••••••••••••. 153 69 117 339

%••••••••••••••••• 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Xl =9.98 p=.0408
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Appendix r. Table - 32-Atttludes on. Social Lift. Look ofHouse. lnlcial Debl al Marnage.
and Savmg for a House.

LOCATION

LARINO MI LANO MONTREAL Tatals

SEST SOCIAL LIFE IS WITH FAMILY
AHD FRIENDS

DISAGREE •••••....•.. 1 3 4
%•........•.•.•••. .6% 4.3X 1.2%

UNDECIDED ••••••••••. 10 3 6 19
X•..•.••...•..•.•• 6.5% 4.3% 5.1% 5.5%

AGREE •.••••••••••••• 1" 64 112 320
%•.•..••....•.•••. 92.9% 91.4X 94.9% 93.3%

Tatals •••••••••••••• 155 70 118 343
x•....•••••.•••.•. 100.0X 100.0% 100.0X 100.0X

Xl n.s.
EXTERNAL LOOK Of HOUSE

MORE IMPORTANT THAN INTERNAL
DISAGREE •••••••....• 105 54 75 234

X•...••••....•.••. 70.9% 78.3X 63.6X 69.9%
UNDECIDED ••••••••••• 22 8 17 47

X.•.•.•........••• 14.9% 11.6X 14.4% 14.0X
AGREE .••.••••••••••• 21 7 26 54

%..... " .......••. 14.2X 10. lX 22.0X 16. lX
Totals•..••••••..... 148 69 118 335

X••••••••••••••••• 100.0X 100.0X 100.0% 100.0%

268
68.6% 78.6X

15 26
12.7'% 7.6%

22 47
18.6% 13.8%
118 341

100.0X 100.0

-
Xl n.s.
AT BEGINNING OF A MARRIAGE. BETTER

TO CWE FOR HOUSE THAN FOR WEDDING EXPENSES
DISAGREE............ 14 2

X..... •••••••.•••• 9.2% 2.9%
UNDECIDED........... 5 6

X........... .• ••• . 3.3% 8.7'X
AGREE............... 134 61

X....... •.•••.•.•• 87.6% 88.4X
Tatals.............. 153 69

x....•.••.•.•••••. 100.0% 100.0X
Xl n.s.
BETTER TO SPEND WELL ON GOOD FURNISHINGS

THAN TO SAVE TO SUY A HOUSE
DISAGREE............ 132 55 81

X................. 8S.lX 79.7'X
UNDECIDED........... 6 5

X................. 3.9% 7.2%
AGREE............... 16 9

X................. 10.4X 13.0X
Tatals.. .••••••••••• 154 69

%..... .••..•.••.•. 100.0X 100.0X
Not significant even Dy elimination of undecided.
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Appendix ~: Table ':". 33-Satisfaction Scale Items: Doctors and Hospita/s.
Garbage and Sewers. Public Transit.

LOCATION

LARINO MILANO MONT~EAl

Tatals

SATISFIED WITH DOCTOR
AND HOSPITAL
SERVICES?

VRy/UNSATISFIED •••••
X•••••••••••••••••

NEITHER •••••••••••••
X•••••••••••••••••

VRy/SATISFiED ••.•.••
X•••••••••••••••••

ratals••••••••••••••
X•••••••••••••••••
XI =18.40 p=.001

40
26.0%

32
20.8X

82
53.lX

154
100.0X

13
17.6X

14
18.9%

47
63.5X

74
100.OX

8
6.8X

10
8.5X

100
84.7X

118
100.0X

61
17.6X

56
16.2%

229
66.2%

346
100.0X

• SATISFIED WiTH GARBAGE
REMOVAL & seWER.. SERVICES?

VRy/UNSATISFIED •••.• 84 10 10 104
X••••••••••••••••• 57.1X 13.5X 8.4X 30.6X

NEITHE~ ••.•.•••.••.• 16 12 8 36
X••••••••••••••••• 10.9% 16.2% 6.7X 10.6X

VRy/SATISFIED..•..•. 47 52 101 200
X.•.••••••••••••.• 32.0% 70.3X 84.9% 58.8X

Tatals .......••..••• 147 74 119 340
X..•••••••••••••.• 100.0% 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X
(with NEITHER recoded a5 UNSATISFtED XI =59.11 PS.OOOOS)

SATISFIED WITH PUBLIC
TRANSIT SERVICES?

VRy/UNSATlSFIED ••••• 43 5 8 56
X••••••••••••••••• 29.3X 6.SX 6.8X 16.6X

NEITHER ••••••••••••• 58 8 12 78
X••••••••••••••••• 39.5X 11.0% 10.3% 23.1X

VRy/SArlSFlED ••••••• 46 60 97 203
X••••••••••••••••• 31.3X 82.lX 82.9% 60.2%

fatals ••••••••••••.• 147 73 117 337
x.••..•.••.•.•••.. 100.0X 100.0X 100.OX 100.OX

XI =63.09 ps.OoOOS
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Appendix ~~ Table -. 3.s-Salisfaclion Sca/e Ilems: People in
Neighbourhood. Dislance from Wor/e. Balh/Washroom

LOCATION Tatals

LARINO MILANO MONTREAL

68
19.~

15
.8% 4.4X

j12.7%
14

11.8%

8 6
5.3X 8.5X

i28.5X !34.8X
36 18

23. n 25.4X
NEITHER •••••.•......

X•••••••••••••••••

SATISFIED WITH PEOPLE
IN NEIGHBOURHOOD?

VRy/UNSATISFIED •••••
X•••••••••••••••••

VRy/SATISFIED....... 108
X................. 71.5%

47
65.2%

104
87.3X

259
73.1%

Tatals.............. 152 71 119 342
X................. 100.OX 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X
X'=6.07 P=.048 (with NEITHER recoded as UNSATISFIED)

SATISFIED WITH DISTANCE FRC14 WORIC?
VRy/UNSATISFIED ...•. 20 10 la 40.. X••••.•....•.•.••• 14.~ 17.2% 9.5X 13.5%

NEITHER •••••......•. 33 4 16 53
X.•........•.•.••. 24.6X 6.~ 15.2% 17.8X

VRy/SATISFIED .....•. 81 44 79 204
X...••••••........ 6O.4X 75.~ 75.2X 68.7%

Tatals.............. 134 58 105 297
X•••...•.•••...••• 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X

SATISFIED WITH COMFORT OF BATH/WASHROOM?
VRy/UNSATISFIED..... 29 8 5 42

x................. 19.2X 11.0X 4.2% 12.2%
128.n 121.1X i7.6X )25.1X

NEJTHER............. 14 8 4 26
x................. 9.3X 11.0X 3.4X 7.6X

VRy/SATJSFIED....... 108
x................. 71.3X

57
78.~

1la
92.4X

275
74.~

Tatals.............. 151 73 119 343
x................. 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X 100.0%

X'=9.64 P=.0081 (with NEJTHER recoded as UNSATJSFIED)
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Appendix ~.~ Table -. 35-Salisfacllon wilh Own Dwe/ling

LOCATION Tatals

LARINO MI LANO MONTREAL

SATISFIED WITH OWN
PLACE OF RESIDENCE?

VRY/UNSATISFIED ••••• 26 13 1 40
X•..•.•••••••••••• 16.7X 17.8X .8X 11.5X

NEITHER ...•.....•••• 19 11 9 39
X.•••••••••••••••• 12.2X 1S.1X 7.6X 11.2X

VRy/SATISFIED •••..•• 111 49 109 269
X•••••••••••....•• 71.2X 67.1% 91.6X 77.3%

Tatals ••••••••••.••• 156 73 119 348
%•••••••••••••••.. 100.0% 100.0X 100.0X 100.0X

Appendix J~ Table -. 3~Type a/Use a/Living Raom Space

LOCATION

lARINO MIlANO MONTREAL

fatals

NEVER USE IT •••••••• 13 3 8 24
X••••••.••••••.••• 10.9% 4.9% 7.3X 8.3%

FORMAL (RECEIVE
GUESTS) ••••••.•.• 35 5 7 47

x....... .........• 29.4% 8.2% 6.4X 16.2X

FUNCTIONAl (EAT,
READ, SLEEP) •••.. 54 28 30 112

%•..••..••..•...•• 45.4% 45.9% 27.3X 38.6X

CASUAl (PLAY GAMES,
REST) .•..•••..••. 17 9 34 60

%•.••••••••.•••••• 14.3% 14.8% 30.9% 20.7X

MUlTI-USE
(FORMAl+FUNCTIONA
l+CASUAl+ElSE) ••• 16 31 47

%•••••••••.•...... 26.2X 28.2X 16.2%

Tatals •••.•••••••••• 119 61 110 290
%•••••.••••••••••• 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0X
Unweighted X'=71.43 pS.00005
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Factor Analysis of the Structural Context Grouped-Data

Appendix l~ Table .... 3":'- Structural Fac/or Scores o/Contutual Variables

-

Variable FACTOR1
AGEHHH -.920
AGROHHH - .911
ALTITUDE ..997
AVOCO\lEL .606
CLI MEJAN .•957
CLIMEJUL - .445
FACILMBL -.386
HHEDUC .979
HMEAN 1NC _787
HOS0'lN81 - .945
HOUDEF81 .999
HRQ04S .247
IMPRHSER .923
ITALY - .606
lARRES - .992
MILRES .386
POPDENS .911
PRECIPIT .631
WHITECOL .999

FACTOR2
.392
.413

- .081
-.795

.290

.896
-.923
-.205
-.617
-.326
-.053
-.969
-.386

.795
-.127

.923

.413

.776

.053

Description
Average Age of head of household (81)
X of heads of household in agriculture (81)
Altitude fram sea level in meters
Average change in X of occupied dwellings (51-81)
Average January Temperature
Average July Temperature
Fae; l itation of Population Movement
Average' of years in school of head of household (81)
Average Household Net Income (81)
X of Owner occupi ed dwell i ngs (81'
Housing Deficit per 100 families (S1,
Average nurmer of rooms per occupi ed dwell i ng
Size of improvement in services needed (51-81'
Country Dummy variable
larino resident Dummy variable
Mi lano resident Durmy variable
Population density people/~. sq.(S1>
Amual precipitation in l11li

X of heads of household in white collar occupations (81)
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Additional Tables for Chapter 8

Residents' Multiple Ranking of Places

Appendu V. Table 8. /-Ranlcs For Housing By Respondenls' Residence

R'S RESIDENCE Totals

IN IN IN
LAAINO MILANO MONTREAL

LARINO
FIRST RANK .••••••••• 28 16 15 59

%•••••••••••.••••• 52.8% 28.6% 14.4% 27.7'X

SECOND/LOWER RANK ••• 25 40 89 154
x..•.........•.... 47.2% 71.4% 85.6% 72.3%

Totals•......•..•••• 53 56 104 213
%••••••••••.••..•. 100.OX 100.0% 100.OX 100.0%

MI LANO
FIRST RANK •.•••••••• 1 43 44

X••••••••••••••••• 50.0% 71.7'X 68.8%

SECOND/LOWER RANK ••• 1 17 2 20
x............•..•. 50.0% 28.3% 100.0% 31.3%

- Totals •••.•.•••••••• 2 60 2 64
x................. 100.0" 100.OX 100.0% 100.0%

.-
MONTREAL
FIRST RANK •••••••••• 2 1 93 96

x.....•.........•. 40.0% 100.0% 87.7X 85.7'X
SECOND/LOWER RANK ••• 3 13 16

X••••••••••••••••• 60.0% 12.3% 14.3%

Totals ••••••••.••••• 5 1 106 112
x..•.........•.... 100.0% 100.OX 100.OX 100.0%

OTHER PLACE
FIRST RANK.••••••••• 24 5 29

x•................ 48.CX 33.3% 37.2%

SECONO/LOWER RANK ••• 26 10 13 49
x•.•.............. 52.0% 66.7'X 100.OX 62.8%

Totals .....•.•..•••• 50 15 13 78
%•••.••••••.••.••••• 100.0% 100.OX 100.0% 100.0%
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Appendù V. Table 8. 2-Ranlcs For Work By Respondencs' Residence
~

R'S RESIDENCE Tatals

IN IN IN
LARINO MILANO MONTREAL

lARINO
FIRST RANK•••.•..••. 25 5 6 36

%••••••••••••••••• 49.0% 9.4% 6.1% 17.7'X

SECOND/LOWER RANK ••• 26 48 93 167
%.•..••••••••••••• 51.0% 90.6% 93.9% 82.3%

Tatals ••.....•.••.•• 51 53 99 203
%••••••••••••.••.. 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

MILANO
FIRST RANK •••••••••• 2 54 56

%.........•••••.•• 66.7% 91.5% 87.5%

SECOND/LOWER RANK .•• 1 5 2 8
%••••••••••••••••• 33.3% 8.5% 100.0% 12.5%

Tatals •••••••••••••• 3 59 2 64
%••••••••••••••••• 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

MONTREAL
FIRST RANK •.•••••.•• 3 94 97

%••••••••••••••••• 60.0% 92.2% 89.0%
SECOND/LOWER RANK ••• 2 2 8 12... %••••••••••••.•••• 40.0% 100.0% 7.8% 11.0%

... Tatals ••••.•.....•.• 5 2 102 109
%••••••••••••••••• 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

OTHER PLACE
FIRST RANK •••••••••. 23 8 2 33

%•••.•.•.....•.•.. 48.9% 53.3% 16.7% 44.6%

SECOND/LOWER RANK •.. 24 7 10 41
%••••••••••••••.•• 51.1% 46.7% 83.3% 55.4%

Tatals •••••••.•.•••• 47 15 12 74
%••••••••••••••••••• 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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Appendix V. Table 8 j-RmrJcs For Eanrrngs ln LarlnO By Respondenu' Resu/ence

RIS ~ESIDENCE Tatals

IN IN IN
LARtNO MtLANO MONT~EAL

LARtNO
FtR5T RANK•••.•.••.• 23 5 4 32

X••.•....•••••••.• 46.9% 9.4X 3.9% 15.~

SECOND/LOWER RANK••• 26 48 98 172
X••••••••.•••••••• 53.1X 90.6X 96.1% 84.3X

Tatals•••••••••••••• 49 53 102 204
X..•.•...•.•••.••• 100.OX 100.0% 100.0X 100.0X

MILANO
FIR5T RANK .•.•..•••• 54 54

X•••••••••••••••.• 93.1X 88.5%

SECOND/LOWER RANK ••• 1 4 2 7
X••••••••....•.... 100.OX 6.9% 100.OX 11.5X

Tatals ••...••••••••• 1 58 2 61
%•••••••••••.••••• 100.OX 100.0% 100.OX 100.OX

MONTREAL
FIR5T RANK ••••••..•• 3 3 103 109

%••••••••......•.. 6O.0X 75.0% 98.1% 9S.6X
SECOND/LOWER RANK ••• 2 1 2 5

%•..•.••••....•••. 40.0X 25.0% 1.9% 4.4X

Tatals •••••••••••••• 5 4 105 114
X•••••.•...••..... 100.0X 100.0% 100.0X 100.0%

OTHER PLACE
FIRST RANK•••••••••• 22 4 26

%•••••••..••••.... 48.9% 30.8% 37.1%
SECOND/LOWER RANK•.• 23 9 12 44

X•....•..••••••••• 51.1X 69.2% 100.0% 62.9%
Tatals •••••••..••••• 45 13 12 70
%...••.•••••••••.••• 100.OX 100.0X 100.0% 100.0X
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Appendix ~: Table 8. .s-RanJc.s For Fami/y Dy Respont1enlS' Residence

RIS RESIDENCE Tatals

IN IN IN
LARINO HI LANO MONTREAL

LARINO
FIRST RANK ••••••••.• 32 33 29 94

%••••••••••••••••• 62.7% 62.3% 28.4% 45.6X

SECOND/LOWER RANK••• 19 20 73 112
X•••••...••••••••• 37.3% 37.7% 71.6X 54.4X

Tatals •••.•••••.••.• 51 53 102 206
X•••••••••••••••.• 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

MI LANO
FIRST RANK •••••••••• 1 37 38

X••••••••••••••••• 100.0X 66.1% 64.4X

SECOND/lOWER RANK••. 19 2 21
X••••.•.•••••••••• 33.9% 100.0% 35.6%

Tatals •••••••••.•••• 1 56 2 59
X••••••••••••••••• 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

MONTREAL
FIRST RANK •••••••••• 1 1 79 81

X•••••.••..•.•...• 25.0% 50.0% 76.0% 73.6%
SECOND/lOWER RANK•.• 3 1 25 29

x................. 75.0% 50.0% 24.0% 26.4%

Tatals •••••••••.•••• 4 2 104 110
X••••••..••••••... 100.0X 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

OTHER PLACE
FIRST RANK •......... 25 9 34

%••..••••••••••••• 53.2X 64.3% 46.6%

SECOND/LOWER RANK ••• 22 5 12 39
%••••••••••..••••• 46.8% 35.7% 100.0% 53.4%

Tatals ••••••••••••.• 47 14 12 73
X••••••••••••••••••• 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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Appendix ~: Table 8. 5-Ranb For C/imate By Respondents' ResIdence-
RIS RESIDENCE Tatals

IN IN IN
LARINO Ml LANO MONTREAL

LARINO
FIR5T RANK ••••••.•.• 43 53 93 189

%••••••••••••.•.•• 81.1% 91.4% 90.3% 88.3%

SECOND/LOWER RANK ••• 10 5 10 25
%..•......•••••••• 18.9% 8.6% 9.7% 11. 7'X

Tatals •••••••••••••• 53 58 103 214
%••••••••••••••••• 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

MILANO
FIR5T RANK •••••••••. 6 6

%•••.••••••••••••• 10.3% 9.7'X

SECOND/LOWER RANK .•• 2 52 2 56
%.••••....•••••••• 100.0% 89. ]X 100.0% 90.3%

Tatals •••••••••••••• 2 58 2 62
%•..•••••••••••••• 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

MONTREAL
FIR5T RANK ••••••••.. 12 12

%•••.••••••••...•• 11.4% 10.7%
SECOND/LOWER RANK ••• 5 2 93 100

"P' %•••••••.•....•••• 100.0% 100.0% 88.6% 89.3%

- Tatals •••••••••••••• 5 2 105 112
%•....•••••••••••• 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

OTHER PLACE
FIR5T RANK ••.••...•• 15 8 2 25

%.••.••...•••••••• 30.6% 50.0% 15.4% 32.1%

SECOND/LOWER RANK ••• 34 8 11 53
%••••••••••••••••• 69.4% 50.0% 84.6% 67.9%

Tatals .•••••••••.... 49 16 13 78
x•••••••..••....•••• 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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Appendtr ~: Table 8. 6-RanJcs For LelSUf'e By Respondenu' ResIdence

RIS RESIDENCE fatals

IN IN IN
LARINO MI LANO MONTREAL

LARINO
FIRST RANK •••••••••. 24 39 77 140

%.••.•.....••••••• 49.0% 70.9X 75.5X 68.0X

SECOND/LOWER RANK ••• 25 16 25 66
X••••••••••••..... S1.0X 29.1% 24.5X 32.0X

Tatals •••••••••..... 49 55 102 206
X.........•••••••• 100.0% 100.0X 100.0X 100.0%

MI LANO
FIRST RANK..•.•..... 1 19 20

X••••••••••.•••••. 50.0X 32.8X 32.3%

SECOND/LOWER RANK ••• 1 39 2 42
%•.........••••••• SO.OX 67.2% 100.0X 67.7%

Tatals •••••••••••••• 2 58 2 62
X••••••••.•..•...• 100.0X 100.0% 100.0X 100.0%

MONTREAL
FIRST RANK ••••••.••• 4 28 32

X•...•••.....•.. ,. 66.7% 26.9X 28.6%
SECOND/LOWER RANK •.. 2 2 76 80.. X.•••.•••••••••••• 33.3% 100.0% 73.1% 71.4X

fatals •••••••••••••• 6 2 104 112
%•...•......•••••• 100.0% 100.0X 100.0% 100.0%

OTHER PLACE
FIRST RANK•••••••••• 21 6 2 29

X.••.......••••••. 45.7% 40.0X 15.4% 39.2%

SECOND/LOWER RANK ••• 25 9 11 45
X•.........••..... 54.3% 60.0X S4.6X 60.8%

fatals .......••••••• 46 15 13 74
X••••••••••••••••••• 100.0% 100.0X 100.0X 100.0%
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Appendix V. Table 8 --Ranlc.s For Convemences Dy RespoNknu' ReSIdence

RIS RESIDENCE Tatals

IN IN IN
LARINO MI LANO MONTREAL

LARINa
FIRST RANK •••••.••.• 28 5 7 40

%•••••••••••.••••• 54.en 9.4% 6.7% 19.2%

SECOND/LOWER RANK •.• 23 48 97 168
%•••••••••••.•.•.• 45.1% 90.6% 93.3% 80.8%

Tatals •••••..•.••... 51 53 104 208
%••••............• 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

MILANO
FIRST RANK ••.•.••••. 2 53 55

%••••..•.......•.• M.n 91.4% 87.3%

SECOND/LOWER RANK ••• 1 5 2 8
%•.•.............. 33.3% 8.6% 100.ex 12.7%

Tatals ••••••.•..•••• 3 58 2 63
%•••.•••••.•..••.. 100.OX 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

MONTREAL
FIRST RANK •••••••••• 4 3 102 109

%•••••••••.•.•••.• 66.n 100.0% 96.2% 94.8%
SECOND/LOWER RANK •.. 2 4 6

%.••••••••...•.•.• 33.3% 3.8% 5.2%

- Tatels ••••••.•.•••.. 6 3 106 115
%.•••.••...•.••... 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.ex

aTHER PLACE
FIRST RANK •.•••••.•. 17 5 22

%•...•.•.•.....•.. 35.4% 31.3% 28.6%

SECOND/LOWER RANK .•. 31 11 13 55
x................. 64.6% 68.8% 100.0X 71.4%

Tatels ••••••••.••••• 48 16 13 77
%••••............. 100.0% 100.0% 100.ex 100.0%
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Appendix J~ Table 8. 8 - Log Linear Analysis ofDesire and/or Opportunzty to Leave the Place
.\'ow Residing.

Code oas count EXP count Residual Std Resid

NO, NEITHER
LARINO 54.7 53.8 .92 .13
MILANO 4.0 6.3 ·2.32 - .92
MONTREAL 11.0 9.6 1.40 .45

ONLY DESIRE
LARINO 6.4 7.7 -1.37 .•49
MI LANO 3.0 .9 2.11 2.21
MONTREAL .6 1.4 - .73 ..62

ONLY OPPORTUNITY
LARINO 3.8 3.7 .10 .05
MI LANO 1.0 .4 .57 .86
MONTREAL .0 .7 - .66 - .81

YES, BOTH
LARINO 7.6 7.3 .36 .13
MILANO .5 .9 -.35 - .38
MONTREAL 1.3 1.3 -.00 -.00

Goodness-of-fit test statistics:
Likelihood ratio chi square = 7.00118 OF =6 P = .321*

Pearson chi square = 8.13183 OF = 6 P = .229
*independece model fits well, fail to reject model of no differences by location.
Weighted nls for sampling ratios

•
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Appendi:c ft: Table 8. 9- Log Linear Ana(VSIS ofLocations Ranked in First Place for Housing.
Work and Earnings by Location of Respondents' Currenr Residence

Location Item ADJUSTED RESIDUALS· FOR INTERACTION OF
LOCATION ITEM RANKS SV LOCATION Of R'S

LARINO MILANO MONTREAL OTHER
HOUSING
FIRST PLACE

Respondents Living in:
Larino
Milano
Montreal

SECONDILOWER PLACE
Respondents Living in:

Larino
Milano
Montreal

3.36 -.90 1.38 8.74
-5.36 4.59 -1.52 -5.15
-3.67 ·2.13 5.29 ·5.52

7.85 -2.66 ·3.34 10.04
-2.15 5.00 ·5.26 --4.03

.03 -3.47 5.28 4.08
WORK
FIRST PLACE

Respondents Living in:
Larina
Milano
Montreal

SECONDILOWER PLACE
Respondents Living in:

Larino
Milano
Montreal

2.37 2.38 3.16 8.82
-6.36 4.13 ·1.44 --4.58
-4.75 -1.16 5.22 -5.04

8.93 ·2.60 -3.26 9.33
-1.07 2.79 ·5.61 ~.22

.96 -4.35 3.72 4.31

8.27
~.89

·5.17

4.94
.43

5.17

-.44
3.93
-.50

1.83
-6.52
-4.89

EARNINGS
FIRST PLACE

Respondents Living in:
Larino
Milano
Montreal

SECONDILOWER PLACE
Respondents Living in:

Larino 8.88 ·3.15 -3.67 9.58
Milano -.69 8.59 -5.90 -3.89
Montreal 1.44 ·3.39 1.01 ·3.89

• Adjusted residuals are equal to the Standardized Residuals divided by the Estimate of Standard Error. The
Standardized ResiduaJs are equal to the Residuals of the observed minus expected ranks under the
interaction model (that location rankings by locations of ranker are equaJ for ail ceUs). divided by square
root of expeeted count (Norusis. 1988:B50). Values outside of the 1:1.96 range in a standard normal
distribution occur only 5% of the time. and can be considered to be statistically significant. Also. the
Goodness-of-Fit test statistic, the Likelihood Ratio Chi Square for each of the items above is ~16.38

d.f. = 3 p:S; .001. Degrees of freedom are caJculated as: number of non-zero fined cells minus number
of pararneters estimated.
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- Appendix ~: Table 8. JO- Log Lrnear .-lna(lIsls o/Locauons Ranked ln Flrsl Place/or Faml(r. Cflmal':. Ll!lsure.
and Convenrences by Locauon 0/ Respondenrs' Currenr ResIdence

Location Item ADJUSTED RESIDUALS· FOR INTERACTION Of
LOCATION ITEM RANKS SV LOCATION OF R'S

LARINO MILANO MONTREAL OTHER
FAMILY
FIRST PLACE:
R's Living in: Larino 5.08 -1.31 -1.09 8.83

Milano -3.14 5.06 -2.42 -4.26
Montreal -1.26 -2.12 5.53 -4.88

SECONDILOWER
PLACE

R's Living in: Larino 5.45 -3.09 -3.23 9.49
Milano -4.24 4.97 -4.53 -4.60
Montreal -1.80 -3.31 6.64 -4.55

CLIMATE
FIRST PLACE
R's Living in: Larino 9.21 -3.60 -4.42 8.77

Milano 1.32 2.82 -6.50 -5.92
Montreal 4.07 -4.63 3.14 -6.19

SECONDILOWER
PLACE

R's Living in: LaTino .03 1.90 3.13 9.16
Milano -8.30 4.93 -1.17 -2.68
Montreal -6.28 -.34 6.69 -2.62- LEISURE

FIRST PLACE
R' s Living in: Larino 6.81 -2.69 -2.65 8.46

Milano -2.27 4.59 -4.71 -4.93
Montreal .13 -3.51 5.72 -5.23

SECONDILOWER
PLACE

R's Living in: Larino 3.25 -1.08 -.52 9.31
Milano -5.05 4.81 -2.70 -3.75
Montreal -2.85 -1.92 5.39 -3.83

CONVENIENCES
R's Living in: Larino 2.39 2.35 4.72 8.29

Milano -6.00 4.09 -.22 -5.84
Montreal -4.23 -1.16 5.47 -6.17

SECONDILOWER
PLACE

R's Living in: Larino 8.63 -2.56 -3.61 9.55
Milano -1.36 2.75 -6.20 -2.76
Montreal .74 -4.31 1.40 -2.85

• Adjusted residuals are equal to the Standardized Residuals divided by the Estimate of Standard Error. The
Standardîzed Residuals are equal 10 the Residuals of the observed minus expected ranks under the interaction model
(that location rankings by locations of ranker are equal for aIl cells), di\'ided by square root of expected count
(Norusis. 1988:850).
The Goodness-of-Fit test stalÎstic. Likelihood Ratio Chi Square for the above is ~16.38 d.f. ;; 3
P S .00]. Degrees of freedom are calculated as: number of non-zero fined cells minus number of parameters
estimated..
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Additional Tables for Chapter 9

Discriminant Analysis

Appendù v: Table 9. 1 - Descriptive Stalistics of Discriminant Ana(vsis Variables

VARIABLE MEAN STe DEV MINIMlJI1 MAXIMUM N LABEL USED IN TEXT

ATTITUl -.00 1.00 -2.46613 1.88056 307 OPTlMISM
ATTITU2 -.00 1.00 -1.38396 3.60409 307 HOUSE PURCHASE AVERSION
ATTITU3 -.00 1.00 -3.92292 1.57585 307 FATAL 1SM
ATTITU4 -.00 1.00 -1.30681 5.06353 307 EXTROVERSION
ATTITU5 -.00 1.00 -3.08450 2.10556 307 LIVINGROOM CENTRALITY

CONTEXTl -.18 _87 -1.14535 .69970 349 SOCIO·DEMOGRAPHIC CONTEXT
CONTEXT2 -.15 .n -.91856 1.06524 349 GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT
CONTXTAD -.33 1.07 -1.29 1.51 349 ADDITIVE CONTEXT INDEX
RELINCRT .64 1.38 -1.12 9.48 297 INCOME RELATIVE TO CITY
1NCRATlO 1.17 .97 .04 7.78 284 ACTUAL INCOME/NEED RATIO
SATISl .00 1.00 -2.52734 1.66002 285 SERVICES SATISFACTION
SATls2 -.00 1.00 -3.23281 1.13130 285 HOUSING SATISFACTION
SATJs3 .00 1.00 -3.91048 1.32855 285 NEIGHBOURHOOO SATISFACTION
YRSOLO 55.08 14.15 24.00 91.00 342 RESPONDENT'S AGE IN YEARS
PERSONS 3.29 1.46 1 la 347 PERsaNS IN RIS HOUSEHOLD
CARS 1. 11 .89 a 4 349 CARS IN RIS HOUSEHOLD
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